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PREFACE
TO THE FIFTH EDITION.
ANY value which Part I. possesses lies in its being
the work of one who was groping after truth, and
had no fixed views as to the history and origin of the
book of the Acts.

Now that I have acquired such views

during further years of study, there are various things
which I should modify; but the alteration would necessarily affect the character, and therefore the text is left
as it stands.

Only on p. r68 the mll chronological scheme,

which is contained in my later work, St. Paul the Traveller

and the Roman . Ci#zen, is appended, as illustrating the
text and showing the chronology towards which the studies
begun in this book naturally lead.
In Part II. I have no change to make.

It expresses,

imperfectly indeed, but as well as I am capable of doing,
the views which seem to me right.

In the footnote on

p. 333, and on p. 491, I should now, after long study,
decidedly reject the view that the Octavius of Minucius
Felix was written as early as r6o.
The map has been improved in some details, especially
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as regards the shape of the kingdom of Antiochus, which
is now known to have been continuous, and not broken
into two separate parts (as represented in former editions).
The epitaph of Avircius Marcellus has become the
centre of vigorous controversy, and the subject of a
body of writings too large to be noticed in this work.
I have discussed the subject in my Cz'tz'es and Bz'shoprz'cs
oj Phrygz'a I., pp. 722-30.

The writer-, who seems to me

to take the most correct and -instructive view of the
subject is Dr. Zahn, Forschungen zur Geschz'chte des N. T.
Canons, V., p. 57 ff.

W. M. RAMSAY.
ABERDEEN,

May 3Ist,lr897.

PREFACE
TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

THE

first part of this book was intended originally

to be a single chapter, giving some slight account
of the questions that were agitating the eastern Roman
provinces when St. Paul brought the new religion before
the populations of Antioch, !conium, Derbe, and Lystni..
The 'Yriter had the belief that the action of the earliest
missionaries stood in the most intimate relation to the life
and the tendencies of that society; that the outward
character of early Christianity, as shown in the first converts,
was determined to a considerable extent by the facts of
their situation ; and that a true conception of " the Church in
the Empire about 50-70 A.D." could not be attained, unless
this relation were constantly borne in mind, and the student
kept his eye continually on the state of society and politics
in the eastern provinces;
The writer had no theory as to. the composition or the
date of Acts.

He sought only for external and objective

grounds on which to rest a rational criticism of the
trustworthiness of the historical statements in the book.

viii
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-----··--------------He had, indeed, acquired a general idea that these statements had been to some degree affected and coloured by
the prejudices of a later generation ; and perhaps this idea
may have occasionally shown itself in the form of words
employed in the early chapters.

In working out the

proposed introductory chapter, he found that, out of the
facts which led him to set a low value on the evidence
of the book, several were founded on erroneous views.
Especially the fundamental error with regard to the
"Galatian Churches," an error which was almost universally
accepted, was found to be responsible for many apparent
discrepancies between Acts and facts.

In the attempt

to attain and to justify an answer to the fundamental
questions determining the historical authenticity of Acts
as a picture of Roman society in the eastern provinces,
the proposed single chapter grew into eight.
Any value that this part of the following work has is
involved in its character as an unpreji.i'diced attempt to find
out what are the facts, and what verdict the dispassionate
historical critic must pass in this case ; and in the changes
that have been introduced in this edition that character is
left undisturbed.

It is hoped that the language used

throughout remains such as to involve no theory as to
the composition of Acts.

Any reader who has arrived, or

may hereafter arrive, at a definite view on that subject
will find it necessary to make certain modifications in

.
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the language, even where he may accept, in a general
way, the reasoning.
In the first edition a note was appended, in view of
Spitta's recently published theory, pointing out that, if that
at first view striking and alluring theory were proved,
certain details would have to be modified.

Since that note

was written, the writer has acquired a definite opinion,
which excludes Spitta's theory ; but he has not introduced
into the text any change suggested by his opinion, except
in the paragraphs where Spitta is mentioned.

Various

changes have been made in Part I. (especially on pages 46,
58 note, 68, 73, 75-7, 8r, 90, 94-6, ro7-9,* 159-60, 166-68),
but the point of view is unaltered, and the solution of every
difficulty in Acts remains essentially as before.

Criticisms

and suggestions by Mr. F. C. Conybeare, Dr. Sanday,
Rev. F. Rendall, Rev. F. W. Lewis, Mr. R. S. Miller,
Prof. Findlay, Mr. Hollis, Mr. A. Souter, Mr. A. F. Findlay,
and others, have been utilised in the improvements.
Chapter VI. is far from adeq]Jate to its subject; but the
general arguments in favour of the South-Galatian theory
would easily fill a volume, and I therefore could not touch
the chapter without lengthening it, which is not permitted.

* The changes in pp. 107-9 had to be compressed into very
narrow space; and these. pages are, I fear, hardly intelligible in
their present form except to those who have read Spitta's book and
Weise's article (quoted and criticised there).
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In Part II. no change has been made except to improve

the expression in three or , four sentences and to make
some additions to the notes appended at the conclusion
of Chapter XVI.

The Armenian Version of the Acta of

Paul and Thekla (published by Mr. F. C. Conybeare
in his interesting and valuable work, Monuments of Early

Chrz's#anz'ty) has been referred to several times (p. 426,
note 1 ): it is founded on the Syriac Version (as it was
in an early form), and not on the original Greek.
I may add that the words used in my first preface,
"the faults of execution of which I was and am painfully
conscious," are not a mere form.

If I had

~een

able to

devote five years to the work, I could perhaps have done
it better ; but in the situation in life that I hold, responsible
during six months of the year for the teaching of Latin
to the large classes of a Scottish university, and bound
also in honour to carry on and complete a very big scheme
of research in Asia Minor, I had no alternative between
writing the book as it is and leaving it unwritten.

Ad-

visers whom I am ready to follow almost implicitly chose
the former for me.

But it lies in the plan of the work,

and is in considerable degree the cause of any value that
the book has, that the chapters are isolated and separate
studies, and that no attempt is made to weld them into a
systematic discussion of the entire subject.

The intention

is to discuss and try to understand single points, treating

Preface to the Fourth Edition.
each by itself and not as part of a system.
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The full

title of the book might be "an attempt to establish some
facts in: regard to the position of the Church in the Roman
Empire during the first two centuries."

Chapters XVIII.

and XIX. lie outside the limits of the title.

The latter

was one of the series of lectures at Mansfield College out
of which the book grew ; but the theory, more favourable to
Herodotus and to the legend, which was originally stated
in the lecture, was relinquished as too daring, and hence
that chapter appears rather disappointing.
Finally, it ought to be understood that the book is
the work of a student of Roman history and of Roman
society, who finds in the Church the cause and the
explanation of many problems in his subject, and writes
from the point of view of general Roman imperial
history rather than of specially ecclesiastical history.
A few additional pages of notes on points that have
been debated during the last two years (pp. 481 f.) have
been appended to this edition.

But it may here be said

plainly that it is a prime necessity, in estimating the
authenticity and the meaning of the narrative in Acts,
to study as a preliminary the circumstances, the currents
of political and social development, the facts of life,
that characterised central Asia

Minor at that time.

Christianity then, as always, was no mere philosophical
doctrine, but was actual life : and, beyond all others,

..

xu
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Paul especially plunged into the heart of the life around
him ; he drew . his illustrations, and pointed his lessons,
from the facts of his hearers' life ; he taught them how
to live in their own country.

In Lightfoot we are struck

by the steady purpose with which he aims at this method
of study; he always tries to embrace in his view the
whole circumstances of the people whom Paul addresses.
But in the fifty-one pages which Dr. Zockler in Theolog.
Stud. und Kritz'ken, 1895, and the forty pages which

Dr. Chase in the Expositor, have devoted to the task
of propping up the N orth-Galatian theory, I find no
sentence that shows any
necessity.

recognition of this prime

It is the same with every recent work on

Galatz'ans (so far as my reading extends): Lightfoot tried

and found nought ; no one else tries ; and Dr Zockler
(op. cit. p. 59) pointedly rejects Lightfoot's Galatian view

as a whole, without making any new attempt to set the
Galatian Churches in their true

environ.m~nt.

In speaking of the N orth-Galatian theory, it must be
remembered that its adherents. differ' among each other
just as widely as I differ from them.

L~ghtfoot

takes

the Churches of Galatia as Ancyra, Pessinus, Tavium,
and perhaps Juliopolis (ed .. of 1892, p. zo); and in describing the situation and the surroundings of the Galatic
Churches, he has Ancyra chiefly in his mind.

But

Zockler throws this idea overboard, declares that Paul

Preface to the Fourth Edition.
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never was at Ancyra, or Tavium, or

Juliopolis,

and

confines the Churches of Galatia to Pessinus and the
wilderness of the Axylon.

He does not indeed recognise

that his theory means this (if he had recognised it, perhaps
he would not have suggested it); but that is what it does
mean. It is plain that the North-Galatian theorists, except
Lightfoot, make no attempt to find order and method
in Paul's work ; to them his idea of "an open door "

(z Cor. ii.

12)

has only the vaguest sense; pressing on

to the great centres of life (see p. 158 note) was not, in
their estimation, his way of work.

Those who try to

conceive what Asia Minor was in the first century will
end by rejecting the North-Galatian view.

The material

for studying the country has been as yet uncollected
and often inaccessible ; but those who desire to study
the question minutely will find the best defence that I
can give of the South-Galatian theory in the Cz'tles and

Blshoprics of Phrygla (vol. i., Clarendon Press, 1895),
where the question is not alluded to, but the .state
of the country. and people, and the relations between
classes and, religions, are described.

\V. M. RAMSAY.

PREFACE.

T

HIS work originates from the invitation with which
the Council of Mansfield College, Oxford, honoured

me in the end of July 1891, to give a course of six lectures
there in May-June 1892.

The opinion of Dr. Fairbairn,

Dr. Sanday, and other friends encouraged me to hope that
faults of execution-of which I was and am painfully conscious-did not wholly obscure a good idea in them ; and
it is at their advice that the present book appears.

The

lectures are almost entirely rewritten (except Chap. IX.),
and are enlarged by the addition of Part I. and in other
respects, which need not be specified; but they retain their
original character as lectures, intended rather to stimulate
interest and research in students than to attain scientific
completeness and order of exposition.

They exemplify to

younger students the method of applying archceological,
topographical, and numismatic evidence to the investigation of early Christian history ; and, as I always urge
on my pupils, their aim is to suggest to others how to
treat the subject better than I c.an.
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The books of the New Testament are treated here simply
as authorities for history ; and their credit is estimated on
the same principles as that of other historical documents.

If I reach conclusions very different from those of the
school of criticism whose originators and chief exponents
are German, it is not that I differ from their method.

I

fully accept their principle, that the sense of these documents can be ascertained only by resolute criticism ; but I
think that they have often carried out their principle badly,
and that their criticism often offends against critical
method.

True criticism must be 'sympathetic; but jn

investigations into religion, Greek, Roman, and Christian
alike, there appears to me, if I may venture to say so, to
be in many German scholars (the greatest excepted) a lack
of that instinctive sympathy with the life and nature of a
people which is essential to the right use of critical processes.

For years, with much interest and zeal, but with

little knowledge, I followed the critics and accepted their
results.

In recent years; as I came to understand Roman

history better, I have realised that, in the ·case of almost all
the books of the New Testament, it is as gross an outrage
on criticism to hold

th~m

for second-century forgeries as

it would be to class the works of Horace and Virgil as
forgeries of the time of N ero.
Some German reviewers have taxed me with unfair
depreciation of German authorities,

The accusation

must

..
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seem to my English friends and pupils a retribution for
the persistence with which I have urged the necessity of
studying German method.

None admires and reverences

German scholarship more than I do ; but it has not taught
me to be blind to faults, or to be afraid to speak out.
I cannot sufficiently acknowledge my debt to various
friends, chiefly to Dr. Sanday; also to Dr. Hort, Dr.
Fairbairn, Mr. Armitage Robinson, Mr. A. C. Headlam,
etc.

From the discriminating criticism of Mr. Vernon

Bartlet I have gained much: the pages on
doubled in meeting his arguments.

1

Peter were

My old friend of

undergraduate days, Mr. Macdonell, formerly of Balliol
College, gave me especially great help throughout the first
fourteen chapters.

In the index I have been aided by my

pupil, Mr. A. Souter, now of Caius College.
A special tribute is due to two writers.

Lightfoot's

lgnatz'us and Polycarp has been my constant companion;
yet my admiration for his historical perception, his
breadth of knowledge and his honesty of statement, and
my grateful recollection of much kindly encouragement
. received from him personally, do not prevent me from
stating frankly where I am bound to differ from him.
Mommsen's review of Neumann explained certain difficulties that long puzzled me; and the lectures attempt,
however imperfectly, to apply principles learned mainly
froJY"· his various writings.
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As the whole work is due to my explorations in Asia
Minor, I hope it may stimulate the progress of discovery
in that land, which at present conceals within it the answer
to many pressing problems of history; and, perhaps, may
even prevent my researches from coming to an end.
Next to further exploration and excavation, the greatest
desideratum is a society to study and edit the acta of the

Eastern Saints.

4\BERDEEN,

January 23rd, 1893.
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THE CHURCH IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE.
PART I.-EARLIEST STAGE:

ST. PAUL IN ASIA MINOR.

l

CHAPTER I.
GENERAL.
I. PLAN OF THE WORK.

part played by the churches
I N ofviewAsiaof inthetheimportant
development of Christianity during
the period 70-170 A.D.,* the proper preliminary to the
subject which is treated in this book would be a study
of the social and political condition of Asia Minor about
the middle of the first century of our era. Such a task is
too great for the narrow limits of present knowledge. In
place of such a preliminary study, it appeared a more
prudent course to describe the travels of St. Paul in the
country, as affording a series of pictures of single scenes,
each simple and slight in character, and each showing some
special feature of the general life of society. t
But while chronological considerations require that these
chapters be placed as a preliminary part, they are, alike
in conception and in execution, later than the body of the
book. The writer, while composing the opening chapters,
had the rest of the work already clear in his mind; and there
has been unconsciously a tendency to write as if the views
" See below, p. ~71.
Perhaps at some later date, when the investigations, studies, and
travel necessary for a projected historical work are completed, it
may be possible to paint a general picture of the state of society in
the first century.

t
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St. Paul in Asia Mznor.

stated in the mafn body of the work were familiar to the
reader. In the preliminary part it is important to observe
any faint signs of the later idea that Christianity was the
religion of the Empire. We trace the rise of this idea
from the time when Paul went from Perga into the- province
Galatia "to the work" (Acts xiii. 14, xv. 38.)
The discussion which is here given of the missionary
journeys of St. Paul in Asia Minor is not intended to be
complete. It is unnecessary to repeat what has already
been well stated by others. The writer presupposes
throughout the discussion a general familiarity with the
previous descriptions of the journeys. His intention has
been to avoid saying again what has been rightly said in
the works of Conybeare and Howson, of Lewin, of Farrar,
etc. ; and merely to bring together the ideas which have
been suggested to him by long familiarity with the localities, and which seemed to correct, or to advance beyond,
the views stated in the modern biographies of St. Paul, and
in the Commentaries on the Acts and the Epistles.*
The notes which follow may perhaps seem to be unnecessarily minute; but the reason for their existence lies in the
fact that it is important to weigh accurately and minutely
minute details. Fidelity to the character and circumstances
of the country and people is an important criterion in
estimating the narrative of St. Paul's journeys ; and such
fidelity is most apparent in slight details, many of which
have, so far as I can discover, hitherto escaped notice. The
writer's subject is restricted to the country with which he
has had the opportunity of acquiring unusual familiarity,
" Considerable parts of Chapters I., II., III. appeared 'in the

Expositor, January, September, October, and November, 1892.
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and about which many false opinions have become part of
the stock of knowledge handed down through a succession
of commentators. Even that most accurate of writers, the
late Bishop Lightfoot, had not in his earlier works succeeded in emancipating himself from the traditional misconceptions ; we observe in his successive writings a continuous
progress towards the accurate knowledge of Asia Minor
which is conspicuous in his work on Ignatius and Polycarp.
But in his early work, the edition of the Epzstle to the
Galatians, there is shown, so far as Asia Minor is concerned,
little or no superiority to the settled erron,eousness of view
and of statement which still characterises the recent commentaries of W endt and Lipsius ; * and only a few signs
appear of his later fixed habit of recurring to original
authorities about the country, and setting the words of St.
Paul in their local and historical surroundings, a habit
.which contrasts strongly with the satisfied acquiescence of
Lipsius and Wendt in the hereditary. circle of knowledge
or error. The present writer is under great obligations to
both of them, and desires to acknowledge his debt fully ;
but the vice of many modern German discussions of
the early history of Christianity-viz., falseness to the facts
""'""'--..,-~........-~.._.,..,...,_.,.,~,_,_.,_,..,y.U>'~'

_._ •. , __ .

" Wendt's sixth (seventh) edition of Meyer's Handbuch uber dt'e
Apostelgeschz'chte, Gottingen, r888; Lipsius' edition of Epz'stle to
the Gala#'ans in Holtzmann's Handcommentar zum N.T., ii. 2,
Freiburg, 189r. These works are referred to throughout the eight
opening chapters simply as Wendt and Lipsius. I am sorry to
speak unfavourably of Lipsius so soon after his lamented death; but
my criticism refers only to his statements about the antiquities of
Asia Minor. .The obscurity of this subject does not justify wrong
statements, and inferences founded on them. Harnack's excellent
edition of Acta Carpi shows how a judicious reticence may be
observed in cases where certainty is unattainable.
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of contemporarylife and the general history of t~e periodis becoming stereotyped and intensified by long repetition
in the mpst recent commentators, and some criticism and
protest against their treatment of the subject are required.*
I regret to be compelled in these earlier chapters to
disagree so much with Lightfoot's views as stated in his
edition of Galatians : perhaps therefore I may be allowed
to say that the study of that work, sixteen years ago,
marks an epoch in my thoughts and the beginning of my
admiration for St. Paul and for him. t

2. THE " TRAVEL-DOCUMENT."

In order to put the reader on his guard, it is only fair to
state at the outset that the writer has a definite aim-viz., by
minutely examining the journeys in Asia Minor to show
that the account given in Acts of St. Paul's journeys is
founded on, or perhaps actually incorporates, an account
written down under the immediate influence of Paul him* It is hardly necessary to say that my criticism is directed
against one single aspect of modern German work in early Christian
history. Of the value, suggestiveness, and originality of that work
no one can have a higher opinion than I ; but I cannot agree with
certain widely accepted views as to the relation ofthe early Christians
to the society and the government of Asia Minor and of the Empire
generally.
t The Epistle to the Galatians formed part of the Pass Divinity
Examination in the Final Schools at Oxford. It is on,ly fair to
acknowledge how much I gained from an examination which I submitted to with great reluctance. Immersed as I was at the time iri
Greek Philosophy, it appeared to me that Paul was the first true
successor of Aristotle, and his work a great relief after the unendurable dreariness of the Greek Stoics and the dulness ·of the
Epicureans.
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self. This original account was characterised by a system
of nomenclature different from that which is employed by
the author of some of the earlier chapters of Acts : it used
territorial names in the Roman sense, like Paul's Epistles,
whereas the author of chap. ii., ver. 9, uses them in the
popular Greek· sense ; and it showed a degree of accuracy
which the latter was not able to' attain.* In carrying out
this aim, it will be necessary to differ in some passages of
Acts from the usual interpretation, and the reasons for this
divergence can be appreciated only by careful attention to
rather minute details. For the sake of brevity, I shall, so
far as regard for clearness permits, venture to refer for some
details to a larger work,t whose results are here applied to
the special purpose of illustrating this part of the Acts ;
but I hope to make the exposition and arguments complete
in themselves.
As this idea, that the narrative of St. Paul's journeys,
· ot· at least parts of ·it, had an independent existence
pefore it was· utilised or· incorporated in Acts, must be
' f~equently referred to in the following pages, the supposed
original document will be alluded to as the "Travel-·Document." The exact relation of this document to the form
which appears in Acts is difficult to determine. It may
have been modified or enlarged ; but I cannot enter on
this subject. My aim is only to investigate the traces of

* The general agreement of this view with that stated by W endt,
pp. 23 and 278, is obvious ; and certain differences also are not
difficult to detect. He dates the composition of Acts between 75
and 100 A.D., and holds that the original document alone was the
work of Luke.
t Ht'stort'caZ Geography of Asta Mtnor, where I have discussed
.he points more fully
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minute fidelity to the actual facts of contemporary society
and life, which stamp this part of Acts as, in part or in
whole, a trustworthy historical authority, dating from
62-64,A.D.
I hope to show that, when once we place ourselves at the
proper point of view, the interpretation of the "TravelDocument" as a simple, straightforward, historical testimony
offers itself with perfect ease, and that it confirms and
completes our knowledge of the country acquired from
other sources. in a way which proves its ultimate origin
from a person acquainted with the' actual circumstances.
If this attempt be successful, it follows that the original
document was composed under St. Paul's own influence,~.<
for only he was present on all the occasions which are
described with conspicuous vividness.

3·

THE CHURCHES OF GALATIA.

For a long time I failed to appreciate the accuracy of
the narrative in Acts.t It has cost me much time,
thought, and labour to understand it ; :j: and it was impossible to understand it so long as I was prepossessed· with
the idea adopted from my chief master and guide, Bishop

* I wish to express his influence in the most general terms, and to
avoid any theorising about the way in which it was exercised,
whether by mere verbal report or otherwise.
t My earlier views were expressed in the Expositor, January
I8gz, p. 30. Compare also the paragraph which I wrote in Exjosz'tor, July x8go, p. 20.
:j: Among other things I have been obliged to rewrite the sketch
of the history of Lycaonia and Cilicia Tracheia in Ht'st. Geogr.,
p. 371, where I wrongly followed M. Waddington against Professor
Mommsen in regard to the coins of M. Antonius Polemo. This error
vitiated my whole theory.
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Lightfoot, that in St. Paul's Epistle the term Galatians
denotes the Celtic people of the district popularly and
generally known as Galatia. To maintain this idea I had
to reject the plain and natural interpretation of some
passages ; but when at last I found myself compelled to
abandon it, and to understand Galatians as inhabitants of
Roman Galatia, much that had \been dark became clear,
. 'and some things that had seemed loose and vague became
precise and definite. As the two opposing theories must
frequently be referred to, it will prove convenient to
designate them as the North-Galatian and the SouthGalatian theories ; and the term North Galatia will be used
to denote the country of the Asiatic Gauls, South Galatia
to denote the parts of Phrygia, Lycaonia, and Pisidia, which
were by the Romans incorporated in the vast province of
Galatia.*
The question as to what churches were addressed by
St. Paul in his Epistle to the Galatians is really of the first
importance for the right understanding of the growth of
the Christian Church during the period between 70 and
156 A. D. ; ,and the prevalent view, against which we argue,
leads necessarily to a misapprehension of the position of
the Church in the Empire. The diffusion of Christianity
was, as I hope to bring out more clearly in the following
pages, closely connected with the great lines of communication across the Roman Empire, with the maintenance of
intercourse, and with the development of education and

* I did not expect to be obliged to argue that this great province
was called Galatia; but even this simple fact, which had been
assumed by every writer since Tacitus, has recently been contested
by Dr. Schiirer, and I have appended a note on the subject at the
end of this chapter.
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the feeling of unity throughout the Empire. The spread
of Christianity had a political side. The Church may be,
roughly speaking, described as a political party advocating
certain ideas which, in their growth, would have resulted
necessarily in social and political reform.* All that fostered
the idea,of universal citizenship and a wider Roman policy
-as distinguished from the narrow Roman view that
looked on Rome, or even on Italy, as mistress of a subject
empire, instead of head and capital of a co-ordinate empire
-made for Christianity unconsciously and insensibly ; and
the Christian religion alone was able to develop fully this
idea and policy (v. p. 365 ff).
The chief line along which the new religion· developed
was that which led from Syrian Antioch through the
Cilician Gates, across Lycaonia to Ephesus, Corinth, and
Rome. t One subsidiary line followed the land route by
Philadelphia; Troas, Philippi, and the Egnatian Wayt to
Brindisi and Rome ; and another went north from the
Gates by Tyana and Cresareia of Cappadocia to Amisos in
Pontus, §,~ the great harbour of the Black Sea, by which the
trade of Central Asia was carried to ,Rome. The main* In the writer's opinion the Church proved unfaithful to its trust,
ceased to adhere to the principles with which it started, and failed,
in consequence, to carry out the reform, or rather revolution, which
would have naturally resulted from them. But that chapter of
history is later than the scope of the present volume.
t This line is referred to in several passages which have never
yet been properly understood, e.g., Ignatius, Ejhes., § I2, Clement
Ej. i., ad Corinth., § I. Seep. JI8 f.
:j: Cp. Rom. xv. Ig. This route was taken by Ignatius' guards.
§ The early foundation of Churches in Cappadocia (I Peter i. I)
and in Pontus (I Peter i. I; Pliny ad Tra.f., g6) was due to this
line of communication. See p. 224 ff.
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tenance of close and constant cop1munication between the
scattered congregations must be presupp,osed, as necessary
to explain the growth of the Church and the attitude
which the State assumed towards it. Such communication
was, on the view advocated in the present work, maintained
along the same lines on which the general development of
the Empire took place ; and politics, education, religion,
grew side by side. But the prevalent view as to the
Galatian churches separates the line of religious growth
from the line of the general development of the Empire, and
introduces into a history that claims to belong to the first
century, the circumstances that characterised a much later
period. The necessary inference frop1 the prevalent view
is, either that this history really belongs to a much later
period than it claims to belong to (an inference drawn with
strict and logical consistency by a considerable body of
German scholars), or that the connexion between the
religious and the general history of the Empire must be
abandoned. If the arguments for the prevalent view are
conclusive, we must accept the choice thus offered ; but I
hope to show thatthe prevalent view is not in accordance
with the evidence.

4· SOCIAL CONDITION OF ASIA MINOR, A.D. 50-60.
The discussion of St. Paul's experiences in Asia Minor
is beset with one serious difficulty. The attempt must be
made to indicate the character of the society into which
. the Apostle introduced the new doctrine of religion and
of life. In the case of Greece and Rome much may be
assumed as familiar to the reader. In the case of Asia
Minor very little can be safely assumed ; and the analogy
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of Greece and Rome is apt .to introduce confusion and
misconception. Conybeare and Howson have attempted,
in a most scholarly way, to set forth a picture of the
situation in which St. Paul found himself placed in the
cities of Asia and of Galatia. But the necessary materials
for their purpose did not exist, the country was unknown, the maps were either a blank or positively wrong
in regard to all but a very few points ; and, moreover,
they were often deceived by Greek and Roman analogies.
The only existing sketch of the country that is not positively misleading is given by Mommsen in his Provinces
of the Roman Empire ; and that is only a very brief
description, which extends over a period of several. centuries. Now the dislike entertained for the new religion
was at first founded .on the disturbance it caused in the
existing relations of society. Toleration of new religions
as such was far greater under the Roman Empire than it
has been in modern times : in the multiplicity of religions
and gods that existed in the same city, a single new addition was a matter of almost perfect indifference. But the
aggressiveness of Christianity, the change in social habits
and every-day life which it introduced, and the injurious
effect that it sometimes exercised on trades which were
encouraged by paganism, combined with the intolerance
that it showed for other religions, made it detested among
people who regarded with equanimity, or even welcomed,
the introduction into their cities of the gods of Greece, of
Rome, of Egypt, of Syria. Hence every slight fact which
is recorded of St. Paul's experiences has a close relation to
the social system that prevailed in the country, and cannot
be properly understood without some idea of the general
character of society and the tendencies which moulded it.
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The attempt must be made in the following pages to bring
out the general principles which were at work in each individual incident; and such an attempt involves minuteness
in scrutinising the details of each incident and lengthens
the exposition. It will be necessary to express dissent
from predecessors oftener than I could wish ; b1.1t if one
does not formally dissent from the views advocated by
others, the impression is apt to be caused that they have
not been duly weighed.
NOTE ON THE NAME OF THE PROVINCE GALATIA.

·IT is not easy to find a more absolute contradiction than there is
between the view adopted in the text and that of Dr. E. Schiirer in
Theologische Lz'teraturzet'tung, 1892, p. 468: "An official usage,
which embraced all three districts (Galatia, Pisidia, and Lycaortia)
under the single conception Gala#a, has never existed." This
extraordinary statement is made with equal positiveness by Dr.
Schiirer in :fahrbucher fur protestan#sche Theologie, 1892, p. 471,
where he affirms that "the name Galatia is only a parte po#orz',
being taken from the biggest of the various districts which were
included in the provinces, and is not an official designation: the
name and the conception Galatia did not embrace more than the
special district of this name." When I read such a statement I fall
into despair.* I have stated the facts with some care in my Hz'stor.
Geogr., pp. Z53 and 453; and Dr. Schiirer devotes considerable space
to restating them in a less complete, and, as I venture to think, less
accurate way, treating a smali selection of inscriptions as if they
represented the official usage, while the overwhelming majority of
passages, which describe the entire province by the name Galatia,
are entirely disregarded by him. The history which l have given
of the development of the province Galatia is inconsistent with his
" Some of my German critics consider that I have spoken too
strongly in my Hz'stor. Geogr. regarding the erroneous. ideas. about
the country held by some German scholars. [Dr. Schiirer .has since
retracted his statement in view of the language of Pliny V. 146f.,
Ptolemy V. 4• 12 (Theolog. Lz'ttztg., September 3oth, 1893).]
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view, and I see no reason to alter what I have said on any important
point; a Roman province must have had a name, and the name of
the province in question was Galatia. I shall not spend time in
arguing the point, but shall lay down the following series of propositions, which I believe to be correct and founded on the ancient
authorities :r. The province in question was, in its origin, the kingdom left by
Amyntas at his death in B.C. 25, and not merely Galatia proper.
2. Pliny says that the whole of Pisidia, as far as the border of
Kabalia, in Pamphylia, was called Galatia ( GalaNa attz'ngit
(Pamphylz"ce Cabalt'am V. I47· Cp. Ptolemy V. 4, II, 12).
3· The first governor appointed is called "Governor of Galatia."
4· Inscriptions prove that the extreme parts of Galatic Pisidia and
Galatic Lycaonia were under the government of the officers of
Galatia, as we see from the following :-A Latin official document
of the most formal type, recording a demarcation of boundaries in
the western part of Galatic Pisidia, and dating in A.D. 54, or
immediately after, defines the Roman officer who carried out
the delimitation as procurator, and an inscription of !conium
describes the same person as procurator of the Galatic province
(C.I.G., 3991).*
5· Honorary inscriptions, in which it is an object to accumulate
titles, speak of the official as governor of Galatia, Pontus, Paphlagonia, Pisidia, Phrygia, Lycaonia, etc. ; but we possess the actual
text of the inscription in which the people of Iconium expressed
their gratitude to the procurator of the Galatic province, who had
been charged by the Emperor Claudius with the duty of reorganising the city; hence they call him "Founder." The city
takes its new name of Claudiconium in this inscription, and the date
must be ab~ut the year 54.t Here Iconium formally reckons itself
as Galatic. ·
6. When a large part 'of Pontus was incorporated in the province
about A.D. 2-35 it was named Galaticus, i.e., the part of Pontus
attached to the province Galatia, as distinguished from Pontus
Polemoniacus, z'.e., the part of Pontus governed by King Polemon.

* I have published it in American :Journal of Archceology,
1886, p. 129, 1888, p. 267
t C. I. G. 3991. The date is shown by the fact that the procurator
was appointed by Claudius, who died October 13th, 54; and the
inscription was composed under his successor N ero.
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, The term Galaticus implies that Galatia was recognised as the
official name of the province. Precisely the same distinction exists
between Lycaonia Galatica and Lycaonia Antiochiana (C. I. L., V.,
866o).
7. There are cases in which the Roman official title of a province
was a compound name, e.g., Bithynia Pontus, Lycia Pamphylia,
the three Eparchire, Cilicia, Lycaonia, Isauria. But in all these
cases there was a permanent distinction between the component
parts : each retained a certain individuality of constitution, which
is well marked in our authorities. In the case of Galatia there is no
trace* that such distinction between its constituent parts existed ;
but all the evidence points to the conclusion that the parts were as
much merged in the unity of the province as Phrygia was in Asia.
The name Phrygia retained its geographical existence as a district
of Asia ; but the official name of the province was Asia.
8. Under Vespasian the province Cappadocia was added to
Galatia, but continued to enjoy a separate constitution. The governor
presided over united, yet distinct, provinces ; and this novelty is
clearly marked in the inscriptions, which henceforward use the plural
term "provinciarum," or brapxEtrov·
9· After Cappadocia was separated from Galatia by Trajan, the
plural usage persisted, at least in some cases, as is clear from the
inscription given in C. I. L., Ill., Suppl., No. 68r3. This is contrary
to the old usage. The plural gave more dignity to the title ; and,
moreover, it was in accordance with the spirit of individuality which
was stimulated in these oriental districts by western education and
feeling under the Empire. It is possible that the. Koinon of the
Lycaonians was founded under the Flavran Emperors, but I still
think that it was instituted later (see Hist. Geogr., p. 378). It is,
however, not improbable that a distinction in constitution between
; Lycaonia and Galatia proper began in the Flavian period, and
'culminated in their separation between r37 and 16r A.D., when
· Lycaonia became one of the three southern Eparchire under a single
governor.
if. One exception, dating from the second century, is alluded to
below(g). Consideration of space prevents me from discussing more
fully the evidence in favour of identity in constitution among the
various parts of Galatia Provincia. Domaszewski in Rhdn. Mus.,
1893, p. 245, ignores the geographical evidence, and dates C.I.L.,
Ill., Suppt., no. 68r8, too late.

CHAPTER 11.
LOCALITIES OF THE FIRST JOURNEY.
I.

P AMPHYLIA.

I

T was about the year 45 or 46, probably, that Paul,
Barnabas, and Mark landed at Perga. They had sailed
some miles up the Cestrus in the ship which had brought
them from Paphos in Cyprus. The feat seems so remarkable in view of the present character of the river, even duly
considering the small size of the ship, as to show that much
attention must have been paid in ancient times to keeping
the channel of the river navigable. Similarly it is a wellattested fact that Ephesus was formerly accessible to seaborne traffic, and the large works constructed along the
lower course of the Caystros to keep its channel open as
far as Ephesus, can still be. seen as one rides from the city
down to the coast.
The only incident recorded as having occurred during
their stay, obviously a brief one, at Perga, has no relation
to the state of the country, and therefore we need not spend
time on it at present. At a later point in our investigation
it will be possible to acquire a better idea of the relations
among the three travellers and their separation, which took
place at Perga. At present we cannot gain from the
narrative any idea even of the time of year when they were
at that city.
Conybeare and Howson indeed in their Life and Epz'st!es
16
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of St. Paul* argue that Paul and Barnabas came to Perga
about May, and found the population removing en masse to
the upper country, to live in the cooler . glens amid the
mountains of Taurus. In this way they explain why the
apostles are not said to have preached in Perga ; they went
on to the inner country, because no population remained
in Perga to whom they could address themselves. But
C. H. can hardly be right in supposing that a general
migration of the ancient population took place annually
in the spring or early summer. The modern custom
which they mention, and which they suppose to be
retained from old time, is due to the semi-nomadic
character of the Turkish tribes that have come into the
country at various times after the twelfth century. Even
at the present day it !s not the custom for the population
of the coast towns, who have not been much affected by
the mixture of Turkish blood, to move away in a body
to the interior.t The migrations which take place are
almost entirely confined to certain wandering tribes, chiefly
Yuruks. A small number of the townsmen go up to
the higher ground for reasons of health and comfort ;
and this custom has in recent years become more common
among the wealthier classes in the towns, who, however,
* I need not quote the pages of this excellent and scholarly work,
partly because it is published in editions of various form, partly
because any one -who desires to verify my references to it can
easily do so. As I shall often have occasion to refer to the book,
I shall, for the sake of brevity, do so by the authors' initials C. H.
In this particular point C. H. are followed by Canon Farrar.
t The rule is universal : such migrations occur only where the
Turkish element in the population is supreme, and where therefore
the nomadic habit has persisted. Yaila and K~'shla denote the
summer and the winter quarters respectively.
2
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do not go away from the cities till the end of June or
July. But a migration -en masse is contrary to all that
we know about the ancient population.. The custom of
living in the /country within the territory of the city is
a very different thing; and this was certainly practised
by many of the people of Perga. But it is practically
certain that the territory of Perga did not include, any
part of the upper highlands of Taurus; and there can
be no doubt that the festivals and the ceremonial of
the Pergc.ean Artemis went on throughout the summer,
and were celebrated by the entire population. The
government was kept up during summer in the same
way as during winter.
2. PISIDIA AND

A YO PAVLO.

The apostles, starting from Perga, apparently after only
a very brief stay, directed their steps to Antioch, the chief
city of inner Pisidia, a Roman colony, a strong fortress, the
centre of military and civil administration in the southern
parts of the vast province called by the Romans Galatia.
There can be no doubt that there existed close commercial
relations between this metropolis on the north side of
Taurus and the Pamphylian harbours,. especially Side,
Perga, and Attalia. The roads from Antioch to Perga and
to Attalia coincide; that which leads to Side is quite
different. There can also be no doubt that in Antioch, as
in many of the cities founded by the Seleucid kings of
Syria, there was a considerable Jewish population. J osephus
mentions that, when the fidelity of Asia Minor to the
Seleucid kings was doubtful, 2,000 Jewish families were
transported by one edict to the fortified towns of Lydia
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and Phrygia.* Being strangers to their neighbours in their
new home, they were likely to be faithful to the Syrian
kings ; and special privileges were granted them in order
to insure their fidelity. These privileges were confirmed
by the Roman emperors; for the imperial policy was,
from the time of ] ulius Ca:sar onwards, almost invariably
favourable to the ] ews. The commerce of Antioch would
in part come to Perga and Attalia; and in all proba~
bility the Jews of Antioch had an important share in this
trade.
Paul therefore resolved to go to Antioch ; and the
immediate result was that one of his companions, for some ,
reason, about which we shall offer some suggestions later,
abandoned the expedition, and returned to Jerusalem.
The commerce between Antioch and Perga or Attalia
must of course have followed one definite route ; and Paul
and Barnabas would naturally choose this road. C. H. seem
to me to select a very improbable path : they incline to the
supposition that the Apostles went by the steep pass leading
from Attalia to the Buldur Lake, the ancient Lake Ascania.
Professor Kiepert, who has ·drawn the map attached to
Renan's Saint Paul, makes the Apostles ascend,.the Cestrus
for, great part of its course, and then diverge towards Egerdir.
C. H. also state unhesitatingly that the path led along the
coast of the Egerdir double lakes, the ancient Limnai,
the most picturesque sheet of water in Asia Minor. But the
natural, easy, and direct course is along one of the eastern
tributaries of the Cestrus to Adada ; and we must suppose
* Joseph., Antiq. J'ttd. xii. 3· It must be remembered that,
though Antioch is generally called of " Pisidia," yet the bounds
were very doubtful, and Strabo reckons Antioch to be in Phrygia.
It was doubtless'one of the fortresses here meant by Strabo.
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that this commercial route was the one by which the
strangers were .directed.
Adada now bears the name of Kara Bavlo. Bavlo is
exactly the modern pronunciation -of the Apostle's name.
In visiting the district I paid the closest attention to the
name, in order to observe whether Baghlu might not be, the
real form, and Bavlo an invention of the Greeks, who often
modify a Turkish name to a form that has a meaning in
Greek.'* But I found that the Turks certainly use the form
Bavlo, not Baghlu. The analogy of many other modern
Turkish names for cities makes it highly probable that the
name Bavlo has arisen from the fact that Paul was the
patron saint of the city, and the great church of the city
was dedicated to him. It was very common in Byzantine
times that the name of the saint to whom the church of a
city was dedicated should come to be popularly used in
place of the older city name. In this way apparently
Adada became Ayo Pavlo. Now such religious names
were specially a creation of the popular language, and
accordingly they were taken up by the Turkish conquerors,
and have in numerous cases persisted to the present day.t
It is impossible not to connect the fact that Adada
" For example, they have transformed Baluk hissar, "Town of
the Castle," into Bali-kesri, "Old Ccesareia." Baluk, as I am
informed by Kiepert, is an old Turkish word, not now used in the
spoken language, meaning " town" ; it is a very common element in
Turkish names, and being now obsolete is commonly confused with
other words. C. H. quote a report heard by Arundel about the
existence of Bavlo (or Paoli, as he gives it); but they suppose it to
be on the Eurymedon, and far away east of the road which they
select.
t Various examples are given in Ht'st. Geogr., p. 227 note; e.g.,
Aitamas (z'.e., Ayi Thomas), Elias, Tefenni (i.e., [fls };].-E</Javov), etc.
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looked to St. Paul as its patron with its situation on the
natural route between Antioch and Perga; the church
dedicated to Paul probably originated in the belief that the
Apostle had visited Adada on his way to Antioch. There
is no evidence to show whether this belief was founded on
a genuine ancient tradition, or was only an inference, drawn
after Adada was christianised, from the situation of the
city; but the latter alternative appears more probable. It
is obvious from the narrative in Acts xiii. that Paul did
not stop at Adada; and it is not likely that there was a
colony of Jews there, through whom he might make a
beginning of his work, and who might retain the memory
of his visit.
It is possible that some reference may yet be found in
Eastern hagiological literature to the supposed visit of Paul
to Adada, and to the church from which the modern name
is derived. If the belief existed, there would almost
certainly arise legends of incidents connected with the
visit ; and though the local legends of this remote and
obscure Pisidian city had little chance .of penetrating into
literature, there is a possibility that some memorial of them
may still survive in manuscript.
Rather more than a mile south of the remains of Adada,
on the west side of the road that leads to Perga, stand
the ruins of a church of early date, built of fine masonry,
but not of very great size. The solitary situation of
this church by the ro,ad~.ide suggests to the spectator_ that
there was connected .with it some legend about an apostle
or martyr of Adada. It stands in the forest, with trees
growing in and around it; and its walls rise to the height
of five to eight feet above the present level of the soil. One
single hut stands about half a mile away in the forest ; no
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other habitation is near. Adada itself is a solitary and
deserted heap of ruins ; there is a small village with a fine
spring of water about a mile north-east from it. So lonely
is the country, that, as we approached it from the north
our guide failed to find the ruins ; and, when he left
us alone in the forest, we were obliged to go on for six
miles to the nearest town before we could find a more
trustworthy guide. After all, we found that we had passed
within three or four hundred yards of the ruins, which lay
on a hill above our path.
The ruins of Adada are very imposing from their extent,
from the perfection of several small temples, and from their
comparative immunity from spoliation. No orie has used
them as a quarry, which is the usual fate of ancient cities.
The buildings are rather rude and provincial in type, showing that the town retained more of the native character,
and was less completely affected by the general GrcecoRoman civilisation of the empire. I may here quote a few
sentences which I wrote immediately after visiting the
ruins.*
"With little trouble, and at no great expense, the mass
of ruins might be sorted and thoroughly examined, the
whole plan of the city discovered, and a great deal of
information obtained about its condition under the empire.
Nothing can be expected from the ruins to adorn a
museum; for it is improbable than any fine works of art
ever came to Adada, and certain that any accessible
fragment of marble which t;ver was there has been carried

* Athenmum, July r8go, p. 136, in a letter written in part by my
friend and fellow-traveller Mr. Hogarth ; the description of Adada
was assigned to me.
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away long ago. But for a picture of society as it w<is
formed by Gneco-Roman civilisation in an Asiatic people,
there is perhaps no place where the expenditure of a few
hundreds would produce such results. The opinion will
not be universally accepted that the most important and
interesting part of ancient history is the study of the
evolution of society during the long conflict between
Christianity and paganism ; but those who hold this
opinion will not easily find a work more interesting and
fruitful at the price than the excavation of Adada."
C. H. are right in emphasizing the dangers to which
travellers were exposed in this part of their journey:.
'perils of rivers, perils of robbers." The following instances, not known to C. H., may be here quoted. They
all belong to the Pisidian highlands, not far from the
road traversed by the Apostles,'* and, considering how
ignorant we are of the character of the country and the
population, it is remark1;tble that such a large proportion
of our scanty information relates to scenes of danger and
precautions against violence.
1. A dedication and thank-offering by Menis son of Daos
to Jupiter, Neptune, Minerva, and all the gods, and also to
the river Eurus, after he had been in danger and had been,
saved.t This inscription records an escape from drowning.
There is no river in the neighbourhood which coqld cause
danger to a man, except when swollen by rain.

*

If the road was frequented by commerce, it would of course be
more dangerous. Brigands must make a living, and go where most
money is to be found.
+Abbe Du~hesne in Bulletin de Corresp. HeZZen., vol. iii.,p. 479·
The name of the river is uncertain, Eurus or Syrus ; I tried in vain
to find the stone in 1886; but M. Duchesne observed this point in
the text carefully.
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2. An epitaph erected by Patrokles and Douda over the
grave of their son, Sousou, a policeman, who was slain by
robbers,*
3· References to gens d'armes of various classes (opocp{i"A.ww;, 7T'apacfwA.atcZra£) occur with unusual frequency in
this district. Very few soldiers were stationed in Pisidia ;
and armed policemen were a necessity in such an unruly
country.t
4· A stationarz'us, part of whose duty was to assist in the
capture of runaway slaves (often the most dangerous of
brigands), is also mentioned in an inscription.t
The roads all over the Roman Empire were apt to be
unsafe, for the arrangements for insuring public safety were
exceedingly defective; but probably the part of his life
which St. Paul had most in mind when he wrote about
the perils of rivers and of robbers, which he had faced in
his journeys, was the journey from Perga across Taurus to
Antioch and back again.
Between Adada and Antioch the road is uncertain. One
of the paths leads along the south-east end of Egerdir Lake,
traversing the difficult pass now called Demir Kapu, " the
Iron Gate." But I believe there is a more direct and easy
road, turning from Adada towards the north-east, though
further exploration is needed before it is possible to speak
confidently.

* Professor Sterrett in .Ejz'grajht'c :Journey z'n Asz'a Mz'nor,
p. 166.
t Hz'stort'cal Geography of Asz'a Mz'nor, pp. 177 ff.
t M#thet'lungen des Instituts zu Athen, I88s, p. 77· Examples
might be multiplied by including the parts of Taurus farther removed
from the road. On the whole subject see the paper of Professor
0. Hirschfeld in Berlz'n. S#zungsber., I8gi, pp. 845 ff. 1 on "Die
Sicherheitspolizei irn ri,irnischen Kaiserreich,"
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3: PISIDIAN ANTIOCH.
The city of Antioch was the governing and military
centre of the southern half of the vast province of Galatia,
which at this time ext~nded from north to south right across
the plateau of Asia Minor, nearly reaching the Mediterranean on the south and the Black Sea on the north.
Under the early emperors it possessed a r.ank and importance far beyond what belonged to it in later times.
This was due to the fact that between 10 B.C. and 72 A.D.
the "pacification "-z".e., the completion of the conquest and
organisation -of southern Galatia was in active progress,
and was conducted from Antioch as centre. Under
Claudius, 41-54 A.D., the process of pacification was in'
especially active progress, and Antioch was at the acme of
its importance.
In the Roman style, then, Antioch belonged to Galatia,
but, in popular language and according to geographical
situation, it was said to be a city of Phrygia. Even a
Roman might speak of Antioch as a city of Phrygia, if he
were laying stress on geographical or ethnological considerations ; for the province of Galatia was so large that the
Romans themselves subdivided it into districts (which are
enumerated in many Latin inscriptions), e.g., Paphlagonia,
Phrygia, Isauria, Lycaonia, Pisidia, etc.* It is commonly
said that Antioch belonged to Pisidia, but, for the time with
:which we are dealing, this is erroneous. Strabo is quite
clear on the point.t But after the time of Strabo there took

* See note appended to Chap. i.

t See pages 557, 569, 577· Ptolemy mentions Antioch twice, v.
4· u, and v. 5· 4; in one case he assigns it to the district Pisidia
and the province Galatia, in the other to the district Pisidian
Phrygia (z:e. the part of Phrygia which had come to be included in
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place a gradual widening of the term Pisidia to include all
the country that lay between the bounds of the province of
Asia and Pisidia proper. It is important to observe this
and similar cases in which the denotation of geographical
names in Asia Minor gradually changes, as the use of a
name sometimes gives a valuable indication of the date
of the document in which it occurs.
The accurate and full geographical description of Antioch
about 45-50 A.D. was "a Phrygian city on the side of
Pisidia" ( Ppvryta 71'6"7w; 'll'pO<; IlunOCq,). The latter addition
was used in Asia Minor to distinguish it from. Antioch on
the Mceander, on the borders of Caria and Phrygia. But
the world in general wished to distinguish Antioch from
the great Syrian city, not from the small, Carian city ;
hence the shorter expression" Pisidian Antioch" ('Avnoxeta
7] Ilunilta),* came into use, and finally, as the term Pisidia
was widened, " Antioch of Pisidia " became almost universal. The latter term is used by Ptolemy, v. 4· 11, and
occurs in some inferior MSS. in Acts xiii. 14. . " Pisidian
Antioch," however, is admittedly the proper reading in the
latter passage.t
Pisidia) and the province Pamphylia. This error arises from his
using two authorities belonging to different periods, and not under·
standing the relation between them. He makes the same mistake
about several other places : e.g., Olba, Claudiopolis, etc. (Hist.
Geogr., pp. 336, 363, 405, 447).
* Compare Ptolemy' s '' Pisidian Phrygia," quoted in the preceding
note.
t Codex Bezce reads "Antioch of Pisidia," which is one of many
proofs that it is founded on a modernisation of the text made not
earlier than the second century by an intelligent and well-informed
editor. This editor introduced various changes which betray the
topography and character of the second century (p. 46).
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From these facts we can infer that it would have been an
insult to an Antiochian audience, the people of a Roman
Colonia, to address them as Pisiclians. Pisidia was the
"barbarian" mountain country that lay between them and
Pamphylia; it was a country almo~t wholly destitute of
Greek culture, ignorant of Greek games and arts, and barely
subjugated by Roman arms. Antioch was the guard set
upon these Pisidian robbers, ,the trusted agent of the
imperial authority, the centre of the military system designed to protect the subjects of Rome. " Men of Galatia"
is the only possible address in cases where " Men of
Antioch" is not suitable;* and "a city of Phrygia" is the
geographical designation which a person familiar with the
city would use if the honorific title "a city of Galatia"
was not. suitable. These accurate terms were used by the
Roman Paul, and they are used in the original ·document
employed by the author of Acts, though in one case the
looser but commoner phrase, " Pisidian Antioch," is used to
distinguish it from Syrian Antioch.

4·

ROUTE FROM ANTIOCH TO !CONIUM.

As to the route by which Paul and Bat'nabas travelled
from Antioch to !conium, widely varying opinions have
been entertained by recent authorities. Professor Kiepert,
the greatest perhaps of living geographers, who has paid
special attention to the difficult problems of the topography
of Asia Minor, has, in the map attached to Renan's Saz'nt
Paul, represetJ.ted that in all his three journeys Paul
travelled between the two cities along the great Eastern

* "Phrygians" was also an impossible address, for Phrygian had
in Greek and Latin become practically equivalent to slave.
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Trade Route,* a section of which connected Philomelium
and Laodicea Katakekaumene : according to Kiepert, Paul
crossed the Sultan Dagh to join this route at Philomelium,
and left it again at Laodicea to go south to !conium. C. H.
indicate his route along the western side of Sultan Dagh, until
that lofty ridge breaks down into hilly country on the south,
acr~ss which the route goes in as direct a line as possible
to !conium. 'the map attached to Canon Farrar's Saz"nt
Paul indicates a route midway between these two, passing
pretty exactly along the highest ridge of the Sultan Dagh.
. The line marked out by C. H., though not exactly correct,
approximates much more closely than either of the others
. to that which we may unhesitatingly pronounce to be the
natural and probable one. But, partly in deference to
Professor Kiepert's well-deserved and universally acknowledged authority, and partly on account of an interesting
problem of Christian antiquities which in part hinges on
this question, it is necessary to state as briefly as possible
the main facts.
According to Kiepert, Paul in going and in returning
crossed the lofty Sultan Dagh. There is no actual pass
across that lofty ridge. The path climbs a steep and
rugged glen on one side, crosses the summit of the
ridge fully 4,000 feet above the town of· Antioch, and
descends a similar glen on the other side.t On the map
Antioch seems very near Philomelium ; but six hours of
very toilsome travelling lie between them. Then follows a
" Of this road, which came into use during the later centuries
B.C., and which was the main artery of communication and govern-

ment in Asia Minor under the Roman Empire, a full account is given

Hz'st. Geogr., chaps. iii., iv.

t See the description given of the crossing by my friend, Professor Sterrett, in his Eplgrapht'c Journey zn Asia Mt'nor, p. 164.
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peculiarly unpleasant road, twenty-eight hours* in length,
by Laodicea to !conium. Except in the towns that lie on
the road, there is hardly any shade and little water along
its course. It is exposed to the sun from its rising to its
setting : ·and, if my memory is correct, there are only ~wo
places where a tree or two by the roadside afford a little
shadow and a rest for the traveller. This road makes a
circuit, keeping to the level plain throughout ; but it would
not be used by pedestrians like Paul and Barnabas. If
they went to Philomelium, they would naturally prefer the
direct road thence to !conium through the hill country by
!<-aballa. This path is nowhere very steep or difficult, is
often shady and pleasant, and is shorter by an hour or two
than the road through Laodicea ; it is in all probability
older than the great Trade Route, and was undoubtedly
used at all periods for direct communication by horse or
foot passengers between Philomelium and !conium.
But there is no reason to think that Paul ever crossed the
Sultan Dagh. The natural path from Antioch to !conium
went nearly due south for six hours by the new Roman
road to Neapolis, the new city which was just growing up
at the time.t Then~e it went to Misthia on the north" The "hour'' indicates a distance of about three miles, or slightly
over. The exact distances, as measured for the proposed extension
of the Ottoman Railway, are,Philomelium to Arkut Khan
x8 mile~ (6 hours).
Arkut Khan to Tyriaion (Ilghin)
IOk ,
(3k , ).
Ilghin to Kadin Khan
x6k ,
(St , ).
Kadin Khan to Laodicea .
13
,
(4
, ).
From Laodicea (Ladik) to !conium the distance (43 miles) is
measured by a circuitous route to avoid a ridge : the distance by
road cannot be much over 27 miles (9 hours). I am indebted for
these figures to Mr. Purser and Mr. Cook.
t On the history of Neapolis, see Ht'st. Geogr., pp. 396-7.
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eastern shores ofthe great lake Caralis. A little way beyond
Misthia it diverged from the Roman road, and crossed the
hilly country by a very easy route to !conium. The total
distance from Antioch to !conium by this route is about
twenty-seven hours,* as compared with thirty-two or thirtyfour by way of Philomelium. This route is still in regular
use at the present day.
The line indicated in the map of C. H. is straighter, and
I believe that it is actually practicable ; but it has never
been traversed by any explorer, and I know only part of
the country through which it runs. It would pass east
of Neapolis, and may possibly have been a track of communication in older time. But in B.C. 6 Augustus formed
a series of roads to connect the Roman colonies which
he founded as fortresses of defence against the Pisidian
mountain tribes:t Hence we might feel some confidence
in assuming that Paul and Barnabas would walk as far as
possible along the Roman road. This road indeed was not
the shortest line between Antioch and !conium, because
its purpose was to connect Antioch, the military centre of
defence, with the two eastern colonies, Lystra and Parlais ;
and it did not touch !conium. But communication would
be so organised as to use the well-made road to the utmost i
all trade undoubtedly followed this track, entertainment
for travellers was naturally provided along it, and the direct
path, though a little shorter, would be less convenient
and would no longer be thought of or used. We are
* Arundel, As~'a Minor, ii., p. 8., gives the distance as twentyeight hours by report; neither he nor Hamilton traversed this route.
No description of the road is published, so far as I remember.
t The existence of a system of military roads may always be
assumed, according to the Roman custom, connecting a system of
fortresses (colonzf.e) on these roads. See pages 32, 34·
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not, however, left in this case to mere probabilities. We
have the express testimony of an ancient document that
Paul used this Roman road ; and my object in giving this.
minute and perhaps tedious description of the road and
of its origin has .been to bring home to the reader the
. exactness with which this document describes the actual
facts.
The document in question is one of the apocryphal
Apostle-legends, tbeActs of Paul and Thekla. The general
opinion of recent scholars* is that this tale was composed
about the latter part of the second century; and in that
. case it would have no historical value, except in so far as it
quoted older documents. Reserving for another place
the whole question of the date and character of these Acta,
we are at present concerned only with one passage, in which
the road from Antioch to !conium is described.
In the opening of the Acta a certain Onesiphorus, resident
at !conium, heard that Paul was intending to come thither
from Antioch. Accordingly he went forth from the city to
meet him, and to invite him to his house. And he proceeded as far as the Royal Road that leads to Lystra, and
there he stood waiting for Paul ; and he scanned the
features of the passers-by.t And he saw Paul coming, a

*

There are some exceptions, see p. 379 ff.
The Greek text is usually and naturally translated, "he proceeded along the Royal Road," but the following Etun)~<E£ implies that
the first clause indicates the point to which Onesiphorus went and
where he stood. The Syriac translation makes the sense quite clear:
"he went and stood where the roads meet, on the highway which goes
to Lystra." Lipsius, in his recent critical edition, omits this Syriac
passage, which is of cardinal importance. In several cases he shows
a preference for the easiest, the least characteristic, and therefore
the worst reading; e.g., he here prefers ipxop.lvovs to lJ1Epxop.lvovs.

t
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man small in size, with meeting eyebrows, with a rather
large nose, baldheaded, bowlegged, strongly built, full of
grace, for at times he looked like a man, and at times he
had the face of an angel. This plain and unflattering
account of the Apostle's personal appearance seems to
embody a very early tradition.
The "Royal Road" ((3aa£X£"~
vz'a regalz's) that leads
to Lystra is obviously the Roman road built by Augustus
from Antioch to Lystra. The epithet is a remarkable one,
and very difficult to explain. The first impression that any
one would receive from it is that it denotes the Roman
road built by the Basileis, as the emperors were commonly
called in the second century, and that it points to a second
century date more naturally than to any earlier period.
So far as I can judge, this argument as to date would be
unanswerable, were it not for an inscription discovered ~n
1884 at Comama, the most western of Augustus' Pisidian
colonies, a city whose name had entirely disappeared from
human knowledge, until this and other Latin inscriptions
were found on the site. It was then observed that numerous
coins of the city existed, but had been misread and attri.:
buted to Comana in Cappadocia ; it also appeared that the
city was mentioned by Ptolemy ~nd other authorities, but
that the name was always corrupted.
In the ruins of Comama there still lies' a milestone, with
the inscription in faint and hardly legible letters-

oo6,.,

'' The Emperor Ccesar Augustus, son of a god, Ponti{ex
Maximus, etc., constructed the Royal Road by the care
of his lieutenant, Cornutus Aquila" (C.I.L., Ill.; 6974)."
" I adhere to RECALEM against M. Berard's impossible SECAPAM,
Bull. Corr. He_llen., rBgz, p. 420. My copy ,has ·ECA'EM (notes:
first letter perhaps S, fifth begins with upright stroke). BmnAucl) oaos
at Termessos, Lanckoronski, Stiidte Pamph. II., p. 203.
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The roads built by Augustus to connect his Pisidian
colonies* were doubtless built with a solidity unusual in the
.country. They are two in number, one leading to Olbasa
Comama and Cremna, the other to Parlais and Lystra.
The former is called Via Regalis on the milestone, the latter
in the Acta.
The original Acta then described the scene with a minute
fidelity possible only to a person who knew the localities.
Onesiphorus went out from !conium till he came to the
point a few miles south of Misthia, where the path to
Iconium diverged from the built Roman road that led from
Antioch to Lystra; and here he waited till he observed
Paul coming towards him. I am far from assuming that
the facts here narrated are historical ; but I do hold that
the tale was written down by a person familiar with the
localities, and that the route now employed for traffic between !conium and Antioch was used to the exclusion of
any ,other at the time when he wrote.
If is therefore proved that the term Royal Road in the
Acta furnishes no proof of a second century date. It may
even qe proved that the term is not consistent with an
origin later than the first century, becaus'e 'the very name
Via R~galis, denoting the road from Antioch to Lystra, was
soon disused.". The sentence where it occurs was writtent
" The name " Pisidian " is convenient, though they were not all
in Pisidia. Augustus in enumerating his colonies seems to sum
them all up as in Pisidia. (Mommsen, Monumentum Ancyranum,
p. r 19.) Btlt colonies on the Pisidian frontier to keep under control
the Pisidian mountain tribes are readily called Pisidian. Thus we
have above explained the term " Pisidian Antioch."
t No mere tradition can be so strong as to fix in the memory of pos·
terity verbal peculiarities which no longer correspond to actual facts.
It will appear in the following paragraphs that the name Via Regalis
was retained in the text long after it had ceased to be understood.
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before the name passed out of use. Can we fix approximately the date when the name ceased to exist, and before
which some wtitten authority for the tale must have come
into existence? Several arguments point decisively to the
conclusion that the name did not survive the first century,
but belonged to a state of the country which characterised.
the first half of the first century and then ceased to exist.
As this subject is of great consequence in our attempt to
realise the circumstances in which Paul's journey was made,
and has never been properly described or u~derstood, I
shall try to state briefly the main facts.
The purpose of Augustus's roads was to keep in order
the recently subdued Pisidian mountaineers. When the
pacification of Pisidia, and the naturalisation of the imperial
rule and the Grceco-Roman civilisation in the country
had been completed, the need for these roads disappeared ;
they were no longer maintained by the imperial government with the care that was applied to roads of military
importance, and they were merged in the general system
of communication across Asia Minor.'*
The period when this pacification of Pisidia was taking
place can be determined precisely from the evidence of
coins, of inscriptions, and of authors, and from the dates
at which the constitutions of cities on the northern frontiers were fixed. I need not weary the reader by enumerating here the long lists of facts, which show that the
earlier emperors from Augustus to Nero directed close and
continuous attention to this district of Asia Minor, and
that in the reign of Claudius the process of organisation
" See H~'st. Geogr., pp. 57-8. From that time onwards the road
qescribed in the Acta was called simply the road to Icom'um, not

the road that leads to Lystra.
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was in specially active progress. Vespasian in A.D. 74
remodelled the government, separated great part of Pisidia
from the province of Galatia, and attached it to Pamphylia, *
This marks the end of the Pisidian colonial system and
military roads. Antioch, the centre of the system, was
now entirely separated from at least three of the colonies. t
which were transferred to a different province. Moreover
there were no soldiers in the province Lycia-Pamphylia, as
there were in Galatia ; great part of Pisidia would not
have been united to the unarmed province, unless all
possible need for soldiers and garrisons had been considered to be at an end.
-"
Lystra, the most easterly point of the colonial system,
must have been a place of great importance under the early
emperors; but after 74 it sank back into the insignificance
of a small provincial town with nothing to distinguish it.
Direct communication between Antioch and Lystra had
previously been maintained only for military and political
reasons ; no commerce could ever have existed between
them. After A.D. 74 therefore the road from Antioch to
Lystra ceased to be thought of as a highway, and must
have disappeared from popular language. !conium, not
Lystra, was the natural commercial centre, and has maintained that rank from the earliest time to the present day.
Thus the road from Antioch to !conium was, after the year
74, the only one present to the popular mind; and it ceased
to be possible that a traveller from Antioch to !conium
should be described as going along the road to Lystra for a
certain distance and then diverging from it.

* He made Lycia and Pa:mphylia a single province,

t Comama, Cremna, and Olbasa were henceforth attached to
Pamphylia.
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It is characteristic of the way in which the figure of Paul
dwarfed that of Barnabas in the memory of later generations that no reference to the latter occurs in these Acta.
The companions of Paul are only the treacherous Hermogenes and Demas. · An example of the same feeling is
observable in the text of Code:<: Bezce, xiv., 1. The reviser
has there substituted "he" for "they."* The change
is entirely out of accord with the tone of the "Travel. Document," but in perfect agreement with later tradition in
the district,. as ~attested in the Acta of Paul and Thekla.
Such a change would not naturally be made except in a
country where the memory and influence of St. Paul was
especially strong. That this was the case in Phrygia during
the second century is proved by the Testament of Avir.cius
Marcellus, dating about 190-200 A,D. ; t and we may safely
assume that the same feeling would remain in the Galatian
churches.

5·

!CONIUM.

According to the route described, Paul and Barnabas
entered !conium from the west, having a good view of the
extensive gardens and orchards, which form such a charming feature of the suburbs. C. H. give a very fair account
of lconium,t of the great part that it played in later
history, and of the natural features amid which it is placed,
"' £lcu>..Biiv ailrov £l~ r~v crvvayooy1v. On the reviser, his character
and date, see Chapter VIII.
t See Expositor, April r88g, p. 265.
t But they ought not to quote L·eake's incorrect statement that
Mount Argreus in Cappadocia is visible from the outskirts of the
city. Hamilton has rightly expressed his disbelief in this statement. The two snowy peaks which Leake saw. are the peaks of
the Hassan Dagh, a lofty mountain north-west ~f Tyan;1, which I
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at th'e western extremity of the vast plains of Lycaonia,
country beginning to the west about
with a;,, m,ountainous
,,.,,, . .
six miles avyay,,and hills on the north and south at a distance ·
of about ten or twelve miles.
!conium was in early times a city of Phrygia, situated on
the eastern frontier, where Phrygia borders on Lycaonia ;
but in later times it was called a city of Lycaonia. It is
important for our purposes to discover at what period it
began to be called a city of Lycaonia and ceased to be
Phrygian. Modern geographers all state that no writer
later than Xenophon calls !conium Phrygian ; but this is
erroneous. In Acts xiv. 6 the apostles, being in danger at
I conium, are said to "have fled to the cities of Lycaonia,
Lystra, and Derbe, and the surrounding country." The
writer· obviously considered that in their flight from
!conium to a town eighteen miles distant they crossed the
Lycaonian frontier, and his view is precisely that of Xenophon, who also entered Lycaonia immediately on leaving
I conium.
The coincidence is perfect. The phrase is a striking
instance of local accuracy, and at the same time a strong
proof that even in the first century after Christ !conium
was by the natives reckoned as Phrygian. It is true that
Cicero, Strabo, and Pliny make !conium a Lycaonian city.
This constitutes a perfectly satisfactory proof that such was
the general usage between at least IOO B.C. and IOO A.D.,
founded on the fact t?at for administrative purposes
!conium w,.as united with Lycaonia; but it is quite conhave seen from a still greater distance. The summit of Arg;oeus is
single, and though it is higher than Hassan Dagh, being about
13,000 feet, it could not possibly be visible from such a distance as
Iconium ; moreover, Hassan Dagh lies right in the way.
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sistent with the view that the Iconians continued to count
themselves Phrygian, and to distinguish themselves from
their Lycaonian neighbours even after they were united
with them in one governmental district. The witness to
this view actually visited !conium, came into intimate
relations with the people, and spoke according to the native
fashion.
In the third century another visitor's testimony assigns
!conium to Phrygia. The witness is Firmilian, Bishop of
Cresarea in Cappadocia. It is certain that he had visited
the city, for he implies that he was present at the council
held there about 232 A.D.*
The supposition that the Iconians clung to their old
nationality, after it had become a mere historical memory
devoid of political reality, may appear rather hazardous, as
the ancients are certainly rather loose in using geographical
terms. But one who has studied the history of Asia Minor
realises how persistently ethnical and national distinctions
were maintained, and how strong were the prejudice and
even antipathy felt by each tribe or nation against its
neighbours. The Iconians cherished their pride of birth ;
and in all probability difference of language originally em~
phasised their diversity from their Lycaonian neighbours.
It is inconsistent with the whole character of these races
to suppose that the Phrygians of !conium could be
brought to call themselves Lycaonians, and to give up the
old tribal hatred against their nearest neighbours. It was
precisely the nearness which accentuated the hatred.

* See Cyprian, Epist. lxxv. 7· On the other hand, Ammianus
speaks of it as a town of Pisidia ; the rearrangement of the provinces
about A.D. 297 led to this temporary connection, which does not
concern us. (See Hist. Geogr., p. 393·)
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This tribal jealousy is characteristic of Asia Minor still.
The traveller frequently finds the people of two neigh~
bouring villages differing from each other in manners and
· in dress ; they speak the same la.nguage, profess the same
religion, but have little ill,tercourse with each other and no
intermarriage ; and each village regards the other as hateful
and alien.*
But I should hardly have ventured to state this supposition publicly, were I not able to prove it by the testimony
of the only native of !conium whose evidence is preserved
to us. In the year 163 A.D. Hierax, one of the Christians
associated with Justin Martyr in his trial before the Prefect
of Rome, Junius Rusticus, was asked by the judge who his
parents were. He replied, "My earthly parents are dead;
and I have come hither (z'.e., as a slave), torn away from
!conium of Phrygia."t
By this single testimony of a native, preserved in such
an accidental way, we are enabled to realise that the expression in Acts xiv. 6 was contrary to general usage and
peculiar to !conium, and that it could hardly have occurred
except to one who had actually lived in the city and caught
the tone of its population. It is perhaps unnecessary for
" After the "Union of the Lycaonians" was established towards
the middle of the second century after Christ, !conium was not a
member; but we are precluded from using this fact as evidence that
!conium still held aloof in social matters from the Lycaonians, for
it had been made a Roman colony by Hadrian, and as such it was
raised far above the level of the "Union"; the colony Lystra, also,
though originally a Lycaonian city, did not condescend to join it.
t Rusticuswas prefect inA.D. 163, as Borghesi has shown. Hierax
was in all probability a slave of the Emperor. It is noteworthy that
Ruinart proposed to change Phrygia in the text to Lycaonia, not re·
cognising the importance of this testimony. (See Acta Justit#, J·)
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me to reply to the possible objection that Cicero also
visited !conium, and yet he calls it part of Lycaonia ; no
one who has comprehended the reasoning would make this
objection. Cicero was a Roman governor, who looked on
I conium merely as the chief city of the government district.
He did not mix with the people or catch their expressions.
He was devoid of interest in the people, the cbuntry, the
scenery, and the antiquities; the smallest scrap of political
gossip or social scandal from Rome bulked more largely in
his mind than the entire interests of Lycaonia. A complete
change of feeling towards the provincials was produced
by the Imperial government ; and no better proof of the
change can be found than the contra~t between Pliny's and
Cicero's letters written from their respective provinces.
The two instances which have been mentioned in this
chapter show how accidental is the preservation of the
knowledge which enables us to refute negative arguments.
But for the answer given in the Roman trial by a native of
!conium in 163 A.D., we should be unable to reply to the
argument that the phrase in Acts is inaccurate, because
!conium was universally entitled Lycaonian in the centuries
immediately before and after Christ ; and but for the accident that in 1884 the present writer persevered in minutely
examining a hillock in the plain, which had previously
been passed by other travellers unnoticed, we should be
unable to answer the presumption that the term " Royal
Road," as applied to a Roman Imperial roaci, indicated
rather a second than a first century date.
!conium was, under the Persian Empire, a part of
Phrygia. Afterwards geographical situation prevailed over
tribal character, and it came to be recognised by the world
in general as the chief city of Lycaonia. This may pro-
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bably have taken place during the third century B.C., when
it was part of the vast kingdom ruled by the Seleucidce of
Syria. It was perhaps'in 63 B.C. that a tetrarchy of Lycaonia, containing fourteen cities, with !conium a:s capital,
was formed. This tetrarchy was given to King Polemo in
39 B.C. by Mark Antony; but soon afterwards it passed
into the hands of King Amyntas, and on his death it
became a Roman province in 25 B.C. The tetrarchy included Derbe, which was the frontier city of the Roman
Empire in this quarter down to the year 72 A.D.
Under the Roman Empire one of the most prominent
features in the development of society in Asia Minor was
the way in which it was affected, first by the Greek, and
afterwards by the Grceco-Roman civilisation. The Greek
civilisation was dominant in a few great cities, which had
been founded or reorganised by the Greek kings, and into
which many foreigners-Greeks, Syrians, and Jews-had
been introduced. But it never affected the country very
strongly until Roman organisation began to spread abroad
that mixture of Greek and Roman ideas which we may style
the Grceco-Roman civilisation. Few questions relating to
Asia Minor during the first two centuries of the Empire
can be understood properly unless we appreciate the true
character of this movement, which took the form of a conflict between the native, primitive, Oriental, " barbarian "*
manners of the country and the new European fashion.
The western civilisation and spirit spread first through the
towns, and at a later time very slowly through the country
districts. All who got any education learned the Greek
"' The term "barbarian " is, of course, used here to indicate all
that is opposed in character to " Grceco-Roman."
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language, adopted Greek manners, and no doubt Greek
dress also, called themselves, their children, and theit gods
by Greek names, and affected to identify their religion
with that of Greece and Rome. All this class of persons
despised the native language and the native ways ; and
just as they adopted Greek mythology and Greek anthropomorphic spirit in religion, so they often professed to be
connected with, or descended from, the Greeks.*
In !conium especially, the metropolis of the tetrarchy,
the population, we may be sure, prided themselves on their
modern spirit and their high civilisation ; and they naturally
distinguished themselves both from the rustics of the
villages, and from the people of the non-Roman part of
Lycaonia. Now it is a fact that the latter were called at
this time Lycaones ; the name appears on the coins of
Antiochus IV., who was their king from A.D. 38 to 72.
In contrast to them, the Iconians prided themselves on
belonging to the Roman province ; for the loyalty of the
Asian provinces to the empire was extraordinarily strong.
But, if they contrasted themselves with the Lycaonian subjects of a barbarian king, by what ethnic or geographical
name could they designate themselves ? "~~~!:Eg!~t:t ~: .~~s
eql!!YatelJ.tJn popJllar..!!SCJ.ge to "~l~ve." There was no
p;~sible name for them e~c~ptth~t ~h.ich was derived from

*

It is characteristic of the inconsistencies and curiosities of
"patriotism," that the same persons who stubbornly maintained
that they were Phrygians in contrast with their Lycaonian neigh·
bours, were flattered by any suggestion that they were of the
Greek style and kindred. Myths of the Greek origin of Phrygian
cities are common (see, e.g., Synnada,Hzst. Geogr., p. 14). It would
have been, of course, treasonable to coquet in anyway with the name
"Roman."
·
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the Roman province to which they belonged. I can entertain no doubt that about 50 A.D. the address by which an
orator would most please the lconians, in situations where
the term "Iconians" was unsuital:>l~,w~s &v'8pe~ TaA,ar.a£,
"gentlemen of the Galatic provinc~."'~~'. 'This.generalterriY
w~s still J?Ore nece?Sa;y in addr~ssing a ~ixed audience
drawn from various towns of the Roman part of Lycaonia.t
Some term applicable to all, yet not calculated to grate on
the ethnic prejudices of any, was needed for purposes of
courtesy. Besides using this generic term, the skilful orator
would also introduce allusions to the Greek feeling and
culture of his audience, assuming that they belonged to the
more advanced and intelligent part of the population.
This tone of courtesy and solicitude for the feelings of
his audience, which we attribute to the supposed orator of
the period, is precisely the tone in which Paul addresses
the "Galatians" ; and he introduces in iii. 28 an allusion to
them as Greeks, when he contrasts them with the Jews.
The most instructive commentary on St. Paul's way of
addressing the Galatians is to be found in the orations of
Dio Chrysostom half a century later, addressed to the people
of Nicomedeia, of Niccea, of Apameia in Bithy~ia, and of
Apameia in Phrygia. In the latter case he pointedly avoids
an ethnic term : " Phrygians " had a bad connotation,
"Asians" was too general; and he styles tht:m simply
" About A.D. 54 the Iconians styled the officer who administered
them, "procurator o.f the Gala#c provz'nce" (C. I. G., 3991).
t But when we take into account that Antioch also was one of
the churches addressed, the term "Galatians " becomes still more
necessary. In the apostrophe," Ye foolish Galatians," the adjective
is softened by the polite and general ethnic appellation : it would
have been personal and rude to say, "Ye foolish Antiochians and
1
Iconians," etc.
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"Gentlemen." But he uses the old historic name Kelainai,
not the modern name Apameia, ·and he speaks of their
country sometimes as Asia, sometimes by the more precise
geographical term Phrygia.
An objection may be urged that Christianity was opposed
to such a tone as is here implied in the civilised townspeople towards the ruder population of the uncivilised
extra-Roman districts. But this objection seems to be out
of keeping with the facts. The Christian Church in Asia
Minor was always opposed to the primitive native character. It was Christianity, and not the Imperial govern~
ment, which finally destroyed the native languages, and
made Greek the universal language of Asia Minor. . The
new religion was strong in the towns before it had any hold
of the country parts. The ruder and the less civilised any
district was, the slower was Christianity in permeating it.
Christianity in the early centuries was the religion of the
more advanced, not of the " barbarian," peoples ; and in
fact it seems to be nearly confined within the limits of the
Roman world, and practically to take little thought of any
people beyond, though in theory " Barbarian and Scythian "
are included in it.
Why then, it may be asked, does St. Paul countenance the expression, " the cities of Lycaonia, Lystra and
Derbe"? Simply because in the narrative he is expressing
himself geographically, and is using the precise words in
which his advisers and informants might have described
his route to him when he was arranging his flight from
!conium, whereas in the epistle he is using the language of
polite address, Lystra and Derbe were cities of Lycaonia
Galatica, i.e., the part of Lycaonia which was attached to
the province Galatia, while !conium reckoned itself as a
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city of Phrygia Galatica, i.e., the part of Phrygia which was
attached to the province Galatia.
The account of !conium given by Mr. Lewin and by
Canon Farrar (who is in perfect agreement with him) differs
greatly from that which has just been given. The latter
calls it" the capital city of an independent tetrarchy," says
that it was not in the province Galatia, * and that "the
diversity of political governments which at this time prevailed in Asia Minor was so far an advantage to the apostles
that it rendered them more able to escape from one jurisdiction to another." In so far as it concerns antiquities, this
view is against the evidence ; t and, when a correct map is
before us, we see that Paul did not use the frontier, like the
modern brigands in Turkish Macedonia, to "dodge the
law." He did not go out of the Roman province, but
found safety through the self-government of the various
cities. He never came into collision with the Roman
administration on this first journey, but only with the
city officials ; and the action of th~ magistrates of Antioch
had no force beyond the territory that belonged to the
city.
There is an interesting' reading in Codex Bezm, xiv. 2.
" The archisynagogoi of the Jews and the rulers of the
synagogue brought persecution against them /CaTa TCJV

* I find that this error is widespread. Dr. Salmon, Introductz'on to
the New Testammt, r8gr, Chap. XVIII., p. 323, even employs it to
get a proof of the historical accuracy of Acts. Coins are extant
struck by !conium as a Roman city from the time of Claudius
onwards; and it was certainly Roman from B.C. 25.
t It would be tedious and unsuitable for the present occasion to
discuss the evidence ; but the allusion to evidence against him made
by Canon Farrar in note r, p. 378, is sufficient to disprove his own
case.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -..- ouca(wv, and stirred up the souls of the Gentiles against
the brethren. And the Lord quickly gave peace."*
The officials of the synagogue are here clearly distin. guished frbm the archisynagogoi. The distinction is
perfectly correct, and makes an important addition tb our
knowledge of the administration of tpe Jewish synagogues
in Asia Minor. t Here we find knowledge and truth ; but
the rest of the sentence shows that the Bezan text is an
expansion of the original, made by a reviser at a later
time, when the terminology of persecution was in process
of formation. otwryp,'O<; ICaTa Trov O£/Catwv looks like a stock
phrase, which had established itself in Christian usage. It
sugges~s the period when O£W"/p,O<; and the seeking out of
"the just " for trial were common. In such an age the
original text "stirred up the souls of the Gentiles, and
made them evilly affected against the brethren," seemed
weak. The Christians had become familiar with more
thorough action on the part of the ·Gentiles than mere
ill-will, and they altered the text to suit the facts of their
time. The original text is true to the time before .the
State had a settled policy towards the Christians, and is
. not true to second-century facts ; whereas the Bezan text
is an anachronism. A legend seems to have grown up in
!conium about St. Paul's experiences there. In the Acta
of Paul and Thekla we have, side by side, an early (probably
first century) and a late (probably third century) account of
the treatment to which he was exposed. Midway between
these ac~ounts, but closer to the first, comes the Bezan text.
" [ o! [3£ dpxw·vvayooyot Trov 'Iovl3aloov Kal ol &pxovTES Tijs <Tvvayooyiis
hnjyayov avTo'is l3tooyJLOV KaTa TOOV l3tKaloov, Kal] .!KaKOO<TUV Tas o/vxas TOOV
t8vrov KaTa TOOV dl3e>..cprov· [ 0 [3£ Kvptos ;aooKEV mxv elprfVT)V ].
t See Reinach, Revue des Etudes :Juives, vii., 161 ff.; and
below, p. 480
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But if Paul was exposed to thorough ou.~yyp,or; of this
kind, how can we understand the next verse, " Long time
therefore they tarried there"?
To explain this, the
reviser, after describing the O£W"ffLD<;, proceeds, "But the
Lord quickly gave peace."
6. LYSTRA.

Lystra is about six hours S.S.W. from !conium. The
road passes for a mile or more through the luxuriant gardens of the suburbs, and then across the level plain, rising
gently for twelve miles. Then it reaches a range of hills,
which stretch outwards in a south-easterly direction from
the mountainous country that bounds the vast Lycaonian
plains on the west and separates them from the great
depression in which are situated the two connected lakes
Trogitis (Seidi Sheher) and Karalis (Bey Sheher, the largest*
in Asia Minor). This range, which entails a further ascent
of 500 feet, diminishes in height towards the east, and
sinks down to the plain ten miles away. After crossing
these hills, the road descends into a valley, in breadth about
a mile, down the centre of which flows a river t towards the
south-east ; and on the southern bank of the river about a
mile from the place where the road leaves the hills, stands
" Tatta covers a larger area-at least, during the summer; but
great part of it is so shallow that horsemen ride through it.
t This river is wrongly represented in every published map. It
has had a considerable course before it reaches Khatyn Serai, draining a large part of the mountain district, in which Kiepert's latest
maps represent the water as flowing westwards to Bey Sheher 'Lake.
My friend, Professor Sterrett, has erred in this point in his Woife
Exjedt#on, pp. 159 and 190. The map in my Hist. Geogr. is also
wrong. I examined this point in 1891, but the map was complete
before that time.
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the village of Khatyn Serai, "The Lady's Mansion." The
name dates no doubt from the time of the Seljuk Sultans
of Roum, when the village was an estate and country residence of some sultana from Konia (as !conium is now
called). Its elevation, about 3777 feet above the sea and
427 above !conium, fits it for a summer residence.*
This situation for Lystra was guessed in 1820 by Colonel
Leake with his wonderful instinct, and was rejected by
succeeding geographers. To Professor Sterrett belongs the
credit of having solved this most important problem by
discovering epigraphic proof that Lystra was situated
·beside Khatyn Serai.
A little personal reminiscence, concerning the greatest
disappointment of my exploring experiences, may perhaps
be pardoned. It gives some idea of the chances of travel,
and puts in a stronger relief Professor Sterrett's patience
and skill in exploration, to which we owe the discovery of
the site of Lystra and all the results that follow from it.
When I was travelling in 1882 in the company of Sir
Charles Wilson, we had set our hearts on discoverin.g
Lystra. Leake's conjecture, confirmed by t~e fact that
Hierocles implies Lystra to be near Iconiun{; turned our
minds to Khatyn Serai ; and when we heard that it was
reported to contain great remains, we left !conium with
the full expectation of finding Lystra there. But in the
village six inscriptions were discovered, four of which were
Latin. This preponderance of Latin inscriptions made
me certain that a Roman colony must have been situated
there ; and as Lystra was not· a colony, it must be
" The height of !conium, 3350, is given by the Ottoman Railway
Survey; that of Lystra is calculated from my friend Mr. Headlam's
aneroid observations.
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looked for elsewhere. Sir C. Wilson did not admit my
reasoning, and maintained his own opinion that Lystra
might be there. On the morrow we rode up the water two
hours' distance to Kilisra, and spent great part of the day
examining the interesting and really beautiful series of
churches, cut in the rock, which prove that an ancient
monastery (rather than a town) was situated there. As we
returned in the afternoon, our road passed near the ancient
site beside Khatyn Serai, and we thought of crossing the
river to examine it. But the day was far spent, and the
camp had been sent to a village fo~r hours beyond Khatyn
Serai, so that time was short. Had we gone over* to the
small hill, to a considerable extent artificial, on which the
anci~nt city was built, we should have discovered the large
inscribed pedestal on which the colony Lystra recorded the
honour which it paid to its founder, the Emperor Augustus,
and we should have found that both our opinions were
right-Sir C. Wilson's that Lystra was situated at Khaty~
Serai, and mine that a Roman colony was situated there.
But at that time no evidence was known, no coin of Lystra .
had been preserved to prove that it was a colony ; and the
fact remained unknown till 1885, when Professor Sterrett's
exploring instinct guided him to the marble pedestal. Then
other evidence came to light : M. W addington possessed
a coin of the colony Lystra, Dr. Imhoof-Blumer another,
and the British Museum has recently acquired a third.
The exact site of Lystra is on a hill in the centre of the
valley, a mile north of the modern village, and on the
opposite side of the river. The hill rises about 100 to 150

*

I must bear the blame for this omission. I had had fever, and
was suffering greatly during that part of the jouru'ey, and I was.
ready to take any excuse to get to camp an hour earlier.
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feet above the plain, and the sides are steep. Few traces
of ancient buildings .remain above the surface. A small
ruined church · of no great antiquity stands in the low
ground beneath the hill on the south-west ; and beside it
a fountain gushes forth from beneath a low arch. This
fountain is still counted sacred, and is called Ayasma (i.e.,
!uyta(jp,a), a generic name in Asia Minor for fountains
visited as sacred by the Christians. As Khatyn Serai is
a purely Turkish village, this fountain, which has retained
its character among the Christians of !conium, must mark
a spot which was peculiarly sacred in ancient Lystra.
Situated on this bold hill, Lystra could easily be made a
very strong fortress, and must have been well suited for its
purpose of keeping in check the tribes of the mountain
districts that lie west and south of it. It was the furthest
east of the fortified cities, which Augustus constructed to
facilitate the pacification of Pisidia and Isauria; * and for
seventy years after its foundation it must have been a town
of considerable consequence, proud of its Roman character
and its superior rank As a Lycaonian town Lystra had
been quite undistinguished ; as a Roman g[lrrison town it
was a bulwark of the province Galatia, and a sister city to
the great Roman centre at Antioch. A contemporary
memorial of this pride of relationship is preserved in the
following inscription found in Antiocht on a pedestal which
once supported a statue of Concord:"To the' very brilliant colony of Antioch her sister the
very brilliant colony of Lystra did honour by presenting
the statue of Concord."

* They were really old cities, which Augustus remodelled and
reconstituted.
t Discovered by Professor Sterrett in 1885 ; recopied by me in 1886.
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When we consider these facts we can hardly hesitate to
admit that St. Paul might in a letter address the church
at Lystra by the Roman provincial title, Galatians.
Much may yet be discovered at- Lystra. We should be
especially glad to find some independent proof that a temple
of Jupiter before the city (Llto~ llpo7r67\.ew~) existed there.
From the many examples of such temples quoted by
the commentators on Acts, it seems highly probable that
there was one at Lystra. The nearest and best analogy,
which is still unpublished, may be mentioned here. At
Claudiopolis of Isauria, a town in the mountains south-east
from Lystra, an inscription in the wall of the medireval
castle records a dedication to ]upiter-before-the-town (Lltt
llpoacntrp). In 1890 Mr. Hogarth and Mr. Headlam visited
Lystra along with me ; and our hope was to fix the
probable position of the temple and perhaps to discover a
dt;dication to the god. In the latter we were disappointed ;
but there is every probability that some great building once
stood beside the pedestal dedicated to Augustus. This
pedestal stands near the hill on the south-east side ; and
looking from the hill down the valley towards the open
plain; one cannot fail to see it in front of the city, and the
signs of concealed ruins beside it.
The pedestal of Augustus seems to be in its original
place, and there is every probability that the worship of
the Imperial founder was connected with the chief temple,
and that the pedestal was placed in the sacred precinct of
Zeus, as at Ephesus the Augusteum was built within the
sacred precinct of Artemis. . The other possibility, that
the Ayasma marks the peribolos of Zeus and retains the
sacred character attaching to the spot in pre-Christi~m and
Chri.,tian times alike, is not so probable~ ·
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Very little excavation would be needed to verify this
identification, and probably to disclose the remains of the
temple, in front of whose gates the sacrifice was prepared
for the Apostles.
The text of the Codex Bezce is specially remarkable in
the case of Lystra. In xiv. I 3, it preserves a more accurate
form than the majority of MSS. It has Tov IJvTo<; Ll£0<;
7rpO 7ro/\eror;,* whereas the character of the epithet is lost
in Tov Ll£0> Tov IJvTo> 7rpO Tij<; 7r6/\eror;. The participle in
the phrase Tov IJvTor; Llto<; Ilpo7rol\eror; is, as Mr. Armitage
Robinson points out to me, used in a way characteristic
of Acts : it introduces some technical phrase, or some
term which it marks out as having a technical. sense
(compare v. 17, xiii. I, xxviii. 17), and is .almost equivalent
to 'TOV ovop,asop,evov. This use has been mistaken in the
accepted text, and IJvTo> has been transposed, and the character of the whole phrase lost. The regular usage of 7rpO
7T'O/\€ror; or Ilpo7ro/\eror; is immediately before or after either
the name of the god, or the word Oe6r;.
It seems also quite probable that Codex Bezce is more
true to actual facts in using the plm:al lepe'i>. In such a
sacrifice it would not be the priest of Zeus who brought the
oxen and the garlands ; these operations would be performed by minz'strz'. The strictly correct expression is
that the priests brought the victims and the garlands ; for
all. the inferior officials of the cultus are included in the
generic term priests. Our theory of the accuracy of the
" Travel-Document" inclines us once more to prefer the
• It is difficult to determine whether this last word is to be taken
as two words or one ; probably it was felt to be a single word. In
an unpublished inscription of Smyrna the phrase UpEm wpo mJAEros or
llpomlAEror occurs.
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text of Codex Bezce.* It is of course quite true that the
chief priest may be conceived as ordering and. guiding
the whole scene, and therefore the subordinate ministers
may be left unnoticed. But that is the historian's point
of view; whereas the eye-witness, describing a picture
clear in his memory, sees the subordinates playing a part .
quite as prominent to the eye as the chief priest, and uses
the plural.
But in addition to these two points, the abundance of
minute and yet quite suitable details in this episode is a
notable feature in Codex Bezce. In xiv, 7, it adds, "And
the whole multitude was moved at their teaching : and
Paul and Barnabas abode in Lystra." The reviser who
added this (for we cannot accept it as original, as we did
the two variants in xiv. 13) felt that something was wanting
here to make the narrative run on clearly ; but his addition is
not successful, and does not render the sequence of thought
perfect. I have (pp. 68-9) remarked that I do not clearly
comprehend the received text in this place.t If I were
required to advance a theory about the passage, it would be
that the author of Acts, reproducing the account given
by Paul, had not clearly caught the sense and sequence
of his narrative; and that we have here a trace of the
imperfect medium through which a report substantially

* If, on the other hand, it be considered more probable that the
reviser, whose work has been preserved to us in Codex Bezm, has
here restored accuracy and individuality to a story that he found
badly related in the text before him, this will only strengthen the
argument which is· urged in Chap. VIII., that he was intimately
acquainted with the antiquities of Asia Minor, and probably a
native ofthe country.
t In v. 9 Bez. reads with A lex., ffKovrrev, heard (on an occasion),
for f[Kovev, was a regular hearer : this exaggerates the marvel.
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emanating from Paul himself has reached us. The variant
given by Code~ Bezce in xiv. 19 '*' is distinctly an alteration made by a person who worked up the text with
minute care, and was offended by the order of the two
city names. The order of the original text suited the
circumstances of A.D. 45, but not those of the second
century, which alone were familiar to the reviser. The
reviser was offended by the strange order, and made what
he thought an improvement.
Such an alteration could only have been made by a
person to whom the topography was so familiar, that even
the slightest deviation from the natural order offended him :
in that case the revision must have been made in Asia Minor
by a native of the country.

7·

DERBE.

The site of Derbe is not established on such certain
evidence as that of Lystra. The credit df reaching approximate accumcy about its situation belongs again to
Professor Sterrett. His argument was that " in reading the
account [in Acts xiv.], one is impressed with the idea that
Derbe cannot be far from Lystra." t He therefore placed
Derbe between the villages Bossola and Zosta, which are
only about two miles distant from each other, and "the
ruins of which,. being so near together, represent one and
the same ancient city." But after visiting the district. in
1?90, I should say that Bossola is only a Seljuk khan and
halting-place on a great road, and that the remains at Zosta
are not in sz'tu, but have all been carried. The great site
* "!conium and Antioch" in place of" Antioch and !conium."
t Woife Expedition, p. 23.
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of this district is at Gudelissin, three miles W.N.W. from
Zosta. Professor Sterrett rightly observes that" here a large
mound, in every way similar to the Assyrian Tels, shows
many traces of an ancient village or town." But after
thus correctly estimating the antiquity of the site, he
proceeds to say with less accuracy that "most ·of the
remains must be referred to Christian influence."*
Gudelissin is the only site in this district where a city
of the style of Derbe, the stronghold of "the robber
Antipater," could be situated. The remains at Zosta have
been taken from it, so that it now presents a bare and
poor appearance ; but excavation in the mound, which is
obviously to a great extent artificial, would certainly reveal
many traces of a very old city, of the style of Tyana
or Zela. The mound belongs to that class which Strabo
entitles "mounds of Semiramis," and which are a sure
sign of ancient origin and Oriental character. On this
deserted site excavation would be comparatively inexpensive, the ground could be had for a few pounds, labour in
those remote parts costs little, and no difficulty would be
experienced with the excavated soil.
Derbe was the frontier city of the Roman province on
the south•east, and on. this account a certain importance
attached to it, which led Claudius to remodel its constitution and to honour it with the name Claudio-Derbe. Probably this took place in the earlier part of his reign ; and
the hypothesis may be hazarded that !conium was made
jealous by such an honour to another city of the Tetrarchy,

* The site must have been inhabited till a comparatively recent
time, as there is a large ruined build,ing of no very ancient date on
the upper part of the mound. This building is prominent in the
photograph which Mr. Hogarth took of the site.
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--------------------------------------------and by representations at Rome succeeded in obtaining
the same honour towards the end of Claudius' reign,

"?-·D. 50-54:*
8.

CHARACTER OF LYCAONIA IN THE FIRST
CENTURY.

The preceding description of the political situation in
Lycaonia in the first half of the first century shows how
mistaken are some of the statements which are commonly
made about St. Paul's action on this journey. C. H. consider that " after the cruel treatment they had experienced
in the greater towns on a frequented route," the Apostles
retired to a wilder region, "into which the civilisation of the
conquering and governing people had hardly penetrated,"·
viz., to Lystra and Derbe. We now see that Lystra was a
town of precisely the opposite character, a centre and
stronghold for the "civilisation of the governing people."
Paul's procedure was very different from that suggested by
C. H. So far from going to the less civilised parts, he
always sought out the great civilised centres. The towns
which he visited for the sake of preaching were, as a rule, the
centres of civilisation and government in their respective
districts-Ephesus, Athens, Corinth, Thessalonica, Philippi.
He must have passed through several uncivilised Pisidian

* The approximate date is assured by C. I. G., 3991, if we may
assume that the title kNstes there applied to Pupius Prcesens, pro·
curator of Galatia about 53-55, implies that· the remodelling of
!conium was conducted by h,im. The governor of Galatia about this
time was M. Annius Afrinus. A coin of Claudiconium bearing his
portrait is preserved at Paris in the national collection, and has been
published by M. Babelon (Melanges Num., p. 57). Governors
and procurators regularly held office for a number of years at this
time. Afrinus was succeeded by Petronius Umber about 54·
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towns, such as Adada and Misthia and V asada ; but nothing
is recorded about them. He preached, so far as we are informed, only in the centres of commerce and of Roman life,
and among these ranked Lystra Colonia and ClaudioDerbe.
This point is one of peculiar importance in studying the
effect produced by the Christian religion on the Roman
world. It spread at first among the educated more rapidly
than among the uneducated ; nowhere had it a stronger
hold (as Mommsen observes) than in the household and at
the court of the emperors. Where Roman organisation and
Greek thought have gone, there Paul by preference goes.
Moreover it must be mentioned tha:t in the ruder parts
of Lycaonia Paul could not have made himself understood.
He luid · to go where Greek was known ; and it is pretty
certain that at this' time Greek was knowp. only in the
. more important cities, and that there. the people were
probably for the most part bilingual. In Lystra the
Roman settlers no doubt knew Latin as well as Greek,
while the native inhabitants, who were much more.
numerous, spoke ·both Greek and their native language.
Greek then, and not Latin or Lycaonian, would be the
common language of these two classes of the population.
In reference to the sacrifice and worship which were
tendered to Paul as Hermes and Barnabas as Zeus,'* it
would be quite a misconception to suppose that faith in
.the old native religion was stronger in Lystra than in more
civilised towns, as is implied by C. H. and by Canon Farrar.

* True to the Oriental character, the Lycaoliians regarded the
active and energetic preacher as the inferior and the more silent
and statuesque figure as the leader and principal.
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Where the Gr::eco-Roman civilisation had established itself,
the old religion survived as strongly as ever, but the deities
were spoken of by Greek, or sometimes by Roman, names,
and were identified with the gods of the more civilised
races. This is precisely what we find at Lystra ~ Zeus and
Hermes are the names of the deities as translated into
Greek, but the old Lycaoni~n gods are meant and the
Lycaonian language was used, apparently because, in a
moment of excitement, it rose more naturally to the lips of
the people than the cultured Greek language. It is noteworthy that those to whose lips Lycaonian rose so readily
were not converts, but the common city mob.
The commentators aptly compare the pretty tale, localised in these plains, of the visit paid by the same two gods
to the old couple, Philemon and Baucis.* For the right
understanding of the story, we must remember that in this
Asian religion Zeus p.nd Hermes are the embodiment of
two different aspects of the ultimate divinity, " the god,"
who was represented sometimes as Zeus, sometimes as
. Hermes, sometimes as Apollo, according to the special
aspect which was for the moment prominent.
The attitude of the native priests towards the Christian
missionaries is described in connection with the attitude of
the Ephesian priesthood. (See below, 'p. 144.)
" Philemon and Baucis alone received the two gods into their hut,
when their Phrygian neighb9urs denied shelter to the strangers.
The gods afflicted the country with a flood, and saved only Philemon
and Baucis, whom they led up to a hill. On this hill a temple was
built to Zeus, and Philerrton and Baucis became its guardians: finally,
they died at the same moment, and their spirits passed into trees.
The reading 7)!aneius, Ovid, Met. VIII., 719, is uncertain. The
variants in MSS. perhaps point to Tyriei'us, putting the scene at
Tyriaion, near !conium.

CHAPTER Ill.
ST. PAUL'S FIRST JOURNEY AS A NARRATIVE OF
TRAVEL.

FTER these topographical and historical details, it is
proposed, as the next part of our task, to go over
the first missionary journey as a plain narrative of travel
and adventure, and to show how the references, which St.
Paul in his letter to the Galatian churches makes to his
experiences when he first preached to them, work in with
the narrative in Acts xiii. and xiv. to produce a consistent
picture. On the theory (which the present writer is concerned to maintain) that Acts xiii., xiv. are founded on, or
even embody, with some slight modifications and additions,
a document written under the immediate influence of Paul
himself, it is absolutely necessary that the epistle should
agree with and complete the narrative in Acts. Herein
lies what is generally counted one of the strong points of
the North-Galatian view: it is contended that the details
of the visit to the Galatians mentioned in the epistle are
inconsistent with the account of the journey in South.
Galatia given in Acts xiii., xiv. If that be the case, I fully
acknowledge that the North-Galatian view must be adopted,
in spite of the numerous difficulties attending it; but then,
as I hope to show, it rpust be admitted that the account of
the second journey in Acts xvi. is inaccurate in itself, and
written by one who had not access to a trustworthy account
of the facts.

A
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Let us try to realise the facts of the journey and the
situation of the Apostles. How were they guided on this
particular route ? At certain points in this and in other
journeys we are told what was the guiding impulse ; a
vision led Paul from Asia into Europe; the Spirit ordered
him not to preach in Asia, and not even to enter Bithynia.
In the first journey they were sent forth by the Holy Spirit
"for the work whereunto I have called them"; and Paul
explains in Galatians that the work was to preach among
the Gentiles (i. 16 ff.). There can be no doubt that the
expression in Gal. i. 15, 16 tallies exactly with that in
Acts xiii. 1, and that it would be appropriate for Paul
to address to the churches which he founded on his first
missionary journey an elaborate argument in favour of his
special call to Gentile work.*
It is not stated that the Holy Spirit prescribed the details
of the route. How then should Paul and Barnabas 'proceed? To leave Syria they must go first to Seleuceia, the
harbour of Antioch, where they would find ships going
south to the Syrian coast and Egypt, and west either by
way of Cyprus or along the coast of Asia Minor. The,
western route led towards the Roman world, to which all
Paul's subsequent history proves that he considered himself
called by the Spirit. The Apostles embarked in a ship for
Cyprus, which was very closely connected by commerce
and general intercourse with the Syrian coast. After
traversing the island from east to west, they must go
onward. Ships going westward naturally went across to
" I do not argue that it would be less appropriate in writing to
other churches. I am only concerned to show that it is appropriate
on the South-Galatian theory.
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the coast of Pamphylia, and the Apostles, after reaching
Paphos, near the west end of Cyprus, sailed in one of these
ships, and landed at Attalia in Pamphylia.
In the east a. man with a day's journey before him
always ris~s early in the morning; and similarly we may
feel fairly confident that in view of this great expedition
the Apostles started early in the year, in April, when the
season for navigation began.* It is not possible to allow
less than two months in Cyprus, where they preached in
the Jewish synagogues along their route. We must allow
a certain time in each of the Jewish settlements to enable
the Apostles to test the feeling of the town before they
proceeded on their way in search of a favourable opening ;
and yet, if the document possesses vividness and direct
accuracy, it is hardly consistent with the language to
suppose that they stayed very long at any place. Nothing
of permanent interest occurred until they reached Paphos ;
and even there the words describing their experience do
not suggest any prolonged stay. It seems then a fair anct
natural interpretation of the document to. place their
arrival in Pamphylia in the latter part of June. Some
slight stay at Perga is implied by the dissension which
was caused by the proposal to cross Taurus to the upper
country ; then they proceeded to the interior without
preaching at Perga or in Pamphylia.
We can hardly suppose that this was part of the original
scheme, for John Mark was willing to come into Pamphylia. with them, but not willing to go on into the country
north of Taurus, and therefore he evidently considered
that the latter proposal was a departure from the original

* C. H.

adopt this view.
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scheme. Cyprus and Pamphylia were countries of similar
situation to Cilicia and Syria, and in the closest possible
relations with them, whereas it was a serious and novel
step to go into the country north of Taurus. We need not
therefore suppose that John Mark was actuated solely or
mainly by cowardice ; the facts of the situation show that
he could advance perfectly plausible arguments against the
change of plan, which was to carry their work into a region
new in character and not hitherto contemplated by the
church. It seems no unwarrantable addition, but a plain
inference from the facts, to picture the dissension as proceeding on lines like these ; and it relieves John Mark
from a serious charge, which is not quite in keeping with
his boldness in orginally starting on this first of missionary
journeys. What then was the motive of Paul and Barnabas
in taking this new step? Evidently the Spirit did not
order them, for we are precluded from supposing that John
Mark actually disobeyed the Divine injunction which he
had already obeyed in coming to Cyprus and Pamphylia ;
and moreover we are not justified in interpolating such
Divine action in the narrative without express warrant in
its own words. Was it that circumstances independent of
their own will dictated this change? To this question
Paul himself gives the answer. " Ye know," he says to the
Galatians, "that because of an infirmity of the flesh I
preached the gospel to you the first time" (iv. 13).
Every one who has travelled in Pamphylia knows how
relaxing and enervating the climate is. In these low-lying
plains fever is endemic ; the land is so moist as to be
extraordinarily fertile and most dangerous to strangers.
Confined by the vast ridges of Taurus, 5,000 to 9,000 feet
high, the atmosphere is· like the steam of a kettle, hot,
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moist, and swept by no north winds. Coming down in
July r890 from the north side of Taurus for a few days to
the coast east of Pamphylia, I seemed to feel my physical
and mental powers melting rapidly away. I might spend a
page in quoting examples,'* but the following fact bears so
closely on our present purpose that it must be mentioned.
In August I 890 I met on the Cilician coast an English
officer on his way home from three years' duty in Cyprus :
previously he had spent some years in Eastern service. He
said that the climate of the Cilician coast (which is very
similar to that of Pamphylia, and has not any worse reputation for unhealthiness) reminded him of Singapore or
Hong-kong, while that of Cyprus was infinitely fresher
and more invigorating.
We suppose then that Paul caught fever on reaching
Perga. Here it may be objected by those who have no
experience of such a situation that Paul was used to the
climate of Cilicia and Syriq ; why should he suffer in Pamphylia ? In the first place, no one can count on immunity
from fever, which attacks people in the most capricious
way. In the second place, it was precisely after fatigue and
hardship, travelling on foot through Cyprus amid great
excitement and mental strain, that one was p.eculiarly liable
to be affected by the sudden plunge into the enervating
atmosphere of Pamphylia. The circumstances implied in
the epistle are therefore in perfect keeping with the narrative in Acts ; each of the authorities lends additional
emphasis and meaning to the other.
A bad attack of malarial fever, such as we suppose to

· * The Rev. Mr. Daniell, who travelled with Spratt and Forbes,
died of fever at Attalia, a few miles from Perga.
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have befallen St. Paul in Pamphylia, could not be described
better than in the words in which Lightfoot (an advocate of
the North-Galatian theory) sums up the physical infirmity
implied in the Epz'stle iv. 1 3- I 5 : " A return of his old
malady, ' the thorn in the flesh, the messenger of Satan sent
to buffet him,' some sharp and violent attack it would
appear, which humiliated him and prostrated his physical
strength." I appeal to all who have experience, whether
this is not a singularly apt description of that fever, which
has such an annoying and tormenting habit of catching
one by the heel just in the most inconvenient moments,
in the midst of some great effort, and on the eve of
some serious crisis, when all one's energies are specially
needed.*
The treatment for such an illness would be prescribed
by universal consent as either the sea or the high lands of
the interior. Thus the remarks which have been made
above, page IJ, acquire much pertinence, now that we have
succeeded in eliciting the probable character of the case.
In this way Paul and Barnabas were led to visit the Jewish
settlement of Antioch, and the evangelisation of the
Galatian churches was due to " an infirmity of the flesh."
On the North-Galatian theory, I fail to comprehend the
situation implied in Gal. iv. I 3· It is remarkable that the
long toilsome journey, involving great physical and mental

* I have not in the slightest word or detail altered my description
to suit the case. The sentence in the text has been often in my
mouth in describing what I have seen ; and the words " catching
by the heel" have become with me a stock phrase to describe the
behaviour of this fever, when chronic. Lightfoot's quotation from
2 Cor. xii. 7 has no certain connection with the present case ; but the
connection is generally admitted.
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---------------------------------------------effort, and yet voluntarily undertaken, should be described
as the result of a severe illness ; such a result from such a
cause is explicable only in certain rare circumstances. We
have seen that the result naturally follows from a Pamphylian illness. On the other hand, I cannot see any
possible circumstances in which a preaching tour in North
Galatia could be due to an illness during the second
journey. Let those who advocate that theory suggest
some actual facts and details which are in accordance with
the situation and the record. But this is a point to which I
shall return in Chapter IV., p. 86.
It may be suggested in objection to our theory, that
if so much importance attaches to this illness, a document
composed under St. Paul's influence would make some
reference to it. In answer, it might be' sufficient to ask
whether St. Paul's character would make us expect from
him a formal reference to his illness.* But suppose the
reference made, what is the result? It would be hardly
possible in such a brief account to speak of the illness without giving a worse tone to the action of Mark than it
fairly deserved ; and the silence preserved in regard to it
is perhaps not unconnected with this fact.
The attack described in the letter to the Galatians need
not be understood as lasting long ; that is not the character
of such attacks. But the journey to Antioch coulcr not be
made rapidly.. At the ordinary rate of twenty miles per
day it would need eight days ; but we must allow a slower
progress in this case. The latter part of July, on the conception we have formed of the journey, is the earliest date

* Compare the experiences which become known to us oniy incidentally through the passage 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff.
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when the Apostle can have reached Antioch; and the
beginning of August is more probable. About that time
the journey to the upper country would be most imperatively required for a fever-struck patient; whereas
after the middle of September a journey to the plateau
would no longer be recommended.
The motives which might lead the Jewish strangers to
select Antioch have been already described. (Seep. I9.) We
suppose Paul and Barnabas to have arrived there. After
some days' stay they turned from the Jews to the Gen:
tiles. Among them it is clear from Acts xiii. 48-9, and
Gal. iv. I 3-I 5, that Paul was welcomed gladly, was treated
with extraordinary affection, with kindly solicitude as
an invalid, and with admiration as a teacher. These two
passages fit into each other perfectly. It may also be
noticed that the hospitality with which Onesiphorus went
, out to meet and invite Paul to his house, in the romance of
St. Thekla,* may be treated as implying some tradition
with regard to the hearty.welcome extended to the Apostles
in the whole of this region.
They resided in Antioch for some time. A certain
interval is required for the recorded effect,-" the word
of the Lord was spread abroad t~roughout all the region."
Two months is the minimum that can be allowed for such
widespread effect, On the other hand, the stay in Antioch
is not said to be ~' long," as is that in I conium. We may
estimate a "long time" (itcav'Ov xp6vov) by comparison with
Paul's later journeys. He stayed " a long time" (ZtcavO-t;
nJkepa,, xviii. I 8) at Corinth after the trial before Gallio,
and as we know that the whole duration of his residence

* See above, p. JI.
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there was eighteen months, this phrase must denote some
period like six to ten months. We may fairly suppose a
similar time to have been spent at !conium, let us say
eight months ; whereas at Antioch he resided less than
six months, and not less than two. Moreover if we may
assume that the new magistrates at Antioch came into
office, according to the general Asian fashion,* on September zyd, it is probable that any machinations against the
Apostles, would be directed to influence not the retiring, but
the incoming, magistrates. After entering on office, the
new magistrates would be occupied with pressing official
duties in their first days ;, and the middle or end of October
is likely to have been the earliest time at which they could
attend to the complaints made by the influential classes
against Paul. All this leads us to the conclusion that the
three or four days' journey to !conium falls in the latter
part of October, or in November, and that the whole winter
was spent in I conium.
A point which illustrates and is illustrated by the
state of society in Asia Minor, is the influence exerted on
the Apostles' fortunes in Antioch by the women. The
honour<; and influence which belonged to women in the
cities of Asia Minor form one of the most remarkable
features in the history of the country. In all periods the
evidence runs on the same lines. On the border between
fable and history we find the Amazons. The best authenticated cases of Mutterrecht belong to Asia Minor. Under
the Roman Empire we find women magistrates, presidents

* It is, however, quite possible that the Roman year was used in
the colony, and that the magistrates entered on office, according to
the Roman fashion, on January xst.
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at games, and loaded with honours.'* The custom of the
country influenced even the Jews, who in at least one case
granted to a: woman at Smyrna the honorary title archisynagogos. t It would be strange if the women had not
exercised some influence over St. Paul's fortunes.
The journey to !conium was probably performed in
greater ease and comfort, perhaps in a carriage. The
Apostles had now many friends, and Paul lays special stress
on their extraordinary anxiety to give him anything in
their power that could be of service to him :j: (Gal. iv. I 5);
this implies a liberal and overflowing hospitality, and quite
naturally includes help in his actual journey, recommendations to residents at Neapolis, Misthia, and other towns on
the way, and the use of horses for the journey.
.
The hurried flight from !conium to Lystra, according to
our reckoning, took place about June. It is difficult to find
an indication of time in the following part of the narrative.
It seems to be implied (xiv. 6) that the Apostles' residence
in this district was not confined to a certain time in Lystra,
and then a certain time in Derbe, but that they made.
some excursions, and remained in the district engaged
in missionary work. I must, how~ver, confess that the
language here is vague, and I do not comprehend it

* Examples have been collected with much diligence by M. Paris
in his treatise, Quatenus .femt'nCE t"n Ast'a Mt'nore res publicas
attt'gerznt / but the conclusions which he draws appear to me
unsatisfactory, and the tone of the writer is rather flippant and
satirical.
t See Neubauer in Stw:Na Bt'blt'ca, i., p. 70; Reinach in Revue
des Etudes J'ut'ves, vii., p. r6r.
t Mere attention to Paul in sickness is not enough to explain the
words in Gal. iv. 15; the actual giving or offering of their own valued
possessions is necessarily included.
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clearly.* During the heat of summer this country district
would be much cooler and pleasanter than the city of
!conium, though even there the heat is not excessive, and
the suburban gardens are agreeable.
During this residence in the I saurian hill country, certain
Jews came to Lystra from Antioch and !conium. If we
may judge from modern experience, these Jews were traders
of the class of brokers or middle-men, who were speculating
in the approaching harvest, and came to look after their
business. Greeks and Armenians play among the primitive
natives at the present day exactly the part which I attribute
to the Jews in the first century, buying up the grain and
other produce from the agricultural population, and exporting it to harbours on the south coast, or selling it in retail
trade in the cities.t If this supposition is correct, August
is a very likely month for their coming to Lystra~ and the
stoning of Paul would come some weeks later. The two
days' journey to Derbe :j: would then fall perhaps as late as
September. Three months is no exaggerated allowance
for the effect produced at Derbe, "making many disciples."
That brings us at least to the end of November. After that
season the passes over Taurus are liable to be blocked by
snow, and are at best very trying and difficult to cross.
What, then, were the Apostles to do? The journey across

* In the country round about, among the !saurian hills, it is highly
improbable that the Apostles could speak to the rustic population,
who were, it is practically certain, ignorant of Greek till a far later
date.
t The tithes were no doubt also farmed by speculators, as at present
in some districts. Some of these visitors might be agents of the
company of speculators.
t The distance is about ten or eleven hours, and might be done ir
one day; but Paul was not in vigorous health (p. 64).
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Taurus was described to them as impossible. They were at
the extremest limit of Roman territory, and could not go
further forward to preach, except by entering the kingdom
of Antiochus. Now it is not a too fanciful idea that St.
Paul may already have begun to realise the great conception (which he certainly realised afterwards) of Christianity
as the religion ofthe Roman Empire, and was already confirmed in his preference for centres of Roman life and
influence. In this situation the Apostles resolved to return
by the way they had come, and to take the opportunity of
organising the administration of the newly founded communities, all of which they had been obliged to leave quite
suddenly.
The Apostles had been expelled, or had fled in danger of
their lives, from Antioch, !conium, and Lystra; and it is
clear that the riotous action of the populace had been connived at, or even encouraged, by the magistrates. How
then could they venture to re-enter the cities against the
authority of the magistrates?
The question touches on a branch of ancient law-viz.,
the powers and rights of the magistrates in such provincial
Cities-which is so obscure that we cannot answer it with
certainty or confidence, but can only indicate some probabilities. It is worth notice that the magistrates of Antioch
seem to have taken a more decided action than those of
!conium or Lystra. Antioch was a Roman colony and an
administrative centre; and it is quite natural that its
magistrates should be of higher rank, and should venture
on bolder action.
We may take it for granted that Roman law and custom
prevailed in the Roman colonies, Antioch and Lystra ; and
in all probability they exercised great influence ev\!n in
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I conium. We may then understand that the magistrates
could not permanently banish any person from the city ;
but that, in the exercise of their powers for the preservation
of peace and order, they could go to very great lengths in
the way of summary punishment against any individuals
whose action or presence was inconsistent with peace and
order. They could turn them out of the city (though not
permanently exile them), they could tear their clothes,
inflict p~rsonal indignities on them, or beat them (unless
they were Roman citizens). But the punishments which
they inflicted caused no permanent disability, except in so
far as the mere physical effect might be indelible ; they
could not pass sentence of death or of exile. The person
who was turned out of the city might return after a little ;
but of course he would be wise not to return so long as the
magistrate who ejected him remained in office.
But though the magistrates could not punish a culprit
with death, " a regrettable incident," such as a popular riot,
might occasionally occur, leading to the death of an obnoxious individual, and mildly blamed in public by the
magistrates, who privately rejoiced at it. Hence in I conium
and Lystra we may be pretty sure that the magistrates
connived at the stoning intended in the one case, and
effected in the other ; qut it was only by such irregular
proceedings that the death of the missionaries could be
compassed. The magistrates could take no overt action. '
It would appear then that Paul and Barnabas had been
before the magistrates of Antioch, possibly of !conium
(p. 46), but not of Lystra. But even in Antioch the orders
of the magistrates inflicted on them no permanent disability,
and in Lystra they had been the victims of illegal conduct
so extreme that they. had acquired a strong legal position.
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They were legally free also to return to !conium and
Antioch, but in common prudence they would hardly return until new magistrates came into office. Now, according
to the account of the journey which has just been given, it
appears that new magistrates had already been appointed
in all three towns.*
The rest of the winter .then was spent in Lystra, I conium,
and Antioch. The magistrates and the Jews are not
again referred to; it is probable that the Apostles' freedom
from interference was gained by their refraining from such
open preaching as before, while they devoted themselves to
organising some kind of self-government in the congregations. Some years later, we know that Paul could direct
the Galatian churches to make weekly contributions for the
benefit of the poor at Jerusalem ; and this implies officials
and a system of administration. It was not before the
middle of May in the following year that the Apostles could
venture to cross the Pisidian mountains. They perhaps
spent June in Perga, and in July, after an absence of two
years and four months, they may have reached the Syrian
Antioch once more.
It will strike every reader that the estimates of time
given in the preceding sketch of the Apostle's journeys are
the lowest possible in view of the effects produced. A
certain amount of time is necessary in order that two
unknown strangers should first gain a hearing, and then
make many converts and establish a permanent congrega-

* Unless the magistrates in the colony of Lystra entered office on
January 1st. But Lystra was the town in which St. Paul's ·legal
position was strongest. A Roman citizen, violently assaulted by the
populace, had a very strong case.
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tiort in a city where the established religion was so opposite
in character to that which they preached. Many may
think that our estimatei err by being too short ; and it is
·quite possible that they ought to be lengthened. Probably
hardly any one will consider that they are too long.
NOTE.-To the statement that Paul would be unlikely to cros9
Taurus in winter or spring, it may be objected that Cicero travelled
from Tarsus to Laodicea on the Lycus, starting on January sth,
B.C. SO· But the activity and energy of a Roman officer must not
be taken as a standard for the action of two humble foot-passengers.
Paul's action must .be estimated according to the ideas of the natives.
Cicero could have reported to him when the road through the Cilician
gates was in good condition, and free frotn snow. Starting from
Tarsus, and travelling with the advantages of a Roman official, he
could reach the gates (about thirty-six Roman miles distant) the
same day. But Paul could not so easily receive a report as to the
condition of the pass. At Derbe he was about a hundred and eighty
Roman miles from the gates ; 'and, if he started, he was liable to
great hardships, and perhaps long detention on the way. Snow in
winter, and heavy rains in spring, are a misery to the traveller.
According to native ideas neither a sea-voyage, nor the crossing
of Taurus, should be undertaken in winter; but both could, and
occasitonally did, take place.
·

CHAPTER IV.
THE SECOND JOURNEY,

PAUL'S second journey took place some years later
ST.than
the first. The intermediate period he had spent
chiefly in Antioch, but partly iri a journey to Jerusalem.¥
He had now old friends in South Galatia to visit, and he
went in the first place straight to them. Accompanied by
Silas, he passed through Cilicia, crossed Taurus no doubt
by the Cilician Gates, and came first to Derbe, and then
to Lystra, where he found a disciple named Timothy, son
of a Jewess by a Greek father. He resolved to take
Timothy with him, and in order to conciliate the prejudices of the Jews, who were numerous in these regions,

* It was probably not less than a year after the Apostles had
returned when they started for 1erusalem ; the expression xpovov
ollK of..l-yov is an emphatic expression, which may quite well denote
an even longer period. Mr. Lewin, in his singularly useful work,
Fasti Sacn~ p. 288, No. 1722, argues from the fact that "Paul
and Barnabas related the conversion of the Gentiles " during their
journey to 1erusalem, that no very long interval had elapsed since
their return from their journey in Asia Minor, "as otherwise their
success among the Gentiles would have been sufficiently well
known.'' This argument is dubious. They are not said to give the
first news ; it is perhaps implied by the word selected (eKatrnovp.Evot)
that the communities on their way had already heard of the fact
generally, and took the opportunity of learning the full details from
the missionaries. After they returned from Jerusalem, a consider•
able stay in Antioch is again implied.
74
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he performed on him that operation which the Hebrew
religion required in the case of all males. This can hardly
have been done merely for the sake of the Jews in Lystra,
!conium, and Antioch, whom Paul already knew to be
hostile to him. It implies that he had the intention of
preaching in other towns where Jews lived, through
whom he would as usual make a beginning., As we
shall see, he was evidently thinking of going on westward
into the province Asia.
The passage xvi. 4-6 is one of extreme obscurity;
but it must be examined, for the decision of the controversy as to the signification of the term Galatia depends
the meaning to be taken out of it. It appears that
Paul, after leaving Lystra with Silas and Timothy, executed his original intention to visit the brethren in every
city where he had preached (xv. 36), as no change of
plan is intimated. We must then conclude that they
visited those cities of the distriCt where Paul had so many
friends and converts, I conium and Antioch ; and then they
must have gone on into the province of Asia, but were
"forbidden of the Holy Ghost to speak the word in Asia."
The expression, contrasted with v. 7, implies that they were
actually in Asia, intending to preach, whe11 the prohibition
was made clear to them.
When their first plan was thus altered, they turned
northwards, with the intention of entering Bithynia, presuming that they would be allowed to preach there. But
when they came opposite Mysia,'* and tried to continue

on

*

I understand t<ara here in the sense which it has, e.g., in
Acts xxvii. 7, t<ara KvilJov, or in Herodotus I. 76, Kara ~minr1Jv-" when
they reached such a point that a line drawn across the country at
right angles to the general line of their route would touch Mysia."
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their northward route into Bithynia, "the Spirit of Jesus
suffered them not." They were compelled to turn westwards ; and keeping along the valley of the Rhyndacus,
they reached Troas, whence they sailed to Macedonta.
The language of this passage clearly implies that they
were forbidden to preach, but not to travel in Asia;
whereas they were forbidden even to set foot in Bithynia.
When they found, on entering Asian Phrygia, that they
must not preach there, they went straight north through
the Phrygian parts of Asia, intending to preach a.s soon as
they reached Bithynia ; but of course they understood that
the Phrygian country which they crossed was part of Asia,
and forbidden to them for preaching.*
This interpretation gives a definite picture of a probable
route, which lies fairly in the words. I can find no such
picture in any of the other interpretations that have
been advanced, and I do not see any other satisfactory
possibility. There are two difficulties in the interpretation.
First, we have to take certain terms in the Roman sense,
In the passage of Herodotus this implies a line from north to south ;
here it implies a line from east to west. Wendt understilnds "to
the border of Mysia." This would come to nearly the same result,
taking Mysia in the wide sense which it has in Ptolemy and which
is mentioned in Strabo as common. I should suppose that about
N akoleia they found that their northward route was prevented ;
'Vendt's view would involve that they realised this somewhere near
Kotiaion. They had two roads possible from Antioch into Bithynia,
one by Nakoleia and Dorylaion, whrch is the shortest and was by
far the most important at that time, the other by Kotiaion.
" Lewin, St. Paul, p. 193, not observing that Phrygia is a
part of Asia, supposes that they went at this time to Colossce and
preached there. Such a route to Bithynia is impossible except
with the wrong conception Mr. Lewin has of the topography of the
country; and Colossce was a city of Asia, and forbidden to them.
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and not in the popular sense which is certainly found in
the early chapters of Acts. Our fundamental hypothesis
of the "Travel-Document" is intended to meet this difficulty ; and we have found that hypothesis confirmed by
the signs of first-hand acquaintance with the country which
appear in chapters xiii. and xiv. The writer retains the
precise words of his authority in xvi. 6 and 7, and this
authority was a document written, whether by himself at an
earlier time or by some other person, under the immediate
influence of St Paul himself.*
The second difficulty, the force of verses 4-6, is easily
solved: 4, 5, describe Paul's procedure in his tour of
the churches, and sum up its effect. The information
is given here, because (I) a break in the narrative
was made by the episode of Timothy, (2) the intention
is to describe in a rapid sweep of unbroken narrative,
6-9, how Paul's Asian and Bithynian attempts were
baulked, and only in Troas at length was the overruling
Divine purpose made clear by the vision, verse 9· Thus
verse 6 continues the geographical description from verse
I, and describes the journey from Lystra onwards; t
it led through "the country which is Phrygian and
" It was at this point that the idea which is worked out in the
first four chapters of this work was first conceived__:viz,, that great
part of Acts xiii. ff. was composed under Paul's immediate influence.
t I would accept without hesitation Wendt':s view, that verses
4 and 5 are an addition made to the original document by the
author of Acts, who incorporated in his work the original document. The preceding exposition might have been made clearer by
assuming this view ; but I have preferred throughout these chapters
to start from the received text, to avoid every hypothesis as to the
composition of the book, and merely to argue that it gives correct
information
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Galatic," a single district to which both adjectives apply.
Lightfoot has correctly seen that this is the only possible
sense of the Greek words as they are now read."' The
description applies to the country round !conium and
Antioch ; to make quite clear in brief terms what country
he meant, the writer of the original document said "the
country which according to one way of speaking is
Phrygian, but which is also called Galatic." The preceding account of the country about !conium and Antioch
has shown how strictly true the description is, and how
perfectly it agrees with the expression used in Acts xiv. 6,
which puts the boundary of the Phrygian land between
!conium and Lystra.
Lightfoot, on the other hand, considers that "the Phrniian
and Gala tic country" is Galatia in the narrow sense, the
land occupied by the Gaulish settlers during the third
century before Christ, which previously had been part of
Phrygia. It seems to me inconceivable and contrary to the
evidence, either that the name Phrygia should have remained in popular use to denote the country of the Asiatic
Gauls till the time when Acts was written,t or that the
"' T~v <J>pvylav l<al raXani<~V x/,pav, so Tischendorf, Westcott and
Hort, Wendt, and almost all modern critics. But Wendt, though
he accepts the text, gives a translation which results naturally from
the old text, but which cannot be got from the text which he approves
of. His rendering is Phrygz'en und das gala#sche Land. Lipsius,
in Holtzmann's Hand-.Kommentar, II. ii. z, is the only modern
critic known to me who quotes the text as r~v raXaruoiv ; this is
probably only an inaccuracy in quotation, and does not indicate a
difference of judgment as to the text, which is determined by the
manuscripts.
t Lipsius regularly speaks of North Galat;ia as der Galati'cus.
This name has no authority, and is a mere fiction founded on his
misunderstanding Of 1"~V raXanK~V xropav j but it might Sl:lggest to the
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author should indulge in a display of pedantic antiquariani~m,
suitable for Strabo's learned work, but utterly incongruous
here. To make possible the reference to North Galatia
which Lightfoot and most commentators seek to derive
from this passage, it is necessary to go back to the discarded
reading T~V if!pvrytav teat T~V Ta'AantcrJV xwpav, and it is noteworthy that, as we have seen, W endt translates this text in
his commentary, though he rejects it in his critical notes.
The objection may be made that I am inconsistent in
refusing to admit the possibility that North Galatia could
retain in popular language in the first century after Christ
the aricient name of Phrygia, whereas I have argued * that
!conium continued to be counted Phrygian by its inhabitants at least as late as the second century. But the
cases are quite different. In !conium the old Phrygian
population continued to call themselves Phrygian, and
probably in part retained the use of the Phrygian language
alongside of Greek. But in Galatia the population had
changed; the Galatai had conquered the country, and so
far from wishing to retain the name Phrygian, they would
have treated it as an insult to be called Phrygians. General
popular usage throughout Asia Minor had long ago ceased
to apply the name Phrygia to Galatia, though antiquaries
and historians recognised that North Galatia was originally
part of Phrygia.
There can, I believe, be no doubt what country was
denoted by these words, which may in English ,be most
unwary reader that his translation agrees with ancient usage.
Paul heard the term Galatz'cus in Iconium, where it denoted the
enlarged province (p. 14, no. 4); but it was not useu to denote
North Galatia at that time (seep. 81),
~ See above, pp. 37·9·
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idiomatically rendered "the Phrygo-Galatic territory."
Abundant analogy may be quoted to show that this phrase
was natural and proper in the first century, and that it
was the most clear and complete and precise description
which a writer who was striving after accuracy could select.
As this point is a decisive one, and is independent of any
theory as to the composition of Acts,* it deserves closer
examination
The district is not called Galatia, but Ta'Xarucn xwpa,
i.e., a district which was connected with Galatia or included
in Galatia, but which the writer for some reason or other
does not choose to designate by the term Galatia. The
adjective Galaticus is actually employed elsewhere as a geographical term. The term Pontus Galaticus t was already
in use during the first century after Christ to denote a large
district of Pontus which was added to the province of
Galatia a few years B.C. The natural sense of the Greek
words, confirmed by this analogy, is decisive as to the
sense of Ta'Xan"i} xw pa. Now let us turn to the Roman
documents of the first century1 describing the extent
of the authority exercised by the governor of Galatia.
In some inscriptions he is called simply the governor of
Galatia, while in others he is styled governor of Galatia,
Pisidia, Phrygia, Lycaonia, Isauria, Pontus Galaticus, et~;;.

n

" It is the argument which first led me definitely to abandon my
earlier belief that the Epistle was addressed to the North Galatians.
{,ocal usage distinguished " Galatic district" from North Galatia..
t The origin of the term is discussed in Hz'st. Geogr., p. 253.
In literature it i~ used only by Ptolemy, but Ifiust be older, for it
had ceased to be true in his time. It is employed in inscriptions
of the first century, e.g. C.I.L., Ill., Suppl., no. 6818, which belongs
to the years 73-78.
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The district here denominated Phrygia is that which includes I conium, Antioch, and Apollonia,* and which might,
during the first century, in perfect accordance with
analogy, be called by such names as Phrygia Galatica,
0r f) i!Jpvryta Ka~ Ta'A-anK1} xwpa. This statement of actual
facts, as recorded in contemporary documents, seems to
be in itself conclusive. The term Galatz'c excludes Galatz'a
z'n the narrow sense; and .xvz'. 6, when taken accordz'ng to
contemporary usage,t asserts that Paul did not traverse
North Galatz'a. But as the theory that the route passed
through North Galatia is rested on the supposed necessity
of accommodating Acts to the Epistle, we must examine
this point.
Let us admit for the moment the possibility that, eit~er
by recurring to .the now discarded reading in xvi. 6, or by
some other p1eans, a passage through North Galatia could
be made consistent with the narrative in Acts. The
question has then to be met, how did St. Paul come to
be in. North Galatia? What theory can be suggested to
explain his route and his plans consistently with the rest
of the narrative? · Lightfoot and most others do not suggest
any reason, nor do anything to introduce coherence into the
journey. C. H. say : " The obvious inference is that he was
passing through 'Galatia to some other district (possibly
Pontus)." The inference, whether "obvious" or not, is
rather a bold one, when we consider how utterly unjustified
it is by ~nything that is related in this or any other part of
• See pp. 25, 37· Apollonia was in Phrygia (Strabo, p. 576).
Arrian, A nab., z, 4, r, means by Galaticus" the country which
afterwards was called Galatia, but was not so then." The NorthGa:Iatian theory loses the delicate local accuracy of Acts.

t
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the Acts about Paul's travels or his aims. The idea of a
proposed visit to Pontus must be rejected. But another
account might be suggested as in better agreement with the
record. We may suppose that Paul, after leaving Lystra,
went on through I conium to Antioch. There he was for~
bidden to preach in Asia. He then went across the continent
toward the north with the intention of preaching in the
extreme eastern parts of Bithynia, Amastris and the surrounding districts. The direct road to Amastris went by way
of Ancyra, the capital of North Galatia. Here or at some
other point in his journey he was detained by illness. He
postponed his journey to Bithynia, and proceeded to preach
in Galatia. Lightfoot names Ancyra, Juliopolis,"' Tavium,
and Pessinus as probably the earliest Galatian churches
in this district.t Thereafter he proceeded on his way to
Bithynia, and when he came "over against Mysia" (or,
according to W endt, "to the frontier of Mysia "), he was
forbidden to enter Bithynia, and passing along the southern
boundary of Mysia he reached Troas,
In the first place we have to object to this account that
it does not suit the text. From North Galatia no possible
route to Bithynia could be said to bring a traveller to a
point "over against Mysia," still less "to the frontier of
"Juliopolis, however, was at this time a city of Bithynia, not of
Galatia (Ht'st. Geogr., p. 196).
tWe may confidently say that no other towns (except Colonia
Germa) in North Galatia possessed a Greek-speaking population to
which St. Paul could preach; in fact, it is exceedingly doubtful if
Tavium could have contained many people who were familiar with
Greek at this period. In the rest of the country it seems cerJain
· that only a few words of broken Greek were known to the population,
whose familiar tongue was Celtic. According to J erome they
retained their native language as late as the fourth century.
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Mysia." A glance at a map (preferably a large map) of
the country will make this clear to all. Moreover the
phrase "They went through Phrygia, etc., and when they
came opposite Mysia," implies a single definite journey
reaching a definite point and there suddenly checked. But
on the above interpretation, we have to interpose between
the two verbs a tale of months of wandering over Galatia.
No person who possessed any literary faculty could write
like this. Either the writer of Acts misunderstood the
facts entirely, and wrote something which is not correct,
and which we must alter in order to introduce the above
interpretation ; or else his words definitely exclude the
supposition that Paul on this occasion travelled in North
Galatia. If we cling to the N orth-Galatian theory, we
must abandon the view that this part of Acts possesses the
characteristics of an original, genuine, and valuable historical
document. But if we adopt the South-Galatian theory, we
merely follow the text of all modern critics and translate it
according to the meaning which was common in documents
of the time.
Secondly, Amastris, in Roman and in common usage, was
a city of Pontus, and not of Bithynia. Though it is true
that both districts were included in one province, yet the
province was always called Bithynia-Pontus or Bithynia: et
Pontus.
The supposition that Amastris was the object of St.
Paul's route from Pisidian Antioch is inconsistent with
natural probability; Western Bithynia about Nikomedeia
and Nikaia was the district which would be naturally inferred
from the expression "to go into Bithynia." The wealth and
the civilisation and the administration of Bithynia had their
centre there. A connection with Syria and a Jewish popu-
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lation are more probabie,in Western Bithynia."" Amastris
itself was a civilised city with a considerable Greek-speaking
population, but the surrounding country was barbarous
and uncivilised and in the last degree unlikely to have
attracted Paul. Moreover a very difficult and mountainous
country lies south of Amastris, and intercourse between it
and the civilised world was maintained almost entirely by
sea.
When the design of preaching in Asia was frustrated, it
seems to have occurred to St. Paul to go on to the country
immediately beyond-viz., Bithynia ; and the road by
Dorylaion to Nikaia and Nikomedeia was a great route.
But the design of going from Antioch or from· I conium to
Amastris, without any thought of preaching in the intermediate districts, is in itself utterly improbable, and puts
an end to all naturalness and consistency in the narrative.
Thirdly, chronology is .·opposed .to this view. The
process of preaching in the great cities of Galatia needed
in any case a considerable time ; an invalid, as St. Paul
is supposed on the North-Galatian theory to have been,
would require a long time in that vast and bare country.
But the period allotted on any of the proposed systems
of chronology to. this journey, l~aves no room.· for such a
great work as the evangelisation ~f Galatia. 'yve may
safely assume that Paul left Antioch on his secotid
journey in the spring. No .one who knows the Taurus t
will suppose that he crossed it before the middle of May ;
• Amisos was the only city of Pontus which might naturally have
close relations with Syria (seep. 10); but it is unnecessary to argue
that Paul could not think of Amisos as in Bithynia.
t See above, pp. 60-70.
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June is a more probable time .. Say he passed the Cilician
Gates on the first of June. If we calculate his journey
by the shortest route, allowing no detention for unforeseen
contingencies,* but making him rest always on Sabbaths,
and supposing a stay· of two Sundays each at Derbe,
!conium, and Antioch, and of at least five weeks at
Lystra (which is required to select Timothy as comrade,
to perform the operation on him, and to wait his recovery), we find that, even if he did not touch North
Galatia, October would be begun before he reached
Philippi.t Eleven months may fairly be allotted to the
events recorded at Philippi, Thessalonica,t Berrea, and
Athens ; and then Paul went to Corinth, where he resided
a year and a half. He would then sail for Jerusalem in
the spring. Thus, three entire years are required as the
smallest allowance for this journey, even if it was done
in the direct way which our theory supposes. Among
the commentators, some assign two years for these
* But such contingencies always happen and cause some delay.

t

For mere walking, we may allow eight days to Derbe, two
to Lystra, one to !conium, four to Antioch, seventeen to Ttoas ;
besides a stay of some days in Troas. The shipping season had
not come to an end, so that winter was not yet set in when he
reached Troas.
:j: The three weeks at Thessalonica (Acts xvii. 2) must not be
pressed : the time is insufficient ; but I need not repeat the reasons
which are well stated in the Speaker's Commentary on Thessalonians, p. 71 I. But the argument there used that Paul could only
have had the Sundays for preaching in Thessalonica, because he
worked with his hands "night and day " ( 1 Thess. ii. g), depends
on a misconception. Paul means by the phrase" night and day''
only that he started work before dawn : the usage is regular and
frequent. He no doubt began so early in order to be able to devote
some part of the day to preaching.
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events, some three, hardly any one allows four. The
usual systems of chronology must therefore be modified
greatly, if the evangelisation of North Galatia is to be
interpolated in this journey.
Finally, it is required by the North-Galatian theory that
St. Paul, stricken at Ancyra by the severe illness already
described in the words of Lightfoot, took that opportunity
to make the long, fatiguing journeys needed in order to
preach in Tavium and Pessinus. Those who know the
bare, bleak uplands of Galatia, hot and dusty in summer,
covered with snow in winter, will appreciate the improbability and the want, of truth to nature which are involved
in the words, "because of an infirmity of the flesh I
preached unto you."
The truth is that no suggestion ever has been offered,
and in view of the geography no suggestion can be offered,
which will introduce rational coherence into the narrative
in Acts on the supposition that on this journey St. Paul
evangelised in Northern Galatia. If that be the case, the
narrative in Acts is so confused, so self-contradictory, and
so unintelligible, that it cannot be written by one who had
access to good authorities or who had any opportunity of
acquiring knowledge of the facts. The most: charitable
account of the writer would be that he had no exact
record about the first journey made by Paul into Galatia ;
but he inferred from the Epistle that two such journeys
had been made, and mentioned the first in a rather
incoherent way at this point in his narrative. In some
way or other all particulars of the first Galatian journey
had disappeared, and the author of Acts had to dismiss
it with a word. How inconsistent is this supposition
with the life-like narration in other parts of St. Paul's
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journeys I How should the same writer be so well
informed about the other journeys in Asia Minor, Greece,
and Italy, while this one was as unknown to him as the
Arabiail journey?*
On the South Galatian theory, however, I hope that the
preceding discussion has shown in detail the perfect
coherence of the narrative throughout the first and second
journeys, and its agreement with the allusions in the epistle,
and has proved that the combination of Acts and the
epistle produces a complete, natural, harmonious,· and
intrinsically probable picture.
In Codex Bezr:e the various readings in the description
of the second journey, though not of very striking character, are not devoid of interest. The addition to
xv. 41 t is derived from xvi. 4; it brings out clearly (what
is certainly implied in the received text) that the delivery
of the decrees to the churches, which is described in xvi. 4,
and the confirmation of the churches in xv. 41, are both
intended to apply to all the churches visited. The clause
inserted at the beginning of xvi.t makes the geographical
description clearer and more precise, but does not make any
material addition to the sense. It is, however, important
in its bearing on a later verse, xvi. 6, to the opening
words of which it is obviously parallel. It sums up the
description of the visit to Syria and Cilicia given in
the preceding verse. Several other additions belong to
" Most writers who hold the North-Galatian theory speak in very
strong terms of the incompleteness of the. narrative in Acts. Much
of the justification for their criticism disappears when the narrative
is properly interpreted.
t 'TI'apalldlovs ras lvro'Aas rrov 7rpEu{3vripoov,
:t lliEABwv lli ra €8v1J raiiTa.
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classes of variants described by Professor Rendel Harris,'*
and need not be enumerated.
The substitution of ryevop,evot for eXBovrer; in xvi. 7 is
more significant than any other of the variants in this
passage. The verb used brings out even more clearly
the continuity of the action described in ver. 7 with that
described in ver. 6, and the impossibility of supposing that
a long residence and evangelisation in North Galatia is
to be interposed between the verb (5£f)X8ov and the verb
e7re£pasov (1]8eXav in Codex Bezm). No one can read
the sentence contained in verses 6 and 7 without being
struck witp the obvious ignorance of the reviser that any
process of evangelisation in a new land, hitherto untrodden
by the Apostle and unmentioned in the previous chapters,
is described in the opening clause of ver. 6. His addition
to xvi. I brings out into marked prominence his conception
that the clause in xvi. 6, " they passed through the PhrygoGalatic , country," is a mere geographical recapitulation
of the more general description in verses 4 and 5. In
xvi. I the clause oteX86Jv, etc., sums up the description
introduced by ot?}pxero, and in xvi. 6 the clause otfjX8ov,
etc, sums up the description introduced by Otepxop,evot.
We have here a complete proof that the reviser whose
work has been preserved to us in Codex Bezm t understood the passage as we have interpreted it. If the other
points about this revision which we attempt in these
chapters to establish are satisfactorily proved, the con-

* A Study of Codex Bezce, p.

t

222.

The question whether the text of Codex Bezce is due entirely
to this reviser or is complicated by other influences lies apart from
our subject. My remarks about it a,~;e con:6,ned 1 like my knowledg-e,
to Acts xiij.-~xj,
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elusion must be accepted t~at in the first half of the
second century, by a skilful, well-informed, careful, and
clear-headed reviser, who was familiar with the topography
and circumstances of Asia Minor, the passage in Acts
xvi. 1-6 was interpreted precisely in the same way that
we have interpreted the received text.•
It is advisable to notice an argument derived from the
syntax of xvi. 6. It has been contended that the participle
tcroA.v8€vur; gives the reason for the finite verb otf}A.Bov,
and is therefore preliminary to it in the sequence of time.
We reply that the participial construction cannot, in this
author, be pressed in that way. He is often loose in the
framing of his sentences, and in the long sentence in
verses 6 and 7 he varies the succession of verbs by making
some of them participles. The sequence of the verbs is
also the sequence of time: (1) they went through the
Phrygo-Galatic land ; (2) they were forbidden to speak
in Asia; (3) they came over against Mysia; (4) they
assayed to go into Bithynia; (5) the $pirit suffered them
not; (6) they passed through Mysia; (7) they came to
Troas.
"' The account of the journeys which is here given was printed
before I had looked into Codex Bezce. Working at the Thekla,egend for a later chapter of this work, I was struck with the fact
, that the legend presupposes the reading of Codex Bezm in xxi. I ;
and a letter from Professor Rendel Harris, in answer to an inquiry
on this point, turned my attention to the wider question. The
~haracter of Codex Bezce is so plainly marked in these chapters
that a few hours' work at it convinced me of its origin and date.
The character of this Codex is discussed more fully in Chapter

VIII., §§ 3-S·

CHAPTER V.
THE THIR.D :JOURNEY.

N St. Paul's third journey it seems clear that his original
object was the province of Asia, and the visit to the
churches of the Galatian country was a mere episode by
the way. The aim which he had when he started on the
second journey, and which he was forbidden by the Spirit
to carry into effect when he reached Asia (p. 75) was realised
in his third journey. The terms in which the country
traversed by him before reaching Asia is described are
unfortunately obscure; he "went through the Gala tic region
and the Phrygian in order, stablishing all the disciples"
(fnepx6~-tevor; tcaOegf]r; T~V Ta"A.antc~V xwpav teat i!Jpvrytav,
xviii. 23)."' This statement gives no direct geographical
evidence to divide ·between the South- and the NorthGalatian theories; for on both Paul would traverse Galatian
ground first and then Phrygian. But from another point
of view the passage strongly confirms the theory which
we have adopted. t

I

* if>pvylav is an adjectiye. Two regions are described-(r) Galatic
Lycaonia (see Preface), defined xiv. 6 as Lystra and Derbe and the
region around; (z) Galatic Phrygia (in xvi. 6 more precisely T~v
tf!pvylav t.:al raXanK~V xropav), ~·.e. Antioch and !conium. tf!pvyla was
a vast country, part in Asia, part in Galatia; tf!pvyla xropa was the
Gala tic part. xviii. 23 brings Paul to Antioch; xix. r from Antioch
to Ephesus (p. 94).
t I pass over the fact (which has already been sufficiently explained
on p. 8r), that "Galatic region" necessarily has a different sense
9"
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St. Paul had come from Antioch of Syria through
the Syrian and the Cilician Gates ; but the line of his
route is not indicated until he reached a country which
he had previously visited and where he had converts.
He traversed this country, systematically visiting every
place where there were disciples. He had a choice
of two routes, one direct, passing through the churches
which he visited on his first and second journeys, Derbe,
Lystra, etc., and, the other making an enormous circuit
through Cappadocia and North Galatia, and omitting all
the churches which are known to us by name. Can we,
in the face of the word !Caeegfj~, suppose that he left unvisited every church known to us, and visited only others
which are never elsewhere mentioned in this book,* and
whose existence is only assumed in order to explain the
Epistle to the Galatians ? Certainly the writer could not
easily have described the journey in a way more calculated

from "Galatia," and did in contemporary usage bear a recognised
and distinct meaning. I add a modern example. If we to-day read
the statement "The travellers then traversed the French region," we
should confidently argue as follows :-This statement, clearly, does
not describe a journey simply across France; for in that case the
writer, if he spoke accurately and according to contemporary usage,
would not have employed the term " French region "; he must have
had in mind a different idea, viz., some extended sphere of French
possession-e.g., French Africa (compare Galatic Pontus, Cappadocic Pontus).
* On any interpretation of the words of Acts xvi. 6, the foundation
of N orth-Galatian churches is not there actually alluded to; St. Paul
is merely said to have traversed the Galatian country, but no hint
is given that he founded churches. But the churches mentioned
in xviii. 23 are spoken ·of by the author as if they were already
familiar to his readers.
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to mislead, if his meaning is that Paul chose the northern
route through Cappadocia and North Galatia.
Why should the narrator, who in other cases describes
St. Paul's route with accuracy, leave it entirely doubtful
'whether he took the northern or the southern route? The
reason is that the northern route never occurred to him as
a possibility. The route from Syria by the Cilician Gates
to the JEgean coast was a familiar and much frequented
one; and unless· another route was expressly mentioned,
every one would understand that Paul passed through
Lycaonia, and not through North Galatia. Moreover, on
our theory, the reference to·the disciples who were visited in
their several places by the way is left in no doubt. After
our explanation of the two previous journeys, the third is
perfectly clear; it is only on the North-Galatian theory
that any doubt about it can exist.
Further, the N orth-Galatian theory does not explain
the words "all the disciples." If the journey passed
through North Galatia, Paul could not visit the SouthGalatian churches : why then should the writer be so
careful to mention that he visited "all the disciples"?*
On the South-Galatian theory he would naturally visit
them all, for no congregations existed except those which
lay along his route.
The account of the third journey is, therefore, not expressed in language which, taken by itself, gives any
conclusive argument as to the route followed ; but it gives
a much clearer and more satisfactory picture, when inter. preted according to the South-Galatian theory.
" Moreover KaBfEijs implies " in order from the first to the last.
from east to west."
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We must therefore interpret the phrase

T~V raxan/C~V

xwpav !Cai iPpvrylav, as corresponding on the whole to the
similar phrase T~V Ppvry[av /Cat raXan!C~V xwpav in xvi. 6.

Why, then, did the author of the "Travel-Document" change
his expression ? He did so because the phrase in xvi. 6
would be incorrect in xviii. 23. The country denoted by
the phrase in xvi. 6 is that which was traversed by Paul
after leaving Lystra: it is therefore the territory about
!conium and Antioch, and is rightly called Phrygo-Galatic,
"the part of Phrygia that was attached to Galatia." But
the country which is meant in xviii. 23 includes Derbe,
Lystra, !conium, and Antioch, and could not rightly be
called " Phrygo-Galatic." If the writer wished to carry
out this complicated phraseology, he would have had to
say " Lycaono-Galatic and Phrygo-Galatic." He avoids
the difficulty by using the simple phrase "the Galatic
country," after traversing which Paul would reach Asian
Phrygia.
In this journey one difficulty still needs examination.
St. Paul's object was Ephesus. The ordinary route for
trade between Antioch and the west coast passed through
Apameia and Colossce and Laodiceia. But it would appear
from the Epistle to the Colossians (ii. 1) that the Christians
at Colossce and at Laodiceia had not seen his face.
Apparently, the narrative here contradicts the Epistle.
But, when we translate xix. I according to ancient usage,
it is really a remarkable confirmation of the Epistle. On
this journey Paul "stablished the disciples." This process
would end at Pisidian Antioch ; for all to the west of
Antioch was new ground. His further journey was rapid,
for he did not preach anywhere till he reached his goal at
Ephesus. But why did he not preach in the Lycus valley,
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whose churches at a later time occupied his attenti~n?
The narrator has solved the difficulty for us by explaining that Paul chose a different path. Resuming the
narrative in xix. I after a digression, he says, " Paul traversed the higher districts and came to Ephesus." The
term "higher districts" is not the mere picturesque epithet
of a geographer contrasting the plateau with the coast ;
for in this brief and pregnant narrative every word has a
bearing on the strict purpose. We must examine what
sense the term bore in the first century usage. At that
period a distinction was made between Ht'gh P hrygz'a and
Low. The Sangarios was in Low P lzrygia, and so was the
salt lake Anava ; * and the term must denote those parts
of Phrygia which were at a less elevation above sea level,
while High Phrygia was the elevated mountain country
that separates these two lower parts. Now the great trade
route to Ephesus passed along the coast of Lake Anava,
as it descends to Laodiceia ; it therefore passed through
Low Phrygia, and the writer explajris that Paul traversed
the higher districts-i.e., he preferred the shorter hill road,
practicable for foot passengers but not for wheeled traffic,
by way of Seiblia (see the map at the end of the book).
" Steph. Byz., s.v. Sangarz'os, Strabo, I., p. 49· I cannot here
go into the usage fully; nor is it explained in my Hz'storz'cat
Geography. I wrongly understood Low Phrygz'a to denote Hellespontine Phrygia, till Mr. Tozer in January 1893 directed me to the
passage in Strabo, which he understands as I do. High Phrygz'a
in Aristides (vol. i., p. 505, Dindorf) seems to denote Acmonia
(see Revue Archiologz'que, December 1888, p. 226; Reinach, Chron.
d'Or, p. 504). The terms rarely occur, for few writers have occasion
to distinguish the parts of Phrygia ; but they were evidently in local
use, and their employment is a proof of local knowledge and first·
hand information.
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The text of Code% Bezce in this passage is remarkable. It reads in xix. 1, "And [when Paul was minded
according to his own plan to go to Jerusalem, the
Spirit bade him turn back into Asia; and] having. passed
through the upper country he came unto Ephesus."
The reviser understood that Paul, after having traversed
the Phrygo-Galatic country and stablished all the disciples, began to return with the intention of proceeding
to Jerusalem; but thereupon the Spirit ordered him to
turn back and go into Asia. The reviser obviously
considered, therefore, that Paul, when he began to return
towards Jerusalem, had not entered Asia, but was about
Antioch. He understood the situation in xviii; 23, therefore, in 1 the same way as we have just stated, and his
alteration is made with exactness of thought and expression, founded on good knowledge of localities.
The readings described here and on pp. 87 ff. are peculiarly valuable; for they give us a slight but yet sufficiently
trustworthy indication of the date when the reviser did his
work. Previous indications have shown that he worked
later than the first century ; now we shall see that he
worked before the middle of the second century. The
reviser, as we saw in the preceding chapter, had no thought
that Paul travelled in North Galatia, and understood
TaA.antc·~ xcfJpa in .the sense which we have proved to be
common and usual in the first and early second century.
He therefore considered that this third journey also led
through Derbe, Lystra, !conium, and Antioch ; and that
Paul, after visiting and stablishing all his converts, was
returning to Jerusalem, when he was ordered to go into
Asia. We have also seen that the reviser adapted the
topography of the document to the facts of his own time.
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It is therefore clear that the cities visited by Paul were
still considered by the reviser to be in the Galatic country
when he worked over the text. Now great part of
Lycaonia was separated from Galatia in the reign of
Antoninus Pius, between 138 and r6r A.D.; • and, we may
feel confident that, if the reviser had worked after the
change of sy_stem had become familiar and had produced
a new nomenclature, he would have remodelled the text
accordingly. The revision therefore took place before
A.D. r6r, and probably not later than A.D. I so.
The reference to the bidding of the Spirit marks the
addition at the beginning of xix. I as one of a class of
insertions in this. Codex, with which we are not directly concerned here.t But this passage goes beyond its class in
asserting that Paul actually intended to act differently, and
that his intention to go to Jerusalem was checked by the
Spirit. It seems hardly possible to reconcile this positive
statement with the respect for the book which the reviser
certainly felt, except on the assumption that he was
acquainted with an independent tradition OP. the point
which he believed to be true, and considered himself
justified by its truth in adding to the text :t

* See Hi'st. Geogr., pp. 253, 376. The probability is that the
change took place in an early part of the reign (Ib., p. 376, note),
and A.D. 150 may fairly be taken as the latest date.
t Rendel Harris, Study of Codex Bezce, p. 221.
t I do not mean that tradition on such a point has the slightest
historical value. Its only value is as an indication of the growth of
a Pauline legend in the district (see p. 33f., 46, and on the rapid
decay of truth in tradition 384).

CHAPTER :VI.
THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

I. ARGUMENTS FOUNDED ON THE EPISTLE.

I

HAVE intentionally refrained from mentioning any of
the general arguments whi9h have been advanced by
previous advocates of the South-Galatian theory. They
vary in value. Some have very little value, while others
at least corroborate the theory. The real proof must depend
on the interpretation of Acts, and the theory stands or falls
thereby; but a brief summary of these arguments, as they
are 'given by Lipsius, may properly find a place here, and
his counter-arguments may be noticed, where they seem to
require it.
1. St. Paul habitually uses district names in the Roman
sense ; and Lycaonia was in Roman Galatia. This we
have already discussed and put more accurately.
2. St. Paul uses· the Greek language to the Christians
whom he addresses, and apparently calls them Greeks ;
whereas the North-Galatians spoke Celtic. This argument, put in this bare way, has no real value ; its proper
character has already be~n discussed. (Seep. 82n, 69 n)
3· He mentions (Gal. ii. 13) Barnabas as a person known
to his readers ; Barnabas was not personally known to the
N orth-Galatians. · I can see no great value in this argument. Barnabas is alluded to, and ·his views on the
question of evangelising the Gentiles are assumed to be
97
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familiar to the readers ; but the same assumption is made
about Petet and some of the other apostles. It is, however,
true that Barnabas was not such a prominent figure, and
acquaintance with his views is more remarkable than knowledge of what Peter thought.
4- Paul's companions, when he was returning fr9m Corinth
to Jerusalem, seem to represent the different churches, and
bear their contributions. Among them are Gaius of Derbe
and Timothy of Lystra, but none from North Galatia.
This argument 'has very little value; Timothy at least
might be with Paul as his travelling companion, and several
other churches have no representatives.
5· There is no record in Acts -of the foundation of
churches in North Galatia. This depends entirely on the
interpretation of the narrative in Acts xvi. and xviii.
6. The presence of Jewi~h emissaries, which is presupposed in the epistle, is natural in South Galatia and
improbable in North Galatia. This is an important piece
of corroborative evidence, and requires more careful
attention, as it is connected with a general law observable
in the development of the country.
The change in the feeling of the Galatians was due to
the action of a definite individual, a person of some consequence and standing, who had beguiled them into an
exaggerated devotion to the Jewish law and practices.* St.
Paul knows him, but does not name him in writing to the
Galatians. This visit of several strangers (the great man
and his companions), taken in connection with St. Paul's
two passages across the Galatian territory, makes it pro" See Gal. v. 7 and 10, with the notes of Lipsius. I accept his
interpretation in preference to other views.
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bable that a frequented and common route from Syria
led through it.* It is hardly probable that they went
forth for the express purpose of counteracting Paul
rather they would be travelling with the general intention
of preaching in the most populous and frequented districts of Asia, along a familiar and important road. This
consideration suits the South-Galatian, but not the NorthGalatian territory. Elsewhere· I have shown at length t
that the development and the importance of the territory
on the northern side of the plateau-i.e., Northern Galatia
and Northern Phrygia-belong to the period following
after 292, and result from the transference of the centre
of government first to Nicomedeia and afterwards . to
Constantinople. Under the earlier Roman Empire, the
southern side of the plateau was far more important
than the northern side. It would be easy, but is here
unnecessary and unsuitable, t>l strengthen this proof by
quoting many facts which confirm the view that North
Galatia as a whole was slow in adopting the Gr~co-Roman
civilisation,t that it was not as a co.untry so familiar to
strangers from Syria as South Galatia, that except in
Ancyra and Pessinus and Germa § there was probably no
" Lipsius replies by quoting proof that Ancyra and Tavium (the
latter he identifies with Gordium, which was wo miles distant) were
on an important trade route, but he does not prove (and could not
prove) that they were on a route of Syrian trade. His remarks about
the situation of Iconium, etc., show such erroneous views of the
country and its antiquities that I need not mention them. (See Hand
Kommentar, II. 2, p. 3.)
t Hist. Geogr., chaps. G, H, J, K.
+See one fact mentioned on pp. 146-7.
§ Germa was a colony, though not one of much importance. It
struck coins. See p. 82.
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Greek-speaking population in North Galatia to which St.
Paul could a.ddress himself, and no Jewish congregations
with which he could make a beginning.
Why then did the Roman governor reside at Ancyra,
and not in Southern Galatia? Ancyra was tlie capital cif
the province, because it was a city of great importance
and wealth (beyond !conium or Antioch), commanding
a fertile country ; and because the problems of Roman
policy in the north of Asia Minor were very serious, and
required an official of high rank there. The absorption of
the neighbouring countries into the Empire was going on
in that quarter with great rapidity during th~ first century,
and each new addition to the Empire was incorporated in
· the province Galatia.
7· St. Paul had been twice in Galatia before he wrote
the epistle ; if North Galatia is the country in question, he
had visited Jerusalem at least three times before he wrote,
whereas in the epistle he speaks only of two visits to
Jerusalem. This is an important subject ; but it is so
difficult, and opens up so many disputed points, that it
has no value as a piece of corroborative evidence. It is,
o'f course, in any case difficult to reconcile the two visits
of the epistle with the account given in the earlier part of
Acts, which seems to necessitate the recognition of more
visits ; and the difficulty is greatly increased if the epistle
is placed after the third journey, when an additional visit
to Jerusalem has to be reckoned with. On the SouthGalatian theory, the epistle might have been written soon
after the second journey ended. It would thus be one
of the earliest of the extant epistles ; and the oldest
authority on the subject, Marcion, about a century later,
placed it actually first in his edition of the epistles. This
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fact is far from conclusive, for it is not proved that Marcion
arranged his collection according to what he believed to
be chronological order; but his order may perhaps have
a certain value* in regard to the opening epistle.
There is, however, no doubt that the Epistle to the
Galatians has far closer analogies with 1 and 2 Corinthians
and Romans (which were composed on the third journey),
than with 1 and 2 Thessalonians (which were written during
the second journey). But ifGalatians was written between the
second and the third journey, and Thessalonians early in the
stay at Corinth, there would be a considerable interval between
them. Moreover, St. Paul's circumstances in the interval explain how his views reached a new stage which lasted through
the third journey and even until he had resided some time in
Rome. The trial before Gallio, when the Roman_ Government
granted him the liberty which the Jews deniej:l him, was per-_
haps the crowning event, slight indeed in itself, that inaugurated the new stage. Lightfoot's account of the development
of Paul's thought (Phz'lz'pp., p. 41 ff) is for me conclusive, yet
quite consistent, I think, with the dates, Galatians 55, Corinthz'ans and Romans 56, 57, Philippians 62. (See pp. 109, 167.)
8. The dispute which took place during St. Paul's visit
to Jerusalem (Gal. ii. 5) concerned those whom Paul
addresses (vp,flc;); but the visit took place before the
second journey, and he is not supposed by any one to
have visited North Galatia on his first journey. This is
a good point, though slight.
g. Another argument is mentioned by Lightfoot as
strong but not convincing. At Lystra St. Paul was
taken for an impersonation of the Divine power, and

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -------• Wieseler argues that his order was in a rough way chronological
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similarly the Galatians of the epistle received him as
an angel of God (iv. 14); and this idea dwells in the
writer's mind, and suggests his expression in i. 8, "though
we, or an angel from heaven, should preach unto
you any gospel." The extraordinary effect produced by
Paul in Antioch, etc., is shown in Acts xiii., xiv. ; we
cannot say that anything quite similar to it is related
of any other part of his missionary work. Precisely such
extraordinary effect is implied in the epistle ; and the
coincidence between the two documents is acknowledged
by Lightfoot to be striking.
10. It is implied that the opponents of St. Paul quoted
,his own action and misrepresented him as preaching circumcision (v. II).* The reference to his action in the case
of Timothy is here unmistakable, and is fully admitted
by Lightfoot in his commentary on the verse. Such an
argument would appeal with peculiarly strong effect to
the South-Galatian churches after what is related in
Acts xvi. 3·
2. ST. PAUL'S FEELINGS TowAi.ms THE GALATIAN
CHURCHES.

The churches of Antioch, etc.~ were the firstfruits of
St. Paul's wider activity, and the narrative in Acts shows
that his experiences among them on his first journey were
most enco~raging for the initiator of a new departure in
the guidance of missionary effort. Moreover, they gave him
I
his most faithful and devoted companion throughout his
subsequent life, Timothy. We should certainly suppose

* Die dngerirungenen Sendlinge . . . vorzverfen riem Paulus,
er preri~ge fa selbst rize Beschneiriung.
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from his general character, and from the personal affection
which he often shows for his converts, that he would .retain
a warm interest in his ear,liest Gentile churches. The,
Philippians, the first of his European hearers, were regarded by himself with special love. He refers to his earliest
converts in Greece and in Asia as the firstfruits of Achaia
and of Asia. Surely we shquld find in his epistles some
proof of interest in Antioch, !conium, Derbe, and Lystra.
The narrative in Acts proves that he did retain such
an interest in this South-Galatian group of churches, for
he visited Derbe at least twice, Lystra and !conium and
Antioch at least three times ; while, on our theory, he
visited them all once more on his third missionary
journey. "X_et, on the usual theory, we find throughout
St. Paul's writings no single word to show that he retained
kindly recollection of them or an intcr:::st in them. Once
· he does refer to them, but only to recall his sufferings and
persecution among them (2 Tim. iii. 11); in no other way,
at no other time, does he make any allusion to them.
Even when he orders a contribution for the sufferers by
the famine in Palestine (1 Cor. xvi. 1), he thinks of the
Galatian churches, but not (according to the dominant
theory) about the churches of Antioch, !conium, Derbe,
and Lystra. It would be impossible to conceive a more
direct contradiction in tone and emotional feeling than
exists, on this theory, between Acts and Galatians, as
reg,ards St.' Paul's attitude to the South-Galatian churches.
Such a contradiction is inexplicable, except on the supposition that Acts belongs to a different period and to
different surroundings from the Epistles; the Epistles give
the real tone and feeling that ruled in the actual circumstances, Acts gives the later memory that survived among

a
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the Christians of the second century, and its composition
would have to be dated in that period. I can see no escape
from this conclusion, if we admit that the contradiction
exists ; and in Qpposition to it my aim is to show that
both accounts belong to the same period, and are Jnstinct
with the same emotion.
Moreover, we might ask how a later age, to which ·the
composition of Acts is relegated on this supposition, came
to attach so much more importance to these churches than
Paul himself did? It is certain that the South-Galatian
churches did not in later time play a very prominent part
in Christian hist9ry; they had for a short time, during
St. Paul's own life, the interest naturally attaching to the
first Gentile churches, and they never again held the same
position. The account given in Acts is historically true
to the period 48-64 A.D., and not to later time.
Thus, on every ground, the inconsistency and self-contradiction involved in the dominant N orth-Galatian theory
become clear. The conclusion is ·plain. That theory is
wrong ; and the interpretation which restores consistency
to the documents, and reality to the history contained in
them, must be accepted.
As to the discrepancy which exists, on the N orth-Galatian
theory, between the silence of Acts about the NorthGalatian churches, and the importance which the epistle
implies them to possess, it is no defence to quote the fact
that St. Paul wrote to the Colossians, yet they are never
mentioned in Acts. In the letter he expressly says that·
they had never seen him, and hence in Acts there was no
opportunity of mentioning them ; but yet a clear and
admitted allusion to Colossre and Laodiceia occurs in
xix. 10, "all they which dwelt in Asia heard the word."
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ARGUMENTS FOR THE NORTH-GALATIAN THEORY.

If we ask for positive arguments in favour of the NorthGalatian theory, none are offered. All arguments in its
favo1,1r take the form of pointing out difficulties in the other
'theory. There are undoubtedly difficulties in the other
the~ry; but the history of the Apostolic pedod is full of
difficulties, in comparison. to which those involved in the
South-Galatian theory are trifks. The N orth-Galatian
theory avoids the difficulties by creating an unknown set of
churches, to which the epistle was addressed, as the Greek
mythologists explained~ the contradictions in their fables by
creating two or five or ten persons bearing the same name ;
but in one case alone did we find that it solved a difficulty
in which the -South-Galatian theory was involved. Hence
no positive argument can be brought forward in its favour,
for the N orth-Galatian churches are an unknown factor ;
and' it cannot be either proved or disproved that the facts
alluded to in t4e epistle suit them. One single argument
which looks like a positive reason may detain our attention
for a moment.
The North Galatians were a Celtic race who had invaded
Asia Minor in the third century B.C. It has been argued
with much unanimity and strength of assertion that the
character, conduct, and emotions of the Galatians to whom
the epistle is addressed are those of a Celtic people. It is
certainly a sound principle to compare the qualities implied
in St. Paul's epistles with the national character of the
persons addressed ; but national character is a very delicate
subject to deal with, and the Celtic faults and qualities are
certainly overstated by some of the commentators. The
climax of imaginative · insight into national character is
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reached by some Germans, who consider the population of
North Galatia to be not Celtic but Germanic, and discover
in the Galatians of the epistle the qualities of their own
nation.
Much might be said in the way of arguing that the action
of the Galatians was due, not to the peculiarities of Celts,
but to the nature. of an Oriental people like the Phrygians
and Lycaonians, who had a strong natural affinity for the
Hebraic type of Christianity (v. p. 57 n.). But it will be
readily granted that this line of argument has no force in
the decision of the question ; the nationality of the persons
addressed must be settled on other considerations, and then
it will be time to search for indications of their national
character in the traits and acts recorded of them.
Wendt, in his last edition of "Meyer's Commentary,"
appears to take a sort of middle view, if I rightly understand
him. He expressly admits that St. Paul uses the term
Galatia, like all provincial names, in' the Roman sense, and
that it would be quite in accordance with his style to
use the expression "churches of Galatia," indicating the
churches/ of Antioch, !conium, etc.* He quotes the reference to Galatia, I Cor. xvi. I, as an example of St. Paul's
custom of using such terms in the Roman sense. t He
therefore considers that in I Cor. xvi. I "the churches of
Galatia " includes the South Galatian churches. Yet he
proceeds to deny that the Epistle to the Galatians could
possibly be written to the South-Galatians, arid asserts that
it must be written to the N orth-Galatian churches alone.
This view appears to imply utter confusion of thought in
• Commentary on xvi. 6-10, footnote to po. 353, 354·

t Comm~ntary on xiii. 9·
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Paul, and to attribute to him a carelessness in the use of
terms which no accurate writer could be gullty of. To
justify this view W endt adduces one single argument, which
he considers decisive. It is as follows. In Gal. i. 21 St.
Paul says that he spent in Syria and Cilicia the interval
of fourteen years between his first and second visits * to
Jerusalem, and does not mention that he was in Galatia
during that time. It was unnecessary for him to mention
to North-Galatian Christians that he had been in South
Galatia during the interval; but it appears to Wendt
" psychologically impossible" that Paul should not have
mentioned the visit to South Galatia, if he had been writing
to the South-Galatian Christians.
It might be a sufficient answer that the reconciliation of
the account given in the epistle of St. ·Paul's visits to
Jerusalem with the narrative in Acts is the greatest historical problem in his life ; and that no argument founded on
that account has any great value until the whole problem
is solved. But, further, I think that W endt's argument does
not take the simplest way of treating the difficulty which
he has touched. The view which I shall suggest seems
easier ; and for that reason I mention it, though I feel
that it does not solve the difficulty fully.
From Paul's intention t in this argument we may safely
infer that either he mentioned to the Galatians all his
visits to Jerusalem until the time when further visits cease
to affect his argument, or his argument is bad. I accept
!lf. I leave open the question whether the interval is between the
visits, or between the conversion and the second visit; v. p. 168.
t The two pages that follow were written in May 1893, in view of
Spitta's theory (v. p. 166) and Weiss's criticism in TheoZ. Stud. u.
Krit., 1893, p. 519 ff.
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the first view unhesitatingly. Hence, since he in Galatz'ans
mentions only two visits, and it is stated in Acts that
before his first missionary journey he paid two visits
(ix. 26-30, and xi. 27-30), we must hold, either that these
are the visits mentioned in Galatians, or that the author of
Acts places one of these visits at a wrong date. Spitta
takes the former alternative, W eiss the latter. I agree with
Spitta. Now, if Gal. ii. I-IO refers to a visit preceding the
first missionary journey, the phrase in Gal. i. 21 is strictly
accurate, and Wendt's argument falls to the ground.*
Further, Paul's argument refers only to visits to Jerusalem
and intercourse with the older Apostles before he founded:
~he Galatian Churches. Visits after their foundation would
not affect his authority as Apostle of the Galatians. He
is only concerned to prove that when he converted the
Galatians, he came to them direct from God, appointed
by God, and not dependent on anything taught him by the
older Apostles. It follows, therefore, that Paul founded
the Galatian Churches after his second and before his third
visit to Jerusalem. Now he visited Jerusalem, according
to Acts, for the third time between his first and ~econd
Galatian journeys. We come, then, once more to the same
conclusion-the Christians to whom Galatz'ans was addressed were converted during the first journey.
Again, we see that no inference follows from Gal. i., ii.
as to the number of visits that Paul had paid to Jerusalem
" In any case, Wendt's argument comes only to this, that the
phrase in Gal. i. 21 is inaccurate, but the inaccuracy would not
strike North-Galatians, while it would strike South-Galatians; and
hence Paul must have been addressing North-Galatians. This
a prz'ori style of reasoning from assumed inaccuracies is precisely
what I contend against throughout these chapters.
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when he wrote, for visits, paid after he had converted the
Galatian churches did not enter into his argument. Moreover, the account given in Acts of the visits is perfectly
consistent with Galatz'ans, and 'the attempts made by
Spitta and W eiss to treat some of the visits recorded in
Acts as misplaced by the mistake of a redactor rpust be
pronounced unproved and improbable. Spitta identifies
the visit of xv. 1-33 with that of xi. 27-30, assigning the
former* to the document which he calls B, the latter to
document A; but Weiss appears to me to be right in arguing that xv. 5-II and 13-33 are in the style of B, while xv. 1-4
show the style of A. On the other hand, Weiss's theory that
Acts ix. 26-30 is- a misplaced account of the visit described
(Gal. ii. 1 10) seems to me wild and improbable. In truth,
there is n? need to identify different visits on account of
slight analogies between them. The central controversy
in the Church was the same for a number of years-viz.,
the relation of the converted heathen to the Christian
Jews. Many meetings and discussions took place; there
was necessarily considerable similarity between them ; and
some degr~e of similarity naturally characterises several of
the brief and incomplete accounts that we possess. This
controversy came to an end for the Church when Jerusalem
was destroyed, and for Paul when his long captivity in
Rome developed his thought into a new stage-viz., that of
organisation for the conflict against the Empire. t Weiss's
" Except 5-12, which he assigns to the Redactor, R, who constructed Acts out of the two documents, A and B (see p. 166).
t See Lightfoot, Phz'lijpz'ans, p. 4I. This developed stage appears
in Colossz'ans, Ephesz'ans, and the Pastoral Epistles, whereas the
earlier group, Galatz'ans, Corznthians, Romans, and even Phz'llppians, turn to a great extent on questions of" the conflict against
Pharisaic Judaism."
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view that the references to Paul and Barnabas in Acts
xv. 22, 25 are incorrect interpolations of the Redactor
seems to me to be far from conclusively proved. I prefer
not to tamper with the text.
4· ANALOGY OF FIRST PETER.

Another objection may be urged : why is it that these
churches are called Galatian only in the epistle, and
nowhere else? But they are elsewhere referred to as
Galatian. The superscription of I. Peter to the elect
who are sojourners of the Dispersion in Pontus, Galatia,
Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia, beyond a doubt employs
these terms in the Roman sense. It sums up the whole
of Asia Minor north of the Taurus range. The fringe of
coast-land south of Taurus is excluded; but Cilicia goes
with Syria, not with Asia Minor,* and Pamphylia and
Lycia seem not to have had important Christian communities in early times. If, on the other hand, we take these
terms in the popular sense in which they were employed
by some writers, what an amorphous and haphazard
enumeration it is! Mysia, Phrygia, Pisidia, Lycaonia, are
omitted, some of the most important and many of the
earliest Christian churches are excluded, and precisely the
countries where evidence of the strength and numbers of
the Jews is strongest are left out.
Why then did this writer use the Roman nomenclature? For much the same reason as Paul. He was
writing from Rome, and he also had the mind of an
organiser, and had caught a glimpse of the great con" The governor of Syria had a certain military charge over Cilicia,
and Marquardt thinks he even governed it. In the system of the
Christian Empire the Cilician churches were subject to Antioch.
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ception of Christianity as the religion of the Roman Empire.
He saw the immense importance of the churches of Asia
Minor, he foresaw the situation in which they were about to
be placed, and hence he writes to them as a body.
Lightfoot fully admits this interpretation in the case of
I. Peter ; but explains it as " not unnatural in one who was
writing from a distance and perhaps had never visited the
district." This seems to me to explain nothing : Paul also,
according to Lightfoot, wrote from a distance-viz., from
Macedonia. But why a person writing from a distance
should prefer the Roman term, he hq.s not explained. As
we contemplate the facts, the reason lies in the writer's
habit of thought.

5.

CHANGE IN THE MEANING OF THE NAME GALATIA.

Why, then, was an interpretation, which is so natural and
so necessary, lost for so many centuries and recovered only
in the beginning of the present century? It was lost
because, during the second century, the term Galatia ceased
to bear the sense which i(,badJp a Rqman in the first
century. The whole of central and southern Lycaonia was,,
before the middle of the second century, separated from
Galatia, and formed into a province Lycaonia, which was
united with Isauria and Cilicia under the title of " the three
Eparchies," and put under the command of a governor of
the highest rank. From this time onwards the true sense
of the term Galatia in St. Paul's time was lost ; and the
misconception has lasted unchallenged till this century and
dominant to the present day. Among French scholars
alone* is the South-Galatian view generally accepted.
" See, e.g., Renan, or Perrot in his treatise de Galatz'aProvincia
Romana. In Germany Weizsacker rejects the dominant view.

CHAPTER VII.
S7. PAUL AT EPHESUS.

EXPLANATORY NOTE.

HE following chapter was originally written in reply
to a paper entitled " Demetrius the Silversmith
an Ephesian Study," which was contributed by the Rev.
Canon Hicks to the E.xposz"tor for June 1890, pp. 401-422.
My reply was composed on the spur of the moment,
immediately on reading the paper."' Still it appears better
to republish it substantially as it was writte~, merely
adding some new evidence. A paper which fully corresponded to the title" St. Paul at Ephesus," would be very
long, and would have to repeat much that has been well
said by others, and particularly by Bishop Lightfoot in the
Contemporary Revz'ew, May 1878.
Mr Hicks' paper was suggested by an inscription found
at Ephesus by Mr. Wood. It was published as a fragment
by the latter ; but Mr. Hicks was able to render it nearly
complete by the acute observation that a small scrap of
marble with a few letters on it, which had not been noticed
by Mr. Wood, fitted on to the larger piece which the latter
had published. I regret to have found myself obliged' to
differ toto ccelo from the theory which Mr. Hicks based
on the inscription. Considering how much we are agreed
on in regard to Ephesus, and how much I have since
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• It was published in the Expos#or, July 1890.
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learned from his scholarly publication of the Ephesian
inscriptions (in the Ancient Greek Inscriptions of the Britz'sh
Museum, vol. iii.), it is almost unfortunate that we should
present in this point (the only one that comes before the
public) the appearance of disagreement. Before reprinting
this paper, I wrote to Canon Hicks, asking whether he had
any further evidence to confirm any points in his case. I
hoped that we might settle some of our differences out of
court. I understand from his kind and scholarly reply that
hig view is, like mine, that the arguments on the two sides
should be fully and frankly stated, and that nothing but
good will come of active discussion and criticism.
1. DEMETRIUS THE NEOPOIOS.

The inscription of Ephesus that suggested Canon Hicks'
paper and the following reply is translated "" as follows :"The Senate [and the People do public honour] to them
that served as N[eopoioi, z'.e., Temple-wardens] during the
prytany of--, in the year of Demetrius : viz.,
"Of the Ephesine Tribe : Demetrius, son of Menophilos,
the son of Tryphon, of the thousand Boreis : Thoas, son
of Drakontomenes, of the thousand Oinopes.
"Of the Augustan Tribe : Alexander, etc ; Pythion, etc.
" Of the Teian Tribe : [Herm ]as t ; Pythodorus.
"Of the Karenaean Tribe : Eusebes : Tryphon.
" Of the Tribe Euonymoi : Heraklitus ; Apellas.
"Of the Bembinaean Tribe: [Pr]esbon; [another name
lost].":j:

* I modify very slightly the words and arrangements of the translation given
by H. To save space, and to avoid the personal reference as far as possible,
I shall in the rest of the paper use the letter H. to denote Canon Hicks' paper.
The inscription is now published as number DLXXVIII in his volume of
Ephesian inscriptions.
t I omit the description of this and the following officials.
t A second inscription, unconnected with this one, was engraved at a latter
time on another side of the same stone.
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The words or letters enclosed in square brackets are
restored in places where the inscription is mutilated. It is
to be observed that the crucial word is a restoration ; only
the first letter of it remains. It must be admitted that the
restoration given by H. is in the highest degree probable,
but it cannot be . pronounced certain. There were other
officials whose name began with N.: e.g., Nomothet(E,
Nomophylakes; I attach, however, no importance to these
possibilities ; the reasons excellently stated by H. show that
his restoration approximate~ towards certainty. But, in the
dearth of knowledge about the officials of the Asian cities,
nothing can be pronounced certain about them, unless it is
expressly guaranteed by exact evidence. It is as nearly
certain as any inference on the subject can be that ~e do
not know the names of all the various boards of magistrates
at Ephesus. Hence, even though the inferences drawn by
H. were more probable than they are, the doubt always
remains whether the Neopoioi were really mentioned in the
inscription. But in this chapter H.'s restoration is accepted,
and the theory which he founds on it is tested on its own
merits.*
2. ACTS

XIX.

23-41.

It is impossible for any one to invent a tale whose scene
lies in a foreign land without betraying in slight details his
ignorance of the scenery and circumstances amid which
the event is described as taking place. Unless the writer
studiously avoids details, and confines himself to mimes
" The paper originally began with the following paragraph.
Additions are here made to it, and some slight modifications are
introduced. It seems unnecessary to indicate the changes, which
merely make mqre emphatic the views originally stated.
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and generalities, he is certain to commit numerous errors.
Even the most laborious and minute study of the circumstances of the country in which he is to lay his scene, will
not preserve him from such errors. He must live long
and observe carefully in the country, if he wishes to invent
a tale which will not betray his ignorance in numberless
details. Allusions of French or German authors to English
life supply the readiest illustration of this principle. Even
after all the study that has been expended on classical
writers, I will engage to prove it in detail from almost any
commentary on a Greek or Roman author, where the
commentator ventures beyond mere linguistic exposition
of his text.
Even to relate with propriety and accuracy in the
details an incident that has occurred in a foreign land, is
no easy task, unless the narrator has actually witnessed it
and confines himself strictly to describing what he saw.
In such a case the one chance of safety for a writer that
has not seen the facts, lies in faithfully reproducing the
narrative of an eyewitness. As socin as he ventures to
write from an independent standpoint, and to modify the
account of his authority, he is certain to import into his
version some of those errors that betray the foreigner.
I propose to examine, from this point of view, some details
in the account given in Acts of the riot fomented in Ephesus
against St. Paul by Demetrius the silversmith. The writer
does not profess to be an eyewitness of the scene, but he
had abundant opportunity of learning from eyewitnesses all
the incidents which he relates in Acts xix. with a multitude
of minute details and local touches. If the story was
invented, only a person intimately familiar with Ephesus
could avoid errors that would provoke a smile from any
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native. The most careful and accurate modern students of
the antiquities of that country, even after close observation
of the ruins, would be the first to profess their inability to
attain local verisimilitude, if they had to invent such a tale.
The nearest approach they could make to verisimilitude
would be to collect in their narrative the details that they
could actually trace from ancient remains and records, and
studiously to avoid or slur over all others. But, while it
would be impossible for any of us to attain verisimilitude
in relating such a story, it is much easier for us to criticise
such a story when told by another, and, by comparison with
other sources of information, to detect discrepancies between
the details that occur in it and facts that can be otherwise
ascertained. Such criticism finds·plenty of scope in the tale
of Paul and Demetrius. While, on the one hand, it must
be confessed that our information has hitherto been too
scanty to justify us in asserting the perfect verisimilitude
of the story, yet it is equally certain that no error has
yet been proved to exist, and that a number of accurate
touches have been detected.
The most serious difficulty hithero started has been the
reference to the Asiarchs ; but this touches an exceedingly
obscure and difficult subject, and no recent writer has
ventured to maintain that the reference betrays ignorance.
It certainly is difficult to harmonise the reference with
other known facts ; but it is equally difficult to harmonise
these facts with each other. For my own part, I accept
the reference as entirely accurate and as a valuable piece
of evidence.
The chief purpose of my remarks, is to show the difficulty in which even the highest authority on the antiquities of Ephesus was involved, when he suggested that
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the natural and straightforward interpretation of the
narrative was incorrect, and ought to be rejected in favour
of a rather artificial and far-fetched explanation. The
theory which he elaborated only brings out more clearly
the coherence and the direct simplicity of the narrative.
There is only one way of interpreting it, and that is as
embodying almost, if not absolutely, verbatz'm the words of
an eyewitness.
The recent edition of the inscriptions of Ephesus gives
a vast amount of new information about the city, and adds
grea{ly to our power of criticising the nineteenth chapter of
A~ts ; and it is noteworthy that the firstfruits of that
great work should be the editor's own attempt to prove
that there occurs in Acts xix. precisely such an error in
detail as a writer ignorant of the country is sure to commit
in inventing a tale aboutjt. This view is fatal to the whole
theory which I have advanced as to the character and
composition of the "Travel-Document." If the proof is
conclusive, I should feel constrained to follow ; but the view
at least requires rigorous examination, and I hope to show
that it is not correct. H., indeed, infers only that the
writer misunderstood the words of an eyewitness ; but this
inference does not exhaust the consequences that follow
from his theory. In opposition to it I shall try to prove,
in the first place, that the view held on this detail by the
author of Acts xix. is involved in the essence of the story,
and must have been got by him from the account of the
supposed eyewitness that he used as his authority ; and
secondly, that it is no error, but a true and accurate idea,
which adds to the g~neral verisimilitude of the narrative.
While I am unable to agree with the theory stated by
H., I should like to acknowledge the high interest and
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value of his paper in the Exposz'tor.- The importance of
closely scrutinising the details of such a document is great,
and the results, whether we actually agree with them or not,
are sure to be highly suggestive. There are cases where
a book· or paper, whose actual results cannot be accepted,
is far more valuable and suggestive than many statements
of certain and indisputable facts are. H.'s paper is one of
these cases ; its value in method is quite distinct from its
value in results.

3· DEMETRIUS THE NEOPOIOS

AND DEMETRIUS THE

SILVERSMITH.

I should be very ready to acknowledge that, with regard
to the identification which he proposes between the Demetrius of the inscription and the silversmith of Acts xix., H.
has made out at least the probability of his case. It would
be, of course, almost as difficult to prove an identity
between two, persons named John Smith in our own
country as between two persons named Demetrius on the
west coast of Asia Minor. But if he is right in dating
his inscription about 50-60 A.D., then the case may
be thus stated. Two independent documents mention a
Demetrius in Ephesus about 50-60 A.D. In each case the
Demetrius is a man of a certain standing in the city,
influential and presumably wealthy. In the one case
Demetrius is specified as a "silversmith," and as evidently
a leader in the trade ; in the other case the Demetrius in
question is designated in the ordinary way by his father's
and grandfather's name, and by his "thousand." Such
was the regular designation of a citizen-the addition of
the father's name being almost universal, while the
grandfather was less frequently mentioned, chiefly when
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the citizen bore one of the commoner names. In addition
to this, the official position of the second Demetrius, as
member and chairman of a board of city magistrates,* is
recorded. The variety of style in the references is quite
natural, and the fact that nothing in the one case agrees
with anything recorded in the other is due to the different
character of the documents, and affords no presumption
that the two persons are different. The identity of the
two is therefore quite possible ; and a natural inclination
leads us tohope that it may even be called probable.
The whole of the following remarks are written on the
assumption that H. is right in dating the inscription about
Demetrius in the reign of Nero.t But I cannot agree
with a statement which he made in his reply, that "the
identification of the Demetrius of the inscription with the
silversmith of Acts xix. stands or falls with the date to be
assigned to the inscription." The identification certainly
falls if H.'s date is wrong; but it does not necessarily
stand if his date is right. It merely begins in that case to
be a possibility. There were certainly many Ephesians
under N ero who were called Demetrius ; and it would be
an arbitrary assumption that the two references to Demetrius indicate the same person, without assigning some
other reasons for the identification. But I have gone
so far as to admit H.'s identification as probable. It is

* The neopolol were civil magistrates, not religious officials. H.
correctly apprehends this. They were, as he says, elected by the
people annually.
t But on the date of the inscription see the note at the end of
this chapter. I have here cut out a paragraph, and have elsewhere
done the same where any passage does not contribute much to the
effect. No change in my opinions is indicated thereby.
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interesting, and I hope it is true. I say not a word against
it. The one reason why the paper is written lies in the
theory which H. has founded on it, and which may be false,
even though the identification be true.

4· ACTION OF THE PRIESTS OF ARTEMIS.
H.'s next point is, that the inscription belongs to the
very year in which occurred the famous scene in the theatre,
and that " the honour therein voted to him and his colleagues was in recognition of the services rendered by him
and them on behalf of the national goddess "-z'.e., as H. proceeds to show, in recognition of the demonstration against the
Apostle which Demetrius (and his colleagues, as H. would
add, expanding the narrative in Acts) organised in the
Great Theatre.
If this be so, we must gain much new light on the events
related in Acts xix. According to H.'s interpretation,
an entirely new aspect is put on the whole scene, and an
aspect which is absolutely at variance with the character
ascribed to it in Acts xix. It is represented to us in Acts
as a spontaneous demonstration by a trade against the
new influence that threatened to undermine its prosperity.
H. makes it out as due to the action of the priests,*
whose "jealousy only waited for an opportunity of attacking the Apostle." "The plan they adopted" was to get
the board of N eopoioi " to organise a demonstration
against the Apostle.'' Demetrius called together the
silversmiths and." those engaged in kindred trades. He
appeals first to their trade interests, and soon proceeds to
work upon their fanaticism."
* In order to represent H. quite accurately, I preserve his own
words as far as possible,
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The narrative in Acts xix. in its ope~-ing words states
the connection between the silversmiths and Artem:i~F:
Demetrius "made silver shrines of Diana," and his trade
would therefore disappear if her worship decayed. H.,
however, argues that this phrase is inexplicable and unintelligible, and that it is a bad inference from the words
of an earlier narrator and eyewitness, who had described
Demetrius as a silversmith by trade, holding the office of
N eopoios of Artemis. The title was misunderstood by the
author, who, in recasting his authority, altered veo7roto<;
'Aprep,tSo<; into 7rotwv vaov<; apryupov<; 'Aprep,tSo<;. Let us,
for the moment, grant this assumption, and substitute the
new version for the old. The first thing that then strikes
us is, that in this version the narrative does not explain
how the trade interests were threatened. Demetrius says
to the silversmiths, "By this business we have our wealth":
he then tells them that the worship of Diana is threatened,
and the interence is that their trade is in danger. This
speech has no meaning unless Demetrius is addressing
tradesmen who work for the temple ; and no person who
conceived the circumstances vividly, from personal knowledge, could relate the story without putting in the forefront
an explanation of the close relation between the trade and
the worship of Artemis. Silversmiths were common in all
Greek cities; the silv.er work of Athens was famous and
lucrative, yet it had no relation to the worship of Artemis.
There must have been some reason why the silversmiths of
Ephesus were peculiarly connected with the temple, and
this reason must have been stated at the outset of the tale,
for it is assumed throughout as the explanation of the
whole proceedings.
We must then suppose that the original authority began
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his tale with a statement showing the connection between
the trade, whose champion Demetrius makes himself,
and the religion with which Demetrius assumes that the
interests of that trade are identified. This connection must
either be the same as that which is assigned in Acts, or a
different one. H. evidently considers that it was a different
one, both be.cause he states that the author "misapprehended the document before him," and because he considers that Demetrius drove "a brisk trade in metal statuettes"
of the goddess Artemis. This, then, was the connection
stated in the original authority. We have to suppqse that
the author of Acts not merely misapprehended the meaning
of Neopozos, but also omitted the explanation of the connection of the trade with Artemis-worship, and substituted
a different explanation.
The term Neopoz'os was a very common one, and the
office existed not merely in Ephesus, but in many others
of the Greek cities of Asia. It would be quite as strong
a proof of ignorance to interpret Neopoz'os as equivalent to
maker of temples, as it would now be to confuse between
Major-General and Lord Mayor. That the writer of
Acts should not understand the meaning of Neopoz'os is
hardly probable ; but that he should so arbitrarily and
violently alter the account of the eyewitness whom he
follows is in the highest degree improbable.
Another objection occurs to me, which in view of H. s
high authority on the antiquities of Ephesus, I hardly
venture to state. I have never seen the phrase veo1rotoc;
'Aprep,tooc;, which he assumes to have been used in the
original authority. The officials in question are, in all the
inscriptions which I remember to have seen, called veo1row£
simply. I may assume that H. would not have used the
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other title unless he could justify it from the inscriptions ;
but I wish he had quoted an example. Neopoioi of Aphrodite at Aphrodisias* do not, in view of the diversity of
usage in different cities, seem to me a sufficient justification
for a Neopoios of Artemis at Ephesus. But considering H.'s
accuracy and knowledge of Ephesus, I simply appeal to him
for information on this point. I maintain, however, that, if
he cannot justify the phrase by the authority of inscriptions,
in which these officials occur very frequently, the use of a
wrong title would constitute precisely one of those errors in
detail, which might be used as a proof that his supposed
eyewitness was no eyewitness, but an inventor.t

5·

SI-IRINES OF ARTEMIS.

Is the phrase, " which made silver shrines of Diana," so
inexplicable as H. supposes ? He says that none of the
commentators have explained it ; and certainly all the
references which he quotes from them justify his statement.
The explanation has always seemed so obvious that I
never thought of looking into a commentator. I have been
familiar for years with terra-cotta shrines of Artemis, and
had always understood that the richer classes bought silver
shrines of a similar character. I claim no originality for
the suggestion, which I have always understood to be
accepted among arch&ologists. I think I have read it as
stated by Professor Ernst Curtius ; and if I remember

* Corpus Inscr. Grcec., No. 28u. Cf. Dittenberger, Sylloge, 6.
t In his reply H. concedes this point. There is not any authority
extant which would justify us in supposing that a well-informed
. person, about A.D. 57, would have used the phrase vfo?Totos 'Apdp,d1os
in speaking about these city officials,
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rightly he actually quoted the allusion in Acts xix. when
publishing a monument of the class in question. I speak,
however, from distant recollection, and as I write in Scotland, where no scholar's library exists, I cannot verify the
statement.*
Such small shrines in marble abound, and they were
especially used as dedicatory offerings in the cultus of that
Asiatic goddess who was worshipped under the name of
Artemis at Ephesus, and under other names, but with.
essential identity of character, in many other cities of
Greek or semi-Greek character. Scores of examples are
enumerated in the Archiiologische Zez'tung for 188o,t and
the number might easily be raised to hundreds. Terracotta shrines are not so numerous, partly on account of
their more perishable character, and partly from the fact
that in many cases part of the shrine was suppressed and
left to the imagination, as was sometimes the ·case even in
marble ; so that the shrines thus become little more than
statuettes of Artemis.
But the proper dedicatory offering to this goddess was
not a simple statuette, but a shrine. I have elsewhere
traced the history of this style of representation from the
remotest period through its later developments t in the

* Mr. Cecil Smith, when I mentioned the point to him, soon found
the reference-viz., Athem'sche M#thellungen, ii., p. 49· The
illustration there will convince every one ; it shows exactly the kind
of naos ·which Demetrius made, except that the material is terra-'
cotta.
t See Conze's article on Hermes-Cadm#os.
:j: In :Journal of Hellenz'c Studz'es, 188z, p. 45: "The figure at
Magnesia, beside Mount Sipylos, commonly called 'Niobe,' is the
earliest known example of a hieratic representation of Cybele common
among the Greeks. The goddess sits in a niche or naiskos, some-
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cult of the goddess who was worshipped in Lydia and
Phrygia under various names, such as Artemis, Cybele,
Leto, Anaitis,* but who was really the same under all
·these names. The temples built by Greek architects in
Ephesus, Sardis, etc., were beautiful, but did not rival in
actual sanctity the simple and primitive shrines which alone
were known in the early ages of the cultus; and similarly
the beautiful statues in which Greek art idealised their
conception of Artemis did not serve the purposes of actual
ritual so well as the primitive zoana of the nursing-mother
(Artemis at Ephesus), or the mother of all nature (Cybele
at Sardis), or the other slightly varying types of this
goddess.
The innumerable worshippers of the goddess required innumerable dedicatory offerings of the style which was most
likely~ please her. A great city erected a great shrine
statue of the goddess ; private individuals
with; ~h~~lossal
!·"·\

ti~es i}9~~·~'sometimes accompanied by one or more figures, among
whom is· J?:et}ves-Cadmilos, the Grecised form of her favourite and
companion Atys. In ruder examples she sits in stiff fashion, holding
in one hand the·. tympanon, in the other the phiale. Beside her are
generally one or two lions. In more artistic examples she has laid
aside the symbols, which give such unnatural stiffness to the ruder
figures, and often caresses with one hand the lion, which climbs up
to her knee ot lies in her lap. In some cases the lion serves her
as a footstoo~; in other cases two sit in stiff symmetry, one on each
side of her throne. Curtius has published an example of the most
developed type; which he attributes, probably with justice, to the
worship of the Ephesian Artemis."
* She was called Anaitis by the Persian colonists who were settled
by Cyrus in the Hermus valley, and who identified the native goddess
with the Anaitis of their own land (Hist. Geogr., p. 124). On the
identity of Artemis and Leto in the Lydo-Phrygian cults, see my
papers "Artemis-Leto and Apollo-Lairbenoe" in :Journat of
Hettenic Studz'es, r8go, pp. 216 ff.
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------------------------propitiated her with miniature shrines, containing embodiments of her living presence. The vast temple near
Ephesus and th~ tiny terra-cotta shrine were equally acceptable to Artemis ; she accepted from her votaries offerings
according to their means. She dwelt neither in the vast
temple nor in the tiny terra:cotta: she was implicit in
the life of nature ; she was the reproductive power that
kept the great world ever the same amid the constant flux
of things. Mother of all and nurse of all, she was most
really present wherever the unrestrained life of nature was
most freely manifested, in the woods, on the mountains, .
among the wild beasts. Her worshippers expressed their
devotion and their belief in her omnipresence by offering
shrines to her, and doubtless by keeping shrines of the
same kind in their own homes, certainly also by placing
such shrines in graves beside the corpse, as a sign that
the dead had once more gone back to the mother who bore
them.*
The phrase in Acts xix. informs us that the term naoz:
literally "dwellings," t was appropriated to the tiny shrines
equally with the great temple ; the phrase is almost unique,
for we are reduced to gather all our information about this
religion from scattered hints and passing allusio~s. Ancient
literature, as a rule, says least about those phases of ancient
life which were so fundamental and so familiar to all as to
be naturally assumed as present in the minds of all readers.

* The commentators on Acts, and even Lightfoot in his note on
Ignatius, Ejhes. g, omit these uses of ,the shrines, which are really
the most important, especially the employment in graves.
t Strictly va6s denotes that part of the temple in which the image
of the god was placed, and the whole temple as the dwelling of the
god.
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Precisely in regard to these phases archa=ology comes to our
aid, and interprets the wealth of meaning that underlies
the literary references."' But I hope that I have shown
how entirely consistent the phrase in Acts is with all
th~t we know about the worship and nature of Artemis:
it is one of those vivid touches which reveal the eyewitness, one of the incidental expressions which only a
person who speaks with familiar knowledge can use, and
which are full of instruction about popular ideas and
popular language.
A passage in a document of a slightly later period, the
letter of Ignatius to the church of Ephesus, § 9, seems to
prove that this use of the term naos was widespread. t The
light thrown by these words of Ignatius on tlie phrase used
in Acts xix. has not.escaped Lightfoot's notice; but in his
commentary there seems to be one slight misconception.
He treats the remarkable picture drawn by Ignatius of a
religious procession as if it were an intentional picture of
the great procession of the goddess at Ephesus. But
· Ignatius probably had never been at Ephesus, and his
picture is no doubt painted after processions which he
had seen at Antioch in Syria. It may, however, be safely
used in illustration of all such processions, for its traits are
generic and not confined to Antioch or to Ephesus. A
picture found at Pompeii :j: in a rather mutilated state

* According to Professor Mommsen's interpretation of a passage
of Horace (Ej~'st. I., 6, 51), it contains the only occurrence of the
word jondera as the name for the stepping-stones across streets,
which are one of the first details that strike the modern visitor to
Pompeii.
t uvvolJot 7TUV'I"H, Beocp6pot Kal vaocp6pot.
t See Helbig, Wandgemiilde Camjaniens, 1476; Schreiber,
Kultur-historischer Bilderatlas, XVII. 10.
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represents a procession in honour of Hercules and Hebe ;
and in it we see what Ignatius calls naophoroi, persons
carrying a miniature temple on a salver or board.
When we consider the immense and widespread influence
of the Ephesian Artemis, we must acknowledge that vast
numbers of pilgrims coming even from considerable distances
continually visited her shrine, and that vast numbers of
"naoi" (I accept the word on the authority of Acts xix. as
the technical term used in the trade and by the pilgrims)
were needed to supply the unceasing demand. Workers
in marble and workers in terra-cotta drove a thriving trade
through their connection with the temple, and this connection was directed and organised by Demetrius; evidently
as guild-master * (7TapetxeTo TO'i<; TexvlTa£<; epryaO"lav. OV/C
o'A.{ry'f}v). t The author sums up these tradesmen in the phrase,
"the workmen of like occupation" (ToV<; 7rept Tlt To£auTa
eprya'Ta<; ). we can, however, well imagine that rich pilgrims
dedicated shrines of precious metals ; and, even without any
other evidence, the mere statement in Acts xix. is so
natural and so consistent with the facts just stated, as to
constitute sufficient proof that this was so. The silver-

* H. has some excellent remarks on these guilds in the cities
of Asia Minor. The institution still flourishes ; and each guild is
directed by a master. I have briefly described the guild of streetporters in Smyrna under the Roman empire in the A mer. :Journ.
Arch., vol. i. A study of these ancient guilds is much needed.
Maue in his treatise Prmfectus Fabrum, and Liebenam in his
Romi'sches Verei'nswesen, have done a great deal on this subject.
t The reading of Codex Bezm in this verse is in some respects
superior in vividness to the accepted text: ovros uvvaBpola-as roils 7rEpl
ra TO!aVTa nxvlras, ffcp'l 7rpOs avroils, ''Av8pES UVVTEXVLTal, K.T.A. The form
of address is more ~ndividualised; but.the distinction between nxv'Lra1
and lpyara1 is lost.
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smiths were of course
craft ~f higher standing; greater
skill in delicate work, larger _profits, and therefore greater
wealth and influence, than the potters and marble-workers.
How natural then it is that it should be a silversmith· who
gathered together a meeting of the associated trades and
organised a disturbance ! The less educated workmen
follow the lead of the great artisan.
On this view every detail confirms the general effect.
We are taken direct into the heart of artisan life in Ephesus;
and all is .so characteristic, so true to common life, and so
unlike what would occur to any person writing at a distance,
that the conclusion. is inevitable : we have here a picture
drawn from nature,and copied literally by the author of
Acts from the narrative of an eyewitness.

6. ATTITUDE OF THE EPHESIAN OFFICIALS TOWARDS
PAUL.

On the other hand, look at the picture drawn by H. The
riot is got up by the priests through the agency of a leading
official and his board of colleagues. That is precisely the
idea that· would occur to any person inventing such an
incident. Paul goes to Ephesus; he preaches at first with
effect ; the priests are alarmed, and raise a dangerous riot
against him. Such is the picture that every inventor of the
biography of a saint'~~< is sure to draw : the priests at once
occur to his mind as the natural enemies of his hero. There
is nothing characteristic and individual about such an

* Though the early saints of Asia Minor are, as a rule, real persons,
yet their biographies are, in general, deficient in historical value,
being invented, or at least profoundly modified, in later centuries.
Only the discovery of early evidence can enable us to learn anything
definite abouttheir real history.
9
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account ; all is commonplace, and coloured by the religious
ideas of a later time.
The first way in which Christianity excited the popular
enmity, outside the Jewish community, was by disturbing
the existing state of society and trade, and not by making
innovations in religion. The rise of a new god and a new
worship was a matter of perfect indifference · to almost
everybody in the cities of the Roman provinces. In the
Gr::eco-Roman world every one was quite accustomed to
the introduction of new deities from other countries. The
process had been going on with extraordinary frequency,
and had produced a sort of eclectic religion in all Gr::ecoRoman cities. The priests of Artemis looked on it with
indifference. They had not found it. injurious to their
interests; rather, the growth of each new superstition added
to the influence of Artemis and her priests. Isis was no
enemy to Artemis.
The narrative of the New Testament has led to a general
misapprehension on this point. We are so accustomed to
the strong religious feeling of the Jews and the intolerant
fanaticism with which they persecuted all dissentient
opinion, that we are apt to forget that this feeling was
peculiar to them, and beyond any other of their characteristics excited the wonder of the tolerant, easy-going indifferentism of the ordinary pagans, who did n?t care two
straws whether their neighbour worshipped twenty gods
or twenty-one. A new deity preached in Ephesus, a new
inmate of their eclectic pantheon : it was all a matter of
indifference.
·
Gradually people began to realise that Christianity meant
a social revolution, that it did not mean to take its place
alongside of the other religions, but to destroy them. The
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discovery was made in a homely way, familiar to us allviz., through the pocket. Certain trades began, with all
the sensitiveness of the money-market, to find .themselvc;:!s
affected. The gradual progress of opposition to Christianity
is well marked in the Acts, and is precisely in accordance
with the above exposition. When Paul began to preach
in Asia Minor, he at first experienced no opposition except
from the Jews. In Antioch of Pisidia, in I conium, in
Lystra, in Thessalonica, his experience was always the
same. The Gentiles were indifferent or even friendly, the
Jews bitterly hostile. But in Philippi occurred the incident
of the "maid having a spirit of divination " ; and "when.
her masters saw that the hope of their gain was gone,"
they accused Paul as a Jew of inciting to illegal conduct
and violation of the Roman law, and turned to their own
account the general dislike felt by both Romans and Greeks
towards the Jews.
Similarly in Ephesus the first opposition against Paul
was roused when the tradell connected with Artemisworship felt their pockets touched, and then the riot arose.
It was not a religious persecution, but a social and mercenary one. So far am I from thinking with H., that "the
hierarchy would be sensible of the Apostle's influence before
any others suspected it," that I should not be surprised if
priests or leading supporters of the worship of Artemis were
among the Asiarchs, who were " the only influential friends
of Paul at Ephesus." Probably the priests of Artemis
would act like the priests at Lystra ; they would encourage
the "revival," and try to turn it to their own account, as
in so many cases previously such " revivals ., of religious
feeling had ultimC~;tely only enriched Artemis and her
priesthood.
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Another contradiction between the account given· in
Acts xix. and H.'s theory must be noticed. According to
the latter, the officials who organised the riot were rewarded
for this action with a special vote of distinction by the
senate and the popular assembly. But according to the
account in Acts, it was a thoroughly disorderly riot, discouraged by the Asiarchs, and rebuked by the city clerk
as a groundless disturbance, which involved the magistrates
and the city in danger at the instance of the Roman law
(see ver. 40). This contradiction alone would be fatal to
the theory against which I am arguing ; or rather, if the
theory be true, it convicts the author of Acts xix. as guilty
of a most inaccurate and prejudiced account, ·and as an
altogether useless authority for history.
I prefer then to follow the version of the incident given
in Acts. Far from finding that "the action of Demetrius
appears in a new and far more significant light if he really
was the Demetrius of the inscription, and if the honour
therein voted to him and his colleagues by the senate and
people of Ephesus was in recognition of the services
rendered by him and them on behalf of the national
goddess," I think that this theory both involves us in contradiction to the general situation recorded in Acts, and
reduces the incident from a marvellously vivid and true
picture of society in Ephesus to a commonplace and uninstructive tale.
If I were to trust my own inference from Acts, I should
picture the riot as entirely that of an ignorant mob,
fomented by an artisan more far~seeing than his neighbours.
It was a riot disapproved of alike by priests and by magistrates : the former saw nothing in Paul to characterize him
as dangerous to the;! goddess (see ver. 37); the latter felt
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that the riot was contrary to the Roman regulations. The
distinction which H. makes between the attitude of the
Asiarchs and that of the priests of Artemis towards Paul is
entirely groundless, and forms an unfortunate conclusion to
a paragraph, great part of which is excellently expressed
and thoroughly true. The cultus of the emperors did
indeed prepare the way for the Christian Church ; but this
preparation was quite involuntary. It co-ordinated the
various religions of the province into something approximating to a single hierarchy. But to maintain that the
officials of the imperial cultus, i.e., the Asiarchs, •naturally
represented a different point of view from the priests of
Artemis is to go against all evidence. These officials were
simply provincials, selected chiefly on account of their
wealth and sometimes against their will ; they did not
represent the point of view of the Roman governors, but the
average view of the upper classes of the province. Many .
of them no doubt had .held priesthoods of the native deities
before they became officials of the imperial cultus ; in fact,
it is probable that the native priesthoods were a sort of
stepping-stone to the Asiarchate. The attitude of the
Asiarchs towards Paul may then be taken as a fair indication of the tone of the educated classes, among whom
I include the higher priests. The attitude of Demetrius
and the mob was that of tradesmen whose trade was
threatened, and who got up a demonstration on its behalf.
We find, then, that the attitude of the officials and of the
educated part of the Ephesian people was that of curiosity
and intelligent interest in the new doctrines. This curiosity
was in the air at the time throughout the Eastern world ;
and it is one of the signs of a very early date in the
narrative, that it shows no trace of the feeling of dislike to
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the new religion which soon began to spread abroad. Here
and always we find that the spread of Christianity at first
was favoured by a measure of intelligence and freedom of
mind in those among whom it was preached.

7·

FATE OF THE SILVER SHRINES.

One objection made by H. must be met. " If these
silver shrines were common articles of merchandise, such as
pilgrims to the famous temple purchased to take back to
their homes, then we might fairly expect to find some
specimens still extant among the treasures of our museums.''
Probably the chief use made of silver shrines was, not t.:>
take home, but to dedicate in the temple. They were
sold by the priest to the worshippers, and dedicated by the
latter to the goddess : similar examples of trade carried on
by priests are too familiar to need quotation. Why then
have these silver shrines all disappeared? Simply on
account of their value. They have all gone into the meltingpot, many of them being placed there by the priests themselves. Dedicatory offerings were so numerous, that they
had to be cleared out from time to time to make room for
new anathemata. The terra-cotta shrines, being worthless,
would be thrown away quietly, the silver would be melted
down. Those which remained to a later period met the
same fate at other hands, less pious, but equally greedy.
H. indeed speaks apparently of silver statuettes of Artemis
as common.* The expression, however, is only a careless
" His words are (p. 417): "Statuettes" (sharply distinguished by
H. from shrines) "of the Ephesian Diana were to be found everywhere in the Greco-Roman world. In fact, these statuettes of the
goddess, reproducing all her hideous Oriental features, may be
tuund in bronze, in silver, or in terra-cotta, in every European ,
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and probably unintentional one ; for existing examples of
them are so rare as to be unknown to me.
8. GREAT ARTEMIS.

After Demetrius' speech the excited mob began to shout
"Great is Artemis!" and at a later stage they spent about
two hours in clamour to the same effect. The phrase is
noteworthy. In such circumstances there can be no doubt
that some familiar formula would rise to their lips; it
would not be mere chance words that suggested themselves
to a whole crowd, but words which were well known to all.
We are therefore justified in inferring from this passage that
the phrase, " Great is Artemis ! " was a stock expression
museum. The type was exceedingly common, and witnessed to the
wide extent of the worship. If the writer of the Acts had spoken
of Demetrius as driving a brisk trade in these metal statuettes, the
narrative would have corresponded with the facts. As it is, the
statement that Demetrius was the maker of ' silver shrines' is either
to be set down as a loose mode of expression, or else it awaits
explanation."
In these sentences H. does not explicitly say that statuettes in
silver may be found in every museum. But he proceeds to reason
as if this were stated, and assumes .throughout the rest of his
remarks that he has proved silver statuettes to be quite common.
In his reply to the article which is here reprinted, he says,
" I should like to see and handle some specimens of metal
shrines of Artemis discovered at Ephesus. In default of such
metal shrines or of any mention of them elsewhere than in
this passage, I made bold to suggest metal statuettes. Such
metal statuettes are well known in modern museums." In this
last sentence H. must either mean that silver statuettes are common
in museums, or he has abandoned his case. He insists on seeing
silver shrines, and till they are shown he declines to believe in
their existence. In my criticism I plainly put the case to him that
silver statuettes of the Ephesian Artemis were unknown to me, and
quoted in a footnote Mr. Cecil Smith's statement (made in answer
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in the religion, just as we might argue from a single
loyal demonstration that " God save the Queen I " was a
stock phrase in our own country, or Xp~O"navwv BaO"t"'A.ewv
?TO"'A.Aa Tlt eT7] a current phrase in Constantinople under the
Byzantine emperors. Conversely, if we can prove that
" Great is Artemjs ! "was a stock phrase of Artemis-worship,
we shall add one more to the list of vivid, natural, and
individualised traits in this scene.
We have very scanty information about the ritual of the
goddess of E phesus and of West ern Asia Minor in general ;
but recent discoveries have added greatly to our knowledge.
The expressions " the great Artemis, "the queen of
Ephesus," * were formerly proved to have been actually
to a question which I addressed to him .on the point), that in the
British Museum there' is no silver statuette of the Ephesian Artemis,
and only one supposed doubtfully to represent the Greek Artemis.
Metal statuettes of thle Ephesian Artemis do not prove H.'s case,
for he himself explicitly demands proof of silverwork. · But even
metal statuettes of the Ephesian Arterriis are unknown to me; and
I ask for proof of H.'s reiterated statement, that they are common
in museums. A single example, ·or even two, will not prove his
words to be accurate. Even marble and terra-cotta statuettes of
~he type which is commonly called tht. Ephesian Artemis (and
which is clearly intended by H.) are, so far as my own experience
goes, rare. I know of only four examples in terra-cotta; and Wood
(Ephes., p. 270) gives an illustration of a marble statuette which he
had seen in private possession at Mylasa. Baumeister's Denkmaler
and Roscher's Lexz'con der Mythologie, s. v. Artemt's, do not
mention any statuettes, but only statues, of the Ephesian Artemis.
I believe that H. has unintentionally exaggerated the importance
of this type. Representations of the other type in niches are
common in marble and terra-cotta ; and the value of the metal is
a sufficient explanation why none in silver are known. The silver
figures quoted in H.'s reply were not of the Ephesian Artemis.
" Tijs p.~ytfATJS B£iis 'Aprip.&fios, Corp. Inscr. GraJc., 2963 c.: 'Ef!Jltrov
"Avauua, Ib.,6797· Cp. Xen. Eph. I. u, p. 15, Ach. 7'at. VIII. g, p. 501,
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used of the goddess ; but proof was wanting that the
epithet "great " was so peculiarly and regularly associ9,ted
with her as to rise naturally to the lips of her worshippers
as a sort of formula in her service.
In 1887 Mr. Hogarth, Mr. Brown, and myself found the
site of a temple dedicated to a goddess and her son,
Artemis-Leto and Apollo-Lairbenos, at the Phrygian city
of Dionysopolis. Beside it we found numerous inscriptions
of a remarkable type. They were all erected within the
sacred precinct by persons bound to the service of the two
deities. · They agree in representing the authors as having
come before the god when polluted with some physical or
moral impurity (sometimes of a very gross kind), and when
therefore unfit to appear before the god. The offenders are
chastised by the god (in some cases at least, perhaps in all_
cases, with disease); they confess and acknowledge their
fault, and thereby appease the god. They are cured of
their ailment, or released from their punishment, and finally
they relate the faCts in an inscription as a pattern and a
warning to others not to treat the god lightly.
In publishing these inscriptions,* I have drawn out a
number of analogies between the formulre used in them and
those hieratic formulre which we can trace at Ephesus;
and -have argued that the religion of Ephesus and of
Dionysopolis was fundamentally the same. Among the
* :Journal o.f Hellenz"c Studies, r889, p. 216 ff., in completion of
a paper by Mr. Hogarth, z"b., r887, p. 376 ff, ·rn my paper! have to
make one correction in a detail of the fourth inscription. The phrase
•ATI:Ilr 'Ayal:lqp.lpov must be translated "Atthis, wife of Agathemeros."
This sense of the formula, though not absolutely unknown· in
Greek, is according to Latin custom ; for Latin legal usages and
words (e.g., i~£v7rMpwv) were diffused from the conventus of
Laodiceia.
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formulce common to the two cults is the cry, "Great
Apollo!" "Great Artemis!" The former occurs as the
heading of one of these confessions at Dionysopolis, and
was evidently a regular formula of invocation addressed to
the god by a worshipper. In these inscriptions, and in an~
other group found in the Katakekaumene, the great power
of the goddess is even oftener insisted on than that of
her son : e.g., " I thank mother Leto, because she makes
impossibilities possible" is the exclamation of a pious epigraphist '* at Dionysopolis, and in the Katakekaumene we
find the heading " Great Anaitis "t over a confession of the
type just described. The Oriental colonists of the latter
(as has already been remarked) often applied the Oriental
name Anaitis to the Lydo-Phrygian goddess.
In other seats of Artemis-worship we find that her great
power is insisted on in the same way. The Artemis of
the lakes is called Great Artemis in an inscription.:j: The
Artemis of Therma in Lesbos is invoked by the single
phrase " Great Artemis of Therma" on a stone still standing
by the road between Mitylene and Therma.§
Pamphylia affords a good parallel to Ephesus. The
cult of the Pergcean Artemis closely resembled that of the
Ephesian goddess. The former was styled the Queen
of Perga, and the tribe at Sillyon (a neighbouring town),
which bore the name of the goddess, was called "the tribe
of the great one." 11
" :Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1883, p. 385.

t Smyrna Mousez'on, No. vA.('.
t Hz:St. Geogr., p. 410.
§ Plehn, Lesbz'aca, p. 117; Bulletz"n de Corresp. Hellin., 188o,
p. 430·
11 As this last fact has never been observed, so far as I know, I
shall point out the evidence on which both statements rest. In 1880
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. These numerous analogies show that the power of the
Ephesian goddess was insisted on in the cultus, and that
her greatness was vividly present to the mind of her
worshippers, and prompted the cry" Great Artemis." The
invocations "Great Apollo" at Dionysopolis, "Great Anaitis"
in the Katakekaumene, "Great Artemis" in Lesbos, afford
complete corroboni.tion of the title "Great Artemis "
mentioned in Acts.
9· TEXT OF ACTS XIX. 23-41.

Here we find a discrepancy between the inscriptions and
the received text of Acts. The customary phrase was an
invocation "Great Artemis," but the text of Acts reads
" Great is Artemis," as a formal assertion. There can be
no doubt that it would be a far more striking trait if the
narrative represented the population as using the precise
phrase which has just been proved to have. been common
in their ritual. Also, we cannot fail to observe that popular
shouts are not usually expressed in the indicative. The
suspicion suggests itself, that the populace used their ordinary
I published in the :Journal of Hellem'c Studies a paper on the
then undeciphered Pamphylian alphabet, in which (p. 246) the title
" Queen of Perga " was given· as the explanation of the enigmatic
legend on some coins of the city. This explanation has been accepted by almost every subsequent writer, and may be regarded as
certain. In the same paper (p. 253) the group of letters MHEIAAE,
which occurs several times in an inscription of Sillyon, was explained
as the Pamphylian dialetic form of p.eylill:ry. The latter interpretation
has not been so widely accepted, though it has met with the approval
of several very good scholars. A recently discovered inscription of
Sjllyon shows that one of the tribes was called MmAEins. It is
evidently named after the MwzA'I goddess. The inscription is publiahed in Bulle#n de Corresj. Hezten., x889, p; 486.
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phrase, and that their words have been misrepresented by
a very slight alteration, viz., the duplication of the letter 'lj,
so that f£€ryrf7vq "ApT€f££<; became f£€"fa"Jvq f] ''ApT€f.££S". We
turn, then, to the manuscripts to see whether we can find
any confirmation of this suspicion.
The best manuscripts are agreed on this point : they
read "Great is Artemis"; but Codex Beza/* preserves. the
form which, as we see from the inscriptions, was actually
used in the cultus. The latter form, moreover, lends more
~,character to the scene. The mob for two ·hours invoked
_with loud voice the goddess and queen of Ephesus, but it,
is much less natural to represent them as shouting in the~
streets and in the theatre the statement that Artemis is
great. The people were praying, not arguing against Paul's
doctrines ; and there is a keen sarcasm in the way their
praying is des.cribed, gtcpa~ov ·Xeryovr€r; 28 and tcpa~ovr€r; 34·
,Consistently with the principle we have hitherto followed,
we must give in this case the preference to the invocation,
and suppose that Codex Bezce alone preserves it, while the
other manuscripts have suffered ; and the change has been
due to a misunderstanding of the scene,t as if the cry were
a controversial assertion in opposition to the doctrine
preached by St. Paul. The preservation of the correct form
in Codex Bezce would be facilitated, if that MS. represents a
" Alone in xix. 34, supported by three cursives in xix. 28.
Probably the change arose through an accidental duplication of
t], and then spread by deliberate preference due to the misunderstanding. If, on the other hand, we suppose that ip. this case Codex
Bezce does not give the original text, put an alteration of the original
text, due to the influence of the popular formula, this supposition will
strongly confirm the theory maintained in Chap. viii., that the text of
Codex Bezce is founded on a revision of the text made in Asia Minor.

t
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text current in the province Asia, where this cry or prayer
must long have been familiar to the Christians.
I need hardly spend more time on the point. The
Ephesians habitually invoked their goddess as " Great
Artemis," and their common formula of prayer rose to their
lips on this occasion in the theatre. The reading of Codex
Bezm, which alone retains the form actually used by the
people,· must here be preferred. From whatever point of
view we contemplate the narrative, the superior vividness
and suitability of this interpretation of the scene becomes
apparent ; and, at the risk of wearying the reader, I may
add one more consideration. The majority of the people
in the theatre were ignorant of what was the matter (xix.
32). They had heard the shouting in the street,'* and
had with the usual human instinct joined the crowd and
filled the theatre. But they did not know that the riot
was directed against Paul, and could not therefore share in
the feeling which might have prompted the argumentative
statement, " Great is Artemis" ; whereas, when· they had
learned from the shouts that something connected with
the goddess was on hand, the customary invocation' would
·naturally suggest itself to them.
The use of the nominative form in place of the vocative
'ApTefi'£i need not cause any surprise or difficulty. The confusion of forms, arid the substitution of the nominative form
for the vocative, began early in Asia Minor ; and "ApTefi'£'>
for ''ApTefi'£ was adopted even· in Greece at no very late
date. A similar confusion of nominative and vocative
forms occurs in a Cappadocian inscription, which may
" On this point, which also
below, p. I53·

is preserved only in

Codex Bezr2, see
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serve to complete the proof that the formula under .consideration was a widely spread invocation. The inscription
in question is a· dedication to the great Cappadocian god,
Zeus of V enasa : " Great Zeus in heaven, be propitious to
me Demetrius" ( t-dryac; Zr;vc; Jv ovpav[p, fo-Ot] r;'{)!.r;dJc; J.tOt
A'1JfliiJTp£rp). It lies on a hilltop, which was probably sacred
to the god.* Here we have the same formula, introducing
a fully expressed prayer, yet the nominative form is used'
as in the Ephesian and Lesbian invocations (v. p. 145 n). '
One other example of the epithet "great" may be added,
as illustrating the prevalence of the idea in Asia Minor.
At Laodiceia on the Lycus, some coins which bear the
effigy of the local deity, Zeus, have the legend ZeycAce1c.
M. Waddington is in all probability right in proposing to
understand this word as the Semitic Aziza, "mighty." Syrian
colonists in the city which was founded by a Greek king of
Syria left this trace of their language in the religion of the city.
One striking parallel to the scene in the theatre must
not be omitted. In the scene on Mount Carmel, the four
hundred and fifty prophets of Baal " called on the name
of Baal from morning even until noon, saying, 0 Baal,
hear us ... and they cried aloud, and cut themselves after
their manner with knives" (r Kings xviii. 26). Except
for the wounds inflicted on themselves in the vehemence
and agony of Oriental prayer, the loud invocation of the
prophets is similar to the prayers of the Ephesians in the
theatre; and it is highly probable that even the epithet
" great " was used by the former as well as by the latter,
0 I published it in Bulle#n de Corresp. Hell!n., I883, p. 322,
doubting the connexion with the worship of Zeus of Venasa. I have
since shown that Venasa was the plain round this hill (Hzst. Geogr.,
p. 292). My former restoration, lurw, ):; perhaps right.
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HISTORICAL CHARACTER OF THE NARRATIVE,
ACTS XIX. 23-41.

The more closely we are able to test the story in Acts,
the more vivid .and true to the situation and surroundings
does it prove to be, and the more justified are we in pressing
closely every inference from the little details that occur in
it. I entertain the strong hope that the demonstration
which has now been given of its accuracy in disputed
points, will do away with all future doubt as to the faithfulness of the picture that it gives of Ephesian society in A.D.
57· Even though we cannot agree with H.'s conclusions,,
our best thanks are due to him for directing our close and
minute attention to this most interesting historical scene,
and to the inscription he has so ingeniously pieced together.
In his paper there are many observations and many passages
of permanent interest and value; and parts of it which lie
beyond the scope of this chapter give much information
about the state of Ephesus b~tween so. and I 50 A.D. The
finest part of it is his proof that a revival of paganism in
Ephesus began probably as early as A.D. 104. In corrobora. tion bf this view he might also have referred to the series of
imperial coins struck under Hadrian, and bearing the name
and image of DIANA EPHESIA. Roman imperial coins
cannot bear the name of a non-Roman
deity ; and we
I
may therefore see in them the proof that the defence of
the Ephesian goddess was formally constituted a part of the
Imperial policy at or before this time.
One of the rnost interesting facts in the history of religion
under the Empire is the influence that was exerted by the
new religion on the old ; and the progress of discovery is
gathering a. store of information on this point, which will,
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at some future time, make a remarkable picture. In the
first century we observe a general tone of indifference and
careless ease in the higher classes, the municipal magistrates,
and even the priesthood. Afterwards this security is disturbed. New zeal and earnestness are imparted to paganism;
its ceremonial is more carefully studied ; and. even certain
doctrines are adopted from Christianity, and declared to
have been always present in the old worship.
H. in his reply considers that I have " overrated the
tolerance of the local hierarchies."* 1 have,. however, on
my side at least the record of Acts. The priests of Zeus
Propoleos at Lystra were the foremost in paying respect to
Paul and Barnabas, and in stimulating and directing the
zeal of the populace. They had known of the Apostles'
preaching for some considerable time, for the accepted text
implies that the Apostles had been evangelising for some
time previously, and the text of Codez Bezce asserts that
they had already produced much effect on the people.t
The priests, however, showed no jealousy. They were
willing and ready to patronise the Apostles, to give them
place and honour, and to use the revival of religious feeling
for their own purposes. I have simply interpreted the
attitude of the Ephesian priests according to the statement
in Acts xix. 37,t and the contemporary analogy of the
priests at Lystra. H. quotes against my view the opposition offered to the Christians in Bithynia by the priests in
A.D. 112. Such opposition is not indeed recorded, but i.nay
* .Expositor, August I8go, p. 146.

t t<al tKLv~BYJ 8Aov ro 'li'AijBos t'J'I'l rii lMaxii: addition to xiv. 7·
t Paul had neither been guilty of sacrilege (thus becoming amen•
able to the ordinary procedure of the proconsul), nor of disrespect
to the goddess (thus rousing the anger of the priests).
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safely be assumed. But H. leaves out of sight the difference
caused by the development of the situation since the period
47-57 A.D. The period of indifference and toleration had
been succeeded by that of apprehension and of confirmed
hostility. H.'s example tells only against his own argument.*
* While I have written throughout on the assumption that the
date proposed by H. for the inscription of Demetrius is correct, I
feel bound to think that it is rather too early. The form of the
symbol 2 is not known to me before the second century, and the
two instances which occur of 0 substituted for n point also to the
period of confusion between these two letters. The confusion implies
that they had ceased to be distinguished in pronunciation, and it is
hardly probable that this had taken place so early as A.D. 57· H.
would explain the substitution of o for n as a mere fault of the engraver, and not as the result of confusion in the pronunciation, quoting the occurrence. of A for 0 and of X for Y. This is quite possible ;
but two cases of 0 for n point more naturally to actual confusion in
pronunciation. I mentioned these difficulties in a footnote written
when I saw the original marble, and added to my article after it was
in type. H. has not in his brief reply taken any notice of these
difficulties. He rightly insists on tlie absence of Latin names as a
proof of early date; but in regard to this we must remember that,
in a thoroughly Hellenised .city like Ephesus, Greek names were
used at all periods by those who had not actually gained the coveted
prize of Roman citizenship. There are no Roman citizens in this
official inscription, which may be due to the. fact that the Neopoioi
·
were not officials of very high rank.
NOTE (pp. 141, 142).-The references given in these paragraphs
to the cultus of other deities are merely analogies, not arguments.
'We find on gems p.lya TO ovop.a ~apar.,i'ior, and in Arz"s#des L,IP· 467,
p.iym; 6 'Ao-KAtJm&r.
·
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CHAPTER

VIII.

THE ORIGINAL AUTHORITY FOR ST. PAUL'SJOURNEYS.·
VALUE AND TEXT.
I. RAPID SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY IN ASIA MINOR.

N view of the extraordinarily powerful effect which is
described in Acts as pr?duced in the country by the
preaching of Paul, the question may fairly be put whether
any evidence is known which tends either to corroborate or
to throw doubt on the account there given. It is very
difficult to find any evidence outside of the Christian
documents, but anything that is known points to the
conclusion that the new religion must have made very
rapid progress in Asia Minor during the first century. The
testimony of Pliny is, that before I I 2 Christianity had
spread so widely in his province that the pagan ritual was
actually interrupted and the temples almost deserted (see
p. 198). Various other considerations* point to a similar
result as having taken place in Phrygia at, a very early
time. It is probable, therefore, that the new religion spread
with marvellous rapidity from the beginning of St. Paul's
preaching in Western "Asia Minor. Unless that were so,
it is hard to see how the social condition of Asia Minor
during the second century could have been produced. On
the other hand, no evidence of the early spread of
Christianity in the great plains of the Axylon and in North

I

* E.g., the Montanist quarrel could hardly arise in a small sect.
146
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Galatia is known to me ; and in regard to part of this
region, I have concluded from epigraphic' evidence that
paganism continued dominant till the third or fourth
century.*
With regard to the west coast of Asia, among the great
Greek cities like Ephesus and Smyrna, the condition of
It
things was midway between these two extremes.
appears probable that the Christians were both numerous
and influential there during the second century ; but they
do not seem to have had the same dominating influence
that we must attribute to. them in Phrygia. Can any
reason be found for these apparent variations? Where the
Greek spirit and education were completely dominant,
the new religion spread with considerable rapidity, but
a large part of the population was proof against its
influence. Where the Greek education was unknown,_ the
new religion seems to have made no progress at all. The
regions where it spread most rapidly were those where the
people were becoming aware of the beauty of Greek letters
and the grandeur of Roman government, where they
were awaking from the stagnation and inertness of an
Oriental people, and their minds were stirred and receptive
of all new ideas, whether Greek philosophy or Jewish
or Christian religion. We have seen that St. Paul came
into South Galatia iust at the ·tim,e when the Roman spirit
was beginning to permeate the country, and that the four
places where he is recorded to have founded churches were
the four centres of Roman influence.
We cannot fail to be struck with the strong hold that

* See a paper on " Phrygian Inscriptions of the Roman period" in
Ze#schriftfur verglez'chende Sprachforschung, 1887, pp. 383, 398.
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Roman ideas had on the mind of St. Paul. In theory he
recognises the universality of the Church (Col. iii. II); but
in practice he goes where the Roman Empire goes. We
therefore feel compelled to suppose that St. Paul had
conceived the great idea of Christianity as the religion
of the Roman world ; and that he thought of the various
districts and countries in which lie had preached as parts
of the grand unity. He had the mind of an organiser ;
and to him the Christians of his earliest travels were not
men of lconium and of Antioch-they were a part of the
Roman world, and were addressed by him as such.
2. DISTINCTION OF AUTHORSHIP.

Throughout these chapters a distinction has been drawn
between the author of Acts and the writer of the original
document describing the journeys of St. Paul, which we
assume to have been worked into the book as it has come
down to us. This distinction seems to be proved, both
by other reasons which do not come within our present
purpose, and by the variation in Acts in the use of names
denoting the districts of Asia Minor. The original dbcument employs these names in the Roman sense, while in
the earlier part of Acts the names are used in the popular
Greek sense which was common in the century before and
after Christ. There was at that time great uncertainty in
the usage of the names denoting the great territorial districts
of Asia Minor. Not merely were the boundaries of several
·of these districts very uncertain (so that, for example, the
difficulty of drawing a dividing line between Mysia and
Phrygia was proverbial); but also several of them had,
according to the Roman provincial system, an extent dif-
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ferent from that which they had according to older history,
ethnical facts, and popular usage. The only source of
diversity which concerns us here is the latter. There is
no distinction of practical consequence in the extent of
Lycia, Pamphylia, Bithynia ; Pontus and Cilicia also do not
afford any criterion. Galatia and Asia are the two provinces
in regard to which very serious difference of usage existed.*
The use of these names in the Travel-Document has
appeared very clearly in the preceding discussion. It
appears to agree with the practice of St. Paul's Epistles.
It is not possible to demonstrate that in the Epistles every
name is used in the Roman sense, where the Roman and
the popular sense differ ; but in some cases there is no room
for doubt, and the invariable presumption that the Roman
sense is intended, is fully admitted even by W endt, though
he is an advocate of the N orth-Galatian theory.t
In Acts ii. 9 the enumeration, " Pontus and Asia, Phrygia
and Pamphylia," is distinctly popular and Greek in style.
According to the Roman fashion Phrygia was included in
Asia, except a small part which belonged to Galatia. In
making such an enumeration a Roman would not have
omitted Galatia, nor would he have mentioned Phrygia, for

*

In Greece a similar difference existed in regard to the names
Achaia and Macedonia ; which to the Romans meant two large
provinces, and to the Greeks two much smaller districts.
t So in the latest edition of" Meyer's Commentary," I888. In th,e
previous edition, \Vendt held that the Epistle to the Galatians was
written to the churches of Antioch, etc. But even in the latest edition
he still admits that Paul used the provincial names according to the
Roman sense. He admits this even in the case of Galatia as it is
used in I Cor. xvi. I (see Comm. on Acts xiii. 9) ; and why he should
deny that in the Epistle to the Galatians, Galatia is used in the
same sense as in I Corinthians, it is difficult to see.
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to a Roman Phrygia had no political existence. Mysia and
Phrygia and Lydia were in the Roman sense merely geographical terms denoting parts of the province of Asia,
which he might sometimes feel himself obliged to use (as,
e.g., in Acts xvi. 9), in order to specify more distinCtly some
exact position within the province, but which he would not
employ in an enumeration of countries and provinces like
Acts ii. 9 ff.
Asia is a term about which it is very difficult to decide.
The Roman province Asia had been formed in 133 B. C., and
the name seems to have soon come into popular use, because
there was no other term to denote the lEgean coast lands.
But during the first century before Christ, the province was
greatly increased in size, and it is very difficult to determine
after this time whether the name Asia is used in the popular
sense of the lEgean coast lands, or denotes the entire
Roman province ; in short, whether it includes Phrygia or
not. In Acts ii. 9 Asia is pointedly used in the popular
sense, excluding Phrygia.
In Acts vi. 9 the use of the term Asia is quite consistent
with either the Roman or the popular sense. The Jews in
question are probably those educated in the rhetorical
schools of Smyrna and Pergamos ; the Phrygian Jews
would be less likely to have received a philosophical
education and to engage in subtle discussions, but they
were numerous, and may be included.
There are only these two verses from which any inference
can be drawn as to the usage in Acts i.-xi.; but even
one clear example is a sufficient proof that some parts of
these chapters use a geographical nomenclature. different
from that which is employed in the Travel-Document and
in the Epistles,
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On one point of great interest this theory perhaps throws
some light-viz., on the abrupt ending of Acts in the middle
of St. Paul's imprisonment. Probably the original TravelDocument was composed in the sphere of his influence
during that imprisonment ? If that be so, the author of
Acts stopped where his chief authority stopped : perhaps
he intended to complete the tale in another work, using
different authorities.

3·

TEXT OF CODEX BEZ.& : ASIA MINOR.

In addition to the points which have already been
noticed, it will be convenient to examine some other
passages bearing on the antiquities of Asia Minor, in which
Codex Bezce differs from the received text of Acts, and
thereafter to examine some of the variations in the narrative of St. Paul's adventures in Greece.
The radical change of text in xvi. 9, 10, is very remarkable. The scene is described· with a vividness and
completeness of detail that almost incline us to think that
Codex Bezce gives here the original text. But perhaps the
reading of this Codex may be best explained as an alteration founded on a tradition still surviving in the churches
of Asia, "And [in] a vision by night there appeared to
' Paul [as it were] a man of Macedonia,"' standing [before
his face], beseeching him and saying, 'Come over into
Macedonia and help us.' [Awaking, therefore, he related
the vision to us, and we perceived that] the Lord had
called us for to preach the gospel unto them in Macedonia : and [on the morrow] setting sail," etc.
In xviii. 24 Codex Bezce has 'A71'oA-A.wvwr; for the common
• The changes in Cor.tex BezC? are marked by square brackets
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'A 7T'o"/\,Xw<;. The latter is the familiar diminutive or pet-name
of the former. The same person may be spoken of by both
names, as in an English book the same person might be
spoken of sometimes as Henry, sometimes as Harry. A
similar example occurs in the case of Priscaf as she is
called by Paul in Ront xvi. 3, but who is generally
known by the diminutive Priscilla.* Apparently the
reviser was offended by the use of the familiar Apollos
in a passage of serious and lofty tone, just as in a highly
wrought passage of Burke one would be offended by a
reference to Will Shakespeare. Accordingly he substituted
the full name Apollonius.
In xix. 9 the addition a7ro IJJpa<; e' lro<; SeJCaT'lJ~ can hardly
be explained except as a deliberate impertinence (which is
improbable), or as founded on an actual tradition, which
was believed by the reviser to have survived in Ephesus ··
from the time of St. Paul's residence there. It is quite
probable that this tradition is true. The school would be
open for Paul's use after the scholars were dismissed. Now
schools opened at daybreak, both in Greece and in Rome.
Martial was wakened before sunrise by the noise of a
school (ix. 68, xii. 57), and Juvenal describes, in his exaggerated style, the teacher at work from midnight onwards,
and the scholars, with their lamps, standi.'ng round him
(vii. 222-6, see Mayor's notes). It is, therefore, not strange
that school should be over one hour before midday.
In xix. 14 Codex Bezce reads viol ~JCeva Tt])O<; iepero<;, in
* Many examples of two forms applied to one person are collected
by Crusius, :Jahrb. f. Philol., I8gi, p. 385f. Schulze, in Zft. f.
vgl. Sprachf., 1893, p. 220, quotes Ptolemy Alexandros, or Alexas,
and the Syrian dynast Zenod9r91l or ZenQil.
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place of the accepted text $1C€Va 'Iovoa~ov ·ap')(,t€pew~ ~1rra
viol. The reviser thought it impossible that Sceva should
have been high-priest,* and xix. 16 seems to imply that
there were only two sons. Codex Bezce here gives a text
which is intelligent, consistent, and possible : the accepted
text is badly expressed, and almost self-contradictory. The
context makes it clear that Sceva was a Jew, even though
his nationality is riot explicitly stated in' Codex Bezce.
In xix. 28 Codex Bezce adds a detail, which may probably
be taken as true to fact. Demetrius had gathered the
craftsmen together and inflamed them by a skilful speech.
According to the received text, "They shouted out saying,.
Great is Diana of .the Ephesians; and the city was filled
with the confusion., and they rushed with one accord into
the theatre." The reviser considered that the first meeting
was held in some house or building, whether private or
public, and that therefore before they rushed into the
theatre they must have gone forth into the street. Accordingly he says," When they heard [this] they were filled with
wrath, [and ran into the street,] and kept crying out, saying,
Great Diana of the Ephesians ; and the whole city was
thrown ipto confusion t ; and they rushed, etc." The
addition increases the individuality and the local colour;
and possibly an actual tradition, surviving in Ephesus,
fixed the house or public stoa where the preliminary
meeting was held, and the street along which the artisans
ran invoking the goddess.
The use of vao!Copov (Codex Bezce) for V€w!C6pov in xix. 3 5
is remarkable : nothing otherwise is known to suggest that

* The word may mean 'belonging to a.high-priestly family.'
t UliVEX,V(J'} oA.'I ~ '1T6A~s alaxvv'ls•
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this Doric form was used in Ephesus. May we infer that
the reviser belonged not to Ephesus, but to some Dorian
colony, such as Tarsus? (Doric was used in Cilicia, e.g.,
in inscriptions of Soloi, and on coins of Mallos.)
In xx. 4 Codex Bezm reads 'Ecpecnot for 'AU'zavol. In
the case of Trophimus, we know from xxi. 29 that the
change is accurate, and we need have no hesitation in
admitting that a local tradition made Tychicus also a
native of Ephesus; for the references in 2 Tim. iv. 12, Titus
iii. 12, Col. iv. 7, Eph. vi. 21, are favourable to this view.
The desire to give due honour to Ephesus in this case
would favour the idea that the reviser belonged to, or was
closely connected '.with, that city. But proofs abou,nd of
his intimate acquaintance with the topography and circumstances of the South-Galatian churches ; and we are
bound to conclude that close relations and c~,mstant intercommunication were maintained between the church of
Ephesus and the churches that lay along the road towards
South Galatia and Syria. Hence· it does not appear safe
to infer more than that the reviser was intimately acquainted with that whole group of churches, and jealous
of their honour.*
Codex Bezm differs widely from other MSS. in the
difficult passage, xx. 4, 5, 6, There can be no doubt (1)
that its text is clear, consecutive, self-consistent; (2) that it
gives the proper and necessary sequence of events which
·the text of the other MSS. is intended to describe ; (3)
that none of the other MSS. give a clear and well-expressed
version of the facts. The conclusion then is either that

* Contrast with his desire to give due honour to Ephesus his
desire to sta.te clearly the fault of Bercea. (Seep. r6o.)
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Codex Bezce gives the originai text, or that it represents a
revision made with great skill and success.
In xx. I 5, and xxi. I, two interesting little additions are
made in the text of Codex Bezce. In the former passage
Paul is said to have stopped in Trogylia on his voyage
between Samos and Miletus. In the latter he is said to
have touched at Myra after leaving Patara on his last
voyage to Jerusalem. The first of these details is in
itself highly probable, for the promontory of Trogyllion
or Trogylia projects far out between Samos and Miletus,
and the little coasting vessel would naturally touch there,
perhaps becalmed, or for some other reason.* The second
detail is also natural and probable in a coasting voyage,
and geographically accurate. Moreover, the addition of
Myra seems to have been made before the extant edition
of the Acta of Paul and Thekla was composed, and a
general consent exists that that edition was in its main
outlines composed about A.D. I70 to I90, though personally t

* It might appear probable that this reading was in the text used
by St. Willibald, who sailed along the same coast on his pilgrimage to
Jerusalem about A.D. 754· He visited Ephesus, and walked thence
to Pygela; from Pygela he sailed to Strobolis, and thereafter to
Patara. The name Strobolis has puzzled the editors (see the edition
of the Hodcejort'con, § u, in the "Palestine Pilgrims' Series"),
who suggest Hierapolis of Phrygia. Strobolis is for (d)s Tpruyv'Atv
-a form in accordance with a common analogy ; and some cursive
MSS. of Acts read '2-Tpoyv'Aiq> or '2-Tpoyyv'Alq>. Willibald, however,
would use a Latin Bible, and' this word seems not to have penetrated
into the Latin versions. Even if we do not suppose that Willibald's
selection of Strobolis and Patara was due to recollection of the
narrative in Acts, his voyage is at least an apt illustration of
St. Paul's voyage, as showing that these points are natural haltingpoints for a small coasting vessel.
t I hope to discuss thi~> interesting work fully elsewhere (v. c. xvi.).
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the present writer is inclined to date soon after 130 the
enlargement and revision of a much older text of the Acta.

4·

TEXT OF CODEX BEZ.k:: EUROPE.

To appreciate the force of these results, let us compare a
few of the discrepancies between Codex Bezm and the
received text in the narrative of St. Paul's travels in Europe.
In xvi. 12, according to the received text, Philippi is the
"first (z".e. leading) city of its division of Macedonia, a
colonia"; but in Codex Bezce it is "the head of Macedonia,
a city, a colonia."* The latter description is not expressed
in the proper terms, does not cohere well together, and is
actually incorrect. The term "first" was commonly
assumed by towns which were, or claimed to be, chief of a
district or a province ; and Philippi either boasted, or was
believed by the reviser to boast, of this distinction ; but he
is wrong in assigning to it the pre-eminence over the whole
of Macedonia. Philippi was merely first in one of the
districts into which Roman Macedonia was divided, but
not in the whole province. While the received text is right,
Codex Bezce shows an alteration made without knowledge
of the country and its circumst~mces, and without proper
comprehension of the text. The reviser, unfamiliar with
the constitution of the province, understood MaJCeoov!a~ as
genitive in apposition with p,eploo~, whereas it is really
partitive genitive depending on it ; and he was therefore dissatisfied with the term p,eploo~ as applied to a province.
He might have substituted province (f:rrapxta~) for district
(p,eptoo~), but he attained the same end by simply omitting
the latter word, for "Macedonia " and " the province Mace.

*

ijns icrrlv

KEtpaA~

rijs MaKEfJovlas 7TOAts KoArovla.
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donia" are synonymous. For " first " he substituted the
term "head," which is technically less accurate.* Now the
term " first " was familiar to him in the usage of Asia
Minor.t Why then should he change it for the less accurate
"head"? The reason lay in the ambiguity of the phrase,
which is still a noted difficulty and a cause of disagreement
among scholars. In order to prevent readers from taking
the phrase in the sense of " the city nearest in its district and
which they first reached," the reviser altered the expression,
and substituted an unmistakable term for a doubtful one.
In all probability, the person who made this change was
aware that the interpretation of which he disapproved
was advocated by some, and desired to eliminate the
possibility of mistake. Whether he was right in his view
is even at the present day a matter of controversy; but
his attitude towards the passage is clear, and his change is
instructive as regards the principles on which he treated the
text of Acts.
The erroneousness of the reading in Codez Bezm would be
still clearer if we accept Lightfoot's view, and understand
the received text as "the first [i.e., first at which they

* In this and various other cases Codex Bezce agrees with some
Syrian texts. I refrain from noticing these agreements, as leading
too far into textual criticism. The constant intercourse maintained
along the line Antioch-Iconium-Ephesu& would naturally result in a
close relation between Asia Minor and Syrian texts.
t It is not known to have been used in Macedonia or Achaia,
whereas it is frequent in Asia and Cilicia. Smyrna, and Ephesus,
and Pergamos vied in claiming the title " first city of Asia;'
Nicomedeia and Nic;:ea that of first of Bithynia, Tarsus and
Anazarbos that of first of Cilicia, or first of the three provinces
Cilicia, Isauria, Lycaonia. Tralles claimed the. title " first of the
Greeks " on a coin published by M. Babelon in Revue Nttmz'sm.,
1892, p. 124·
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arrived] in the district, a city of Macedonia, a colony." If
this was the meaning intended by the writer, then the
reviser completely misinterpreted the topographical term,
taking it in the sense that was common in Asia Minor and
therefore familiar to him.*
Another case in which the reviser has misunderstood the
text before him occurs in the Corinthian narrative, xviii. 7·
Paul had "reasoned in the synagogue every Sabbath," but
when the Jews opposed him, "he departed thence, and went
into the house of a certain man named Titus J ustus," etc.
The meaning is that Paul left the synagogue, and held his
meetings for the future at J ustus' house. But the reviser
thought that a change of Paul's residence was described,
and that he ceased to live with Aquila (xviii. 3), and

* I do not like Lightfoot's interpretation: I share the reviser's
objection to p.ept~ in the sense of province. It is most natural that
there should be subdivisiOns of the large province Macedonia, and
this passage may be taken as a proof that there were. Even if the
original division into four was obsolete (which I cannot agree with
Lightfoot in thinking that Leake has proved, Northern Greece, III.,
p. 487), another division was very likely to come into use. Still less
acceptable is Dr. Hort's remedy. He maintains that p.epls was not
used in the sense of "division of a province," and proposes to alter
the. text to 1rpwr'fJ rijs ITtepU3os. But p.epls is, in Egypt at least, a
technical term in the sense of " subdivision of a large district, or
nome, or province." For example, the title of one of the two
Strategoi of the Arsinoitic N ome was o-rpar'fJyos rijs 'HpaK'Aell3ov
fl-Epi/3os (see Wilcken as quoted in Berlz"n ,Sitzungsberichte, 1892,
p. 815). I would accept the phrase of the Travel-Document as an
addition to our knowledge of Macedonia, and infer that (1) in the
first century the province was sub-divided into p.epil3es: (2) Philippi
was the capital of a p.epls : (3) the phrase in Acts shows local
knowledge: (4) the thought is Pauline, for Paul here and always
presses on to the chief centre of civilisation, and the writer emphasises this principle (also Wilcken, Herme,s. 189~, pp. 233,236, 240).
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migrated to the house of J ustus. Accordingly,·to make the
meaning quite clear, he remodelled the words, and wrote,
"departing from Aquila's, he went into the house of a
certain man named J ustus."*
In the European narrative, also, we find several places in
which the received text contains short passages wanting in
Codex Bezce : in xvii. 34 a " woman named Damaris " is
not in the Codex ;t in xviii. 3 it omits "for by their trade
they were tent-makers" (may we presume that this fact had
perished from the Asian tradition? Paul worked with his
hands in Ephesus, but the trade is not stated, xx. 34) ; and
in xvii. I 8 it omits "because he preached Jesus and
the resurrection." The last omission is contrary to the
usual practice in this Codex, which generally lengthens and
emphasises the allusions to teaching.:j: There is certainly
nothing in the teaching described which would be thought
unsuitable in the Asian churches; in fact, an Asian document,
which is commonly attributed to the second century-the
Acta of Paul and Thekla (see pp. I55-6)-insists on this
character in St. Paul's teaching.
Where anything is added in the European part of the
narrative to the text of Codex Bezce, it is either easily
gathered from the context (as in xviii. 2, xvi. 35, 39, 40),
or it further emphasises the character of Paul's preaching
(xviii. 4), or the intervention of supernatural guidance in
his course (xvii. I 5).
In a few cases the insertion is of more complicated type :
e.g., in xvii. I5 Codex Bezce adds," And he passed by Thes-

* p.era{3as d1rl. roil 'AK{/ll.a, £l<TijAB£v, K.r.;\,
t On this point see below, viii., § S·
t E.g., xviii. 4·
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salia, for he was prevented from preaching the word unto
them." The reviser is struck with the fact that Paul
omits Thessaly; he recollects that on his second journey Paul
passed by Phrygia and Mysia without preaching there, and
he applies the same explanation to this case. But Paul
was still conscious only of the call to Macedonia, and did
not aim at wider missionary effort. Only after reaching
Corinth did he abandon the Macedonian enterprise (see
I Thess. ii. I7, iii. I f.; Acts xviii. 5, 9; Exposz'tor, I895,
p. 223). In xvi. 30 there is an addition of doubtful value.
The jailer at Philippi, "trembling for fear, fell down at the
feet of Paul and Silas, and brought them out [after having
secured the other prisoners], and said, ' Sirs, what must I
do to be saved ? '" The clause in brackets, which is added
in Codex Bezce, has an almost comic effect The jailer
carefully looked to his immediate interests before he
attended to his future salvation.
It is perhaps a trait not without significance that Codex
Bezce is decidedly less favourable to the Berreans than the
received text: it says (xvii. I2), "Some of them therefore
believed, and some disbelieved." Considering the mutual
jealousy between Greeks of different districts which has
characterised their history alike in ancient times and at the
present day, we may here perhaps see that a native of Asia .
seizes the opportunity of emphasising the fact that some
disbelieved, whereas the received text merely says that
"many of them believed." In the hitter part of the same
verse Codex Bezce loses a distinctly individual trait, characteristic of Macedonia,* viz., the prominent part played by
the women. It reads, " And of the Greeks and of those of
• See Lightfoot's note in his Pht'Np., p. 55, ed. I.
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honourable estate, men and women in considerable numbers
believed," instead of" Also of the Greek women of honourable estate, and of men, not a few."

5·

CODEX BEZ/E FOUNDED ON A CATHOLIC
RECENSION.

The omission of Damaris in Codex Bezce (xvii. 34) is
specially remarkable. There seems no doubt that this
omission is deliberate and intentional. The word euaxl]p,wv,
which occurs here in Codex Bezce (LJwvvcn6~ [n~J 'Apeo7Tary£T'IJ~
[euaxl]p,wv], !Cat gTepot), seems to be appropriated to women
in Acts (compare xvii. I 2, xiii. 50) ; and its use is the last
remaining trace of the vanished Damaris. The process of
change seems to have been that the word evO'xnp,wv was
added as a gloss to her name under the influence of xiii. 50,
xvii. 12; and then her name ,was cut out, and the gloss
remained in a wrong place in the text.*
In the first place the question occurs, why Damaris was
cut out. The omission may be compared with the change
in the second part of xvii. I 2. The reason for both changes
is the sarrie : they are due to dislike to the prominence
assigned to women in the accepted text.
Now the prominence of women is, as we have seen, a
characteristic of the social system of Asia Minor. This
feature in Codex Bezce might therefore seem to be out of
keeping with our theory that it is founded on a revision made
in that country. But the prominence assigned to women
was, firstly, pagan rather than Christian, and secondly,
heretical rather than Catholic. It was characteristic of the
"This explanation is founded on suggestions of Mr. Armitage
Robinson,
I I
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less advanced and less civilised parts of the country : it
lingered longest in villages and small towns in remote and
mountainous districts ; it was extirpated or reduced to a
mere honorary position at an early period in the more
advanced cities, under the influence of the Grreco-Roman
civilisation. Now it was precisely in the educated parts of
the country that Christianity first spread. Thus in the
second century the situation was produced that the more
advanced districts were Christian, while the uncivilised
districts retained their paganism and their old mutterrecht,
even reckoning descent through the mother."*
Further, it is pointed out in chaps. xx. and xxi. that
various developments of religious feeling, whiCh arose in
Asia Minor, were penetrated by the native tone and spirit
of the country, and, in particular, were characterised by
prominent position and influence of women. In opposition
to these provincial types, the U niversa] and Catholic type
of Christianity became confirmed in its dislike of the prominence and the public ministration of women. The dislike
became abhorrence, and there is every probability that the
dislike .is as old as the first century, and was intensified
to abhorrence before the middle of th~ second century.
Under the influence of this feeling the changes in Acts
xvii. IZ and 34 arose in Catholic circles in Asia Minor.
6. RELATION OF CODEX BEZ.iE TO ASIA MINOR.
The explanation just given of the change in xvii. 34
implies that some at least of the alterations in Codez Beza:

* Epigraphic proof in the case of Dalisandos, a small town of
Isauria, will be found in a forthcoming paper by my friend Mr.
Headlam, in the sp~cial issue of the :Journal of Hellenic Studt'es,
1892.
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arose through a gradual process, and not through the action
of an individual reviser. Possibly all the changes which
have been discussed in the preceding pages may have
arisen in this way. But some of them are perhaps more
naturally explained as the work of a single individual,
whom I shall speak of as the reviser.
The freedom with which the reviser treated the text
proves that he was a person of some position and authority.
'~he care that he took to suit the text to the facts of the
day proves that he desired to make it intelligible to the
public. The knowledge that he shows of the topography
and the facts of Asia and of South Galatia proves that he
was intimately acquainted with the churches from Ephesus
on the west, to !conium and Lystra on the east ; and the
felicity with which he treats the text, in all that relates to
Asia, seems to be due to his perfect familiarity with the
country, for it deserts him when he ·tries to apply the same
treatment to the European narrative. He shows a certain
desire to give Ephesus all due glory, and to deny to Berrea
any glory that she is not fully entitled to, which proves
his Asian bias. He seems to have known certain traditions
still surviving in the churches of Asia and South Galatia,
whereas none of his changes imply knowledge of any
tradition relating to Achaia or Macedonia.
He belonged to the second century, for he alters first
century forfD.s.and facts to suit those of later time (xiii. 14,
· xiv. 19), But his knowledge was gained before Lycaonia
was disjoined from Galatia between 138 and 161 A.D. As
he altered the text freely in order to make it clear to
contemporary readers, he would certainly have altered the
phrase "the Gala tic country," if he had lived so long. after
the change introduced into the constitution of Galatia and
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Lycaonia as to have realised the effect upon the nomenclature. It is conceivable that, if he was living in Asia, he
might not for some years realise that what he had once
been familiar with as the Galatian district could no longer
be called so, and that the old phrase was rapidly becoming
unintelligible. But even if we allow for this possibility, the
revision -can hardly be dated later than A.D. I 50,-160.
The reviser treated his text with great freedom. He
therefore cannot have had any superstitious reverence fot
the mere letter.' His aim was, to make it clear ancfcomplete ; and for the latter purpose he added some touches
'whe)ie survivins- · tradition seemed to contain trustworthy
. ~dclitional particulars. Apart from a fe_w cases in whi~h
, he perhaps had before him a better text }han any other
MS~ has· preserved, the value of the reviser's work lies
i?his presentation of the interpretation put upon Acts in
the schools and churches of Asia Minor during the first
half of the second century. The book existed then as a
whole, and was studied as a work of antiquity, which needed
interpretation and modernisation in order to make it readily
intelligible. The process of modernising was performed
with skill; it was applied to many passages in which the
rec~ived text presented real difficulty, and to a few where
the received text still defies interpretation. In· several
cases, chiefly relating to Asia Minor, it produced a text
which is really smoother and clearer in expression without
actual change of sense ; but in some cases, relating' to a
foreign country, it was guided by ignorance, and misrepresented and constructed a radically false text.
We can imagine what would have been the result if this
process of modernisation had been applied systematically
for centuries. The introduction of surviving tradition about
r
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matters of fact (as, for example, the hours when St. Paul
taught in Ephesus) is not so dangerous, and is sometimes
interesting. But the reviser considered himself equally
justified in making additions warranted by the doctrinal
tradition current in the Asian churches, and shows a distinct.
tendency to exaggerate the Divine guidance given to faul,
and to specify more precisely than was done in the text
the character of his teaching. We cannot doubt that, in
all his changes, the reviser was guided by the generar'con- ·
sensus of opinion in the churches of Asia, and not by his
mere individual opinion. But the results, even of this first
revision, are, as a whole, very serious, and, if the process
had been performed a second time a century later, would
certainly have been ruinous to the character of the text.
ln another place I shall try .to show what was the effect
of such a continued process of revision in the case of a'
work which was (as I believe) composed in the first century,
and revised after the middle of the second century, which
was extraordinarily popular in Asia Minor, but which was
never protected by the reverence that attached in evergrowing degree to the books recognised in course of time as
canonical and venerated from the beginning (Chap. XVI.).
In the preceding pages I have refrained, naturally and .
necessarily, from entering on the strictly textual criticism
of Code% Bezce. [Mr. Chase, in his valuable SyriacElement
in Code% Bezce, blames this restraint in my treatment. But
it is a quite fair procedure to prove that certain readings
show accurate local and antiquarian knowledge, and refrain
from further incursion into a vast subject. I might, perhaps,
criticise Mr. Chase's incompleteness; for, while offering
a theory of the Bezan text of Acts, he touches on hardly
any of the readings whkh seem to me most important.]
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POSTSCRIPT: SPITTA'$ APOST.ELG.ESCHICHT.E.

After the preceding chapters were printed, I became
acquainted with Spitta's work, die Apostelgeschz(hte: z"hre
Quellen und deren geschz'chtlz'cher Wert (Halle), 1891. His
method seems to me excellent ; but, even if I had known
the book sooner, I should have adhered to the plan of
founding all arguments on the received text. Spitta distinguishes in Acts three hands-viz., a Redactor, ,R, of two
documents, A and B. A is of very early date, and of the
highest historical value. B is not quite so early, and of
lower value historically. R, who wrote during the fitst
century, worked them into a single document, making A
his foundation, and incorporating in it great part of B :
he prefixed the intr<?ductory verses i. 1-3, and wrote
junctions between the parts of B and A.
The distinction in the usage of geographical names,
which I have pointed out, Chap. VIII., § 2, corresponds to
Spitta's distinction of documents A and B. A uses names
in the Roman sense, B in the popular or Greek sense. The
second part of xix. 10 must be assigned to the editor, who
fused A and B (he is called R by Spitta): the name Asia
is used there in the Roman sense. In xix. 26, 27, Asia is
used in the popular or Greek sense ; but as it is there
spoken by the artisan Demetrius, we cannot quote this as
a proof of the character of B.* It is remarkable how rarely
the names of districts in Asia Minor occur in B.
The usage of the participle, which is alluded to above,
p. 52, seems to belong to R: Spitta's division makes this
necessary in some cases, and easy in all.
• Hence I did not mention it in Chan. VIII.,

~ 2.
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Almost every case in which, according to our arguments,
Code:c Bezce presents a reading superior in individuality
and accuracy to the accepted text, belongs to B. This
is remarkable, and confirms Spitta's view that B is inferior
in value to A: it would favour the view that a text, in
which the accuracy of some details relating to Asia Minor
had been lost, was deliberately improved in all these cases.
But as I have already pointed out, every instance in which
we hp.ve to attribute to a reviser of the second century such
marked improvements in point of individuality and local
colour ~s those in xiv. 13, xix. 28, constitutes a strong
proof of my theory that the reviser whose work has been
used in the text of Code:c Bezce was intimately acquainted
with Asia Minor.* ·
The passage in A, which I have found deficient in
clearness, occurs at a junction with B ; and the obscurity
is probably due to some mutilation of the text (cp. p. 53•
and Spitta, p. 171).
I now feel even more confident than before, that
Acts xiii.-xxi. is an authority of the highest character
for the historian of Asia. Minor. Formerly I looked on it
with much suspicion, and refrained entirely, in my Hz'storicat
Geography, from founding an argument on it: Now I have
learned that those points which roused suspicion were
perfectly true to the first century, ~?ut were misjudged by
me, because I contemplated them under the influence of
prepossessions derived from the facts of the second
century.
" I was very gla(l to learn from a most generous and kind reviewer
in the Guardian, May 1893, p. 796, that my theory was unconsciously
a repetition of the view already suggested by Bishop Lightfoot in
the new edition of the Dictionary of the Bible.
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APPENDIX: PAULINE CHRONOLOGY.*

Entrance on public life (in his thirtieth year?)
A. D. 3I or 32
Events culminating in the death of Stephen
.. .
...
30-33
Journey to Damascus and conversion
in year ending 22nd Sept. 33
First visit to Jerusalem
... 35
Residence in Tarsus, etc.
.. .
35·43
Barnabas brings Saul to Antioch
... 43
The prophecy of Agabus
. ..
... 44
The famine in Jerusalem begins with failure of harvest
...
... 45
Second visit to Jerusalem
winter 45-46
Return to Antioch
. ..
. ..
...
.. .
. .. 46
First journey ordered ...
about Passover, 29th March 47
In Cyprus
... till July 47
In Pamphylia
...
July 47
In Pisidian Antioch
...
till winter of 47
In !conium
till' summer 48
In Lystra
till autumn 48
In Derbe .. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
winter 48-49
Return by stages through Lystra, !conium, Antioc!I, and across
Pisidia
Feb.-May 49
Short stay in Perga
...
...
June-July 49
Return by Attalia to Syrian Antioch
... August 49
Third visit to Jerusalem; the Council
...
winter 49-50
Second journey begins
after the Feast, 25th March to ISt April so
In Galatia
summer 50
Across Asia to Troas
. ..
about Oct. so
In Philippi
...
... till about Jan. sr
In Thessalonica ...
Jan.-May SI
In Beroea
May-July SI
In Athens
. .. .
. .. August SI
In Corinth
. ..
.. .
Sept. SI to March 53
Epistles to Thessalonians, I. and II.
SI or 52
Arrival of Gallio ...
July 52
Fourth visit to Jerusalem
...
...
...
..,. the Feast, 22nd-29th March 53
Short visit to Syrian Antioch ; Epistle to Galatians
...
...
...
May 53
Third journey begins ...
...
about June 53
In Galatia
July and August 53
In Ephesus
...
...
Oct. 53 to Jan. 56
Wrote first Epistle to Corinthians
about Oct. 55
In Troas ...
...
...
Feb. 56
In Macedonia .. .
...
till late autumn 56.
Began second Epistle to Corinthians
... 56
Short visit to Corinth . ..
.. .
...
...
.. . 56
summer 56
Completed second Epistle to Corinthians (in Philippi ?)
In Achaia three months : Epistle to Romans
.. .
Dec. 56 to Feb. 57
Journey to Philippi
7...
...
... March 57
Start from Philippi for Troas on the way to Jerusalem ...
15th April 57
Fifth visit to Jerusalem: arrival in the city (on the day before) Pentecost, 28th May 57
Imprisonment in Palestine
June 57 to July 59
Voyage to Rome
August 59 to Feb. 6o
In Rome .. .
.. .
.. .
...
.. .
.. .
.. .
. ..
until end of 6r
Epistles to Colossians and Philemon, also to Ephesians . ..
. .. early in 6r
Epistle to Philippians ...
...
...
...
...
...
late in 6r
Trial and acquittal
;..
...
end of 6I
Later travels
...
. ..
;..
62-66
Second trial : Pastoral Epistles
66 or 67
Death {28th June?)
...
...
(66 or) 67
• From St. Paul the Traveller, p. 3951 and the Bible T1·easury of Dr. W. Wright, p. 136.
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64-170: BEING

LECTURES AT MANSFIELD COLLEGE, OXFORD
MAY AND JUNE, x8gz.

CHAPTER IX
SUB7ECT AND ME1 HOD,

N apology is due for my boldness in venturing to
1
address such an audience on so difficult and so
vexed a subject. But I may almost claim that the topic
had been chosen for me by those who had for a time the
right t~ direct my studies. In the task of exploration in
Asia Minor the subject was forced on me : unless a large
part of my materials and a large part of the history
of the country were handed over to others, this subject
must engage a great deal of my attention. If there had
been at first some one in the circle of my own friends
ready to take over my materials and to work them up,
as there are still many who could do so with fuller knowledge than I possess, I should not be placed in the difficult
position that I now occupy. Every word that I have to
say springs ultimately from the desire to do as well as I
could the work assigned to me in Asia Minor.
How closely the subject on which I venture to speak is
involved in the investigation of the history of Asia Minor
may be shown in a single sentence. AsLa Minor, and
especially the province of Asia, was duririg the century
following A.D. 70, to use the words of Bishop Lightfoot,*
"the spiritual centre of Christianity." There the new
religion spread most rapidly and affected the largest

A
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"' Ignatz'us and Polycarf!, I., p. 424.
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proportion of the whole population ; the conduct of the
Asian communities during that period, their relations with
the imperial government, with their pagan neighbours, and
with other Christian communities, gave to a considerable
extent the tone to the development and organisation of
their Churc~. To discuss the relation of the Asian communities to the Empire is practically to discuss the relation
of the Church to the Empire. This page pf history must
be written as a whole.
I. ASPECT OF HISTORY HERE TREATED.

The subject before us has many sides, of which one
alone will here concern us. These lectures are historical,
not theological. It is to a page in the history of society
that I ask your attention, and not to a theory of the
development of religious organisation, or doctrine, or ritual.
I want to take Church history for the moment out of the
theological domain, and to look at it from another point
of view. When it is treated by writers whose interests are
either theological or anti-theological, there is generally a
tendency to treat controversies between sects, and struggles
between opposing churches, too much as a matter of religious dogma. The diversities of opinion on points of doctrine, often sufficiently minute points, are related in great
detail, by the theologians with the interest of love, by the
.anti-theologians with the interest of ridicule. But, to take
an example from my own country, the historian of Scotland
who described the differences of doctrine, often barely
discernible by the naked eye, between our innumerable
sects, and left the reader to infer that these were the sole,
or even the chief, causes of division between the sects,
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would give a very inadequate picture of the facts. He
must also describe and explain many social and political
differences ; e.g., he must not leave his readers ignorant of
the fact that one church as a body took one political side,
another as a body took the opposite side.
So in earlier Church history, it has often been the case
that differences of race or manners were the cause of
division between churches and sects, and slight differences
of doctrine or ritual were merely badges on the banners
of armies already arrayed against each other. I do not
maintain that this is the whole matter, nor even that it is
the chief matter ; but I do say that it is a side that deserves
and will reward study, and that it does not always receive
its fair share of attention. The schism between the Latin
and Greek Churches in the ninth century, the schisms
between the Greek and the Armenian and other Eastern
Churches, are examples of religious movements which were
even more important in their political than their theological
aspect.
2. CONNEXION BETWEEN CHURCH HISTORY AND THE
LIFE OF THE PERIOD.

I do not think that in this work I am venturing away
from my proper subject-viz., the study of the character and life of the Roman Empire, especially in the eastern·
provinces. It is possible to set too narrow bounds to the
study of Roman life ; and any bounds are too narrow
which exclude from that study what is probably its most
important problem-viz., its relations to the system of belief,
morality, and society which, beginning ·in the eastern
provinces, gradually _spread over the whole Empire.
It must be confessed that this opinion as to the close
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connexion between Church history and the general history
of the time is not generally held. They are generally
considered to be unconnected with each other, and to
belong to different fields of study. There has existed,
and perhaps still exists, a widespread opinion that
Christian writings (like Byzantine history) lie beyond the
pale of what is called humane letters, and that the classical scholar has nothing to do with them. We are all
only too prone to bound the realm of humane letters by
the limits of our individual interests. Is it still necessary
to,. plead that a classical scholar may justifiably spend
some part of his time in reading such authors as Cyprian
or Tertullian, as interpreters of the society in which they
Ii~ed, or such authors as Basil of Ccesareia or Gregory of
N azianzos, as aids in understanding the history of Roman
Cappadocia? In becoming Christians, these writers did
not cease to be men : they only gained that element of
thoroughness, sincerity, and enthusiasm, the want of which
is so unpleasant in later classical literature; and if they
directed these qualities into different channels from those
which are most natural now, every such direction of our
common human nature must be studied and explained by
the circumstances of its time. History only deepens in
intensity and interest as we pass from the classical and
- come down towards the present time. The only reason
why it sometimes appears less interesting is that the strands
of life become more numerous as time goes on, and the
effort to comprehend them separately, and bring them
together in the mind to form the complicated thread of
human history, grows more serious.
There are many interests of the most fascinating kind in
the history of the Roman empire, when we turn away from
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the battles and sieges, the murders and suicides, the crimes
of one emperor and the lofty character of another-in
short, from all the great things of history. The machinery
by which for the first time in human. history there was
· constructed a great and stable empire, more permanent
than the strong arm of the despot who held it together;
the remarkable system by which such a splendid series
of provincial administrators was produced and trained,
administrators of whom one of the greatest scholars Cambridge ever sent forth-a scholar whom we all grudge to
the politics that absorb him-says that we can find among
them, examples occasionally of cruelty, occasionally of
rapacity, but never of incompetence'* : that magnificent
system is a fascinating study, but it is inferior in human
interest to the study of social phenomena. The widest
democracy of ancient times was a narrow oligarchy in comparison with our modern states. But the ideas which have
realised themselves among us as the rights of the poorest
and lowest classes were at work under the Roman empire;
and the central point in the study of Roman imperial
society is the conflict of the new religion with the old. By
a study of Roman imperial society, I do not, of course, mean
superficial talk about J uvenal and the society he. describes.
What Juvenal considered to be society was merely the
slowly dying governing caste of earlier Rome, the nobles
who had conquered the world, who had long maintained
their pre-eminence by absorbing into their number every
person of vigour and power enough to raise him above the
level of the lower class, but who at last paid the penalty
that every privileged class seems always to pay, in cor-

* Waddington 1 "Fastes des Provinces Asiatiques," p. 18.
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ruption and gradual death. Tacitus and Juvenal paint
the deathbed of pagan Rome; they have no eyes to see
the growth of riew Rome, with its universal citizenship,
its universal Church (first of the Emperors, afterwards of
Christ), its "alimentations," its care for the orphan and
the foundling, its recognition of the duty of the State to
see that every one of its members is fed. The Empire outraged fhe old republican tradition, that the provincial was
naturally inferior to the Roman ; '* but this, whkh was its
greatest crime in the eyes of Tacitus, is precisely what
constitutes its importance in the history of the world.
What we are in search of is the historian who will show us
the state of things beyond the exclusive circle of aristocratic
society, among the working classes arid the thinking classes ;
who will discuss the relation between the Christian and
his next-door neighbour who sacrificed to Rome and the
emperor, and amused himself with the pageantry of Jupiter
and Artemis. I want to be shown what the middle classes
of the community were doing, and still more what they
were thinking. I care little for the university scholar who
immured himself in the university, and dabbled in elegant
literature and gave· showy lectures; but I want to see the
man of high university training, who went out to move
the world. I get little for my purpose among the pagan
writers ; and I must go to the Christian writers, whom I
find full of social enthusiasm, though expressed in strange

* On Horace's protest against this tendency of the Empire, of
which he was vaguely conscious, see Mommsen' s speech to the Berlin
Academy on the anniversary of the two emperors, Frederick and
William II., in Berlz'n Sitzungsber., January 24th, 1889. Horace,
though an adherent of Octavian, never really abandoned his old
republican view ; he admired Augustus as the restorer of old Rome,
the maker of new Rome.
not
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and to me sometimes repellent forms. They weary me
sometimes with doctrine, when I want humanity ; but
beneath their doctrine the man appears, and when they
condescend to the affairs of the world, they are instinct
with humarf feeling. The greatest of them often reach
the level of thought where doctrine and life are fused as
two aspects of the same thing.
Placed amid the uncongenial society of the · Roman
Empire, the Christian Church found itself necessarily
in opposition to some parts of the Roman law and custom ;
negatively it refused to comply with them, positively it
even enacted laws for itself which were in flat contradiction to the national laws (as when Callistus, Bishop of
Rome, ordered about 220 A.D. that certain marriages should
be legal, though the state considered them illegal). The
Church was a party of reform and of opposition to the
government policy, carried. sometimes to the verge of
revolutionary movement. Notable differences are found
in this respect between the teaching of different periods
and different individuals. The question as to the point
where disobedience to the imperial law became justifiable,
or as to how far the Imperial Government was right in
trying to compel obedience and to maintain order, is
a very difficult one. The usual answer,"' that he who
thinks as I think is right in disobeying, he who thinks
otherwise is wrong, is completely satisfactory to few. We
attempt to approach the question from the imperial point
of view, and to follow where the evidence leads us. ·

3· THE AUTHORITIES: DATE.
What then is the evidence? . The answer to this question
is of primary importance in a subject where the date, the
12
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authorship, and the trustworthiness of many of the ancient
authorities are all matters of dispute. A few words on
these points are necessary as a preliminary. The criticism
applied to one class of our authorities-viz., the writings
that give (or profess to give) the views of the Christianshas been strict and severe; it is very important that they
should have been subjected to this minute examination,
conducted with the learning, acuteness, and ingenuity
which belong to German scholarship. But it is unfortunate that some scholars should so habituate themselves
to this point of view as to become incapable of taking
a wider historical survey of the situation as a whole.
There are some documents whose falseness to the period
to which they profess to belong has been clearly demonstrated. All such documents have certain well-marked
characteristics. Some purpose or intention of the writer
is obvious in them ; and above all, nothing, or next to
nothing, for the historian's purpose can be inferred from
them. They have no reality or life beneath the surface;
or, to put it in another way, they have no background ·
on which, by closer inspection and minuter study, other
facts and figures can be seen to live and move. They
attest some single fact in view of which they were' compos~d ; but they give no further evidence to aid the
historian. The personages are mere lay figures : they
have lived no life ; they have no past and no historical
surroundings. But there is another class of documents,
whose spuriousness would cause a serious loss to the
historian. Such documents suggest a real story underlying the superficial facts : the characters are living men,
whose real experiences in the world have caused the facts
which appear on the surface ; and from these facts we can
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work back to their past experiences, their surroundings,
the world in which they moved. I know no case in which
it has been demonstrated that such a document is spurious.
It is quite true that there are many grave and serious
difficulties in documents of this type ; but such difficulties
occur in all historical documents. The historian has to
accept them,· though often he fails entirely to solve them.
Not a year passes, hardly a month passes, in which the
solution of some puzzle in classical antiquities is not
attained through the discovery of new. evidence ; and each
difficulty solved marks an advance in our knowledge and
an increase in our powers. But many of them remain for
the future to solve ; with our present resources they must
be accepted. These difficulties often take the form of
apparent contradictions between authorities. It is a cheap
solution to bring down the date of one authority by a
century ; but historians have found that this method of
explanation raises far more difficulties than it solves, and,
it has been practically abandoned in almost all branches
of history. In them the rule is for the critic to test the
genuineness of documents so far as possible apart from his
own theories on disputed points, and frame the theory on
the basis of the documents.
'
For example, Juvenal and Martial were contemporaries
and acquaintances ; but it is very hard to reconcile and
to work into a consistent picture their allusions to the
habits and manners of upper-class Roman society in
reference to the formal visits of courtesy and the presents
given by the host to his visitors (salutatio and sportula).
Even if we take into account the slight difference of time,
Martial's writings being published at intervals from 86
to 101 A.D., whereas Juvenal's first book (the one chiefly
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in question) was published about 103 to 105, no theory
of development that can be considered satisfactory has
yet been offered. Moreover, Juvenal expressly claims to ,
be describing the manners of the reign of Domitian, 81
to g6, and to avoid as dangerous all references to the
age of Trajan, in which he was writing. The attempt
to solve this contradiction by bringing down the date
of either authority a half-century or a whole century or
more would only arouse ridicule ; it certainly would not
be thought worth serious refutation.
In one branch of history alone do we find still in full
vigour, unaffected by sounder methods of inquiry, the
superficial and uncritical way of getting rid of such. difficulties by tampering with the date of documents and
moving them about like pieces on a chessboard. Oddly
enough, it is among those to whom the name of critics
has been specially applied that this uncritical method is
still practised, after it has passed out of credit in all other
departments of inquiry. Many consequences of an unexpected kind have resulted indirectly from the practice
of this method. For example, it is now generally acknowledged that the tendency of the Tiibingen school of criticism
was to date the documents and t.he facts of early Christian
history decidedly too late, and most recent critics have
carried back the documents to an earlier date. But the
question latent in thei,r. minds seems always to take the
form, " How far back does clear and irrefragable evidence
compel us to carry the documents? " They seem to start
with the presumption of a late date in their minds, and
thus always to have a certain bias, which hinders them
from attaining the purely historical point of view. Evidence
which formerly was weighed under the bias of a dominant
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theory seems to retain, even among those who have
gradually come to abandon that theory, part of the weight
derived from it. It is, as I believe, due to this bias that
some German scholars are now gradually settling down to
an agreement in dating a number of important documents
about midway between the traditional date and the date
assigned by the earlier TUbingen school..
To quote another example, similar in character, Neumann has realised clearly and argued convincingly that
the interpretation of Pliny's letter about the Christians
which was almost universal in Germany is wrong, and
that the letter marks not the beginning, but a stage in the
further course of persecution. Yet certain theories t of
the growth of church organisation retain their hold on him,
although they were elaborated by a long series of investigators, who were biassed in their judgment by the misinterpretation of that cardinal document, which N eumann has
more correctly estimated. He assumes the conclusions,
after having overthrown one of the premises.

*

* It is impossible to avoid frequent references to Neumann's admirable work on "The Roman State and the Universal Church"
(Part I, Leipzig, 18go). It is an excellent collection of materials:
much of what he says I agree with, and shall as far as possible
avoid repeating ; but his general view of the subject differs greatly
from mine. As the book is widely known, I shall mention also
some details in which his interpretation of the ancient authorities
differs from that which is assumed in this book.
t These theories have affected his view throughout. The heroic
dogmatism of his reference on p. 57 to the letter of Ignatius to the
Smyrnceans is a fair example : if the word "universal" (KaBoJ\tK!JJ,
applied to the Church, occurs in it, the author cannot be Ignatius
of Antioch. Where proof is defective, N eumann has not risen
superior to the method of supplying the defect by increased boldness
iP. assertion.
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With the question of date, that of authorship is to a
certain extent bound up ; so far as it is a separate question,
it hardly concerns our purpose. For example, the question
whether the Epistles attributed to St. John were written
by the Apostle will not practically affect the historian's
estimate of their value, if once he is convinced that they
are first-century productions.
4· THE AUTHORITIES: TRUSTWORTHINESS.

With regard to the trustworthiness of the documents,
some words also are needed. We have now for ever
passed beyond that stage of historical investigation which
consisted in comparing the statements of Christian documents with the Roman writers, and condemning the
former in every point where they differed from the
authoritative standard of the latter. We have now recognised, once and for all, that the value of the Christian
documents for the historian lies in their difference from
the Roman writers at least as much as in their agreement;
that a contrast between the version of the same facts given
by these two classes of documents was inseparable from
their differing points of view, and, so far from disproving,
is really the necessary condition for our admitting, the
authenticity of the Christian documents. If they agreed,
they would lose their value as historical authorities, and
they could not possibly be genuine works of the period to
which they claim to belong.
In truth we are fortunate, amid the dearth of documentary
evidence as to the actual facts of history in the period
50-170, to have so many presentations of the general tone
of feeling and thought from very different points of view,
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In the Roman writers of the period of history in which
olir subject lies)' we have in general the view of the
opposition to the imperial rule; even some writers who
nominally take the side of the government are so hopelessly hedged in by the prejudices of the past, so dominated
by the glories of republican Rome, so incapable of appreciating the higher elements cif the imperial rule, so
opposed in heart to those higher elements if they had
understood them, that they present themselves as mere
apologists of a rule with which they at heart are not in
sympathy, and are really the most telling witnesses
against the system which they. believe themselves to be
defending and extolling.
Few authors are more full of interest than the Roman
writers of this period. Historical literature has never
found a subjeCt more full of picturesque and striking
incidents, of strong lights and deep shadows, of vivid
contra.st of individual characters, of enormous vices and
of great virtues in the dramatis personm. Few writers
also have shown greater power of telling their story in
the way best suited to heighten its effect. No writer
has surpassed, hardly any has equalled, Tacitus in power
of adding effect to a narrative by the manner in which the
incidents are grouped and the action described. Whatever faults a purist may find with the style of the period,
its practical effect as a literary instrument can with
difficulty be paralleled in the whole range of literature.
But their historical view is far from wide. It would not
be easy to find a period in which literature was so entirely blind to the great movements that were going on
around it. The Romans were destitute of the historical
faculty, and of scientific insight or interest ; they c;ould
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make history, but they could not write it. The early
emperors are remarkable figures in themselves, and still
more remarkable as they are presented to us by Tacitus ·
and Suetonius ; and their individual influence and im- ·.
portance were of course great.
But the permanent
Imperial policy was distinct from. them and greater
than they were, and offers a more serious problem for ·
the modern historian of the Roman empire. We must
determine what was the policy in reference to the prosperity and education of the population, the development
of jurisprudence, the organised machinery of government,
the training of the officials, the alimentary foundations
for poor children, the attempts to cope with great social
problems (such as the formally <'j.dmitted duty of the
State to feed its pauper population), the spreading of
equal rights and equal citizenship over the whole civilised
world, the making of a state religion to guarantee: that
citizenship.
On such things as these depends our estimate of the
Roman Imperial system ; and on such points the Roman
writers are practically silent.
Among them we find
philosophers who aired their rhetoric, rhetoricians who
dabbled in moral philosophy, at best pessimists who disbelieved in the present and in the future of the Empire,
who made heroes of Cato with his pedantry, of Brutus
with his affectation, and Cicero with his superficiality,
but who despaired entirely.,., of the possibility of restoring
their golden age. The historians are so occupied with
the great events of history, the satirists so busy with the
vices of upper-class society, the moralists with abstract
theorising, the poets with Greek mythology and with the
maintenance of their footing in the atria of the rich and
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the favour of the Emperor and his freedmen, that they have
neither time to write about the aims of imperial policy nor
eyes to see them ; and we gather only indirectly from
them some information which we can interpret by other
authorities. Here we must trust to our second class of
authorities, the inscriptions and the laws.
i,
Lastly, we have the view taken by the adherents of that
new religion which grew up within the Empire, formed
itself in a great and powerful organisation, and- finally
took into itself the Imperial Government, its policy, and
its laws. As to them, we might with little exaggeration
say in one sweeping sentence that, when we find any
person who sets himself to do something with energy for
the improvement of society, he is either an Emperor or
a Christian.
\

5.

RESULTS OF SEPARATING CHURCH HISTORY FROM
IMPERIAL HISTORY.

It is safe to say that this last class of authorities has
not yet been used so fully as it might be by the modern
historians of the Empire, partly, indeed, from doubts with
regard to the authenticity and value of the documents, but
partly also from preoccupation with the other two classes
of authorities. But if classical scholars have more to learn
from the Christian writers than has· been generally recognised, theologians also have something to learn from the
evidence of classical history. The·wide and accurate knowledge, and the grasp of the facts' of Roman life, shown by
the late Bishop Lightfoot and some other scholars whom
I need not name, must not blind us to the comparative
rarity of such depth of treatment as theirs,
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In particular, I feel bound to say that in several of the
modern German critics there has been a .want of
historical sense, and even a failure to grasp the facts of
Roman life, which have seriously impaired the value
of their work in early Church history, in spite of all
their learning and ability. Perhaps the best way to
explain my meaning, and to offer myself to criticism
and correction if I am wrong, will be to quote a few
typical examples.
Baur's "Paul the Apostle of Jesus, Christ," with its keen
criticism of the historical incidents in St. Paul's life, has
been an epoch-making work in the subject. Let us take
one specimen of the historical arguments which he uses.
There is no more difficult problem for the historian than
the relations in which Romans and non-Romans stood
to one another in provincial towns : a recent paper of
Mommsen's * will give some idea of the utter obscurity in
which this subject is involved. But for Baur there is no
obscurity. Utterly unconscious of the difficulty of, the
subject, he moves with perfect ease and unhesitating confidence through the scene with the magistrates at Philippi ;
he knows exactly what the colonial magistrates would do
and how they would behave; and he triumphantly disproves the authenticity of a document which might give
one who possessed the historic sense a vivid picture of
the provincial Roman magistrate suddenly realising that he
has treated a Roman like a mere native. Ignorance might
be freely pardoned, but not such bold assumption of
knowledge.
But this example is perhaps antediluvian; let us see

* Ejhemeds Ejigrajhz'ca, vol. vii., 1892, p. 4J6ff,
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whether all is now changed for .the better. I shall come
down to a recent date, 1887, and to no mean theologian,
Dr. Pfleiderer of the University of Berlin; and shall select
two examples bearing closely on my present subject and
helping to make it clear.
I. In one single sentence he states the historical argument ~bout the first epistle attributed to St. Peter. It
presupposes that the persons to whom it was addressed
were in a situation introduced by an act of Trajan, and
therefore the epistle must be later than Trajan. These
persons belonged to the provinces or countrieS of Pontus,
Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia; * and Dr.
Pfleiderer boldly sums up these countries as the Roman
province of Asia Minor, declares that Pliny was governor
of Asia Minor, and that Trajan, in reply to a question
addressed to him by Pliny, issued an edict, ordering a
·persecution of the Christians in the province of Asia Minor.
It would not be easy to unite more errors in a single short
sentence. (I) There was no such Roman province as Asia
Minor. (2) There was for the ancients no such geographical or political entity as Asia Minor. (3) Pliny
was governor, not of all the districts mentioned in I. Peter,
but of the one province of Bithynia-Pontus. He had no
authority in Cappadocia or Galatia or Asia. Therefore,
if Trajan's\ orders. extended only to Pliny's province, Dr.
"" Urchristenthum," p. 656 : "Der Brief setzt voraus, dass die
Kleinasiatischen Leser urn ihres Christenn1mens willen gerichtliche
Verfolgungen zu bestehen hatten ; solche Qlaubensprozesse aber, bei
welchen keine anderweitige Beschuldigung als eben das Christen·
bekenntniss den Anklagepunkt bi!dete, ~l.nd erstmals von Trajan
angeordnet worden, und · zwar gerade fiiri die Provinz Kleinasien,
wo Plinius Statthalter war, der durch seine Anfrage in dieser Sache
das kaiserliche Edikt veranlasste."
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Pfleiderer's explanation fails to account for the facts with
which he is dealing. (4) Trajan did not issue any edict
about the Christians.
In the sequel we shall see how far any unprejudiced
reader of the original letters could hold that Trajan first
instituted a persecution of the Christians.
2. Arguing that the Epistles of Ignatius are a forgery,
Dr. Pfleiderer says that the tale of Ignatius' journey as a
p<t"ic:oner to be exposed to beasts in Rome is an unhistorical
fiction ; for there is no analogy in the second century to
this transportation of the criminal from the place of trial
to the Roman amphitheatre.!\'< But it is a commonplace of
history that the practice was usual. It was regulated by
special enactments, a few of which are preserved to us. If
among the small number of cases known to us of Christians
exposed to wild beasts no parallel to Ignatius occurs, that
is no argument against the general practice. Mommsen
expressly argues that the words of the Apocalypse, that
Rome was "drunk with the blood of the martyrs," must be
understood as referring to those who were condemned in
the Eastern provinces and sent to Rome for execution.t
I do not quote these faults from any desire to pick holes
in the work of scholars greater than myself, but solely because they are examples of false method. The question
as to the date of I. Peter is a historical question, and the
\

"Pfleiderer, "Das Urchristenthum," p. 826: "Diese ganze Reise
des Verurtheilten nach Rom ist eine ungeschichtliche Fiktion ; denn
so oft auch Christen zum · Thierkampf verurtheilt wurden, so findet
sich do eh im zweiten Jahrhundert keine Analogie zu diesem Transport aus dem Gerichtsort ins romische Amphitheater."
t. See Provznces of the Roman Emptre, vol. ii., p. 199, of the
English Translation,
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necessary condition of understanding it properly is to
accurately conceive the circumstances and position of those
to whom it is addressed. What confidence can be placed
in the judgment about the authenticity of a historical
document pronounced by a critic who is so hopelessly at
sea in regard to elementary facts about the condition of
the provinces to which the document relates? But
Dr. Pfleiderer cares for none of these things. Ingenious
and highly abstract philosophic thought reveals to him
the whole evolution of Christian history, and with that
knowledge clear in his mind he decides with secure
confidence on the authenticity and date of historical
documents. In truth historical arguments are to him of
little importance and of no interest. His historical argument about I. Peter is a mere parergon, a mere makeweight thrown in for the sake of appearance and effect :
unreasonable people demand historical arguments about
historical documents, and it looks well to give them. The
whole value of Dr. Pfleiderer's learned, ingenious, and able
work lies in .another direction ; but for us, who require
the theory to be founded on the document, not the
document cut to fit the theory, its value is nil.
The false method which has just been alluded to is
far too common. In a subject of such difficulty as the
history of the early Church, a subject about which the
only point that is universally agreed on is its obscurity,
not a few writers feel so confident in their own particular
theory that they condemn as spurious every piece of
evidence that disagrees with it. This condemnation is
sometimes justified by a professed examination of the
evidence-a mere pretence, because conducted with mind
already made up and strained in the outlook for reasons

I
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to support their conclusion ; at other times the pretence
of. examination is discarded, and a document, in spite of
the general presumption in its favour on other grounds,
is rejected or relegated to a later date, simply and
solely because its admission is fatal to the critic's pet
theory.

6. THE

POINT OF VIEW.

No one can be free from bias in this subject, and
perhaps, therefore, it would be best to 'put you on your
guard by stating briefly the general point of view from
which these lectures· are written.
The Roman Empire and the Church represent to the
historian two different attempts to cope with the existing
problems of society. The former started from the idea
first articulated by Tiberius Gracchus, that every Roman .
citizen deserved to occupy a situation of decent comfort,
and to benefit in some deg~ee by the wealth and prosperity
of the whole state. It soon appeared that this idea implied
political reform, or rather revolution. Experience further
showed that this revolution, and the changed relations to
the subject countries which were introduced by it, demanded a new religion.
A religion was needed, for to the ancients a union without a religious bond to hold it together was inconceivable.
Every society made its union binding on its members by
religious obligations and common ritual. The family tie
meant, not common blood, but communion in the same
. family cultus. Patriotism was another form of adherence
to the national religion.
Further, this religion must be a new one ; for no existing
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religion was wider than national ; * and no ancient religion
wished to proselytise or to take in new -members. The
object of each was to confine its benefits to a small
circle of devotees, and to enlist the aid of the god whom
it worshipped against all strangers, all foreigners, all
enemies-z'.e., against all who were not within the privileged
circle. But the new Empire transcended national distinctions and national religions. Roman citizenship included
an ever growing proportion of the population in every land
round the Mediterranean, till at last it embraced the whole
Roman world.
This new unity therefore required a new religion to consecrate it, and to create a common idea and a tie. Half
with conscious aim, half driven on unconsciously by the
tide of circumstances, the new empire set about creating a
new religion. It showed extraord!nary skill in constructing the new system out of the old with the least possible
change, taking up the existing religions and giving them
::t place in its scheme.
The Emperor represented the
majesty, the wisdom, and the beneficent power of Rome :
he was in many cases actually represented in different parts
of the empire as an incamation of the god worshipped in
that district, the Zeus Larasios of Tralles, the Men of
Juliopolis, the Zeus Olympios of the Greeks in general.
Even where this final step was not taken, the imperial
cultus was, in the Asian · provinces generally, organised
as the highest and most authoritative religion, and the
emperor was named along with and before the. special
deity of the district.

* Apparent exceptions, such as the worship of Isis, need not be
here discussed. The general principle will not be disputed by any.
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Christianity also created a religion for the Empire,
transcending all distinctions of nationality ; but, far from
striving to preserve a continuity between the past and
the future, it comprehended the past in a universal condemnation, "dust and ashes, dead and done with." It
cannot be denied that the Christians were in a historical
view unfair to the old religions, and blind to certain fine
conceptions lurking in them ; but it is equally certain
that the Imperial state religion had no vitality and nothing
of the religious character.
,
The path of development for the empire lay in accepting
the religion offered it to complete its organisation. Down
to the time of Hadrian there was a certain progress on the
part of the Empire towards a recognition of this necessity;
after Hadrian the progress ended, but also after Hadriail
the development of the imperial idea ended, until he found
a successor in Constantine.
This view * has been the guide in my reading, and has
perhaps caused some bias in choosing facts. But I am·
glad to be able to refer to the eloquent and weighty pages
in which Mommsen last year showed t that Christianity
was in reality not the enemy but the friend of the Empire,
that the Empire grew far stronger when the Emperors

* I may quote what I said in the Expositor, December 1889,
p. 402 : " One of the most remarkable sides of the history of Rome
is the growth of ideas which found their. realisation and completion
in the Christian Empire. Universal citizenship, universal equality.
universal religion, a universal Church, all were ideas which the
Empire was slowly working out, but which it could not· realise till it
merged itself in Christianity."
tOn pp. 416 :If. of a remarkable review of N eumann, which appeared
in the Hz:Storische Ze#schrift, vol. xxviii., pp. 389-429, under the
title of "Der Religionsfrevel nach romischem Recht."
·
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became Christian, that the religious attitude of the earlier
centuries was a source of weakness rather than of strength,
and the endeavour of the fourth ·century to make the state
religion an abstract monotheism tolerant of all creeds arid
sects was soon found impracticable.
But when Mommsen implies that the emperors would
gladly have tolerated Christianity, but were occasionally
forced by popular feeling and popular clamour to depart
from their proper policy and persecute Christianity, I
think this is true, but not a complete account. Instances of mere weak yielding to popular feeling occur ;
but it is not the case that the weakest emperors are the
persecutors.
The difficulty then is, how is the persecution of Christians
by the emperors to be explained? Lightfoot has urged
that Christianity was a relz'gio illicz'ta, and as such forbidden
by immemorial law. This is true, but it does not constitute
a sufficient explanation of the persecution. The same
prohibition applied to many other religions which practically were never interfered with. Growing toleration of
non-Roman religions was inseparable from the growth of
the imperial idea· and the gradual merging of Roman
citizenship in Imperial citizenship. The exclusiveness of
Roman religion, which sprang from the pride of Roman
citizenship, necessarily grew weaker along with· it. The
sense of this growing change was not perhaps consciously
and distinctly present to the' mind of any Emperor except
Hadrian, who is said to have entertained the thought of
building temples everywhere to the unseen god.* But it
must have been dimly felt by all the emperors, and it
• See Scrzptores Hzstorz"ce Augustm, xviii. (Alex. Severus), 43, 6.
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certainly lies at the bottom of the growing indifference to
the spread of foreign rites among the Romans.
To explain the proscription of one religion alone, amid
otherwise universal tolerance, is our first object.
Few historical questions have suffered more from loose
expression and loose thought than this. It is universally
agreed (I) that originally Christians were regarded as a
mere Jewish sect, that the Empire did not concern itself with
questions of Jewish law, and that Christianity benefited by
the freedom and even favour granted to t)J.e Jewish religion
by the Roman Government; (2) that at a later period there
was an absolute proscription of Christianity by the empire,
and war to the knife between these two powers.
The question at what time the one treatment was
changed for the other, or whether any intermediate treatment
different from both was in force for a time, is a delicate
one, in which precision in word and in thought is abso~
lutely essential. Until Mommsen had introduced more
exact ideas as to the terms and forms of Imperial procedure,
such precision was very difficult to practise ; and even now
to attain it is "hard and rare."
The beginning of the declared and inexpiable war
between the Empire and the Christians has been assigned
to very different dates by modern writers. Some make it
the result of a supposed edict of Septimius Severus, but
N eumann has shown conclusively that no proof exists that
Severus issued any edict on the subject. It illustrates the
loose_ness with which the legal and administrative aspects
of this question are treated, that Dr. Harnack,* in review~
ing Neumann, continues to speak of this edict, whose
* Theologt'sche Ze#schrift, 18go, No. 4, col. 87.
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existence N eumann has disproveq. There is no proof,
and we may add no probability, that Severus did more
than answer by rescript questions addressed to him by
provincial governors. This is no mere question of words
and names ; it is a question of prime consequence in understanding the relation of the Empire and of Severus to the
Church.
Others date the beginning of this war from the reign of
Trajan; * Neumann recently derives it from Domitian, and
dates the supposed change in the attitude of the State to
the Church precisely 9 5 A.D.
Where shall we find a safe point from which to start our
investigation? This cannot be a matter of doubt. If
we were allowed our choice of a piece of evidence about
the view held by the Imperial administration with regard
to the Christians, probably those most conversant with
Roman history would ask for a private report addressed to
the Emperor for purely business reasons, with no thought
of publication, by some experienced official, possessing a
good acquaintance with the ordinary imperial procedure,
and for the Emperor's reply to it. That we possess in
Pliny's Report addressed to Trajan from Bithynia, probably
in the latter months of the year IIZ, and Trajan's Rescript
to Pliny.

* This was the prevailing idea in Germany, and in all scholarship
that was dominated by German influence, till Neumann. A slight
variety of it is stated by Overbeck, Studz'en zur Geschz'chte der
alten Kt'rche, p. 94, "Before Nerva it is only by accident through
the personal mood of one or another Emperor that the Christian sect
found itself at enmity with the state."

CHAPTER X.
PLINY'S REPORT AND TRAJAN'S RESCRIPT.•
.I. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.

of preliminary is needed on the question of
A WORD
the genuineness of the documents. The question
fortunately has been already raised, discussed, and, we
may almost say, buried. The correspondence of Pliny with
Trajan depends on a single manuscript, of unknown .age,
found in Paris about 1500, apparently taken to Italy in the
next few years, used by several persons before 1 508, and
never since seen or known. In spite of this suspicious
history, the correspondence is indubitably genuine. It
contains such a picture of provincial administration that,
until Mommsen had written and the publication of the
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum had been well advanced,
no one was able adequately to understand its importance ;t
and each advance in our knowledge of the imperialorganisation only enables· us more clearly to appreciate the
importance of this unique revelation of Roman provincial
government.
The two letters (nos. 96 and 97) which especially concern
us now are also genuine, The one is indubitably written in
• Pliny, "Epist. ad Trajan," 96, 97·
+The whole correspondence can be studied best in Mr. Hardy's
useful edition, the notes in which bring out the characteristics of
provincial administration very well. A few occasional errors are
not such as to interfere with the enjoyment and profit of the reader.
zg6
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Pliny's style. The other shows the direct, incisive manner
of the great practical administrator; Trajan, who speaks
his meaning without a single unnecessary clause ; but we
have not the same criteri.a about the style as we have in
the case of Pliny, and we must take into account that
such rescripts were perhaps composed in the imperial
chancellery from the Emperor's notes or verbal directions.
Personally, I must confess that the whole series of Trajan's
rescripts to Pliny make on me the impression of having
been composed (and doubtless dictated) by one single
person ; but it is not easy to estimate, and "it is certainly
~not safe to minimise, the degree to which uniformity of .
style could be impressed on an official bureau under the
permanent direction of one powerful genius. The spirit of
these documents, so different from that of any later age, is
alone a sufficient defence. A forger is confined within the
limit~ of his own knowledge and of the tone and spirit of
his time ; but these documents become more pregnant
with meaning the longer they a.re studied ; and the difficulties which they undoubtedly present are caused partly
by the imperfection of our own knowledge, and partly
by determined prepossession in favour of some imperfect
historical view.
In order to appreciate properly. two such documents we
must put ourselves in the position of the two parties, and
we must clearly conceive their character and their training
-the one with the precise, formal, but scrupulously just
character of a lawyer of high standing and long practice in
the Roman courts, the other the greatest ~nd most clearsighted administrator that ever wielded the power bequeathed by Augustus. We may be sure that a question
on a point of legal procedure addressed by Pliny to Trajan
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purs before him clearly the legal aspect of the situation ;
but he explains nothing which he can assume to be present
in the Emperor's mind. We have, then, not merely to
translate the documents, which is comparatively easy, but
to understand them, which is very difficult. We have to
read much between the lines, to conceive very precisely the
meaning of certain phrases, and above all to remember
that these are business papers, and the writers men of
affairs-not philosophers discussing subtleties, nor historians
drawing a picture of events for the benefit of future readers.
This is by no means a short or easy task ; and I trust
therefore to your patience if I enter with Fven painful
minuteness into the discussion of the whole situation,. and
to your indulgence · if, after all, I should fail to grasp
thoroughly, or explain· clearly, the situation.
2. THE RELIGIOUS QUESTION IN BITHYNIA-PONTUS.

In A.D. 112,* as we learn incidentally from Pliriy's letter,
the new religion had ~pread so. widely in Bithynia, not
merely in the cities, but also in the villages and the
country districts generally, that the temples were almost
deserted, and the sacrificial ritual was interrupted. Information against the Christians was lodged with Pliny ;
but we are left to guess from what quarter it came, and
what precise form it took. He does not expressly tell us
whether the accusations were simply couched in the form
that the accused were Christians, or whether it was also
alleged that they had caused injury and undeserved loss
to respectable persons, or had been guilty of grave crimes.

* Mommsen leaves a choice between the two years ua, II3·
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Whatever was the precise character of the charges Pliny
entertained them.
It is probable that Pliny, with his strict, precise ideas of
the law, and with the careful, zealous attention to duty
which belonged to his character, proceeded, immediately
on his arrival in the province, to carry out the principles
of Roman provincial administration with an energy and
thoroughness that formed a strong contrast to the conduct
of the preceding governors. The lattc;r had permitted a
laxity of administration, which had led to serious disorders
and disorganisation throughout the province. Pliny had
been sent on a special mission to restbre order; and he,
showed his activity, we may be sure, from the day he
entere'd on office. The character of his mission-to restore
order in a province disorganised by lax administrationlends additional emphasis and meaning to ~he fact that he
rigidly enforced the procedure against the Christians. It
also throws a clear light on his e~planation to the El't\peror
that the Christians deserved death for their obstinate and
insubordinate spirit, quite apart from any question as to
the penalty of their Christianity. They offered a gross
instance of the disorder and insubordination which had been
allowed to pervade the province, and which Pliny was
commissioned to stamp out. Such was his first duty, and
it is easy to understand how the Christians must have
appeared to him to need energetic and severe treatment
as soon as his attention was called to them.
Now Pliny pointedly mentions that an improvement in
one branch of trade,-viz. in the sale of fodder for the
victims that were kept in stock at the temples to be ready
for sacrifice by worshippers---:took place in consequence of
his energetic measures against the Christians. This curious
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reference to a rather humble trade suggests that originally
complaints had been made to Pliny by the tradesmen
whose business was endangered, and that in this. way his
attention was first drawn to the Christians. He saw that
persons engaged in a lawful occupation were interfered
.with in their trade, and deprived of· their proper gains,
through the disturbance caused in society and ordinary
ways of life by the action of the Christians and the newfangled ideas and ways which they introduced. Such
interference with the settled course of society was certain
to rouse the, action of the Roman Government wherever it
was vigorously administered, and it was, as a rule, in some
such way that the Christian religion in its earlier stages
attracted the notice and the repressive action of th~
State.*
An example of the attitude which a Roman governor
would be likely to assume towards any such interference
with the normal course of trade may be quoted from the
neighbouring province of Asia. Wheri disturbances were
caused at Magnesia on the Mreander by the bakers, who
had struck for higher prices, a Roman official (of course
the proconsul) prohibited them from forming a union, and
ordered them to continue their industry. Such revolutionary conduct was destructive of peace and ord~r, and
was always vigorously..repressed by the Roman Government.
No question was asked whether the bakers had any
justification for their demand for higher prices. Their
action in depriving the city of the necessary supply of
bread must necessarily cause disorder, and was therefore
*E.g., Paul's troubles at Philippi and at Ephesus were caused in
this way. See l?· IJI,
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dangerous. The proconsul, accordingly, ordered them to
submit in all respects to the officials charged with the
superintendence of the general interests of the city.*

3·

FIRST AND SECOND STAGE OF THE TRIALS.

In the investigations which followed in Bithynia or
Pontus,t the .earlier cases appear to have been of a uniform
type. The first that were accused-they were no doubt
the boldest and most prominent adherents of the faith:j:appear to have all, without exception, persisted in avowing
their religion. Pliny's procedure was to put three times to
them the question whether they were Christians, at the
s;ame time threatening them with punishment. When they
persisted in declaring themselves Christians, Pliny condemned to death those .who were provincials, while those
who were Roman citizens he ordered to be transported to
Rome to await the Emperor's decision.
More complexity in the cas~s appeared, when in consequence of the proceedings § new charges were brought;
" llTra-yopdJro p.rjn uvv€pxHrBat -rovs dpToK[ 6]1w~s. KaT' Jmtplav, p.qT£
7rpOE<TT7JK6TaS BpauvVEUBat, 'TrEtBapxe'iv ll~ 7r[ av]Tros TOLS V'TrJp TOV KOtvfi
uvp.cp€povTos lmTaTTop.€vot~, .Kat T~V dva-yKalav Toil llpTov ip-yaulav dvevlle~
'!l"apexnv Tfi 7r6AE<,-Bull. Correspondance Hellenique, !883, p. so6.
'It is unfortunate that this extremely interesting and important

document is imperfect, so that the date and the precise circum·
stances are uncertain.
t On the precise part of the province Bithynia-Pontus, where the
trials were held, see.p. 224.
:t They correspond to those quz'fatebantur in Tacitus; Annals,
xv. 44; see p. 238.
§ Ipso tractatu: i.e., new cases resulted from information obtained
in the first trials; but Mr. Hardy's explanation-that the informers
were ehcouraged to fresh accusations-is perhaps correct; or both
feS\Jltl) may bl'! summed tip in one brief phrast'), A.s J ain disposed
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and the variety in the cases was still further increased
when an anonymous document reached Pliny denouncing
a large number of persons. In the course of the further
trials that were thus brought about, some of the defendants
at once denied that they were Christians, others at first
acknowledged, but yielded (as we may understand from the
context) to the threats of the governor, and recanted, saying
that they had formerly been Christians, but had ceased to
be so, some even twen.ty-five years ago. All these offered
incense before the statue of the Emperor, and cursed Christ.
Pliny now found himself in a difficulty. Be had no doubt
as to the procedure when the culprits persisted in claiming
the name of Christian, but when they repented he began to
hesitate. Apparently he detained the penitents until he
consulted the Emperor, while those who denied that "they
were or ever had been Christians were dismissed.
This exposition differs to a slight degree from the view
held byNeumann,* who says that a change in the form of
~rocedure oc:;urred after the anonymous document of
to understand it, tpso tractatu corresponds to t'ndiet'o eoru?JJ· in
Tacitus, Annals, xv. 44: information obtained in the course of the
first trials is meant; but Tacitus lays more stress on the fact that
this information was gained through the examination of the accused
persons, Pliny on the fact that it was elicited in connection with
their cases. As other cases of later date show, Pliny would begin
in each case by identifying the accused, asking his name, station,
city, occupation, etc. See, e.g., Acta Carjt', and M. Le Blant,
Supp!em. aux Actes des Martyrs, § 59, in Mimoires de !' Instz'tut,
tome xxx., part II., x883.
* " Es lief ein anon. Klagschrift ein : . . . Jetzt begniigt sich
Plinius ab er nicht mehr mit der Frage, ob die Angeklagten Christen
sind, sondern jetzt fragt er sie auch, ob sie es iiberhaupt einmal
waren. Auch geniigt ihm jetzt nicht mehr die einfache Verleugnung
sondern er fordert dass sich dieselbe in der Anrufuug, u.s.w
bewahre" (Neumann, p 20).
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accusation (libel!us accusa,torius,) . was received, and that
Pliny, who had previously accepted the denial at once, now
in the second series of trials went further,. first, asking
whether they ever had been Christians, and secondly,
requiring them to confirm their denial by distinct acts of
~onformity to the established religion. . But this further
procedure need not and cannot be taken as an innovation
introduced in the second series of trials. In the first series,
where the best known cases appeared, there were only
respondents of one class, viz., the confessors (conjitmtes or
fatentes); in the s.econd series several classes appeared
(plures spedes incz'derunt). Pliny did not modify his
pro~edure : he acted throughout on a certain view as to the
'::Proper >law and procedure, and when he began to feel some
misgivings whether his knowledge was equal to the complexity and importance of the cases, he stayed the investigations till he could lay his difficulties before the Emperor. ·
Pliny does not expressly state that there were in the
later series of trials any cases of persistent and resolute
confession ; but there can be no doubt that there were. It
was unnecessary for him to mention them expressly, for
his object was merely to indicate the various types: the
confessors are mentioned once for all in the original series
of cases, and Pliny's way of treating them is described.*
When the simple process of listening to reiterated con- .
fession and pronouncing sentence was no longer sufficient,
Pliny began to inquire into the course of action, the
principles, and the character of the Christian.s. The
* Neumann's view is different. He considers that Pliny reserved
all cases of confession in the further series of trials: "Das Urteil iiber
die Christen die fest geblieben hat er offenbar noch nicht gefallt,"
p.

20.
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question here arises, why did he make this inquiry? Was
it from enlightened curiosity and scientific desire to inves~
tigate the facts, or was it as an essential necessary part of
the legal proceedings? Pliny's position and legal training
leave no doubt that he conceived the inquiry to be,
necessary in order to enable him to decide on their case.
If they persistently confess the Name, Pliny does not think
it essential to inquire further into their behaviour before
condemning them; but if they recant and abjure the Name,
and prove their penitence by acts of conformity with the
religion recognised by the State, then he finds it necessary
to investigate into their previous action and life before he
comes to any determination as to what verdict he. should
pronounce. What is his view in acting thus? It is
obviously as follows. Mere penitence for past crime is not.
in law a s-qfficient atonement, and does not deserve full
pardon. A robber who confesses and promises to live a
better life is treated less harshly than a persistent criminal,
but he is not pardoned forthwith ; his past life and conduct
are examined into, to see what penalty is appropriate for
him. Similarly Pliny proceeded to investigate into the
past life and conduct of the Christians with a view to
determine what degree of punishment was appropriate.
Having abjured Christianity, they could no longer be
condemned for the Name, as persistent confessors were.
But if they had in their past life been guilty of child1murder, and cannibalism, and other abominable crimes, they
were still amenable to the Jaw, and must stand further trial.
The analogy with the proceedings at Lugdunum in
A.D. 177 is remarkable.
There also the penitents were
not pardoned fully, but an investigation was made into
their past conduct as Christians, and the evidence of slaves
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was taken. These slaves were Pagans, belonging to Christhi.n
masters. Their evidence was to the effect that the Chris.tians
had been guilty of abominable crimes.* Thereupon, those
who had abjured their religion were imprisoned as murderers
and guilty criminals, and suffered even more than the confessors, who were punished simply as Christians. t

4·

PLINY'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE CHRISTIANS.

Pliny apparently fully believed at first that the charges
currently brought against the Christians were well founded,
and that the general proscription, in accordance with which
he condemned them instantly after confession, was founded
on their detestable rites. He proceeded to inquire into
the 'cases individually ; and he learned first of all from
those who recanted, and afterwards from two deaconesses
(who, being slaves, were examined under torture), that the
rites of the Christian religion were simple and harmless,
that their discipline forbade all crimes, that the worshippers
bound themselves by a sacramentum to do no wrong,
and that the charges commonly brought against them of
practising child-murder, cannibalism, and other hideous
offences at their private meetings were groundless.+
"' 9v€ure~a 8iimm and Ol8t'll'68etoq.~teets 1 Eusebius, Ht'st. Eccles., V.

t

I.

Afterwards the governor wrote to ask the Emperor's instructions
about those culprits that were Romans, and in explaining the situation
mentioned (apparently incidentally, and not with a view to ask for
guidance) what he had done with the penitents ; and the Emperor in
his rescript ordered that all penitents should be pardoned.
t N eumann acutely remarks that from their answers we can gather
that the questions put to them were about the very charges which
are explicitly mentioned in the proceedings at Lugdunum. See
above, note"'. The same charges are referred to byTacitus, Annals,

xv. 44, as.flagt'tz'a.
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Pliny clearly was much impressed with the harmlessness
and simplicity which he discovered in the principles cif
the new religion. But this general impression did not
affect his attitude towards it. He still considers that it is
a crime, and that tpose whom he had condemned were
deserving of death for obstinacy, if not for Christianity.
He felicitates himself on the good results that had been
already produced by his action, and he expects that by
a continuation of judicious and rigid enforcement of the
law, the sect may be easily suppressed and order restored..
He found it to be nothing more than a superstitio prava
immodz'ca. It was a superstz'tio (in other words, a nonRoman worship of non-Roman gods), in the first place
a degrading system (prava ), and secondly, destructive
of that reasonable and obedient course of life which
becomes both the philosophic mind and the loyal citizen
(t'mmodica). They had indeed been in the habit of holding
social meetings, and feasting in common ; but this iiiegal
practice they had abandoned as soon as the governor
had issued an edict in accordance with the Emperor's
instructions, forbidding the formation or existence of
sodalitates. None of the fundamental laws applied t~
their case ; they avoided breaking these laws. The only
question that remains about 'the system is whether in
itself, apart from its effect on the life and conduct of its
votaries (which is found by Pliny to be moraiiy good), it
requires to be prohibited on political or religious considerations; and these two were to the .Roman essentiaiiy
connected, for the State interfered in religious matters
only in so far as they had a political aspect· and a bearing
on patriotism and loyalty ; while 'in other respects the gods
were left to defend themselves (deorum imimi:c dis cun:e).
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THE CASE WAS ADMINISTRATIVE, NOT LEGAL.

Meanwhile Pliny resolved to postpone further proceedings until h~ learned what was the Emperor's view
as to the proper action to take ; and he mentioned in his
report that his strongest motive for postponing proceedings
lay in the consideration of the large number of persons
affected. This leads to the question under what special
law, or in virtue of what power, Pliny understood the
proceedings - to be "conducted. He was too strict a
lawyer to take the view that the law should be leniently
administered because it was disobeyed by a large number
of persons ; on the contrary, the Roman practice was
guided by the maxim that, when offenders increase in
numbers, an example must be made by enforcing the
law more strictly and energetically. Accordingly, Pliny
cannot have conceived the matter as one coming under
some definite law; he understood it to be a matter of
practical administration, and he knew, as every Roman
governor knew, by nature and by training, that government must often be a compromise. He might, by too
rigidly. carrying out the general principle that mere
profession of Christianity was dangerous to law and
order and deserving of death, increase rather than quiet
the disorder, thr~mgh the number of prosecutions. It
was a case in whi~h much was left to his own judgment,
in which tact and!governing capacity had full opportuni'ty;
in short, one where he acted with the full authority vested
in a governor and a<;lministrator, not as the mere instrument and judge enforcing the penalty of a fixed and
definite law.
Pliny must have been under the impression that his

1
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action was in accordance with the general powers and
instructions of all governors of provinces, to maintain
peace and order, and to seek out and punish all persons
whose action disturbed, or was likely to disturb, public
order.* Such also is the interpretation of Neumann, who
has understood the facts better than any of his predecessors.
This view is confirmed by the character of the correspondence of Pliny with Trajan. He refers to the
Emperor, not questions of law, but questions of administration and policy; he asks for relaxation of law or custom
in individual cases, and, in general, seeks for guidance
in cases which are left to his own judgment and tact.
Especially where he thinks an exception might be made
to a general principle, he consults the Emperor in matters
which appear almost ludicrously slight; but critics have
been too severe on Pliny, for in these cases he is really
only criticising the rules laid down for him, and suggesting
that they may judiciously be relaxed. Such examples
show how strictly Pliny conceived himself to be bound by
the general principles of Imperial policy, and how afraid he
was to swerve from them in small matters ; and he inay no
doubt be taken as a good example of the Roman official.
The imperial policy ruled absolutely in the provinces, and
" Dt'gest, 48, IJ, 4, 2: "Mandatis (~·.e., the general instructions
given to each governor of a province) autem cavetur de sacrilegiis
ut prcesides sacrilegos latrones plagiarios conquirant, et ut, prout
quisque deliqnerit, in eum animadvertant." Digest, I, IS, IJ, pre.f.:
" Ulpianus libro VII. de officio proconsulis. Congruit bono et gravi
prcesidi curare, ut pacata atque quieta provincia sit quam regit.
Quod non difficile obtinebit, si sollicite agat ut malis hominibus
provincia careat, eosque · conquirat : nam et sacrilegos latrones
plagiarios fures conquirere debet, et prout quisque deliquerit in eum
animadvertere.'
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the emperors, though not present, were consulted before
even slight modifications of the general rules were made.
The representatives who governed provinces were not
viceroys but merely deputies. This fact is very important
in our present subject: the policy throughout the empire
towards the ~hristians was moulded by the wishes and
views of the reigning Emperor.
Mommsen has pointed out the power in the Roman
constitution which allowed the most prompt and effectual
action against the Christians, and which seems to have
been always employed in the proceedings taken against
them.'* The higher magistrates were entrusted with a very
large power of_ immediate action on their own· responsibility for checking any disorder or abuse, and for correcting
and chastising any person . who was acting in a way
prejudicial, or likely to be prejudicial, to the State. They
could, where they thought it advisable, in such cases inflict personal indignity, such as tearing the clothes and
beating ; they could order a culprit to be for the moment
imprisohed, and they could fine him, or even put him to
death, but they were not empowered to inflict lasting
punishments (such as exile or imprisonment for a definite
term), except in so far as the momentary act of punishment caused permanent results. Especially in the case of
religion this magisterial action was. widely and almost
exclusively employed. The Roman religion was the expression of Roman patriotism, the bond of Roman unity,
and the pledge of Roman prosperity. Magisterial action,
prompt and vigorous, was a better and shorter way of

* See his paper in Hz'storz"sche Zez'tschrift, xxviii., p. 398, on which
the ensuing paragraph is founded,
14
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preventing the Roman citizen from neglecting this part
of his duties to. the State, and of punishing the tempter
who made him neglect them, than any appeal to formal
law and a formal trial. Hence, although such legal procedure was possible, it was hardly used, was never developed, and has no practical bearing on our present
subject. It was by magisterial action alone that Isisworship was expelled beyond the walls of Rome, that
worship of the Celtic deities was forbidden to Roman
citizens by Augustus, that Romans who professed the
Jewish religion were expelled from the city.
Pliny therefore was acting in virtue of his imperium,
which gave him power of life and death over all persons
within his province, except Roman citizens ; nor is there
any reason to think that he was the first governor called
upon to act in such cases. · The supposition is therefore
excluded that any formal law had been enacted to forbid
Christianity. We may safely infer also that no express edict
of any Emperor had been issued to suppress, Christianity.
The inference is confirmed by the way in which Pliny
put the case to the Emperor. He was in the habit of
quoting or referring to any edict or rescript of any emperor
which bore upon any question referred to Trajan; and if the
usage of previous proconsuls in Bithynia had given prescriptive force to a point of administration,* he mentioned
the fact. But here he refers to no previous edict or law.
An instructive parallel is to be found in Epist. I 10. There
a point is raised for Trajan's consideration, a point of
practical administration, where compromise is advisable
or at least allowable. Pliny puts the case as turning on
• See'Epist. xo8.
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a point in his instructions (mandata) forbidding all donations from cities to individual citizens. The question is
whether this principle is retrospective, whether prescriptive
right of long standing has any validity, and whether the
public prosecutor of Amisos is justified in demanding that
a donation given twenty years ago should be refunded.
In the case of the Christians, not merely does Pliny not
state any law or edict against which they had offended,
but he points out that they had taken care to avoid offending against the edict which he had, according to the regular
practice, issued on assuming command of the province. In
the edict he had, in accordance with the Emperor's instructions (mandata), insisted on strict observance of a law which
had been suffered by preceding governors to fall into abeyance-viz., the law f~rbidding sodalitates. Thereupon the
Christians had altered their practice so as to conform to
the law.
6. PLINY'S QUESTIONS AND TRAJAN'S REPLY.
Pliny puts three special questions to the Emperor, which
I have postponed in order to bring them into immediate
c<1llnection with the rescript sent in reply by Trajan.
I. Should any discrimination be made between different
culprits on C).Ccount of youth? In other words, are extenuating circumstances to be taken into account?*
2. Should those who repent be pardoned?
3· What is the precise nature of the offence which is to
" It is assumed throughout both letters that the penalty is death ;
the question quatenus juni'rz" debeat in the preceding clause means,
not what degree of punishment should be inflicted ? but what
distinctions should be made in the infliction of penalty-z·.e., should
extenuating circumstances be taken into account, or repentance
ensure pardon ?
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be investigated and punished? Is the mere N ~me; without
any proof that serious moral offences have been committed,
to be punished, or is it definite crimes conjoined with
the Name that deserve punishment? In the latter case it
is of course implied that the commission of these grave
moral offences must be proved by distinct evidence, if
denied by the criminals (as it may safely be assumed that
they will deny). In the former case the acknowledgment
of the Name by the accused is in itself sufficient ground
for condemnation.
Trajan does not formally reply to the questions in this
form and order ; but in his brief review of the situation
and the principles of action an answer to each is implicitly
contained. After the long discussion which has just been
given we can readily understand his view.·
1. Pliny's procedure has been correct-i.e., his original
assumption that the Name of Christian, if persisted in.
deserved the penalty of death, was right.*
,·. ••
2. No universal rule applicable to all cases can be laid
down-z:e.; extenuating circumstances are to be considered
according to the discretion ofthe governor.
3· Penitence deserves pardon, if shown in act by compliance with rites of the Roman religion.
4· The governor is not to search for the Christians ; but
if they are formally accused by an avowed (not by an
anonymous) accuser, the penalty must be inflicted.
This rescript does not initiate procedure against the
Christians. It is absurd to suppose that Trajan for the first
time laid down the principle, " The Christians are criminals

* Neumann has rightly emphasized in the strongest terms the
original action of Pliny, p .. 22, n. 3, "Es kann m"chlscharf genug
betont werden.''
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deserving death ; but you may shut your eyes to them until
an accuser insists on your opening them." Trajan's language
is that of one who feels unable to contravene or to abrogate
an existing principle of the imperial government, but who
desires this principle to be applied with mildness and not
insisted on. N eumann has rightly perceived that this is
the true meaning of Trajan's rescript, and in this respect
has made a great advance on previous critics. It is one of
the most astounding facts in modern historical investigation
that so many modern, and especially German, critics of high
standing and authority,* have reiterated that Trajan was
the first to make the Name a crime, and that any Christian
document which refers to the Name as a ground for death
must be later than his rescript.t

7·

THE CHRISTIANS WERE NOT PUNISHED AS A.

SODALITAS.

Trajan, like Pliny in his early trials, condemns the
Christians simply on their confession without further question, trial, or proof. They are outlaws; they are treated

* Even those who have not fully adopted this erroneous view have
often been affected to some degree by it. On the history of the
view see Lightfoot's note, Ignat. an~ Polyc., i., p. 7· ,M. Doulcet,
in his Essa~· sur les Rapports de l'.llglz'se Chritz'enne avec l'Etat
Roma~·n, !883, p. 52, reckoned Wieseler the only scholar who declined
to accept this view; but Lightfoot mentions others. It woul'd be unfair to refrain from alluding to the many English scholars, Lightfoot,
Salmon, Hort, etc., who, in writings or in lectures, have interpreted
Pliny and Trajan more correctly. But in general their treatment of
the question has suffered to some slight degree from their treating
it as a matter of formal and positive law, instead of as a question of
practical administration.
t The inference has been drawn especially about First Peter; see
above, p. 187.
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like brigands caught in the act. It is necessary to insist
on this point, because many high authorities differ from·
the view here stated. Practically the question comes to
this : were the Christians condemned for violating the
general law (recently confirmed by Pliny's edict in accordance with the imperial mandata), which regulated and
confined within very narrow limits the right of forming
associations (co!!egz"a, soda!z'tates), or were they condemned
simply for the Name? A want of clearness and a wavering
between these two essentially different forms of trial are
apparent in much that has been written on the subject.
The same writers who in one page recognise that the Name
is punished, on the next page speak of the edict against
sodaNtates as the ground on which the Christians were
punished.'*
If\ answer to this question, the following considerations
suggest themselves :1. If the Christians had been punished by Pliny as an
illegal association (soda!itas), he must have put some questions on the point to them. Even the most arbitrary of
governors could not condemn a criminal to death for violating' a law without some show of trial, some statement of
the law, and some show of testimony, good or bad, that the
criminal had broken the law; much less can we suppose
that a strict lawyer like Pliny would act in so illegal a way.
Even a confession of guilt was regarded by the Roman law
in some cases t i!S insufficient to entail condemnation.

*

I

In the original form of these lectures I criticised Mr. Hardy's
excursus on the subject ; but he has informed me that he has, since
the book appeared, modified his opinion there expressed.
t Viz., z"n.fudz"cz"o; but in cognitions (pp.216, 398), acknowledgment
of the charge sufficed to ensure condemnation.
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Pliny could not have asked Trajan what was their
crime, and how he should treat them, if he had conceived
them to be a sodalz'tas. It had already been made abundantly clear to him by repeated rescripts that Trajan would
not permit the smallest infraction or exception to the law.*
3· Pliny expressly mentions that the Christians had of
their own accord given up a weekly meeting and a common
meal, which would have constituted them a sodalitas.
4· Trajan would not in his rescript have ordered Pliny
to abstain from seeking out the Christians, if he had understood them to be a sodalz'tas. He regarded the prohibition
of sodalz'tates as a fundamental point in strong government
2.

8. PROCEDURE.
The question may suggest itself, if Pliny was acting
on a principle of administration carried out by previous
governors; whether of Bithynia or elsewhere, are we not
obliged in accordance with what has just been stated, to
conclude that he would have quoteg the action of previous
governors as justifying him? The answer is clear. He
does refer to it, and explains why he is uncertain as to its
character : he had never taken piut in investigations
(cognz'tiones) of the case of Christians. Many points are
involved in this short statement.t

* Trajan would not permit the formation of a body of one hundred
and fifty firemen in a great city like Nicomedeia (Epist. 33, 34); he also
forbade poor people to join together for a common meal at common
expense (Epist. I02, 103). All such unions were dangerous, as liable
to cause common action and to assume a political character.
t The import of the phrase is, as a rule, disguised by the rendering
''I have never been present at" such cases. The meaning in this
report is : " I never occupied such an official position as to be called
on to decide or advise in the case of Christians, and therefore I am
ignorant of the precise nature of the proceedings."
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In the first place, Pliny and Trajan were obviously well
aware that such investigations were of ordinary occurrence.*
Secondly, these cases were cognz'tiones, not formaT trials
according to law,judz'cia. Pliny's ~xperience as· a lawyer
had lain in thejudz'cia before the centumviral courts, with a
few political cases before the Senate. Co[[nz'tz'ones might
indeed fall within the jurisdiction of the Senate and consuls ;
but it seems pretty certain that trials of Christians were
left to the Emperor or his delegates.t
The Emperor often delegated such cognz'tz'ones, even in
Rome, to the prefect of the city, and necessarily in the
provinces to the governors. Pliny could ·not be fully
cognisant of the law in such cases. He had not hitherto
governed a province, nor had he been prefect of the city.
The cognz'tz'ones held by the Emperor were conducted in
private,+ and only the result was known publicly. Pliny

* As to the number of such cases, the words do not justify any
it)ference. I cannot agree with Mr. Hardy, who says that Pliny's
statement proves conclusively that the trials of Christians had been
neither frequent hor important, otherwise Pliny would not have been
ignorant of their proc~dure. The following paragraphs will prove
that the inference is unjustifiable.
t Hence almost all cases of Christians that we know of came
before governors of provinces, prefects of the city,. or the Emperors
in person (see Mommsen, Historische Ze#schrift, xxviii., p. 414).
t This was generally, and probably always, the case. See
M:ommsen, Rom. Staatsrecht, ii., p. 926, ed. ii. Mr. Furneaux is'
certainly wrong (Tacitus, Annals, vol. ii. p. 577) when he speaks of
. such standing qucestiones de Chr~'stianis as we have in Pliny's
letter. The process against the Christians was invariably, so far
as evidence goes, ·Imperial cognition, exercised personally by the
Emperor or delegated to the prcefectus urbi· or to the provincial
governors. judz'r:it-tm before a qucestio was never employed.
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could not have been acquainted with the procedure in such
cognitiones, except as a member of the consilz'um, which the
emperors often employed for consultation. But though he
had never actually taken part in such cases, he naturally,
as a Roman lawyer and official, had a general idea of their
character and procedure.
In conducting these investigations Plirty followed a definite procedure. He put the question three times to each
person, giving full opportunity of repentance. What was
his reason for following this course ?
·A possible interpretation of his action is that he was,
from motives of pure humanity, anxious to avoid inflicting the penalty of death. There is no doubt that this
kind of action would be quite in accordance with his
private character. But we must remember that Pliny in
this case is the Roman magistrate and judge, and that he
is a man in whom long experience as a lawyer and judge
had rendered dominant and habitual the strict- law-abiding
spirit of the Roman. On the judicial bench Pliny was no
longer the kind and generous, though rather weak and
affected, man whom we see in his carefully studied letters ;
he is the Roman officer, trained in the _law-courts in the
straitest Roman formalism and pragmatiCal spirit of minute
· legality. He had not the loftier character which could
discern the spirit behind the letter of the law. To him it
was second nature to act according to the prescribed forms,
and in this case we must assume that he did so. He indeed
says that he had never before taken part in such trials ;
but, as we have already seen, this does not 'imply entire
ignorance of the forms of procedure. It merely means
· that lte did not feel himself complete master in this branch
of law. He could trust his law to the extent of executing
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or zoo persons,* but when it came to a case of
thousands he was not so confident.
Moreover, Pliny is here reporting his procedure to the
Emperor, and there can be no doubt that he conceives' himself to be playing the strict official. Nothing could be
more foreign to the Roman ideal than to allow that conduct
on the tribunal should be influenced by individual emotions
of compassion or humanity. Severity, degenerating even
into cruelty, is characteristic of the best and most upright
class of Roman governors : lenity, as a general rule, was the
result only of weakness, of partiality, or of carelessness.
Pliny certainly was most careful and conscientious ; and
equally certainly he did not consider that his procedure
would seem to the Emperor to imply weakness. We
observe also that the same procedure obtained in numerous
other trials of later date, which we cannot think were
The only possible
modelled after Pliny's example.
hypothesis seems to be that Pliny was acting according
to a standing procedure which had grown up through use
and wont. ·A succession of governors and emperors, applying the general view that Christianity was subversive of
law and order, and acting with the same general intention of maintaining law and order, had, with the usual
legal constructiveness characteristic of the Romans, brought
about a general procedure which had all the force of legal
precedent.
,
One objection which might perhaps suggest itself hardly
deserves notice. If the procedure had already become
habitual, how should Pliny require to consult the Emperor
about it? lf any answer is needed after the above discussion
lOO

* On the numbers see p.
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of his position, we might quote the fact that in A.D. 177
the governor of Gallia Lugdunensis consulted Marcus
Aurelius, and received a rescript correcting his action in
a fundamental point. Even Septimius Severus was probably consulted by his delegates ; for his action towards the
Christians took the form of one or more rescripts. The
governors wished to act as the Emperor would act if he
were present; and hence in this matter, where details were
left greatly to their individual judgment, they frequently
asked advice.

9·

ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

Some details must be noticed before we leave the subject.
The regular morning meetings which Pliny speaks about,
and which, as we know, must have been weekly meetings;,
were not abandoned, and Pliny obviously accepts them as
strictly legal. Amid the strict regulations about societies,
the Roman Government expressly allowed to all people
the right of meeting for purely religious purposes.* The
morning meeting of the Christians was religious ; but the
evening meeting was social, including a common meal, and
therefore constituted the Christian community a soda!ritas.
The Christians abandoned the illegal meeting, but continued the legal one.t This fact is one of the utmost
consequence. It shows that the Christian communities
* Unless, of course, the religion was a forbidden one; but the
Empire had quite given up in practice, thmagh not in theory, the pld
objection to non-Roman religions as illicit.
t Neumann indeed considers that the Christians suspended even
the morning meeting for religious purposes. This seems not to be
required by the Latin words, while it is inconsistent with the
principles of the Christians to suppose that they discontinued theu·
Sunday worship.
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were quite alive to the necessity of acting according to the
law, and of using the forms of the law to screen themselves
as far as was consistent with their principles.
Pliny's language permits no inference as to the number
of executions, and we are left entirely to , individual
estimate, of probability. How many examples would be
sufficient to produce the effect described by Pliny in restoring the disused worship of the ancestral gods, and
reintroducing the disused temple ritual?
Probably the history of the Church may show that I have
not exaggerated in speaking of 100 or 200. If some sort of,, ,
remote analogy may be found in the number of witches;
burned in Scotland at no very remote period, I may seem
to have understated the probabilities. A certain lapse of
time is also required to produce the effect described.
It is also quite impossible to attain certainty as to
Pliny's treatment of the confessors, whether he employed
torture, or condemned them to be exposed in the amphitheatre, or took the more merciful course of ordering them
to instant execution.* Probably he would follow the
usual course, which was to utilise condemned criminals for
the public games.
Trajan's letter to Pliny applied only to the single province. A copy, of course, was permanently preserved in
the governor's office ; but in the ordinary course of events
the document would not have any wider publicity or
influence. Accident, however, gave this rescript an unusual
"' The latter is the ordinary, but not the necessary, sense of dud

z'ttssz: The phrase is perhaps used more generally, ''I ordered them
to be taken whither the law directed." The torture applied, to the
deaconesses was not punishment, but the preliminary required by
the Roman law before the evidence of slaves could be accepted.
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importance both in ancient and in modern times. It was
published (of course by the Emperor's permission) after a
few years in the collected correspondence of Pliny and
Trajan. It thus reached a wider public; and officials,
who were always eager to act according to the imperial
wishes, would take it as representing Trajan's settled
policy. Tertullian was able to quote 'this letter; whereas
he merely refers by inference to the supposed reports of
Pilate to Tiberius, and of Aurelius to the Senate, assuming
that, if sought in the imperial archives, they may be found.
The importance of Trajan's rescript is twofold, being due,
partly to its internal character, partly to the chance which
preserved it to our time. An entirely fictitious importance
has been attached to it, as if it were the .first imperial
rescript about the Christians and defined for the first time
the Imperial attitude towards them.* Its real importance
is very different. It marks the end of the old system of
uncompromising hostility.
A question suggests itself which is of interest in estimating Pliny's character, but which does not directly bear on
our pu(pose. Was his intention in consulting the Emperor
merely to learn his views, or had he any wish and hope
~hat the policy towards the Christians should be reconsidered? Personally, I can feel no doubt that the latter
alternative is correct. It would of course be unbecoming
and unprofessional to hint that the imperial policy should
be reconsidered ; but Pliny goes as far as he could go
without directly suggesting it, and he has conceded to the

* We need not doubt that anxious reports from many governors
had reached Rome long ere this, coming especially from Asia
Minor ; and that the matter had engaged the serious attention of
· the Emperors.
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prevailing anti-Christian prejudice enough to avoid the
appearance of hinting. The only respectful course for
him was to profess ignorance, and ask for instructions ;
and thus we have the astonishing change in his attitude,
that, beginning with unhesitating condemnation, he ends by
addressing to the Emperor the charmingly simple question,
" Am I to punish them for the Name, or for crimes coexisting with the Name?" He apologises more for consulting the Emperor on this case, involving the lives of
many thousands, than he does for any of the other quesitons, many rather insignificant, which he addresses to
him. The apology seems unsuitably elaborate ; and we
cannot really appreciate the letter, till we understand
that the writer is desirous· to have the:! policy changed,
and yet shrinks from seeming in any way to suggest a
change.
Considering the· confidence which Trajan reposed in
Pliny and the friendship he entertained for him, we shall
not err in believing that this letter exercised some influence on him. Trajan's reply inaugurated a policy milder
in practice towards the Christians ; and it is a pleasant
thought that a writer, whose life gives us a finer conception
than any other of the character of the Roman gentleman
under the Empire, should be, in the last months of his life,
so closely identified with the cha,nge of policy and with the
first step in the rapprochement between the Empire and
the Church.
10. RECAPITULATION.

In view of the importance and the complication of the
subject, it will be convenient to sum up our results
here:-
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I. There was no expres~ law or formal edict against the
Christians in particular.
2. They were not prosecuted or punished for contravening
any formal law of a wider character interpreted as applying
to the Christians.
3· They were judged and condemned by Pliny, with
Trajan's full approval, by virtue of the z"mperz'um delegated
to him, and in accordance with the instructions issued to
governors of provinces, to search out and punish ~.acrilegious
persons, thieves, brigands, and kidnappers.
.
4· They had before this been classed generically as
outlaws (hostes publz"ct), and enemies to the fundamental
principles of society and government, of law and order;
and the admission of the Name Christian in itself entailed
condemnation.
5· This treatment was accepted as a settled principle of
the imperial policy, not established by the capricious action
of a single Emperor.
6. While Trajan felt bound to carry out the established ·
principle, his personal view was opposed to it, at least to
such an extent that he ordered Pliny to shut his eyes to the
Christian offence, until his attention was expressly directed
to an individual case by a formal accuser, who appeared
openly to demand the interference of the imperial government against a malefactor.
7· A definite form of procedure had established itself
through use and wont.
8. Pliny, when for the first time required to take part in
such a case, used the regular procedure, either through
his own general knowledge of a branch of official duty not
speci~lly familiar to him, or as following the advice of his
consz"lz'um and the precedents which they might quote.
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II. TOPOGRAPHY.

The province which Pliny governed, officially entitled
Bz"thynia et Pontus, was of very wide extent, reaching
from the river Rhyndacos on the west to beyond Amisos
on the east. The question suggests itself whether his
experiences, with regard to the Christians, extended over
the whole province, or was confined to part of it. Mommsen
has shown that Pliny visited the eastern part of his province
in the summer and autumn of II2, and that letters 96 and
97 were written during this visit, perhaps from Amisos.*
It is therefore clear that the events which led to Pliny's
letter took place there, and that the description of the great
power acquired by the new religion in the province applies
to Eastern Pontus at least. But it would not be right to
restrict his description to this part of the province. The
general impression made by the letter is, that it describes
a condition of things which was true of the province as
a whole, and was not confined to a small district. Pliny
speaks of the cities (cz'vitates) in general as being much
affected by Christianity.
In the letter Pliny alludes to two distinct stages in his
proceedings against the Christians. In the first stage he
acted without hesitation, and had no thought of appealing
to the Emperor for advice. But facts that came to his
knowledge in the second stage led him to hesitate, and to
stop further proceedings until he heard from the Emperor.
We may, then, feel fairly confident that the second stage
of the proceedings belonged to Eastern Pontus, and that
• See Mommsen's pape'r on Pliny's life in Hermes, iii., p. 59· The
letters which immediately precede and follow 96 and 97 were written
from A,misos.
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the two deaconesses whose evidence produced such an
effect on Pliny belonged to the church of Amisos, or of
the immediate 'neighbourhood. This fact suggests some
reflections on the geographical distribution of Christianity
in the north of Asia Minor.
We have seen, on page IO, that Amisos was the point on
the north coast to which the new religion might naturally
be expected to spread earliest. We now find that Amisos
is the place where, in A.D. I I 2 or I I 3, renegades were found
in considerable number; and that some of these claimed
to have abandoned that religion even twenty-five years
previously. Christianity, therefore, was already of some
standing in Amisos in A.D. 87 or 88.
We have seen that in the earlier stage of the proceedings
all the accused persons were confessors : renegades appeared
only in the later stage in Eastern Pontus. This implies,
probably, that in the western parts Christianity was more
recent, and that greater boldness was required to be a
Christian ; whereas about Amisos the religion had spread
more widely, and was more powerful, so that there might
even · be advantages in belonging to such a strong and
closely united sect. We are therefore again brought, by
a new line of argument, to the conclusion that Amisos
was the first city on the Black Sea to which Christianity
spread.
As to the date when this took place, it was, on the one
hand, !>Ome time before 87-88; and, on the other hand, it
would naturally be later than the spread of Christianity.
along the main Eastern highway to Ephesus and other
Asian cities, about 55-57· We may fairly place the entrance
of the new religion into Amisos about 6t;-75 A.D.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE ACTION OF NERO TOWARDS THE CHRISTIANS.

E have learned from Pliny that actions against the
Christians had become habitual before the acces•
sion of Trajan, and that a form of procedure had grown up'>
N eumann, though differing in some respects from our
estimate of Pliny's evidence, is quite agreed on this point.
The next question that comes up is, when did this ha.bitual
action originate. Neumann dates its origin in A.D. 95, and
supposes it to be founded on an edict of the Emperor
Domitian. But we have already seen that Pliny's action
was not founded on any law or edict, but was that of
a practical ruler and governor interpreting a fixed but
unwritten principle of policy. Moreover, the opposition of
the Empire is too settled and confirmed to be explai~ed in
this way. An edict of Domitian might be overturned by a
word from Trajan; * but Trajan clearly regarded the proscription of the Christians as a fundamental principle of the
Imperial policy, which he did not choose, or shrank from
trying, to alter.
We cannot then accept N eumann's view, and must look
for some more deep-seated reason for the hostility of the
Empire to the new religion. Our authorities for the time
of Domitian are so scanty that we are reduced to hypothesis
about it ; and we have to go back to the reign of N ero to
find another well-attested moment in the Imperial action;

W

" See Mommsen, Staatsrecht, ii., p. 1069, ed. ii.
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In the famous chapter of Tacitus about the persecution
of the Christians under Nero in 64 A.D., we have a document very different in character from Pliny's report to
Trajan; and the difficulties which face us in the attempt to
estimate rightly its meaning and value are of a different
order.
I. It is written for publication, and composed with a
view to literary effect ; and the question arises in several
points, how much is to be attributed to rhetoric and how
much to faithful description of the facts?
2. It is written more than fifty years after the events by
an historian, who was a child when they took place, and
who was entirely dependent on the evidence of others.
In regard to many points, a doubt arises whether Tacitus
may not have been attributing to the earlier period the
knowledge and the feeling~ of the time when he was
writing; and it is at least certain that Tacitus could not,
even if he tried, altogether free himself from the additional
experiences of fifty years. He must write from a more
developed point of view.
Any question as to Tacitus' veracity in matters of fact
need not trouble us. He certainly took the greatest care
to seek out good authorities and to compare them with each
other, and to state facts as they occurred.*
Nor need we touch on the genuineness of the chapter.

* The bias which undoubtedly exists in his work is founded on
his inability even to see, much more to sympathise with, the finer
sides of Imperial policy. In matters of detail and fact he was a
very careful investigator, and tried to be an accurate recorder, though
his straining after literary effect often veils his description of facts.
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There have been, and perhaps always will be, occasional
doubts ; but they belong to the curiosities of literature.
As to the extent to which Tacitus' account is coloured
by the circumstances of his own time, the mo~t diverse
opinions have been held. It has been maintained* that
Tacitus took his materials for describing the Christians of
Nero's time from the .letter of Pliny, which we have just
been discussing, that he adopted from him the term
fatebantur, deepened Pliny's superstz'#o prava z'mmodz'ca
into superstz'tz'o e:cz'tz'abz'lz's, and used the flag-z'tz'a which Pliny
speaks of as an explanation of the popular hatred of the
Christians. Bauer has even used this theory as a proof
that the letter of Pliny is genuine.
In direct contradiction to this theory it has been stated t
that "the ignorance of Tacitus on this subject is more
remarkable because his friend PHny had already learned
the ways of Christians while governor in Asia Minor."
This implies the view that Tacitus had strictly adhered to
the ignorant accounts of contemporaries, and had introduced nothing of the knowledge which was possessed by
some, at least, of his contemporaries.t
We shall neither accuse Tacitus of ignorance about what
" By B. Bauer, Christus und dz'e Ccesaren, r877, p. 273. Not
having access to the book, I follow the account given by Arnold,
"Dz'e nerom'sche Chrz'stenverfolgung," p. 105.
t By Holbrooke, Tac. Ann., note on xv. 44·
t There can be no doubt that Tacitus possessed as much knowledge of the Christians as any Roman did at this period, because
( r) he had been proconsul of Asia, the chief stronghold of Christianity,
about II2-I r6, before he is believed to have composed the Annals
(see the inscription of Mylasa quoted in Bull. de Corr. Hell., r8go,
p. 621); (2) he is known to have taken great pains to collect evidence
for his history, and to have consulted Pliny about another point in
preparation for his. earlier great work.
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was known to Pliny, nor shall we credit him with thrusting
Pliny's ideas into a period to which they were foreign. We
shall try whether it be not possible to believe Tacitus, when
he claims to be describing the state of public feeling and·
belief in A.D. 64 ; even though we also consider that he was
probably quite aware of Pliny's investigation and its results.
We hold that Tacitus wished and tried to describe the
events of this year 64 and of other years as they occurred ;
though we quite acknowledge that he could not divest
himself of his knowledge, and could not possibly write
exactly as he would have written if the Annals had been
composed in the reign of Nero.
. It is not possible to determine the meaning of Tacitus'
words with the same certainty as in the case of Pliny's
letters. Here, as usual, the attempt to disentangle from
the rhetoric of Tacitus the precise and exact facts which he
is describing cannot be successful, for it is hardly possible
to rise above individual subjective judgment, and attain an
interpretation which shall be quite certain. In such a case
it is of the first consequence to determine from independent
witnesses, even to a small extent, the exact state of the
facts. Several other writers have, on authority quite independent of Tacitus, alluded to or described the action
of Nero towards the Christians. The earliest of these is
Clement of Rome, a contemporary and probably an eyewitness ; but his reference is too slight and general, and
is not confined to this persecution alone. It will be considered in a later chapter.
2. THE EVIDENCE OF SUETONIUS.

The chief independent witness is Suetonius,- who was
certainly acquainted with the work of Tacitus, with whom
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he undoubtedly had· personal acquaintance. He has
apparently used and followed the authority of Tacitus in
some few passages, * and it is a quite fair assumption that
he was acquainted with Tacitus' view. Among a list
of police regulations to ensure good order in Rome, t he
mentions the punishment of the Christians, a class of
persons characterised by a novel and mischievous superstition. His list enumerates what he evidently considers
as examples of good administration. They are all of the
nature of permanent police regulations for maintaining
order and good conduct. He mentions the sumptuary
regulations, the institution of the sportula in place of the
publz'ca cena, the prohibition of the sale of any cooked food
except vegetables in the cook shops, the infliction of punishments on Christians, the prohibition of the disorderly revels
of the charioteers, etc. Every other regulation which is
mentioned in the list is the permanent institution of a
custom, or the lasting suppression of an abuse. It would be
quite inconsistent with the others to introduce in the
midst of them a statement which meant only that a number
of ehristians were executed on the charge of causing a
fire. The fair and natural interpretation of Suetonius'
words is, that he considered Nero to have maintained a
steady prosecution of a mischievous class of persons, in
virtue of his duty to maintain peace and order in the
" See especially Vesjas, § 4, where he speaks of the general
expectation of the period that out of J ud:Ea were to spring' they that
should rule the world. Cp. Tac., Ht'st., v. 13; Teuffel-Schwabe,
riim. L#teratur, § 347, 8; Arnold, "Die neronische Chrt'stenverfoZgung," p. 38. I shall have occasion often to quote, and sometimes
to criticise, the latter useful monogra]?h.
t Ner, § 16,
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city, and to have intended that this prosecution should be
permanent. Such a steady prosecution implies a permanent
settled policy; and if the chapter of Suetonius had been the
only extant passage of a pagan writer referring to the
subject, the view which is here stated would in all probability have been universally accepted. As we see, this
interpretation is in perfect harmony with all we have
gathered from Pliny.
Contrast with this Suetonius' account of the action
taken by Claudius in the case of the disturbances which
took place among the Jews in Rome about A.D. 52.*
This measure, which is obviously a single act suited to a
special occasion, and does not involve the institution of
any general rule, is mentioned along with the taking away
of freedom from Lycia, the giving of freedom to Rhodes,
the remission of tribute of the Ilians, the permitting of the
German ambassadors to sit beside the Armenian and
Parthian envoys in the orchestra. The whole list is of the
same kind,-individu,al and single exertions of authority in
special cases. None of them involves a general principle or
the institution of a permanent rule applica1 · <> to all cases of .
a class.
Comparison of these two passages of Suetonius shows
that he considered the action of Nero as different in character from that of Claudius. The latter expelled all Jews
from Rome ; but, as we know from other authorities, this
was a mere single isolated act, and involved no lasting

* Claud., § 25. Here we have, according to the generally accepted view, a proof that the Christians were still considered
under Claudius to be a mere Jewish sect; and dissensions between
Christians and Jews were described in the authorities employed by
Suetonius as" continued disturbances among the Jews,"
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judgment. The former, on the contrary laid down a
permanent principle regulating the attitude of the government towards the parties affected, viz., the Christians ; and
this inference would certainly have been drawn by all
historians had it not been for the authority of Tacitus, who
has been interpreted as contradicting the view naturally
suggested by Suetonius. Now, even if Tacitus' words
were as strongly opposed to this view as is usually thought,
it might be plausibly argued that Suetonius was almost
certainly acquainted with Tacitus' opinion, and intentionally dissents from it; and, as he used excellent authorities,
his express contradiction must be accepted. But I believe
that Tacitus' description has in parts been misunderstood,
and that there is no serious contradiction, but a slightly
different and more detailed version of the same fads.
Suetonius gives merely a brief statement of the p~rmanent
administrative principle into which Nero's action ultimately
resolved itself. Tacitus prefixes to his account of the same
result a description of the origin and gradual development of N ero's action ; and the picture whidh he draws is
so impressive and so powerful as to ~oncentrate attention,
and withdraw the mind of the reader from the final stage
and the implied result of the Emperor's action.

3· FIRST STAGE IN NERO'S ACTION.
Let us then turn to Tacitus' account, and try to disentangle the facts as they were conceived by him. To do
so successfully, we must try a~ much as possible to look
from Tacitus' point of view, and to assume the tone and
the emotion with which he looked down from the lofty,
serene height of philosophy on the toil, and zeal, and
earnestness, and enthusiastic errors of miserable Christian.
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According to Tacitus, Nero wished to divert from himself the indignation which . was universally entertained
against him as tl;le author of the conflagration which
destroyed great part of Rome. in A.D. 64. He turned
to his purpose the popular dislike of the new sect of
fanatics, who were generally detested on account of the
abominable crimes of which they were supposed to be
guilty,* and who were nicknamed by the populace " Christians." He laid the blame of the fire on them, as being
enemies of society, eager to injure the city.
The Christians, therefore, were sought out. Those first
of all who openly confessed the charge of Christianity
were hurried to trial. Then on the information elicited at
their trial,t many others were involved in their fate,:[: far

* Tacitus probably exaggerates the popular hatred (p. 346).
t The word indicium is obviously not used in its strict sense of
evidence given by a criminal who denounces hts accomplices on
promise of impunity, nor· can we suppose that the first arrested
Christians voluntarily called attention to others; hence we must
understand information elicited from them during their trial.
t I see no reason' either to adopt the almost universally accepted
emendation convz'c# for comitnctz; or to have recourse to Boissier' s
awkward comitncti. rejerN sunt. Tacitus' rhetoric is responsible
for the doubts. We must accept the MS. reading (corrected in all
but the original and important MS.). Tacitus does not expressly
state in precise terms that the accused were condemned : " they
were hurrie~ to trial ; they were executed with novel refinements
of punishment." Had he said merely this he could not have been
misunderstood; all would have recognised the rhetorical device
which leaves the essential point of conderimation to the reader,
and hurries on to the final scene. But, in orqer to picture the
hurry still more effectively, a sentence referring to a second class of
criminals is interposed between the two clau,ses which describe the
trial and the punishment respectively , and so we have the form :
'' First, some were tried ; then others were· involved in the same
fate: they were executed," etc. Cuq alone prefers the MS. reading,
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less on the charge of incendiarism, than ofhostility to society
and hatred of the world.* ·Their punishment was turned
into an amusement to divert the populace ; for example,
they were made to play the part of Act~on torn by his
dogs, or were fixed on crosses t to be set on fire, and to
serve as torches at nightly festiviti~s held in the Vatican
Gardens.
4· SECOND STAGE : CHARGE OF HOSTILITY TO
SOCIETY.

But the trials and punishments of the Christians con.
tinued even after all pretence of connection with the fire
had been abandoned. The safety of the people, it .was
argued, required that these enemies of society should be
interpreting coniuncti as a legal term in the sense of "called on to
answer the same charge." Arnold, with some justice, protests
against the technical term in this highly rhetorical passage. I
should rather understand a bold Tacitean, not technical, but poetical
usage, such as Ann., xiii. 17: Nox eadem necem Brt'tannz'd et
rogum conz'unxt't (cp. Ann., vi. 26, iv. 57, 33, etc., for various bold
uses of this verb). "They were put side by side with'' (or immediately
after) "the first class of culprits."
* Haud per£nde is to be interpreted on the analogy of xiii. 21,
where Agrippina, defending herself against Silana's accusation that
she had plotted against her own son N ero, says neque proi'nde a
parentibus Nberiquam ab z'mpudica adulteri mutantur. "Parents
are not so ready to change their children as a shameless woman
like Silana is to change her love:~;s "-z·.e., while Agrippina .w~uld not
actually deny that parents occasionally turn away from their own
children, the other case is infinitely more common. So here Tacitus
is not prepared to assert that no one was actually involved in, and
convicted on, the charge of incendiarism ; but the other charge was
far more common.
"' Arnold' s alteration, sunt,.flammandi utque, is, I think, a change
in the right direction ; but the general sense is not doubtful,
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severely dealt with ; and more general charges of employing
unlawful means to affect the minds of their victims among
the people and turn them from the ways of their fathers,
were brought against them, and easily proved. There can
be no question that this action was at first popular with
the mob. It furnished them with an object on which to
direct for the moment the rage and frenzy aroused by the
great fire ; and popular feeling was already against the
Christians. But, as Tacitus emphatically says, and as Pliny
afterwards attests, the judgment of the mob on the origin
of the fire was not permanently blinded: Nero was the
real culprit, and not these miserable victims. At last
popular feeling veered round, and the Roman public began
to feel compassion for the ~hristians. Guilty indeed they
were, and well deserved was their punishment ; but the
people thought that they were being exterminated rather
to gratify the cruelty of an individual than from consideration of the common weal..
On this interpretation we observe a remarkable analogy
to the action of the English law-courts and people during
the "Popish Plot" in 1679-action which in respect of
brutality, injustice, and unreasoning credulity, furnishes a
fit parallel to the Neronian trials. We have first a frenzy
of terror and rage against the Christians, who are tried on
the charge of incendiarism. In the fear and excitement of
the people, witnesses were easily found, and immediately
believed. Soon, however, some variety .in the accusations
was needed, and this was supplied by the hatred of society
(odz'um humani generis), of which the Christians were universally believed to be guilty. The new charge was
obviously as easily proved and as readily credited as the
first But gradually popular feeling changed both in Rome
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in 64 and in England in 1679. The number of executions
sated the people, and a reaction occurred.
To understand the development of Nero's action, it is
necessary to conceive clearly and precisely what is meant
by the hatred of the world with which the Christians were
charged (odium humani gemris). It was not the mere
abstract emotion of which they were accused, but the
actions in which that emotion manifested itsel£ To the
Romans genus humanztm meant, not mankind in general,
but the Roman world-men who lived according to Roman
manners and laws; the rest of the human race were enemies
and barbarians. The Christians then were enemies to
civilised man and to the customs and laws which regulated
civilised society. They were bent on relaxing the bonds
that held society together ; they introduced divisions into
families, and set children against their parents ; and this end
they attained by nefarious means, working on the minds of
their devotees by magical arts.* All this they did with a
view to practise their abominable crimes (jlagitia) more
freely. So elastic an accusation was easily proved in the
excited state of popular feeling. The Christians were in
truth hostile to certain customs practised freely in Roman
society, bJ.!t considered by them as vicious or irreligious ;
and the principle was readily admitted that he that is an
enemy to a part is an enemy to the whole. The Christians
" Odz'um humam' generz's was, as Arnold aptly points out, the
crime of poisoners and magicians, p. 23, n. I. The punishments
inflicted on the Christians under N ero are those ordered for magicians.
Paullus, Sentent. V. 23, 17, "Magz'cce ar#s consdos summo suppZicw
a!fici pZacuit, id est, best#s obz'd aut crud su!figz'. Ipsi autem
magz' vz'vi exuruntur." Constantine ordered that .feraNs pestis
absumat those who used magic arts (Cod. Theodos., ix. r6, 5); and
also that haruspkes should be burned (ib. ix. r6, r).
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were bent on destroying civilisation, and civilisation must
in self-defence destroy them.*
The crime of employing magical arts to compass their
nefarious purposes was closely connected with this, and
was even more easily proved. The extraordinary influence
which the new religion acquired over its votaries, the
marvellous reformation which it wrought in its converts,
the enthusiastic devotion and unbending resolution of the
whole. body, were all proofs that supernatural means and
forbidden arts were employed.
Tacitus has been criticised on the ground that there isno
authority to prove that such jlagz'tt'a were attributed to the
Christians earlier than the second century.
Putting out of sight that in I Peter ii. 12, "they speak
against you as evildoers," t these popular accusations are
distinctly referred to, we may reply that numerous historical
examples show that such crimes were likely to be attributed
to the private meetings of the Christians from the beginning. It is a real difficulty to understand how Fronto, the
monitor of Marcus Aurelius, could credit these jlagz'tt'a; t
but there is needed no proof that Tacitus is right in attributing the belief to the vulgar of the year 64. We find in
his words a strong proof that he is giving the views held
in 64, and not those which he himself entertained. We
need not suppose that so careful an investigator credited
them, especially as he so carefully and specially restricts
the belief to the vulgar and the past.
" In this connection the phrase u#lt'tate f?ublt'ca is important:
Obviously N ero assigned' the common interest as the reason for his
continued persecution of the Christians.

t ICaTaAaAOUVTES vp.oov .lJs KniCO'II'O£oov,
t According to the representation of his wcrds by Minucius Felix,
Oct. 9 and JI,
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5·

CRIME WHICH THE CHRISTIANS CONFESSED.

Some other points in Tacitus' description need a word.
As to the words qut' fatebantur, what crime did they confess ? Arnold understands that they acknowledged the
charge of incendiarism, and gave information against other
Christians as guilty of the same crime. Credat Judceus
Ape!la : to me this seems absolutely incredible ; and the
suggestion which Arnold makes that the Christians were
partially implicated in, or at least privy to, the criminal act
appears impossible. Moreover, this view is contrary to the
recorded facts. If so many of the Christians acknowledged
the crime on their trial and denounced others, their ·complicity in the crime would necessarily hav~ been accepted
by the popular opinion. But Arnold himself shows clearly
that the popular opinion remained ultimately unshaken
about the author of the fire, and that the revul'sion of
popular feeling which finally occurred was due to the
growing conviction that the Christians were innocent and
ill-treated. Such a conviction could never have grown
up if the Christians had in numbers confessed the crime.
The difficulty, which requires from Arnold seven pages ,
of examination, seems to arise entirely from the compression
of Tacitus' style, and to disappear as soon as we make
explicit the thought which is in his mind, and which he
expects his readers to have in their minds-viz., "The
Christians were sought out." Assuming this step as implied
in the context,* Tacitus then proceeds, "Those who ac" This thought is implied in the brief introductory sentence:

aoolendo rumori Nero suodzclit reos et pcenis a.!fee# Christianos;
primum correpti qui fateoantur. This is the sequence of the
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knowledged the charge (of being Christians) were hurried to
trial." The form of expression, assuming, but not. making
explicit in words, a thought implied in the circumstances,
is quite in the style of Tacitus.
There is here implied, precisely as in Pliny's letter, a
distinction between two classes of Christians-those who
made no secret of their religion, but openly professed, and,
we may perhaps add, taught and preached it, and those
who were not known to their neighbours as Christians.
We may safely conclude that the latter were the great
majority. It is cl<;!ar that in outward appearance they
must have avoided all show of difference from their pagan
neighbours. Situated as they were in the midst of a society
where numberless little acts of life daily expressed respect
for the common religion, these persons must in outward
show have conformed with the common fashion and the
ordinary usages of politeness, though strictly taken such
usages implied belief in an idolatrous worship.'* It is of
course well known that much controversy existed in the
Church during the early centuries as to how far such conformity with the usages and conventions of society was
right or permissible ; and it is obviously a very delicate
point, on which considerable difference of honest opinion
is sure to exist, as to where such conformity ceases to be
mere compliance with polite conventions, and becomes an
f!.Cknowledgment of false religion.
narrative, for all that is interposed between Chrz"s#anos andprz'mum
is a parenthetical description ofthe Christians. When the parenthesis
is omitted, the sense of.fatebantur is clear. Hardly any one before
Arn old felt a difficulty.
" For example, the pagan formula D(is) M(anibus) was sometimes
used on Christian graves. See below, p. 435f.
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CHARACTER, DURATION, AND EXTENT OF THE
NERONIAN PERSECUTION.

The analogy between the narrative of Tacitus and that
of Pliny is great ; "" but the inference drawn from it that
Tacitus coloured his narrative through his knowledge of
the situation in the second century is incorrect. There is
an even more striking analogy in certain respects between
the conduct of Pliny and that of the governor of Gallia
Lugdunensis in A.D. 177.t In each case the resemblance
is due to the essential similarity in the circumstances, and
not to the colour imparted by the narrator.
In the words of Tacitus, taken by themselves, there is
nothing to suggest that the prosecution of the Christians
continued for several years ; but at the same time there
is nothing inconsistent with this conclusion, which was
suggested by the words of Suetonius. As we have seen,
Tacitus asserts that the larger number (as the passage has
been interpreted above, the far larger number) of the
accused must have been condemned on the ground of
hatred of the world and hostility to society. This went on
tiJl the Roman populace was sick of it, and began to pity
the sufferers. Here we have the one expression in the
whole paragraph that can safely be used as an indication of

'" Besides the points mentioned already in this chapter (fatebantur, t'ndicio, flagitz'a) Tacitus uses the ]Jhrase superstz'tz'o
exiNabllz's, Pliny superstz'No prava z'mmodz'ca.
t See above, p. 204. The similarity would certainly be much more
striking if we had the report addressed by the governor to Marcus
Aurelius ; but we only know) the situation as it appeared to the
Christians in Lugdunum.
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the extent of the persecution. The phrase {ngens multitudo
alone might quite well be interpreted, in a writer like
Tacitus, as indicating that the number arrested and tried
was great in view of the charge-viz., incendiarism, in
which, as a rule, only a small number of persons are
likely to unite. But it can have been f10 inconsiderable
number and no short period which brought satiety to a
populace accustomed to find their greatest amusement in
public ~utcheries, frequently recurring on a colossal scale.
Accordingly those writers who would minimise the whole
occurrence and treat it as the execution of a few Jews, find
this statement a difficulty. Schiller treats it as absolutely
false and incredible ; and he considers that any novelty. or
intensification of cruelty in the form of execution would be
only an additional amusement to the jaded nerves of the
mob.* It certainly is a statement well deserving of careful
thought; b~t probably few will agree with Schiller in thinking it absolutely incredible that the Roman populace could
ever grow tired of butchery, or could ever feel that a
persecuted class had been unfairly treated. It must, however, be confessed that there is no third alternative. Either
Schiller is right and the statement incredible, or else there
must have been a great and long-continued massacre.
On these grounds we conclude that if Tacitus has
correctly represented his authorities, the persecution of
Nero, begun for the sake of diverting popular attention,
was continued as a permanent police measure under the
form of a general prosecution of Christians as a sect
dangerous to the public safety.
" Schiller, Gesch. d. Ii:aiserrez'chs unter der Regz'erung des
Nero, p. 437· I qu~te it from Arnold, no(having access to the book.
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7·

PRINCIPLE OF NERO'S ACTION.

As we have seen, Pliny implies that the attitude of the
Government towards the Christians was governed by a
principle which was already in existence before Trajan's
time. The next question that awaits us is whether the
principle is the same as that introduced by Nero.
The answer must be in the negative. Pliny and Trajan
both assume that Christianity is in itself a crime deserving
of death. No question is asked, no investigation ,is made,
about crimes committed by the Christians ; the acknow:ledgment of the Name entails immediate condemnation.
But under Nero it is otherwise. The trial is held, a:nd the
condemnation is pronounced, in respect not of the Name, ·
but of serious offences naturally connected with the Name
(flagz'tz'a coha:rentz'a nomz'nz'). These offences are, in the
first place, incendiarism, and secondly, hostility to civilised
society, which, as we saw, implied the practice of magic
and tampering with the established customs of society.
Now we can admit that a certain rhetorical manner veils
the bare facts in Tacitus's narrative; but we cannot admit
that he has seriously misrepresented them. We hiJ,ve
founded our interpretation on the view that he is accurate
and trustworthy, and we cannot now abandon it.
The action which he attributes to Nero is essentially
different from the practice of Trajan's time. Tacitus was
familiar with the lat~r practice ; and, sip.ce he describes
Nero's action as different from it, we must conclude that
he is following older authorities. Unless they had been
conclusive on this point, he would naturally have described the action of Nero as similar to that of his own
time.
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The chapter of Tacitus describes the action of A.D. 64 ;
and Nero reigned four years longer. Now the development
is easy from the stage described by Tacitus (in which proof
is required that an accused Christian has committed some
act of hostility to society) to the further stage implied by
Pliny (in which it is assumed that Christians are all guilty
of such hostility, and may be condemned offhand on confession of the Name). Was this further step taken in the
later years of N ero, and mentioned, as we must then suppose, by Tacitus in a later chapter?
Within ;the reign of Nero there is hardly enough time
fot such a development. The persecution began in 64, and
it was obviously at an end when Nero left Rome towards
the end of 66.* It had been continued by the Emperor
after the people had become sick of it ; and when his
personal influence was withdrawn, it can hardly have continued. Flavius Sabinus, who was prefect of the city at
the time, was not a person likely to urge it on actively, and
the populace was opposed to it.
It is true that Sulpicius Severus, whose account of the
Neronian persecution is founded on Tacitus, and stated
almost in his words, proceeds, " This was the beginning of
severe measures against the Christians. Afterwards the
religion was forbidden by formal laws, and the profession
of Christianity was made illegal by published edicts."t
But the value of this late evidence depends entirely on its
I

" This does not mean that executions of Christians ceased entire(y,
but that they were sporadic. The fact remains always that Christianity, as a disturbing influence, was opposed and punished by the
State, whenever anything of a marked character drew the attention
of the Government to it.
t Chron., ii. 29.
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source ; and there can be no doubt that this author's
account of the N eronian persecution has no authority,
except in so far as he quotes from Tacitus. Now this
statement was certainly not founded on anything that was
said in the Annals; for the chapter, xv. 44, has the
appearance of summing up the whole subject of Nero's
attitude towards the Christians, and there seems to be no
opportunity for Tacitus to resume it in .the conclusion of
the work."*
There are then only two alternatives in regard to the
statement ,of Sulpicius Severus. Either it is a pure amplification of his own, inconsistent with Tacitus and possessing
no authority, or it must be interpreted as referring to the
action of subsequent emperors. I incline to the latter
alternative. Sulpicius having described the beginning of
persecution under N ero, adds a sentence briefly describing
the repressive measures, more marked in theory, but not
more terrible in action, which were decreed by later
emperors.
But, as we have inferred from Suetonius, Nero introduced
the principle of punishing the Christians. Is the account
given by Tacitus consistent with this? The answer must
be affirmative. In any single trial tl).e general principle
must have been laid down that certain acts, which all
Christians were regularly guilty of, were worthy of death.
Even after Nero left Rome, the prefect of the city would
"' The extant part of the Annals brings down the history till the
summer or autumn of 66. Before the end of 66 Nero went away to
Greece, and only returned in 68, just in time to hear of the revolt
of Vindex. During the few weeks of his reign that remained, his
attention must have been absorbed with more pressing needs than
the trials of Christians.
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be bound to follow the example set by th,e Emperor ; for
it would be treason to dispute or disregard it.*
When N ero had once established the principle in Rome,
his action served as· a precedent in every province. There
is no need to suppose a general edict or a formal law. The
precedent would be quoted in every case where a Christian
was accused.- Charges such as had been brought against
Paul in so many places were certainly brought frequently
against others ; and the action of the Emperor in Rome
would give the torie to the action of the provincial governors.
We conclude, therefore, that between 68 and 96 the
attitude of the State towards the Christians was more
clearly defined, and that the process was changed, so that
proof of definite crimes committed by the Christians
(jlagitz'a cohaJrentz'a nomini) was no longer required, but
acknowledgment of the Name alone sufficed for condemnation. Nero treats a great many Christians as criminals,
and punishes them for their crimes. Pliny and Trajan
treat them as outlaws and brigands, and punish them
without a reference to crimes.
8. EVIDENCE OF CHRISTIAN DOCUMENTS.

Finally, we have to ask what is the evidence of contemporary Christian documents. In the Apocalypse and in
First Peter the development has taken place, and Christians
suffer for the Name. Both these documents have been
referred to this period, the former by many recent critics,

* If the widely entertained opinion, that St. Paul was executed
in A.D. 67 or 68, be right, we have an example of the trials which
took place during Nero's absence before one of his delegates,
probably the prefect of the city.
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the latter by tradition, which supposes St. Peter to have
perished in the N eronian persecution. But in the following
chapter we shall try to show that both belong to the latter
part of the first century. As to the other documents of
this period (admitting, as we do, the authenticity of the
Pastoral Epistles), we find in them no hint about persecution
for the Name. Persecution is indeed alluded to as imminent
on all ; but it is not an organised persecution directed by
the Government, nor do we find explicit references to
punishment for the Name simply. The advice given hy
St. Paul as to the relations of the Christians to the society
in which they are placed, is always in accordance with the
situation which we have described as occupied by .them
under Nero. They should avoid, as far as is consistent
with religion, the appearance of interfering vzith the present social order. The proper rule of life is to accept the
world's facts, not as in themselves right, but as indifferent,
and to waste no time and thought on them. Slaves must be
obedient. In society Christians are to observe the courtesies
of life, though these had often a religious appearance.
The most developed and pointed expressions in Paul
are perhaps I Tim. vi. I, where slaves are counselled to
" count their own masters worthy of all honour, that the
name of God and the doctrine be not blasphemed," and
'Pitus ii. 4, 5, where the young women are advised to
maintain strictly the proper relations of family life, "that
the word of God be not blasphemed." In both cases the
position of Christians in pagan households is not merely
not excluded, but is even the prominent idea.*. The es-

* In the former passage heathen masters are expressly meant,
for Christian masters are distinguished in the next verse. In the
latter the analogy of 1 Peter iii. I shows what the true significance is.
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tablished social order must, where. possible, be respected, for
any vain interference with it will give rise to calumnies
and accusations against the Christians who bear the name
of God, and against the doctrine which they teach.
James ii. 6 stands on the same plane as the passage
which has just been quoted from I Timothy : " Do not the
rich persecute you, and themselves drag you before the
judgment-seats? Do not they blaspheme the honourable
name by the which ye are called?" Here and in I Tim. vi. I,
the name is not spoken of in the tone used twenty years
later, when it becomes almost a technical formula.* The
danger about 65-70 is that calumnies and false charges be
circulated, and the Christians tried for these imputed crimes.
In such trials recantation is not sought for, and would be
no palliation of the crimes charged against the Christians.
All these familiar passages suit the close of the Neronian
period, as we have described it. Itwould, however, require
a special chapter to go over the Epistles of Paul from this
point of vi~w, and to show their agreement with the facts
which we have elicited from Tacitus and Suetonius. As in
all early Christian literature, the persecutions to which the
Christians are liable occupy much less space than might
perhaps be expected ; only in a passing word or an obscure
implication is any attention paid to them. But through
the period that engages our attention paucity of references
to persecutions can never be taken as a proof that none
were going on. Probably "the doctrine" would never have
surmounted them, if the attention of its teachers had been
much given to them.
" That stage is . marked in these pages by using the capital.
James, strictly, does not bear on our present subject, seep. 349·
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Incidentally we may ·here note that the tone of the
Pastoral Epistles in this respect is consistent only with an
early date. It is difficult for· the historian of the Empire
to admit that they were composed after that development
of the Imperial policy towards the Christians which occurred (as we shall see in the following chapter) under the
Flavian Emperors.
· But as this remark touches on a keenly controverted
point, a little more space may fitly be devoted to the subject. I take Holtzmann's Pastoralbriefe, p. 267, as the
most complete statement of the opposite view, that the
references to persecution denote a late date towards the
middle of the second century.*
The seeking out of the Christians (Uwgt~, 'Cnwryp.6~) is
alluded to in 2 Tim. iii. 12 (otwxB~O"ovTat) ; but it was
practised from the first day of the Neronian persecution.
The suffering of affliction and persecution (tcaiCo7raBeZv) is
the lot of all Christians (2 Tim. iii. 12, etc.); but the kind ·
of suffering is expressly defined as the same to which Paul
himself was exposed,' and Holtzmann cannot surely be
serious when he quotes these .passages as a proof of a
second century date (2 Tim. iii. I 1, iv. 17, 18). There
were some who showed cowardice, and shrank from enduring the persecution ; but we need not ask for proof that
recantation occurred in Nero's time, as well as in the
second or the third century. The suffering is endured by

* Among Holtzmann's ind~cations of later date, uone appear
strong. An analogy to Apuleius does not tell much in favour of
the date he assigns, II2-150. Every analog-y to anything mentioned in later literature is taken, most uncritically and unhistorically, as a proof that an early date is impossible. Such analogies
often merely prove general similarity in the situation; seep. 204·5·
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the Christian as if he were a malefactor, and this treatment
is complained of as unjust I (2 Tim. ii. 9) ; but that is
exactly the tone of the N eronian period, and the Greek
word tcatcovpryor; refers expressly to the flagz'tia, for which
the Christians were condemned under N ero, and for which
they were no longer condemned· in A. D. I I 2. Finally
Holtzmann quotes rightly the analogy between I Peter ii. I2
and r Tim. vi. I, Titus ii. 5,* and between I Peter iv. I5 and
2 Tim; ii. 9· But it is precisely these verses in I Peter which
mark that epistle as retaining traces of earlier feeling, and
as standing in th~ transition from the Neronian period to
the formulated persecution of the Flavian period, when
the Name is explicitly prohibited. Moreover, the flagitia
were a standing reproach in all periods.
Holtzmann appeals to the use of fJarnXet<; in the plural
in I Tim. ii. 2, as a proof that conjoint emperors were
reigning at the time. It is undoubtedly true that the use
of the plural often furnishes an excellent and conclusive
criterion of date. ·On this ground we may probably date
the Acta of Carpus and Papylus~ the True Word of
Celsus, and several other documents, in the joint reign
of M. Aurelius and L. Verus. Even though the singular
fJarnX€i1r; he used in the same document, the argument i~
stili valid ; for the singular was the ordinary usage, into
which a writer was apt to slip.t This rule can be proved
" BAaO"c/J'Jp.£'iv is used in Clement, Epz'st., § 47 ; but that is no proof
that' the Epistles to Timothy were composed at the same time as
Clement'~ letter to the Corinthians. I do not know what date
Holtzmann assigns to Clement's Epistle, or whether he quotes this
analogy as a proof of the date of Timothy.
t I cannot therefore agree with the inference that Lightfoot draws
from the use of the singular by Celsus. See his Ignat. and Polyc.,
i. P· 530, 593 n, edition II.
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by the usage of Athenagoras, and many other writers.*
But the case is quite different in I Tim. ii. 2 ; the writer
directs that a general rule be observed to pray "for all
men ; for kings and all that are in high place." The term
{3a(n'A~wv without the article cannot be understood' as denoting "the emperors who are reigning at the present
time;" it means" emperors (or sovereigns) in general."
Where any definite information has reached us, we find
that the accusations made against the Christians throughout the reigns of Claudius and Nero are, as a rule, of the
type just described-e.g., at Philippi, " these 'men set forth·
customs which it is not lawful for us to receive or observe,
being Romans" (Acts xvi. 21); at ThessaJonica "they that
have turned the world upside down." On the other hand,
where the accusation was a purely religious one-as at .
Corinth, "this man persuadeth men to worship God contrary to the law" (Acts xviii. 13)-the Roman governor
refused to listen to a charge that was not on " a matter of
wrong or of wicked villany." So St. Paul's judges in Palestine agreed that there was no real charge against him, and
that, if he had not appealed to the Emperor, he might
have been set free.
One charge especially, which soon afterwards became a
standing one and the regular test and touchstone of persecution, is never alluded to under N ero : this was the refusal
to comply with the established and official worship of the
emperors.
That religion, though widely and willingly
practised in the provinces, was not yet explicitly adopted
by the State as a political institution. Disrespect to the

.

• Many of the cases are rightly quoted by H oltzmann, p. 269; see
also Neumann, p. 58 n.
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Emperor had indeed already been treated in Rome as
treason (maJestas, lur€~eta); but there is no evidence that
as yet this charge had been brought against the Christians,*
or that compliance with the rites of the Imperial religion
was formally proposed to them as the test of their faith.
That treatment belongs to the later period, and marks the
stage when they are condemned for the Name, and when
their death constitutes them "Witnesses" (fJ-&prvpe-:) to
the Name. Under N ero they are not martyrs in the strict
sense ; they are only sufferers.
The action of Nero inaugurates a new era in the relation
of the Empire towards Christianity; or, to speak more
precisely, the Empire then for the first ti~e adopted a
definite attitude towards the new religion. So says Suetonius, and Tacitus does not disagree. Hitherto the Roman
officials had, on the whole, treated the Christians with
indifference, or even with favour mingled with contempt
(seep. 133). Where they acted harshly, either they were
influenced by the enmity of influential Jews, or they punished'
the Christians as being connected with disturbances, which
were due in whole or in part to their presence and action.
But after 64 A.D. the example set by the Emperor necessarily
guided the action of all Roman officials towards the Christians. As yet, however, the religion was not in itself a
crime.

* Treason is, indeed, involved in the charge at Thessalonica :
"These all act contrary to the decrees of Cresar, saying that there
is another King, one Jesus." But this and similar instances are
quite different in type from the charge of treason founded on refusal
to worship the Emperor. They belong to an early period, before the
charge had been formulated in its developed shape.

CHAPTER XII.
THE FLAVIAN POLICY TOWARDS THE CHURCH.

URING the two years that immediately followed the
death of N ero, the anarchy and confusion of the
struggle for power would naturally prevent any development
in the Imperial policy. The attention of the rival emperors
and of the governors of provinces must have been almost
entirely concentrated on the great struggle ; and none but
the most pressing business of government can have been
attended to. We thus reach the year 70, when the Flavian
dynasty was firmly settled in power. Here unfortunately
we lose the guidance of Tacitus, whose Hz'stories of the
Flavian period would have doubtless cleared away. the
obscurity which envelops this critical time in the relations
of the Church to the Empire. We possess only the brief
biographies of Suetonius, which are personal studies, not
formal history, Xiphilin's epitome of the history of Dion
Cassius, and various other even poorer documents. In the
dearth of contemporary and trustworthy authorities we are
compelled, unless we leave this period a blank, to have
recourse to hypothesis. The development in the State
action, which has been alluded to on p. 242, must fall
between 70 and 96. What can we learh or conjecture
about the way in which it took place ?

D
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T ACITUS' CONCEPTION OF THE FLAVIAN POLICY.

It will serve our purpose best to. begin by considering
the attitude of Tacitus as a historian towards the Christians.
In Annals, xv. 44, he introduces them into his pages.*
After mentioning the names .popularly applied to them and
the hatred popularly entertained towards them, he describes
their origin and early history. From this elaborate and
careful introduction we may infer, first, that Tacitus, with
the fuller knowledge of their importance as a factor in
Roman history which he possessed in A.D. 12o,t considered
this to be the moment when they entered on the stage of
his history ; and, second, ·that the carefulness and parade
with which the new factor is introduced mark the entrance
of a figure which is to play some· important part in the
tragedy.+ In the conclusion of the Annals, as we have
seen, this figure can have played no part ; · but in the
Hz'storz'es there can be no doubt that the Christians were
mentioned several times. Although this work is lost, except
for the years 68-70, we have in the pages of Sulpicius
Severus, as has been proved by Bernays,§ an epitome
of one important passage. This fourth century writer used
Tacitus carefully: he made extracts almost verbatz'm from
the ac~ount of the Neronian persecution in the Annals,
" In the Ht'storzes, which were written before the Annals, the
Christians were certainly mentioned as a develope4 sect. Tacitus
wrote the Annals to lead up to the completed Histories.
t Taking this as a rough date for the composition of Annals, xv.
t We must remember that in the ancient plays every important
figure is formally introduced to the audience at its first appearance.
§ See his paper, a masterpiece of analysis, uber dze Chronik des
Suljz'cz"us Severus, republished in his Gesammelte Abhandlun~:-en.
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xv. 44 ; and Bernays has discussed his relation to Taoitus,
and has shown that there are strong signs of a Tacitean
origin in Sulpicius' narrative of the council of war, which
was held after the capture of Jerusalem. In this council
different opinions were expressed. Some thought that the
temple should be left uninjured. Others, and among them
Titus himself, expressed the view that the Temple especially
ought to be destroyed, in order that the religions * of the
Jews and of the Christians might be more completely
extirpated ; for these religions, though opposed to each
other, had yet the same origin. The Christians had arisen
from amongst the Jews; and, when the root was torn up,
the stem would easily be destroyed.
This speech cannot be supposed to embody the actual
words of Titus. Very probably it was composed by
Tacitus himself; but its importance is even greater in that
case, for it would then embody the historian's mature
conception of the nature of the Flavian policy towards the
Christians, as shown in the whole course of their rule.
Whether then it gives an abstract of Titus' actual speech,
reported by some member of the council, or was composed
by Tacitus, it is a historical document of the utmost
importance, and we must examine it carefully. In Titus'
speech the difference between J udaism and Christianity is
fully recognised; but the fact is not grasped that the
latter was quite independent of the Temple and of
Jerusalem as a centre. Titus had only a superficial knowledge of the Christians and their principles, gained entirely
from his experience in Palestine ; and the circumstances of
• Tacitus, of course, called them sujers##ones, but Sulpicius
altered the term to re#giones.
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Palestinian Christianity quite explain his idea of its connexion with the Temple.
Further;Titus regarded both the Jewish and the Christian
religions as evils to be extirpated ; but he believed that
they had a local home and centre, with which their organisation was connected and on which they were dependent.
The hypothesis is· inevitably forced on us that, when
Christianity was found to be independent of a centre
at Jerusalem, and to flourish unchecked after the Temple
was destroyed, the enmity that underlies the speech
of Titus would be carried into vigorous action. If that
were not so, the speech of Titus loses all its force and
appropriateness ; but, if our hypothesis as to the subsequent policy is correct, his speech appears as a fitting and
dramatic introduction, worthily put into the mouth of
the conqueror of Jerusalem. In the following books
Tacitus would show how the emperors, when settled in
Rome, and masters of the information about the Christians
contained in the Imperial archives and steadily accumulating during their reign, resumed the Neronian vigour of
repression. •
• The passage in which Severus describes the subsequent development of Nero's policy towards the Christians has been quoted
above (p. 243) ; and Bernays has taught us how much use that
chronicler made of Tacitus. Is he in this passage, with its reference
to laws and edicts, giving his own general impression derived from
the Hzstorz'es of Tacitus ? It is possible that he is ; but if so, we
must take exception to the wq:cds edicts and laws. We must hold
that Sulpicius uses these terms loosely and inaccurately ; and
perhaps a chronicler of the fourth century was quite as likely to
use the words loosely, as we have found some modern writers to
be, even while they aim at scrupulous and rigid accuracy. (See
above, p. 194.)
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Mommsen also is strongly inclined to the opinion that
the account of the council of war which Sulpicius Severus
gives (flatly contradicted as it is by the contemporary
Jewish historianJosephus), is derived from Tacitus; and he
unreservedly adopts the view, that " the Jewish insurrection
had too clearly brought to light the dangers involved in
this formation of a national religious union-on the one
hand rigidly concentrated, on the other spreading over the
whole East, and having ramifications even in the West."'*'
2. CONFIRMATION OF NERO'S POLICY BY VESPASIAN.

Our hypothesis is that this development took place
under V espasian, after some years of his reign had elapsed.
But the brief remainder of his reign, and the short reign of
Titus, did not impress themselves on the memory of the
Christians. t Hence Domitiim alone was remembered as the
persecutor, ranking along with N ero ; and the execration
and condemnation, which were deserved by his personal
character and conduct in other respects, have been apportioned to him in the popular memory of Christian times
on account of a policy to which he was only the heir. His
action was not due to his personal idiosyncracies ; it was
" Provt'nces, ii., p. 216. I have slightly altered the printed translation.
t But of course there probably were, even in the interval
68-75 A.D., isolated cases of accusation and trial, and, no doubt,
condemnation, of Christians. The reference of Hilary to a persecution under Vespasian is only a slip in expression. A writer of the
fourth century, who enumerates as three types of the persecutor
Nero, Vesp·asian, and Decius, must not be quoted as a witness to
a persecution under Vespasian (as is hesitatingly done by Lightfoot,
Ignat. and Pol., i.,_ p. 15). He meant Domitian, who was the
second type.
·
·
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the natural development of the Imperial policy, and the
facts and reasons on which it was founded were stored in
the Imperial archives, and were, of course, consulted by
Trajan before he replied to Pliny. It is possible that .a
reference to Vespasian's actions occurs in a mutilated
passage of Suetonius, where it is said that " never in the
death of any one did Vespasian [take pleasure, and in
the case of] merited punishments he even wept and
groaned."*· The words in brackets· are restor~d to fill
up an obvious gap in the text of the MSS. ; but this
restoration is not sufficient. We have here indubitably
a reference. to some class or individualsJ whose punishment Vespasian felt himself compelled to accept while
he regretted it ; for it is inconc~ivable that VespasianJ
a Roman, a. soldier of long experience in the bloody
· wars of Britain and JudeaJ wept and groaned at every
" merited " execution; as the restored text would imply.
We think of the punishments which by. the principle
of N ero attached to the Christians ; we saw from the
way in which Suetonius mentioned Nero's measure that
he considered it a good one ; he uses the same term
supplkia in both places. Does not the second passage
( Vesp. IS) look back to the first (Nero 16), and is not
Suetonius here continuing in his own way the same
subject? t A more detailed reference did not enter into his

" Suetonius, Vesj., 15. .fVeque ccede cut'usquam umquam
[lcetatus est et] iusti's supplt'ct't's inlacrimavit etiam et ingemu/t.
Some fill the gap with the single word lcetatus, but neque at the
begin.ning looks forward necessarily to et following.
t This suggestion is so obvious that I have no doubt it has be~n·
already made.

17
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plan. The principle was instituted by N ero. It continued
permanently; and Suetonius would, according to his usual
practice, not again allude to it, were it not for the detail,
interesting to a biographer, that V espasian wept while he
confirmed its operation.
What form did the confirmation take? As yet Nero's
principle was merely unwritten law, according to which the
governors, when any case came before them, judged it
according to the precedent set them by the Emperor. The
punishment of Christians was administrative, not judicial.
The same character continues to attach to it under the
Flavian Emperors and under Trajan (see p. 207). Hence
we need not suppose that any edict or law was passed ; only
rescripts were issued to it).quiring governors. But such
repressive measures could not remain in the form which
Nero gave them: they must develop to their logical conclusion ; and the followers of a sect, whose tendency was to
unsettle the foundations and principles of Roman society,
were held as outlaws, and the very name treated as a crime.
Such seems the natural course foreshadowed in the speech
which the great historian puts into the mouth of Titus ; and
such is the state of administrative procedure, when Pliny
was first called on to conduct cognz'tz'ones in the case of
Christians.
If the theory just sta.ted be not accepted, the only
possible alternative seems to be that under Nero the
attitude of the Roman State towards the Christians was
determined finally. We have rejected this alternative
(seep. 243), for Tacitus's evidence on the point is conclusive
against it, though the weight of Suetonius' evidence is
rather in its favour.
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THE PERSECUTION OF DOMITIAN,

It may safely be asserted that it is only the date of
the proscription which is hypothetical ; its occurrence at
some time before the downfall of the Flavian dynasty is
The persecution of Domitian burned itself
certain.
ineradicably into the memory of history; it may be
doubted by the critic, but not by the historian. He that
has only an eye for details, that "sees hairs and pores,
examines bit by bit," will always find the evidence
defective for almost every detail and fact of the per~
secution. But the historian who can discern
"How parts relate to parts, or they to whole,
The body's harmony, the beaming soul,"

can never feel any doubt as to the general character of
Domitian's action towards the Christians, and will always
see in it the same type of absolute proscription of the
Name, which was taken by Pliny and Trajan as pre~
determined. So strong and early a tradition as that which
constitutes Domitian the second great persecutor cannot
be discredited without wrecking the foundations of ancient
history. Those who discredit it must, to be consistent,
resolve to dismiss nine-tenths of what appears in books
as ancient history, including most that is interesting and
valuable.
It is urged that it was the interest of the Christians to
represent the two worst emperors, Nero and Domitian, as
the two great persecutors ; and therefore their evidence is
dismissed as unworthy of credit. Pliny tortured the two
Christian deaconesses, before he would accept their
evidence ; but he applied the same process to heathen
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slaves. To be consistent let us apply the same standard
to all our authorities; and we then must begin with
Thucydides, who had the strongest motives for misrepresenting the Athenian policy. If it were contended that
ancient history as a whole is uncertain and unknowable, no
reply need be made; but the same measure must be applied
to it throughout ; and on the ordinary standards of history,
Domitian's persecution is as certain as that of Nero.*
The only passage in which any pagan writer mentions
punishments inflicted by Domitian for religious reasons,
occurs in the Epitome of the history of Dion Cassius, made
in the eleventh century by the monk Xiphilin. Dion
mentioned that Flavius Clemens, consul A.D. 95 and
cousin of the Emperor, and his wife Flavia Domitilla,
niece of the Emperor, were tried on a charge of sacrilege
(a8eoT?J~).t
Clemens was executed, and Domitilla was
banished. A great many others were put to death or
deprived of their property on the same charge, among

* Schiller is consistent in disbelieving the evidence for both. He
considers that aBeOTIJS and arr£{3na are used indifferently in this period
as translations of the Latin z'mpietas, which quite explains his consistent scepticism. ' If we take from the words of the ancient historians only such vague and loose ideas as a schoolboy gets from
his lexicon, we cannot find much evidence in them. See his Gesch.
der riim. Kaz'serzeit, i., p. 537· Neumann (pp. 14 and 17) points
out the stricter sense in which these Greek terms were used.
t Neumann (p. 17) has observed that this is the technical sense
of the word aBEOTIJS· We might at first expect that arr£{3na would
be the rendering of the Latin sacrz'legz'um ; but it was pre-occupied
as the translation of mafestas. The word ieporrv"Ala, which was in
earlier times (e.g., Acts xix. 37) used to represent sacrz'legz'um, was
too loose a rendering; and the use of this old term in Acta Paulz
et Theklae (see p. 401) stamps the episode in which it occurs as
early.
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them being Acilius Glabrio, consul in A.D. 91, who had
after his consulship been sent into exile. Dion mentions
that the persons against whom this charge was brought
had gone astray after the manners of the Jews. We see,
therefore, that a number of R9man citizens had· changed
their religion, and that the charge on which they were tried
was sacrilege.
The first question which has to be determined is what
was the religion which these Romans had adopted. Was
it Judaism or Christianity, or did some adopt one religion,
some another ?
It is certain that Clemens and Domitilla suffered as
Christians. The evidence is complete and conclusive, and
there is practical agreement on almost all hands among
modern writers on this point.*
The question as to Acilius Glabrio's religion is more
difficult, and opinion is much more divided. But in the
account given by Dion it is difficult
separate his offence

to

" Domitilla's memory as a martyr was preserved, and the catacomb on the Ardeatine Way, where she was buried, was called
afterwards by her name. It is known from inscriptions that the
ground in which this catacomb was situated belonged to her. De
Rossi's discoveries on this point will be found most conveniently
summarised in Lightfoot's Clement, i., p. 35 ff. Eusebius mentions
that Domitilla was a Christian (H. E., iii. 18, and Chron., pp.
162-3, anno 2II2). Christian tradition speaks of both Clemens
and Domitilla as Christian, and Syncellus, p. 650 (Bonn edition),
. records this (the divergent accounts of Domitilla's relationship are
explained, probably rightly, by Lightfoot); while the Christianity ot
Clemens is not so well attested as that of Domitilla, there is at least
no doubt that suspicions of this contributed to cause his trial and
prompted the charges on which he was condemned. The Acta
Nerd et Achlllez' also attests the fact of their religion. On
Suetonius' view, see below, p. ~7'·
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from that of Clemens and the others.* Dion reported by
Xiphilin is not .a very high authority ; but, so far as his
evidence goes, it is that Acilius belonged to the same class
of criminals as Clemens and others,t and that they were
Christians. Moreover, when we read of De Rossi's recent
excavations, we can hardly refuse to follow Dion. De
Rossi found that the original centre of a group of catacombs beside the Via Salaria consisted of a gamma-shaped
crypt attached to a small chapel. In the chapel was buried
the person who gave sanctity to the whole group of catacombs, and near whom other Christians wished to repose.:j:
The crypt was the burial-place of the family on whose
property the chapel and the series of catacombs · were
situated, and to which apparently the person buried in
the chapel belonged. The fragmentary inscriptions found
here hardly leave room for doubt that the family was that
of the Acilii Glabriones. Who then was buried in the
" Lightfoot's attempt to separate them seems to me to be unsuccessful. (Clem., i., p. 81, n. 6.)
t An additional charge was brought against Acilius, of having
fought in the arena during his consulship, and thus (we may infer)
injured the "majesty" of Rome. He was, therefore, accused both
of sacrilege and treason.
:j: The eager desire of the Christians to be buried neat the grave
of some saint or martyr (sanc#s martyrz'bus socz'art') is a well-known
and widely prevalent fact. (See' Le Blant, Sujjl. aux Actes des
Martyrs, p. 272.) In this case, of course, there is no certain proof
that the saint or martyr, who was buried in the chapel, belonged to
the family which owned the land. Many cases occurred where a
martyr's body was bought or taken by Christians not of his kindred.
Several are mentioned in extant Acta. (See Le Blant, p. 282.)
But the probability is, of course, strong that the Acilii obtained the
body. of their own relative, and made it the central point of a new
family sepulchre. The comparison of Dion with the discoveries
of De Rossi makes the case very strong, but not conclusive.
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chapel? Surely we may, with Dion, connect the charge
against Acilius with that against Clemens and Domitilla,
and consider that the body of the consul of 91 was
brought back from his place of exile, and buried in Rome.
It was the regular practice to leave the corpses of criminals
free to their friends to tend and bury.
Those persons who are actually named by Dion as having
perished on the charge of going astray after Jewish customs prove therefore to be Christians. Taking his words
in connection with the persistent tradition about Domitian's
persecution, we cannot doubt that in A.D. 95 many Roman
citizens were put to death on suspicion of being Christians,
or at least of being connected with Christians.

4· BIAS OF DION CASSIUS.
In the next place we have to face the question, why
then does Dion speak only of Jewish manners? This fact
ceases to present any serious difficulty when we observe
that he seems to have studiously refrained throughout his
history from referring explicitly to the Christians.*
This silence is obviously intentional. When Dion wrote in
the third century, the Christians were of course perfectly
well known ; and there were many occasions on which an
unbiassed historian must have alluded to them. Whether
Dion approved or disapproved of them, it was undeniable
• The name occurs three times in Xiphilin's epitome, but in each
case he is plainly supplementing Dion from other authorities. It
may be taken as certain that Xiphilin would not omit any reference
to the Christians that occurred in Dion. He found none, but
introduces references from other sources where he felt bound to
complete Dion. The evidence deduced from Zonaras, who also
used Dion confirms this conclusion.
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that they had been a factor of some consequence in the State
from the time of N ero onwards. His silence may be corn~
pared with the peculiar language of lElius Aristides, who also
makes a ;point of riot naming the Christians, though he
mentions "them in Palestine," in a passage where I cannot
doubt that the Christians are at least included in the general
description.* It was apparently a fashion and an affectation
among a certain class of Greek men of letters about 160-240
to ignore the existence of the Christians, and to pretend to
confuse them with the Jews. These high-souled philosophic
Greeks would not even know the name, for it was a solecism
to use such a vulgar and barbarian word as Xpurnav6,..
We conclude then that Dion was biassed, and that his
attitude as an historian has a certain leaning which we
must always make allowance for in estimating his testimony. In regard to the events of A.D. 95, we see that
it would be quite in his style to describe the crime of
Christians by the vague phrase " manners of the Je\'l·s " ;
and we therefore can find in his words no serious discrepat'lcy
with the inference which has been drawn from the individual
cases mentioned by him.

5·

DIFFERENCE OF POLICY TOWARDS JEWS AND
CHRISTIANS.

On the other hand, if we take Dion's phrase to imply
that he considered Clemens,' Acilius, and many others to
have been put to death for becoming Jewish proselytes, we
are involved in insuperable difficulties, and must reject his
evidence as wholly incredible. It is in itself improbable that
" Or., xlvi. 1rpl.s IIMToova v1r€p Twv TETnxpoov, vol. ii., p. 394 ff. (ed.
Dindorf). This much-controverted passa&'e is disc1.1esed more fully
b~low, l?· JS x ff,
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many Romans had become Jewish proselytes; and it is diffi·
cult to account for the entire failure of corroborative evidence.
A disposition among some classes of Romans to coquet with
Jewish habits is indeed attested ; but it was not carried to
a degree which would render Dion's account probable.
It is true that under Domitian the Jews suffered much
extortionate and harsh treatment. The Jewish poll-tax,
which since the Jewish war, 67-70 A.D., had been levied for
the benefit of Capitoline, Jupiter, was exacted with great
severity. Proselytes, who strictly were not liable, and
persons of Jewish origin, who had g-iven up their faith,'*
are sq.id to have been compelled to pay. The exaction
was accompanied with much hardship, with insult, and even
with violence to the person of suspects.t But the object
was to enrich the treasury ; for after the enormous extravagance of N ero, finance became one of the most im~
poitant concerns of the Imperial policy. Hence it was
that the poll-tax was levied from as many as possible ; but
for this very reason there appears to have been no slaying
of Jews. Finance and not religion dictated the action
towards them ; and potential taxpayers would not be
slain by a needy government, except in rare cases as a
warning to others to pay more readily.;
"' The whole history of the Jewish race precludes us from the
supposition that. these Jews had apostatised to paganism. They
, can-have been. only Jewish Christians.
t The extreme violence which was applied to reluctant taxpayers
is described by M. Le Blant in his Actes des Martyrs, p. 162 ff.
t See the passage quoted in preceding note. Schiller, i., p. 537,
on the contrary, considers that the intention was to weaken the
numbers and power of the Jews : Das~ die Regi'erung durch

Erhohung und strenge Beitreibung der :Judensteuer in Rom seZbst
aie Juden zu decz'mz'eren una zu controtNeren suchte.
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Finally, another alternative remains for considerationviz., that Christians and Jews were in A.D. 95 still confused
with each other by the Romans, and that Dion (who of
course was well aware of the difference between them)
merely retained the phrase employed by his authorities.
In that case the whole view which we have taken as to
the attitude of the State towards the Christians during
the first century is shown to be erroneous. Many high
authorities have maintained that the Imperial Government
continued till the time of Pliny and Trajan to consider
Christians as a mere sect of the Jews, to' speak a~out both
as Jews, and to- treat both in the same way. Neumann
has correctly observed that this view is inconsistent with
the spirit of Pliny's and Trajan's letters ; but he only moves
back a few years the discovery of the Christians by the
Government. He thinks it certain that the Christians were
reckoned by the. Roman Government to be a mere sect of
the Jews down to the reign of Domitian ; or even if their
existence was known, the same regulations applied to them
as to the Jews.* The question as to the attitude of the
Government towards the Christians had not yet been raised.
Hitherto, indeed, the Christians had been affected along
with the Jews by occasional measures directed against the
latter ; but on the whole they lived in freedom, protected
by the screen of the legalised Jewish religion. Even under
Domitian, Neumann considers that for a time the Christians
were still classed among theJews, and compelled to pay
the Jewish poll-tax, and that the strict exaction of the tax
revealed to the Government the extent to which Christianity
had spread. In the last year but one of Domitian's reign it
• Neumann, p. 5 ff., p. 14 ff,
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was decided that the propagation of the Jewish-Christian
religion should be restrained by the 1aw. The Jews, on the
other hand, were still tolerated, but Jewish proselytising
was forbidden.
We cannot admit that the Roman Government did not
begin until A.D. 95 to understand that Christians were not
a mere sect of the Jews, and to consider what should be its
policy towards the former. The following reasons seem
conclusive against Neumann's view.
(1) The nature of the Imperial Government, the ability
with which it was conducted, the success which it attained
in Romanising the provinces, are inconsistent with the
supposition that it continued until A.D. 95 so ignorant about
the Christians. The remarkable success of their provincial
administration could not have been achieved without intimate knowledge of the provincial peoples and manners.
The correspondence of Pliny shows how carefully the
ways of the people were reported to the Emperor ; and
all such information was certainly collected and preserved
in the Imperial archives. It seems almost as absurd to say
that the Imperial policy treated Christians until 95 under
the mistaken idea that they were Jews, as it would be for
some historian of future ages to argue that the British
Government continued until the twentieth century to mix
up the Brahmo Somaj with Brahminism. This d prz'orz'
argument, however, must yield if evidence is against it.
What then is the evidence ?
(z) The evidence of the historians, where accessible, is that
Christians were distinguished by the Government and the
populace as early as A.D. 64. Tacitus and Suetonius are
agreed on this point. Again we saw that in A.D. 70
(according to Tacitus probably) Titus was familiar with
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the distinction. Before 79 an idle person could write on a
Pompeian wall the name of the Christians. The facts
indeed are few, but all (with the one exception of Dion's
phrase) are on one side. On the other 'side there is mere
theory, supported by Dion's words.
· (3) The treatment of the Jews was quite different from
that which, as we have seen, was employed towards the
Christians.. The Jewish religion had always been recognised
as legal by the Imperial policy; and the Jews were released
from all duties which were contrary to their religion. Even
the great rebellion, A.D. 67-70, entailed no essential change.
The religion continued to be legal, and no Jew was required
to do anything contrary to it (p. 355). · It is true that the
old temple-tax was now levied as tribute to the temple
of Capitoline Jupiter ; and this exaction gave rise to heartburning among the Jews and harsh usage at the hands of
the collectors. But, when once the tax was paid, the Jew
was free to worship as he pleased. Harsh taxation was not
inconsistent with religious toleration. (See p. 265.)
6. THE EXECUTIONS OF A.D. 95 AN INCIDENT OF THE
GENERAL POLICY.

While we have to differ from Neumann on this point, we
find him in other respects quite agreed with the view which
we have taken as to the executions of A.D. 95. They were
the result of action by the State against the Christians on
the ground of their religion. We cannot, however, consider
that these executions are by themselves sufficient to
explain the persistent tradition which makes Domitian the
second great persecutor, or to account for the facts which
will be further described in the following chapter,
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The execution and banishment of Christians in A.D. 95,
so far as the record in Dion goes, would appear· to have
been confined to Roman citizens. The obvious explanation
of this is that mere execution of ordinary Christians was
not mentioned by Dion any more than he would mention
the execution of so many thieves. The attitude of the
State towards the Christians during the Flavian period
cannot be better described than in the words of Mommsen :
" The persecution of the Christians was a standing matter,
as was that of robbers." * It was inherent in the nature of
the Imperial constitution that it should stamp out Christianity, just as it was inherent in its nature that it should
stamp out brigandage. The desultory and fitful nature of
the persecutions arose naturally from the situation. The
repression of brigandage was as uncertain as the repression
of Christianity. Both were permanent evils ; and some
governors made more or less energetic attempts to carry out
completely the fundamental principle which proscribed both,
while others made little or no attempt to cope with either.
Many governors boasted, or were anxious to boast, that
they had brought back from their province their lictors'
axes unstained with blood. 't Under their rule little can
have been done to punish either Christians or brigands.
The Imperial system was inconsistent with the Christian
principles of life and society ; collision between them was
inevitable. The actual moment when the collision first
took place was due to accident-viz., to the position of N ero
in regard to the popular feeling in A.D. 64 ; but sooner or
later it had to take place. Other circumstances determined
" Provz'nces of the Roman Empz're, ii., p. 199, of the translation.
See Le Blarit, Actes des Martyrs, p. 127.

t
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the precise year of the collision, but the nature of the two
powers determined its necessity.
Dion then would have defended his silence about the
Christians in general on the ground that they were as far
beneath the notice of history as· were thieves and other
malefactors. Only .when Roman citizens were involved
did it enter into his plan to allude to the proceedings.
But much may be gathered from what he does record ; and
we may fairly ask what would be done to non-Romans, if
noble citizens, consuls and relatives of the Emperor, were
put to death on the charge of being Christians P A formal
trial must be granted to all Romans, in which the exact
accusation was plainly stated, and the character and degree
of the crime considered in the sentence ; but that gives no
reason for thinking that a similar careful trial would be
accorded to non-Romans. In their case the magistrate
simply made the investigation necessary for attaining
certainty about the facts, and forthwith exercised on the
parties the powers that belonged to him as the guardian of
law and order. The charge against these Romans in A.D.
95 was sacrilege. Now Mommsen has shown conclusively
that there was no regular process in Roman law for trying
such a crime ; and the trial therefore could not be before
an ordinary qucestio. A special procedure was required,
and there can be no doubt that it was of the following
character: the Emperor judged at least the case of his own
relatives, and as the ultimate source and arbiter of right
he pronounced the fitting decision, or as the supreme
magistrate he took what steps he thought right to vindicate
propriety and order. But no allusion seems to have been
made to crimes connected with, or springing out of, Christianity ; the trials were directly concerned with the religion
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of the accused ; and the fact that Romans had become
Christians was reckoned as sacrilege and punished with
death. This decision of the supreme fountain of law and
right must, when applied by magistrates to the case of
non-Romans, have taken the form according to which Pliny
in his first cognitt'ones acted, and which he understood to be
already settled.
We need not consider that the trials of A.D. 95 were the
first that Domitian (01:, his delegates) held. The only
reason why we hear of them is that persons of such high
rank were implicated.

7· EVIDENCE OF SUETONIUS ABOUT THE EXECUTIONS
OF A.D. 95.
Suetonius also mentions the execution of Flavius
Clemens and Acilius Glabrio. His references, though
disappointingly brief, are sufficient to show that the
account. given in Xiphilin's Epitome of Dion is neither
complete nor entirely trustworthy. Suetonius evidently
considered that the reason for the execution of both lay
in Domitian's dread of conspiracy and treason. We have
seen, even in Xiphilin's bald version, that Acilius must have
been accused of treason as well as sacrilege ; and Suetonius
declares that he was put to death on a charge of fomenting
disturbance or revolution.* About Clemens he only says
that Domitian suddenly, on a very light suspicion, put him
to death ; but the context shows beyond a doubt that the
suspicion was that Clemens was plotting. What is the
" Quasz' molltores rerum novarum. The word quasi, in a
writer of Suetonius' period, does not imply a false appearance, but
a real ground of accusation.
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relation between this charge of treason and conspiracy, as
related by Suetonius, and the charge of sacrilege, which
Dion (as represented by Xiphilin) considered to be the
chief part of the accusation? Are the two accounts flatly
contradictory, or do they present two different· aspects of
the same fact? We have seen that the two accounts of
Nero's persecution, by Tacitus and by Suetonius, complete
each other; and we shall find that the same is the case
with the different accounts of Dion and Suetonius.
Throughout the first century, one of the chief motives in
the policy of the emperors within the city was dread of conspiracy among the Roman nobles in favour of a rival. Under
the Flavian dynasty it was especially among the philosophers, and those nobles whose tastes lay in that direction,
that conspiracy was feared. The philosophic temperament ..
was connected with preservation of the memory of the old
Roman republic, and with thoughts of freedom and unwillingness to submit to despotism. Even interest in past
history was considered a dangerous symptom, and Tacitus
is said to have felt it unsafe to write while Domitian lived.
This policy was carried to an extreme by Domitian, who
expelled the teachers of philosophy from Rome about A.D.
93, and put to death many of the Romans who had shown
philosophic interests ; but it did not originate in mere
capricious tyranny. It was the permanent Flavian policy,
and an example of its effect appeared in the exewtion of
Helvidius Priscus by Vespasian.
Now there is great probability that, in the middle and
end of the first century, many of the philosophic class
among the Roman nobles took an interest in the speculations and doctrines of Jews and Christians and of the East
in general. That Seneca had some slight acquaintance
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with Christian teaching appears to be plain from his
writings, though it would be as absurd to say that he ever
had any inclination towards Christianity as it would be to
say that the extant correspondence of Paul and Seneca is
genuine. So long as philosophy retained its spirit of
opposition to the Government, and asserted the right of the
individual against absolute despotism, it had a certain
affinity with the position of Christianity •in the Empire.
Hence it came about that an inclination towards the
doctrines of Christianity was a mark of the class which
Domitian most dreaded, and an interest in foreign religions
became a point in the accusations brought against many
Roman nobles whose attitude had roused his· suspicion.
To Suetonius the important point in these trials was the
general fact of suspected conspiracy, whereas in Xiphilin's
version one isolated detail, referring to religion (in which
the monk was interested), is mentioned alone. But even
in Xiphilin we see that treason (the crime of injuring
the majestas of the State) must have been included in
the charge against Acilius ; and at an earlier point in
his Epitome he made it clear that the exile into which
Acilius had been sent several years before was due to
that cause exclusively. Domitian's suspicions were roused
by certain omens which had happened to Acilius during
his consulship, A.D. gr.'~'
These considerations explain Suetonius' phrase about
the death of Flavius Clemens. The groundless suspicion
on which he was executed was of conspiracy ; and the
" It is true that the same prodigies happened to his colleagu~ in
the consulship, Trajan, who was not banished; but we have too little
information to enable us to understand why " one should be taken
and the other left."
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" utterly contemptible indolence,'' which according to
Suetonius characterised him, would appear to the historian
a sufficient disproof of the suspicion.
But it must be admitted that Suetonius' words are not
consistent with the idea that he was aware of Clemens
being a Christian. We must then conclude that Clemens
had been able to preserve the secret of his religion, and
that Suetonius did not think it had been proved;* and
Lightfoot is in all probability correct iq saying that the
"indolence" of Clemens was " the result of his equivocal
position." By avoiding public duties to the utmost, he
escaped showing his reluctance to comply with the pagan
ceremonies constantly required of public officials, and
thus incurred the charge of indolence.
8.

THE FLAVIAN ACTION WAS POLITICAL IN
CHARACTER.

The comparison of the scanty records, then, points to the
view that the r~al motive ofthe Flavian policy towards the
Christian was political, and not religious. The Christians ·
were a politically dangerous body; and, if that be so, the
danger must have lain especially in the fact that they were
'an organi~ed and united body. It is therefore inaccurate
to speak of the Flavian action as directed against the ·
Christians. That phrase might be used about Nero, but the
Flavian action was, if we can trust our inferences from the
• Probably Dion also did not believe tQ.at the charges brought
by Domitian against Clemens, Acilius, and others had been proved.
They profited in the eyes of the later Romans by the general belief
that Domitian's action had been that of a jealous and groundlessly
su.spicious tyrant.
··
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authorities, directed against the Church as an organised
unity.*
One of the marked features of the reign of Domitian is
the attention which he devoted to the restoration of the
national cultus.t In this respect his policy was the same
as that of Augustus ; and, like him, he looked on the
Imperial cultus as part of the national religion. He
himself delighted to be identified with Jupiter, and to be
idolised as the Divine Providence in human form ; and it
is recorded that Caligula, Domitian, and Diocletian were
the three emperors who delighted to be styled domz·nus et
deus. Though a certain element of individual caprice is
discernible in the extent to which Domitian pushed the
personal reference, yet the policy is not peculiar to him,
but was a fixed and highly important part of the general
Imperial policy, which treated religion as a part of the
machinery of government. In this point of view, refusal
to comply with the prescribed forms of respect to the
Emperor was a refusal to be a ~ember of the Roman unity,
and constituted disloyalty and treason. As we have
already seen, Pliny found the procedure already established
that a charge of Christianity should be tested by calling on .
the accused to perform the ceremonies of loyal service and
worship to the Emperor. Christianity was disloyalty; and,
conversely, the mere rendering of the ·:duties of loyalty
disproved Christianity.
··.
The scanty evidence which we have· found, therefore,
seems. .to point to the view that Christianity· was, under
Domitian, treated as treasonable. This implies that the

* This point is of the utmost importance in our subject, and will
engage further attention in Chapter XV.
t See Schiller, Geschzchte, i., p. 536.
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trials now assumed a new form. Individual Christians
were no longer proved guilty of acts which showed hostility
to the existing system of society ; but the whole principles
and constitution of the sect were condemned as hostile to
the established order, and mere membership of the sect, if
persisted in, was reckoned as treasonable. The Christians,
as a body were outlaws, and were treated as such as soon
as their adherence to the sect was recognised ; and the trial
was conducted only with the view of establishing the fact
that the accused persons were Christians. Such was the
cognitio which Pliny applied as a regular process to the first
cases that were brought before him.
We have not found the slightest reference to this -aspect
of the case against the Christians in the case of Nero's
action ; * and we can hardly suppose that, if the action had
assumed that character, Tacitus would have given the
account which we read in Annals, xv. 44· Alike as
historian and as proconsul of Asia, he must have been
aware of the later character of procedure against the
Christians ; and, if he so pointedly describes N era's action
as being of a different character, we must infer that he
had found good reason to consider that the procedure with
which he was familiar had been developed and systematised
at a later time. Suetonius, on the other hand, in his brief
allusion, lays stress only on the fact that the permanent
• It is .true also that we have as yet no complete proof that under
Domitian procedure against the Christians had assumed this aspect ;
but we have no detailed account in the latter case, as we have in
regard to Nero, and the evidence does show that some reference to
religion was made by Domitian. The Christian authorities quoted
in the following chapter prove that his action had assumed fully the
character which we find in Pliny.
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principle of condemning Christians originated under Nero,
and does not count it part of his duty as a biographer
to recount the development which the principle underwent.
It is obvious how widely the view here taken of a
practically continuous proscription of the Christians from
64 onwards differs from that which is ordinarily acceptedviz., that there were two isolated persecutions, one by N ero
in 64, and the other by Domitian in 95· How then is it
that the Christians are silent about this continuous persecution? No names of martyrs are preserved,* no facts are.
recorded which have not been attributed to one or other of
these two individual outbursts of fury. There is a Christian
literature ; there are Christian historians·. Are their silence
and their record not conclusive? Partly, I think, their
silence is not conclusive, partly, I think, their evidence has
beeh misinterpreted. Their silence is not conclusive, because the thoughts of the first century Christians were so
absorbed in life, in teaching, in the imminent end of the
world, that memory and history had small place with them.
The moment, as it passed, sank out of sight and out of mind,
in contemplation of the pressing future. Hence there survived in recollection only a few isolated facts about a very
few of the greatest figures in their history ; and these survived only in vague and dubious tradition. When history
began for the Christians late in the second century, hardly
any historical authorities later than the Acts of the Apostles

* The single exception is St. Paul, whose death is, by Lightfoot
and others, dated about 67. If this date is right, the event proves
the continuance of the principle after Nero's personal direction was
withdrawn. Nero was in Corinth on November 28th, 67, as we
know from an inscription published by M. Holleaux, Discours
'prononce par Nth'"on, Lyon, I88g, p. 13 ; see above, p. 243~.
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remained, and the events of Christian history during a long
period after A.D. 62 had perished from memory. So far
from exaggerating, the Christian historians give a very
defective account of the sufferings of that period. From
the silence,~therefore, of the authorities, no argument against
the view here advanced can be drawn.
But we have a few contemporary Christian documents,
which are indeed not of the type of formal history, but
which, being written by P,ersons absorbed in the practical
problems of life, as we have supposed the Christians to be,
throw some light on that life. Persons whom we have
assumed to be living a life so real could not compose
abstract, philosophical, or moral, or even religious treatises.
There must beat in their work the pulse of actual life.
Here we have an infallible test of genuineness. The period
was unique in its character, and unsurpassed in the violence
of contending emotions ; the writers were men of affairs,
living in deadly earnest; the resulting literature must bear
the stamp of the period, and must prove or disprove the
view here advanced of the war between the Church and the
Empire.

N OTE.-The phrases used in the text-" resumption of the N eronian policy by Vespasian," and "continuity of persecution after
Nero "-are not mutually contradictory. Nero's preced~nt guided
provincial governors in cases that were brought before them, until,
in some way unknown to us, the question was again raised and
decided by Vespasian in a more developed way. Similarly, it was
again raised by Pliny for Trajan's consideration, and by Licinius
Silvanus Granianus for Hadrian's.

CHAPTER XIII.
CHRISTIAN AUTHORITIES FOR THE FLAVIAN PERIOD.

T

HE scanty indications which can be gathered from
Pagan authorities, and from the few facts established
by evidence independent of the contemporary Christian
writers, are not sufficient to prove, though they certainly point
the way to, the view which we have taken of the policy of the
Flavian Emperors towards the Church. The real proof of
that view lies in the indications of the feeling which was
roused in the minds of the Christians by the Flavian
action-a feeling so intense as to be almost without
parallel in history.
I. THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PETER.

will

If the view, which
be stated about I Peter, be found
even approximately correct, it will afford a very strong,
almost a conclusive, proof of the general accuracy of our
theory on the relations of the State to the Church. On the
other hand, the extreme views-that 1 Peter belongs to a
very early date, about A.D. 40-64, or to a very late date
under Trajan-are absolutely inconsistent with our theory;
while the view that I Peter was written between 64 and 67
would involve a modification of our theory, and an admission'
of the view which we have deliberately rejected (see p. 242),
that the development from the condemnation of Christians
37f}
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for definite crimes, to the absolute proscription of the Name,
took place before the conclusion of Nero's reign.
It is not easy to state, in precise and brief terms, the view
which is here taken of I Peter. There is great danger of
over-emphasising one aspect, and omitting others entirely.
I must therefore beg for indulgence, while I state once for
all, that in this chapter our concern is with only one side of
a group of documents which are, to an unusual degree,
many-sided ; and that, forced as I am to l~ave out of view
much of the character of the documents, I am far from
ignoring or disparaging that which I do not explicitly
mention. My point is that, if the points which I lay stress
on are not absolutely false, the inferences here stated must
follow.
I 'Shall first state shortly my view of the character of this
Epistle, and shall thereafter criticise two different views:
the criticism will serve to render more precise my own view
and the reasons for it.
The First Epistle of St. Peter is addressed to all the
Christian communities of Asia Minor north of the Taurus.'*
They are regarded as exposed to persecution (i. 6), not
merely in the form of dislike and malevolence on the part
of neighbours, though that is,· of course, an additional and
trying element of the situation, but persecution to the
death (iv. I 5, 16), after trial and question (iii. I 5). t The
persecution is general, and extends over the whole Church
(v. 9). The Christians are not merely tried when a private
accuser comes forward against them, but are sought out for

* See

above, pp. IIO, 187.
t The Greek, a?ToXoylav and alTovvTt Xoyov, is more precise than the
English version, For other views, see below, p. 291 ff.
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trial by the Roman officials (v. 8, iii. 15).* They suffer for
the Name (iv. 14-16) pure and simple; the trial takes the
form of an inquiry into their religion,t giving them the
opportunity of " glorifying God in this Name.''
The picture is here complete. We have the fully developed kind of trial which we suppose to have been
instituted about 75-80, and which was carried out by Pliny
as part of the fixed policy of the Empire towards the
Christians. These circumstances are essentially different
from those of the N eronian period. The resulting action
was indeed much the same ; many Christians were in
each case executed in barbarous ways ; but the legal and
political aspects .of the situation were very different.
But .I Peter does not look back over a period of persecution. It rather looks forward to it as the condition in
which the Christians have to live. The State is absolutely
hostile, raging against them, seeking them out for destruction (v. 8, 9); but it is not yet regarded, as it is in later
documents, as inexorably and inevitably, from its very
nature, opposed to the Christians. By steadily avoiding all
just cause of offence, by convincing the world of their good
works, by strict obedience to the laws of the State, to the
Emperor, and to the provincial governors, they may put
* A trial which involved the penalty of death could take place
pnly before Roman officials of high rank. They that are sought out
for such a trial must be sought out by order of Roman officials.
t iv. 14-16 refers obviously .to trials issuing in death. Christians
are to face gladly the accusation of bearing the Name and the death
that it entails, and to fear only such crimes as would justify their
execution. The passage loses much of its significance, unless the
question put to the accused is of the type, " Are you a Christian ? "
The words, 'li'Epl Tijs ev vp!v lA.7TUJos, iii. 15, define the subject of the
enquiry.
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their slanderers to silence, and emerge from their fiery
trials (ii. II-15). It is clear from this analysis of the
situation that the writer stands at the beginning of the
new period. He still clings to the idea that the Christians
are persecuted because they are believed to be· guilty of
great crimes ; the old charges of the Neronian time are
still in his memory, and he hopes that, if the absurdity of
these charges be fully brought home to the minds of men,
the persecution must be stopped. Hence he reiterates
St. Paul's advice.* The social order is not to be interfered
with: slaves are to respect their masters in spite of bad
treatment ; divisions within the family on account of religion
are to be avoided. This attitude belongs to· one .whose
experience has been gained in the first period of Christianity, in the time of Claudius and Nero, a~d who is now
at the beginning of a new period. He recognises the fact
that Christians now suffer as witnesses to the Name, and
for the Name pure and simple; but he hardly realises all
that was thereby implied.
The First Epistle of Peter then must have been written
soon after Vespasian's resumption of the Neronian policy
in a more precise and definite form. It implies relations
between Church and State which are later than the
Neronian period, but which have only recently begun.
If the date about A.D. 8o, to which we ascribe I Peter,
is correct, either the author cannot be the Apostle Peter,
or the usual view, according to which Peter perished at
Rome in the Neronian persecution, is not correct. Now
while the tradition that St. Peter perished in Rome is strong
and early, the tradition about the date of his death is not
• See above, p. 246,
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so clear.* The earliest authority for the date is Origen,
who places his martyrdom under Nero before that of Paul.
Tertullian also seems in one passage to assign. it to the
time of N ero ; but in another passage he mentions the
tradition of the Roman Church that Clement was ordained
by St. Peter. t The latter passage is the strongest evidence
which we possess on the point, and it clearly proves that
the Roman tradition during the latter part of the second
century placed the martyrdom much later than the time
of N ero.t The tradition that he lived for a long time in
Rome is also strong, and, as Dr. Harnack justly says, "it
is difficult to suppose that so large a body of tradition has
no foundation in fact."§ But conclusive reasons show that
he cannot have been in Rome long before the Neronian
persecution ; and therefore a long residence there is impossible unless he lived to a much later date.
The only early tradition with regard to St. Peter's later
life, then, is that which was accepted by the Roman Church
during. the second century, and it is to the effect that
St. Peter lived in Rome till long after the time of N ero.
The tradition that he died under Nero is not a real tradition,
but an historical theory, framed ?-t the time when all recol-

* In the original lectures this date was treated as inconsistent with
Petrine authorship. A conversation with Dr. Hort suggested the
view now taken. In the rest of this paragraph I am indebted to
Lightfoot, Clement, ii., p. 494 ff.
t Origen in Eusebius, H: E., iii. I; Tertullian, Scorj., IS (about
2I5 A. D.); in de jrcescrijt,J2 (about 199, Noeldechen, Aifassungszez't d. Schr. Tert. ), he mentions the Roman tradition.
t In the extreme uncertainty of the history of the early Roman
episcopa!e it is not possible to fix an exact date for the ordination
of Clement.
§ Harnack on " Peter" in the Encycl. Brz't., ninth edition.
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lection of the true relations between the State and the
Christians had perished, and when it was believed that
there had been two separate and single persecutions, one
by N ero, and one by Domitian in his later years. As to
the date of the Epistle there is no tradition, and it is merely
a modern theory, keenly contested by ma,ny, that places the
composition about A.D. 64.
It has been said that Clement, ad. Cor., 4, mentions
Peter's death before Paul's, and that his order is naturally
taken as chronological. I s~e no reason to think that in
mentioning " the good apostles" Clement must be supposed
to follow chronological order. It may have been the
natural order for a Roman, even then, to mention .Peter
first. The passage is quite as effective in expression if
Peter's death was more recent than Paul's."'
The history of the spread of Christianity imperatively
demands for 1 Peter a later date than A.D. 64. When it
was written the new religion had been diffused over all the
provinces of Asia Minor, north of Taurus. The impression
that we get from Acts is, that the evangelisation of Asia
Minor originated from St. Paul ; and that from his initiative
the new religion gradually spread over the country through
the action of many other missionaries (Acts xix. 10).
Moreover, missionaries not trained by him were at work

* It is remarkable that Lightfoot, Clement, i., p. 344, should say,
"Whether Tertullian, when he states that the Roman Church recorded Clement to have been ordained by St. Peter, was influenced,
etc., or whether it was his own independent inference, etc., we have
no means of determining." Surely we have means of determiningviz., by believing Tertullian's plain statement, that he is doing
neither of the things suggested by Lightfoot, but is quoting the
tradition current in Rome. His own " independent inference" seems
rather to have been that Peter died under Nero, Scorj., 15.
·
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in South Galatia and in Ephesus as early as 54-56 A.D.
(Gal. v. 7-IO:; Acts xviii. 25). If we can assume that this
account is not absolutely unhistorical, and that Christianity
was extending along the main line of intercourse across
the Empire between so and 6o, it is inconceivable that,
before A.D. 64, (1) it had spread away from that line across
the country through the northern provinces; (2) so much
organisation and intercommunication had grown up as is
implied in I Peter, where a person writing from Rome is
familiar with the condition and wants of the congregations,
and advises them with some authority.
We have already seen that Christianity is not likely to
have reached Amisos before A.D. 65 ; and if we assume that
this great further· development had taken place in time for
I Peter to be written about 75-80, we are straining historidi.l
probability. as far as the evidence will reasonably permit.
So far as an opinion is possible, they that make Peter write
to the c;ongregations of Pontus during N ero's reign remove
the story of early Christianity from the sphere of history
into that of the marvellous and supernatural ; and it lies
outside of the plan of this work to follow them.
It is no argument against the date when we consider
Christianity to have reached Amisos, that it must have
reached Rome as early as A. D. 55-6. In the state of the
Empire Rome was easier to reach than Amisos; • and all
movements of thought spread first to Rome. Nor does it
constitute any real objection to our dating, that, in the
Pastoral Epistles, the new religion is spoken of as spreading
to Dalmatia and other places off the main line of communication. Assuming the genuineness of these Epistles,

* See Hist. Geogr., p. 26.
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we must attribute this rapid spread of Christianity in the
years following Paul's release to his extraordinary activity
and energy ; and concurrently therewith we place the ·
evangelisation of Amisos and the north coast . of Asia
Minor.
Moreover, the strong analogies which I Peter shows to
James, Romans, and Ephesians, implying that the writer
was familiar with all these letters, are more easily
explicable if I Peter was composed ab~ut A.D. 80.
Holtzmann indeed uses them as an argument against the
Petrine authorship of the Epistle, and Lightfoot;\< has not
cleared away the difficulty which they cause if the composition of I Peter is assigned to A.J). 63 or 64.
It seems difficult to explain this character in I Peter, and
the influence which these three Epistles have exercised on
it, except in the W(lY which Holtzmann has .done. These
Epistles were known to the writer, and were esteeme~ by
him as works of high authority and value. A certain lapse
of time for the formation of this authoritative character
seems required ; but it is entirely in keeping with the view
we take of the organisation of the Church during the
Flavian period that these letters should have acquired that
character before A.D. 8o (seep. 367).
That this Epistle was written from Rome, I cannot doubt.
It is impregnated with Roman thought to a degree beyond
any other book in the Bible ; the relation to the State and
its officers forms an unusually large part of the whole. It
seems, if I may venture to hold an opinion on such a point,
to presuppose a more organised and inter-connected state
of the entire Church than most documents included in the
• Clement, ii., p. 499·
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New Testament, more so than even the Pastoral fpistles.
It is far advanced on the path that leads to the letter of
Clement to the Corinthians. The reference to Rome as
"Babylon" * implies a developed state of symbolic expression approximating to that of 1the Apocalypse. The
letter is addressed to "the elect who are sojourners of the
Dispersion " in Asia Minor. The congregations of Asia
Minor were composed of persons that had been Pagans
(iv. 2, 3). It is contrary to all reasonable probability that
they contained any appreciably large Jewish element; and
if Acts is a historical authority of any value whatever, the
Jewish population was, as a body, strenQously opposed to
the Christians of Asia Minor. How then can a Jew, like
Peter, speak of these congregations by the Jewish title
Diaspora? It is because, writing after the destruction of
Jerusalem, and recognising the utter change that had
thereby been produced both for J udaism and for the
possible development of Christianity, he now appreciated
the unique posi~ion and the importance of the Asia Minor
churches · (see p. I7I), and regarded them as the chief
guarantee for the unity which had once-in his viewcentred in Jerusalem, and was now scattered abroad (see
p. no).
There are several points in this Epistle which have a
more vivid and forcible character, if we date it as late as
A.D. 75-80; whereas if it belongs to a period earlier than
A.D. 64, their natural force ha.s to be, to some degree,

* That Babylon should be understood as the Chalda:an city
appears to conflict s6 entirely with all record and early tradition,
as to hardly need discussion. But that a Jew, whose life had been
spent in Palestine and Chalda:a, should write so romamsed a letter
is even more improbable.
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modified. In the reference to the Devil (v. 8) we have a
step towards the strongly developed idea of the World,
which is described below (see § 5). In this case the expression is more purely metaphorical and ethical; but the
action of agents seeking and arresting Christians is included,
and gives point and pertinence to the metaphor. The
State, however, is not yet conceived as the irreconcilable
enemy (seep. 296).
Again, the reference to hospitality (iv. 8, 9) has more force,
if the Epistle was written after the Church had begun to
appreciate, with full consciousness, the importance of intercommunication. Paul appreciated this very early, and
insists on it frequently (Rom. xii. I3 ; I Tiro. iii. 2; Titus i.
8; cp. Hebr. xiii. 2); but it is not so easy to imagine Peter
appreciating it, until the destruction of Jerusalem made it
Clear that the local unity of a central sanctuary was exchanged for the ideal unity of constant intercourse and
mutual welcome.* Otherwise we must take iv. 8, 9, as
merely urging in a general way the duty of hospitality,
which hardly needs such prominence, considering the state
of co,ntemporary society.
The date of I Peter seems clearly fixed. If it was written
by St. Peter, reasons founded on his character and history
confirm the late date. If it be proved that he died before
A.D. 70, we should have to assign the composition (like
2 Peter) to another author.
2. LATER DATE ASSIGNED TO I PETER.

Many critics have fully realised that the Epistle does not
suit the time of N ero, but, misled by the false interpretation
*:Hence Clement urges on the Corinthians the duty of cpixoe£vla,
35· See above, p. 10.

§1, 10-12,
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of Pliny's report to Trajan, have dated its composition too
late. Holtzmann's, article in Schenkel's Bz'bel-Lezz'kon,
iv., p. 296, may be taken as the best statement of the
historical arguments on which this Epistle has been assigned
to the period of Trajan or Hadrian.
I. "In the Epistle, iv. IS, the Christians of Bithynia and
other provinces are warned against murder, theft, and other
crimes ; and, according to Pliny, the Christians of Bithynia
were in the habit of taking an oath to avoid such crimes."
Such is one of Holtzmann's arguments, which would be
irresistible, if he could add the proof that the Christians
first began to avoid these crimes about 112. This essential
part of his argument he has omitted.
2. "In the Epistle trials of Christians are alluded .to,
iii. I 5, and such trials were held by Pliny in Bithynia."
Again Holtzmann omits the essential part of his argument-viz., the proof that such trials were first held by
Pliny. When we find a series of trials of Christians before
Roman officials, beginning with that of Jesus and reaching
through the time of Paul and the whole of the first century,
we can see no cogency in Holtzmann's reasoning.
3• "In the Epistle it is implied that the issue in these
trials turns bn the simple question whether the accused is
a Christian, and that question first came to the front under
Trajan."
The first part of this argument we fully accept. It states,
in brief, the essential and critical point, which distinguishes
the language of this Epistle from all earlier references to
persecution. But we have seen that, while the trials of
Trajan's time were certainly conductt::d on this princ1ple,
the procedure was then settled by long usage.
Such are the reasons which lead Holtzmann and many
I$)
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others to date I Peter about II5-I35·'* We can see no
validity in them. On the contrary, we observe that the
tendency of Trajan's rescript was to put an end to the state
of things implied in the Epistle. He forbade the seeking out
of Christians, which is expressly referred to in iii. I 5, v. 8.
We cannot, indeed, prove that this prohibition, addressed to
a single governor, immediately became universal ; but no
one who has studied the character of Trajan will doubt,
that the principle which he formulated to Pliny resulted
from a consideration of the whole evidence as collected and
arranged in the. Imperial archives, and was the fixed rule of
his policy. Moreover, Hadrian confirmed still more emphatically the prohibition. If I Peter is not earlier than
A.D. I I2, we cannot place it earlier than I6I (see below,
p. 337), a date which requires no notice, and has never
been seriously proposed.

3· OFFICIAL ACTION IMPLIED IN I PETER.
Many writers have sought to minimise and tc explain
away the references to persecution in this Epistle. Having
accepted too readily the dominant view as to the relations
between the Empire and the Church, they could not resist
the argument that, if 1 Peter implies a developed persecution by the State, it must be as late as Trajan. Yet
'*' The rest of his reasons go to prove only the disagreement
between the Epistle and the facts of the Neronian period. So far
we cannot disagree from his conclusion, though his statement that
during that period action against the Christians was confined to
Rome is incorrect: we have seen (1) that it was inherent in the
Imperial system that the Emperor's action should form a model
for all provincial governors; (2) that Suetonius considered Nero
to have laid down a permanent principle of action against the
Christians.
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they rightly appreciated the marks of an early date in the
Epistle, and, thereby feeling bound to place it in the first
century, they naturally and inevitably estimated too lightly
the references to persecution. As the best expression of
this view, a few sentences may be quoted from Dr. Marcus
Dads' Introduction to the New Testament, p. 200. My
personal respect for the writer, and my high admiration
for most of his work, make me reluctant in this .case to
differ from him so completely; but the same clearness,
preciseness, and completeness of statement, which raise
his work to high rank, make him in thjs case a perfect
exponent of the view that sacrifices the natural force in
order to preserve the orthodox dating. He admits that
"the letter was written to Christians, who were suffering
for their religion" ; but maintains that " the persecution to
which they were being subjected does not appear to have
been instituted by the magistrate or governor of the district
in which they lived, but to have been of a social kind.
They had refused to join their old associates in 'excess of
riot' (iv. 4), and were therefore calumniated. They were
spoken of as evildoers (iii. 16, ii. 12); and they were
urged by Peter to prove by their conduct that these
accusations were false. These accusations, therefore, were
social calumnies, and not legal indictments. Indeed, Peter
hints (iii. 13), that to be free from persecution they have
only to continue in well-doing, each in his own position,
whether as servant (ii. 18-25), as wife (iii. I-6), or as
husband (iii. 7). There is no allusion to trial before the
authorities, nor to imprisonment, nor to death. Even the
strongest passage adduced in favour of these views (iv. 16)
will no't bear such an interpretation. It is ' reproach ' that
they suffered as Christians, and the fear is that they would
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be 'ashamed ' of this reproach, and their deliverance from it
was still to be by unmurmuring patience and continuance
in well-doing (iv. 19)."
In answer to this view, attention may be direct~d to the
following points :
I. The Christians are addressed as persons exposed to
suffer death. The words, " Let none of you suffer as a
murderer, or as a thief; but, if (a man suffer). as a Christian,
let him glorify God in this Name" (iv. 15, 16), have
no satisfactory meaning, unless those to whom they are
addressed are liable to execution : the verb in the second
clause is understood from the preceding clause, and must
have the same sense. Moreover, if we suppose that
"suffer" in the second clause could have the milder sense
attributed to it by Dr. Dods, the whole sentence then
implies : " Do not commit murder and be executed for it ;
and if your neighbours make fun of you as a Christian, do
not be ashamed of this name." What a feeble production
does this noble letter then become I A leader of the
religion writes to his co-religionists in a distant land,
advising them to abstain from murder and theft, and to
disregard their neighbours' jeers. This is the meaning of
what Dr. Dods calls "the strongest passage" in that letter,
about which Lightfoot says that " no other book ·of the
New Testament, except the Apocalypse, is so burdened
with the subject [of persecution] : the leading purpose of
the letter is to console and ·encourage his distant correspondents under the fiery trial which awaited them." * Had
all manhood and steadfastness disappeared from Peter, or
from the Asian Christians, that he should .write .to them
* Clement, ii., p. 498
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like this, about a situation which was prevented from being
comfortable by their neighbours' discourtesy and rudeness ?
All reality of tone, all nobleness, all power, disappear from
this letter, unless it be addressed to those who are liable to
suffer unto death as Christians.
2. In the Roman Empire the right of capital punishment belonged only to a small number of high officials.
No Asian Christian was liable to suffer death except
through the action of the governor of his province. If
the Christians are liable to suffer unto death, persecution
by the State must be in process.
3· The charges enumerated in iv. I 5 are those which the
writer thought likely to be brought against the Christians.
He had known the N eronian system, when the Christians were tried and convicted of definite criminal acts;
and he knew also the charges currently made against
them by popular. scandal. In this way he is led to the
phrase of iii. I 5 and . iv. I 5 : " Murder, theft, gross
crimes,* tampering with the slaves and the families of
others t-these and similar charges will be brought against

* These charges are all implied in the accusation of evlurna i'lE'i'll'va.
See pp. 205, 237.
t The remarkable word aAAorpwmluKoTros has never been explained.
It appears to be a rendering in Greek of a charge brought against
the Christians, which had no single term to denote it, and for which
this bold compound was framed by the writer. I cannot doubt that it
refers to the charge of tampering with family relationships, causing
disunion and discord, rousing discontent and disobedience among
slaves, and so on. We have already seen (pp. 236 and 282) how
much importance this charge had, and how strenuously Paul and
Peter urge the Christians not to provoke or justify it. Professor
Mommsen writes that speculator aNem· of Tertullian, Scorj., r2,
is a wide term, which might denote even a thief and a kidnapper
(plagtart'us, qut' servos alt'enos interdpt't); though I do not know
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you. Give no colour to them by your life ; avoid the risk
of perishing by such a disgraceful death ; * but be proud
when you are called on to make your defence concerning
the hope that is in you (iii. I 5), and to be executed as
Christians." t
It would be:a useful, but far too long, task to go over the
whole Epistle, pointing out how vividly various passages
in it express the character of Roman action against the
Christians : the official action, and the terror caused by its
awful surroundings, the pressure of public opinion and
popular dislike, the open expression of opinion by the
circle of spectators round the tribunal, and the social persecution which became powerful and serious as a concomitant
to legal proceedings, but which would· be of little consequence unless abetted and completed by official judgment.
The alliance between popular and judicial action was
necessary for any real persecution in the Roman Empire.
This does not naturally occur to Uti ; but it will be shown in
Ch. XV. that the thoroughness of persecution was, to a very
whether he would approve of the connotation which I give to the
Greek and the Latin term in this case. The other Latin renderings,
alz"enorum ajjet#or, curas a#enas agens, are vague and useless
guesses. (On this subject see Ch. XV., § 1.)
* M. Le Blant, in his Sujjlt!m. aux Actes des Martyrs, p. I73 1
' alludes to the dislike expressed by St. Felicitas and other martyrs
to be executed along with criminals ; they gloried in suffering as
Christians, but shrank from even the appearance of being executed
for crimes (Acta Perjetuce, I5)· The same feeling actuates the
expression of I Peter iv. 15.
t The two passages, iii. IS and iv. IS, must be taken in connection.
'A'TI"oAoylav is a strong term, strictly a legal term, a defence against a
formal accusation. Unless formal trials were in the writer's mind,
I do not think he would express himself thus ; though any less
formal challenge is included.
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great extent, dependent on the cQ-operation of the populace. Such is the state of things that is presupposed
throughout 1 Peter : the mixture of official and popular
action is very clearly expressed. But the official action, as
a necessary part of the situation,'* is clearly implied in the
language of iii. I 5, I6, iv. I 5, etc. ; and to ignore it is to
sacrifice much of the character of a letter, which is instructive beyond all others with regard to the position of the
Christians in the Empire, after the development of official
action had taken place.
As to the argument which is founded by Dr. Dods on
the advice to avoid persecution by continuance in welldoing, I trust that a satisfactory explanation of the advice
has been give on p. 28I-2.

4·

THE EVIDENCE OF THE APOCALYPSE.

We turn next to a work of notorious difficulty, the
Apocalypse. Here the moving spirit of the vision is the
sufferings of the Church. The scene lies wholly in the Eastern
Provinces, and especially in Asia among the seven churches ;
for Rome is on the extreme horizon, and is conceived only
as the distant metropolis where the martyrs are sent to
0suffer the death decreed against them. Only in this way, as
(Mommsen t has pointed out, can the reference to Rome as
jthe woman drunk with the blood of the saints and witnesses
'of Jesus be explained (xvii. 6). In this phrase there is
* On this subject, as a whole, see below, p. 373· The developed
language of James must not be quoted in this copnexion. James
wrote to Jews, whose situation was utterly different. (See p. 349)
Peter wrote to Gentile Christians.
t Provz'nces of the Roman Emjz're, ii. 199, of the English
t.ranslation.
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implied a wide-spread persecution with many victims ; and
the sufferers are witaesses to the Name, not persons condemned, even though unjustly, for specific crimes. Many
other passages imply that the Church was exposed to a
long-continued persecution to the death (vi. 9; · vii. 14;
xii. I I ; xiii. I 5 ; xvi. 6 ; xvii. 6 ; xviii. 24 ; xx. 4, etc.) ; and
the persecution is likely to last (vi. I I).
The victims of this persecution are witnesses to the Name,
or the word of God (ii. I 3 ; vi. 9 ; xii. I I ; xvii. 6), which
implies that their death springs directly from their acknowledgment of thei~ religion, and not from conviction, even on
false evidence, for specific crimes (flagz"tia). But it is also
implied that the persecutor is worshipped as a God by all
people'* except the Christians (xiii. 8), and that the martyrs
are slain because they do not worship the Beast-z:e., the
Roman Emperor (xiii. Is). Hence their refusal to worship
the Beast and their witness to their own God are united in
one act; and this implies that: worship of the Beast formed
a test, the refusal of which was equivalent to a confession
and witness. Here we touch on the feature which for our
purpo~es is of the first importance-viz., the absolute and
irreconcilable opposition between the Church and the
Empire. The latter is the very incarnation. and . manifestation of evil. The one characteristic, by which it
concerns the Church, is the hatred and the firm resolution

* Incidentally we note that this expression is a typical instance ·
of the fact which we have already observed (p. 236). The mind
of the writer is practically restricted to the Roman world. The
expression "all that dwell on the earth" has not the nature of an
exaggeration, for it is in accord with the unconscious restrictions of
the writer's view. He thinks, like a Roman, that genus humanum
is the Roman world. The nations which did not worship the
Emperor were never present to his mind.
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with which it seeks to destroy Christianity. There is no
wish for reconciliation with the persecuting power, only for
vengeance on it (vi. 9-II ; ix. 4); there is no thought of the
possibility of bringing the State to a milder policy by convincing it of the harmlessness of Christianity.
The visions in the Apocalypse may be taken as an
historical authority, for they arise directly out of the situation of the Church. Moreover, every detail of persecution
that occurs in the visions may be paralleled from the
messages to the churches which are prefixed to them. The
messages indeed do not refer in such clear terms to persecution. But the single example of a martyr quoted by
name, Antipas of Pergamos (ii. 13), shows what is meant
by the "patience " of Ephesus and the "tribulation " of
Smyrna. Anti pas remained for some reason (perhaps as
being the first of his class)* personally and individually in
the memory of the Asian Church. Moreover, the persecution
has been long-standing (ii. 13), and is to continue for a
time (ii. IO). Again, the importance attached during this
persecution to the worship of the Emperor, and the hatred
for this special form of idolatry as the special enemy, have
dictated the phrase addressed to the church of Pergamos,
"Thou dwellest where the throne of Satan," z'.e., the
temple of Rome and Augustus, "is" (ii. 13).t
But on the whole surprisingly little space or attention is.

* Neumann (p. 15) infers unjustifiably that Antipas was the only
martyr that had as yet suffered at Pergamos.
t We may note in passing that this phrase belongs rather to the
first century than the second. In the first century the .supremacy
of Pergamos in the Imperial cultus is certain or highly probable ;
but in the second century .it would rather appear that Ephesus
f.oucceeded to its place, and became the most important seat of
the worship.
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given in these mes?ages to the subject of persecution, and
this same character attaches to all letters addressed to
the early churches.* Incidental allusions occur to the
sufferings, but other subjects are more important to the
writers. If the early Christians had given much thought
to their persecutions, they would not have conquered the
world.
The date of the Apocalypse, and the question whether
it is a product of Jewish or of purely Christian feeling,
have been much debated. The hypothesis has even been
advanced by Vischer and others that the Apocalypse was
originally composed about A.D. 70, as a pure Jewish and
non-Christian work, which was enlarged and retouched
about A.D. 95, so as to become a Christian work. But this
extreme hypothesis can certainly not be adopted. The
Christian character is so imbedded in the structure of the
Apocalypse that it cannot be taken out of it even in
the most superficial way, except by such gross violence
as is unworthy of sound criticism. The experiment has
been made by Vischer ; and his work has the great value
of showing conclusively that the thing is impossible. The
Apocalypse is a Christian document from its inception to
its completion.
·
This does not, however, imply that John, in composing
the Revelation, made no use of already existing Apocalypses.
Vischer's investigation has shown conclusively that John
was greatly influenced by older Jewish works of this
character ; though he errs in regard to the manner in
which John used them. The Revelation, as we have it,

* Except, of course, on the supposition that I Peter was written
before official action became regular. In that case surprisingly much
space and attention are devoted to the subject in that Epistle.
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is not a revised edition of a Jewish document. It is the
work of a Christian writer, who was familiar with Jewish
Apocalypses, and adapted to his own purposes much that
was contained in some one or more of them ; but this writer
treated the material with a mastery and freedom that made
his work in its entirety a Christian document, however
strong are the traces of the older form in parts of it.
Spitta, in his Offenbarung des Johannes, has justly
appreciated the erroneous side of Vischer's hypothesis.
He considers that John's Apocalypse was at first composed as an independent Christian document about
A.D. 6o, and that this Christian Apocalypse was enlarged
by a redactor, who incorporated along with it two Jewish
Apocalypses, one composed about B.C. 65, the other about
A.D. 40. The redactor made considerable additions of his
own to effect a harmonious junction between the fragments
of these three works. This theory, while avoiding the
difficulties into which Vischer fell, is involved in others
even more serious. Its artificiality is so extreme as to
make it incapable of proof and on the face of it improbable,
since Spitta has not succeeded in finding any sufficiently
clear marks to distinguish .one document from another.
The separation between the work of the two supposed
Christian writers is especially hazardous and hypercritical.
According to Spitta, the last two chapters are a patchwork of fragments from all four sources. Yet this patchwork has always been considered to be one of the most
poetic and. highly wrought passages in the Bible. A
patchwork which rises to that rank is no mere piecing
together of fragments ; it is an original work, in which
ideas learned from various sources at:e fused into a truly
original production.
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Spitta's theory, however, is at least a strong confirmation
of the arguments which we have advanced against Vischer's
theory in its actual form ; and we are in agreement with
much that is contained in each of them, while considering
that both require considerable modification.
But the decisive argument against the actual form of
Spitta's theory is that the supposed first Christian document
is quite unsuitable to the year 6o. It is most improbable
that the Christians of Asia were at that date so highly
organised in numerous congregations as they were when
the letters to the seven churches were composed; and it
is contrary to all evidence that they were at that time
exposed to serious persecution and actual execution.
Spitta supposes (p. 477) that the churches of Asia were
persecuted even to death by the Jews, and compelled to
take the yoke of the law upon them; and he shows that,
in the message sent to the churches, Jesus does not threaten
the Jews with judgment, but encourages His faithful people
to resist to death. The idea that in great cities of the
Roman Empire, some of them the residence of high Roman
officials, Ephesus, Pergamos, Smyrna, etc., the Jews could
persecute and kill the Christians in the public and open
way that is implied in the Apocalypse, does not require
serious refutation. We need only recommend Dr. Spitta
to devote a little more time to the study of Roman
Imperial history and administration, in order to learn that,
defective as was the Roman Empire in some respects, it
was not so utterly unfit for the fundamental duties of
government, as to allow the extreme license and organised
riot that are implied by his theory.
But, even if the hypothesis be true, that the Apocalypse is
the re-edition issued about 90-96 A.D. of an older work or
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works, whether composed by Jews or by Jewish Christians,
it still continues authoritative for the later period.
If the Apocalypse was originally a Christian document,
there can remain no doubt that the preceding exposition ·
forces us to date it not earlier than about A. D. go.'* The
external circumstances in which it is environed are those
which characterise the fully developed policy of the Flavian
Emperors, and are different from those of the N eronian
period. It looks back, unlike I Peter, over a period of
persecution. As a Christian document, the Apocalypse
is an historical impossibility about A.D. 70. The Church
did not at that time stand opposed to the Empire and
" the World" in declared inexpiable war ; the idea that
Christianity might spread peaceably through the Empire
was still dominant, as we see both in the Epistles of
Paul t and in 1 Peter. · Accordingly, if the Apocalypse
, is placed under N ero or Vespasian, the feeling that rules
in it could be attributed only to the Jewish hatred against
the Empire, which led to the rebellion of 67-70; and then
it must lose the Christian character which we find to be
inherent in it. Moreover, the circumstances and details
are not in accordance with Jewish feeling. We must
agree· with Volter that these imply " a persecution which
leads to imprisonment and death" ; t and no such relation
existed between the Jews and the Empire.
* The earliest authority extant-viz., Iremeus-dates it in the
later years of Domitian, i.e., go-g6.
t His earlier Epistles to the Thessalonians do not show this
character; but in the later Epistles there is a distinct progress
towards it, until it becomes strongly marked in the Pastoral Epistles.
t Strez'tschrift gegen Harnack und V~'scher, p. 34· "Es ist
vielmehr eine Verfolguilg (cf. xii. 12) gemeint, die zu Gefiingniss
, und Tod fiihrt (xiii. g, 10, 15)."
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On the other hand, the Apocalypse is equally an
historical impossibility much after the year 112, when
Trajan revised and toned down the harshness of the
previous policy,'* modifying ·it in execution without abrogating it in principle. As we shall see, there then began
a grauual rapprochement between the Church and the
Empire, and the idea that rules in the Epistles of Paul
and Peter again became dominant in a much more
advanced and defined form.
One marked development in the procedure against the
Christians seems to have taken place between the composition of I Peter and that of the Apocalypse. The
worship of the Emperor is not alluded to in the former,
whereas it is prominent in the latter. Precisely in the
interval between them lies the accession of Domitian,
, and, as we have seen, it was his desire to be regarded as
a god in human form, and to be styled domz'nus et deus.
We shall probably not err in attributing to his influence
the final development of procedure in regard to the
Christians.

5·

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN.

From the Apocalypse we naturally turn to the Epistles
attributed to St. John. There can be no doubt that the same
hand can be traced in the First Epistle and the Fourth
Gospel. No two works in the whole range of literature show
clearer signs of the genius of one writer, and no other pair
Volter' s words, " nur bei Christen erkliirt sich das und auch
bei ihnen nur in der Zeit seit Trajan," are half right and half wrong.
The error is founded on the strange misinterpretation of the two
letters of Pliny and Trajan, which prevails so widely, and which
Neumann has happily abandoned.
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of works are so completely in a class by themselves, apart
from the work of their own and of every other time. One
work alone stands near them, the Apocalypse; and while
identity of authorship is very far from being so clear, as in
the case of the Gospel and Epistle, yet there is a closer
relation between the three works than exists between any
of them ~nd any fourth work. We must expect to find
a close connection in time and circumstances of origin
between the First Epistle and the Apocalypse.
The First Epistle of John was in all probability "addressed
primarily to the circle of Asiatic Churches, of which Ephesus
was the centre.""' It may be expected to contain some
reference to the persecution of the Christians by Domitian.
No explicit reference, however, occurs; and it has even
been concluded that the situation was entirely different.
" Outward dangers were overcome. The world was indeed
perilous ; but it was rather by its seductions than by its
hostility. There is no trace of any recent or impending
persecution." t Therefore, it may be argued, either they
belong to a later date, or they prove that the author knew
of no such persecution in Asia as we have found otlrselves
obliged to suppose.
We answer that even the attribution to a later date does
not explain the attitude of the writer in respect of the
relations with the Empire, unless we bring him down to a
decidedly later date than the most extreme critics advocate.
Throughout the second century, as will be shown in the
following chapters, Christianity continued to be forbidden,
and the confession of the Name on trial constituted at once,
"' Westcott, Epistles of St. :John, p. 32.
t Westcott, p. 33·
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without any further proceedings, a sufficient ground for
condemnation to death. A writer who was advising and
admonishing any congregation during the second century
must, if he referred at all to their relations with the State,
refer to the proscription of the Church ; and if he could
admonish the congregation at that time without referring
to their relations with the State, he might equally well do so
during the first century. Herein then lies the real explanation. The author has no thought to spend on the relation
of his congregations to the Empire and the law, his mind is
entirely occupied with another subject-viz., the inner life ;
and he has no thought of advising them as to their behaviour towards the State.
But, though he does not allude to persecution, he does
not leave us in the dark as to the feeling with which he
regarded the State. The State is summed up in "The
World." As Bishop Westcott says, "In the Emperor the
World'* found a personal embodiment and claimed Divine
honour." Accordingly, when St. John says, " Marvel not,
brethren, that t the World hateth you," and goes on to
state that the passage from the World to Christianity is a
passage from death to life, and from hatred of the Church
to love of the Church, we shall see in the paragraph iii.
13 ff., first, what was the attitude of the Empire towards
the Church 90-100 A.D.; and secondly, how little thought
St. John bestowed on it. The transcendentalism of his.
thought, and the remoteness of his position from that of
'" Ejt'stles of St. :John, p. 255. I have slightly modified his
phrase (which is "the world") for the sake of uniformity.
t I have modified the translation to bring out clearly that the
hatred is assumed as a fact; a literal rendering of d in English is
apt to conceal thif•.
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the practical preacher who tells his congregation how they
are to behave in the presence of the persecutor, cannot be
better expressed than in the words of W estcott himself,
p. 34 : "According to his view, ... the· World [including
the" Empire"] exists indeed, but more as a semblance than
as a reality. It is overcome finally and for ever. It is on
the point of vanishing .... And over against 'the World'
there is the Church. . . . By this, therefore, all that need
be done to proclaim the Gospel to those without, is done
naturally and effectively in virtue of its very existence. It
must overcome the darkness by shining.... St. Paul wrote
while the conflict was undecided. St. John has seen its
close."* Fully to appreciate the writer whose attitude is
described in these words, and to realise his perfect indifference to, and want of concern with, the superficial
aspect of the facts of the day, we must· remember that he
was writing under Domitian, who banished him to an islet
in the JEgean Sea, and who was addressed by his subjects
as "our Lord and God." When we do so, this paragraph,
written to explain why missionary work is not urged by
John as it was by Paul, also explains why the enmity of
the Empire is treated so lightly, and occupies a hardly
appreciable place in his mind.
We now see that the attitude of the Epistles to the
Empire is the same as that of the Apocalypse ; and we
also realise that it would be a mistake to argue, from the
absence of any explicit reference in them to persecution,
that they were composed in a season of peace, when
persecution was at an end. Any apparent discrepancy

* I would only add to this last sentence, "with the eye of a seer, ..
Ejt'stles of St. :John, p. 34· I have, as before, made the change
of a capital in "the World."
20
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Detween the Epistles and the Apocalypse, in reference to
the relations of Church and State, lies in the difference of
their point of view. In the words we have just quoted, the
first Epistle sees the World "only as a semblance, finally,
overcome, and on the point of vanishing." The Apocalypse
explains how this is so, by the vision of the Divine
scheme of things, in which the World, the persecutor, is
conquered and evanescent, while permanence and reality
belong only to the Church which the World has vainly
tried to destroy. In this vision the Empire and its
action towards the Church must be expressly described.
But neither in the Apocalypse nor in the Epistle is it
described with the intention of advising Christians as to
their behaviour in the face Of persecution. The writer is
always remote from that point of view, and on a higher
plane of thought.

6. HEBREWS AND BARNABAS.
The Epistle to the Hebrews throws little light on the
relation between the State and the Church, nor does this
subject throw much light on that enigmatic work. The
persons addressed have been exposed to taunts and afflictions (x. 33), and have endured a great conflict. Yet the
general tone, perhaps, implies that worse and more serious
trials have been experienced by Christians elsewhere, and
that the persons addressed may expect a more terrible
trial in the immediate future. The whole spirit of the
advice given them seems to be directed to prepare them for
serious perse:::ution, and therefore the writer must already be
familiar with persecution of that type.
By the language of xii. 4 this impression is confirmed.
The persons addressed were up to the present not sufferers
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of persecution that had been carried as far as death.*
But the example of the heroes and heroines of old, who by
faith were enabled to resist death and extreme torments, is
urged upon them at such length, and with such earnestness,
as to show that the writer considers them to be threatened
by a similar fate.
This summary practically assumes the point, and disregards the difficulty. It gives far too much definiteness to
what is expressed in fainter outlines and in a less precise
way. But, if it at all correctly represents the tone of
the Epistle, the date of composition appears to be about
64-66. But, first, there is in the Epistle ari absence of
expressions which are specially and obviously appropriate
to the character of the N eronian trials ; and, secondly, a
certain poverty of meaning is on this supposition attributed
to x. 33 (ove£OUJ'f1-0t8 Te tea£ OA.t"[reaw OeaTp£SOftEVO£), which may
however be in keeping with the rather rhetorical style of
this writer. Yet no other date suits better, for there is an
equal absence of expressions that would be suitable if the
letter were composed at some critical period of later history
-e.g., under Domitian. Moreover, it is probably easier to
understand the want of definiteness in the writer's attitude
towards the State, if he belonged to an earlier period.
Perhaps the reason for this difficulty of fitting the letter
to any special date lies in its style, which is further away
from the realities of life, and more rhetorical and abstract
than the letters of St. Paul.
The Epistle of Barnabas is assigned by Weizsacker and
Lightfoot to the reign of V espasian. The date is reckoned
* The sense which Wordsworth, for example, gets from this verse
by pressing the force of the aorist seems to me quite unacceptable;
for it is not consistent with oii?Tro.
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by them from the passage in which Daniel is quoted: "Ten
kingdoms shall reign upon the earth, and after them shall
rise up a little horn, who shall lay low three of the kings in
one." The writer quoted this to prove that the last day
was approaching, for this sign was in actual fulfilment when
he was writing. Weizsacker and Lightfoot differ in the
details of their explanation, and the latter certainly is more
satisfactory. In one respect they seem both to miss the
truth. Both say that Vespasian is the tenth king-i.e., the
tenth Roman Emperor ; but they differ about the three
kings that are laid low by the little horn. W eizsacker finds
them in Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, overthrown by Vespasian. The objections to this are obvious. Vespasian is
made to do double duty, as one of the ten kings, and also
as the little horn ; moreover, Vespasian did not in any
sense lay low Galba, but vindicated his memory. Lightfoot explains the little horn as the returning Nero, who was
expected to destroy the three Flavii, Vespasian, Titus, and
Domitian, conceived to reign together as Augustus and two
C~sars. In this explanation a difficulty suggests itself. It
is clearly implied that the three who are to be destroyed at
a blow are all included in the ten, whereas on this explanation an eleventh and twelfth, viz., Titus and Domitian,
have to be added to make up the three. But little change
is needed. We have only to bear in mind that, in the time
of Vespasian, Otho and Vitellius were not regarded as
Emperors, for Vespasian claimed to succeed Galba directly,
and to avenge his death on the two usurpers.* Vespasian
therefore was the eighth, Titus the ninth, and Domitian the

* It was a later idea to reckon Vitellius and Otho among the
twelve Cresars. To do so in the time of the Flavian Emperors would
have been treason.
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tenth king ; and three kings reigning together between 70
and 79 were according to widespread belief destined all to
perish together at the hands of the expected N ero. This
remarkable situation fulfilled the sign of the prophet
Daniel, and portended the approaching end of the world ;
and this part of the Epistle of Barnabas was therefore
written under Vespasian.
The subject. of the Epistle gives little or no occasion
for alluding to the relation of the Christians to the State.
Only in the concluding part, "the Two Ways," ·is there any
opening for such allusion; and here we find little or
nothing bearing on the subject, except the advice to "be
subject to masters as the image of God" (§ 19). The impression here given is that the writer, like Paul and Peter,
insists on the strict observance of the actually existing
laws. The Christians are not to give any countenance to
changes of the established order ; they are to accept the
present situation, and to remember that their own world is
a different one..

7•

THE EPISTLE OF CLEMENT.

The evider:ce of Clement, in the letter to the Corinthian
Church, written, perhaps, about A.D. 97,"* is very important.
After quoting from ancient Jewish history various examples of the evils wrought by jealousy, he proceeds:"But let us come to those champions who lived very
near to our time. Let us set before us the noble examples
which belong to our generation." He quotes at some
* Lightfoot argues convincingly that Clement wrote under N erva,
!., p. 352; but elsewhere he regularly speaks of the Epz:Stle as
composed in the latter years of Domitian.
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length the sufferings of St. Peter and St. Paul ; and he
then proceeds : ~'Unto these men of holy lives was gathered
a vast multitude of the elect." The idea of two distinct
and isolated persecutions is forced upon these words in
accordance with the tradition of the second century, which
mentions only two great persecutors, Nero and Domitian.*
But Clement is most naturally understood as referring to
a continuous persecution throughout his own generation,
keener perhaps at one time than at others.
It app~ars probable that after the death of Domitian,
as after the persecution of Nero, there was a temporary
cessation of a policy which had been carried to an
extreme. There was in each case a certain revulsion of
feeling, which is expressly attested in the earlier case by
Tacitus, and which may be inferred in the second case both
from Clement's expression "the sudden and repeated
calamities and reverses which befel us," t and from the
statement of Dion that N erva dismissed those who were
awaiting their trial on the charge of sacrilege. Hence
Clement was apparently writing during a lull in the storm
of persecution ; while it was at its height, he had no time
to attend to the reports which reached him about the
But ClementI knows well that the
Corinthian church.
.
present is only a momentary lull ; he says in § 6 that " we
are in the same lists [with those who have been slain], and
the same contest awaiteth us."

* Lightfoot, though on the whole he takes this view,, remarks
about the" vast multitude of the elect," that" the referenc;e must be
chiefly, though not solely, to the sufferers in theN eronian petsecution."
t Lightfoot translates as if the text were ytvop,€vas, but in the text
he reads yevop,€vas, which alone has MS. authority, and which he
expressly prefers, i,, p. 352, ii., p. 8, although the Syriactranslation
ha~ a present
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Clement has been interpreted* as implying that there
had never been a persecution at Corinth : " a pro~ound
and rich peace had been given to alL" But the context
shows that here the thought in the writer's mind is not of
persecutions. He is speaking of that peace and freedom
from dissensions which formerly characterised the Church
of Corinth, but which characterised it no longer.
8. THE LETTERS OF !GNATIUS.

One other work remains, which throws much light on
the spirit of this time, but it is a work whose date and
authenticity are more keenly contested than those of any
other in Christian literature. The letters of Ignatius have
certainly formed a subject for forgery to work upon
on an extraordinary scale. But, after Lightfoot's ~
ments, it is clear that the supposition of a forgery in the
case of the seven central documents entails the belief that
a tale coherent, probable in itself, and yet unusual in some
points, was constructed as a basis, that the letters are
written on this foundation, and, without ever formally
referring to the incidents of this tale, pre-suppose them as
having actually occurred; that this tale disappeared from
memory ; that it was flatly contradicted by a later forger,
who remodelled the original forgery, and also by all tradition ; and that it remained for scholars in recent years,
and especially for Lightfoot, to disentangle this tale from
the obscure language of the genuine letters, and thus enable
us to comprehend the skill of the most skilful forger known
in history. He that is not prepared to admit all this is

* By Gebhardt and Harnack1 in Prole$omena to their edition of
Ctement, p. lvii,
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bound to admit the genuineness of what Lightfoot calls
the Middle Recension.
Strange to say, it is not possible to prove from the
actual words of Ignatius that a general persecution was
going on at the time. The situation in whiCh he was
placed made any such allusion unnecessary. No exhortation to face persecution could strengthen the effect of his
mere example. In his letter to the Romans, § 5, Ignatius
refers to previous cases in which the beasts had " refused
through fear to, touch " martyrs exposed to them. The
passage does not, indeed, explicitly mention that the victims were Christians ; but it is natural and probable that he
should refer to martyrs. This shrinking of t~e beasts from
human beings is often referred to in the best and most
authentic Acts of Martyrs ; and M. Le Blant has discussed the subject with his usual learning and critical
sense.* But if we except this letter, no direct reference
to persecution occurs; though there is a general implication
that Ignatius is suffering the common lot of Christians.
His attention is almost exclusively devoted in the other
six letters to the affairs and the future of the churches to
whom he writes. But even where he makes no express
reference to it, Ignatius leaves the feeling in the reader's
mind that persecution and suffering are general.
A subtle difference exists, in respect of our subject,
between the two groups of letters, the four written from
Smyrna, and the three from Troas.t In the latter nothing
occurs for our purpose ; the former abound in delicate

* Actes des Martyrs, p. 86 and 95; see below, p. 404.
t Incidentally we may notice this difference in thought as a proof
of genuineness : it implies a difference of situation, such as is inex·
plicable oq the theory of foq:;ery.
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phrases, the most explicit of which may be ·quoted. The
life of the Christian is a life of suffering, the climax of
his life and the crowning honour of which he gradually
makes himself worthy is martyrdom, and Ignatius is far
from confident that he is worthy of it (Trail., 4). Suffering
and persecution are the education of the Christian,* and
through them he becomes a true disciple (Ephes., 3 ;
Magn., 8, 9). The teacher, then, is the person or church
which has gone through most suffering, and shown true
discipleship; and Ignatius distinguishes Ephesus and Rome
as his teachers (Ephes., 3 ; Rom., 3). Ignatius is still in
danger, not having as yet completely proved his steadfastness, whereas Ephesus is proved and firmly fixed, the
implication being that it has been specially distinguished
by the number of its martyrs (Ephes., 12); and, moreover,
Ephesus has been the highway of martyrs, the chief city of
the province where many, even from other parts, .appeared
before the proconsul for trial, and at the same time the port
whence they were sent to Rome (see p. 318). A detailed
comparison is made in Magn., 8, 9, between the prophets
and the Christians of the age. The prophets were persecuted, and the Christians endure patiently in order to
become true disciples. When such is the principle of the
Christian life, that suffering is the best training, it is the
devil's teaching to make any compromise with the world,
and to ask pardon for on~ who has been condemned, as
the State would express it, or promoted to the crowning
glory, as the Church should consider it (Trall., 4).
The impression which had been produced by persecution

* He repeats
IS

in a new sense the principle of iEschylus; to suffer
to learn, A$am., 170, ancl often.
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on the feeling of the Christians towards the Empire is very
strongly mfl.rked. in the letters of Ignatius. Outside of
the Apocalypse the irreconcilable opposition between the
State and Christianity is nowhere more strongly expressed
than in them ; and there runs throughout both groups of
writings the same identification of the State with the
World,* and the same rejection of the slightest compromise
with the World. The same magnificent audacity towards
the State, the same refusal to accept what seemed to men
to be the plain facts of the situation,t the same perfect
assurance of victory characterise both. In both the point
of view is that the Church is the powerful party, and that
the State is the criminal. Th~ Church must act with the
strong hand, not with gentle persuasion, in its dealings
with the State.t Christians must not speak of Christ and
desire the World.§ The opposition between the Church
and the World is of course a commonplace of Christianity,
and in itself would be no indication of the period to
which the letters of Ignatius belong; but it would be
difficult to find at any time, except 90-112, a form so
extreme as the thought reaches in Ignatius. He considers
that even the slight recognition of the State, which is
implied in askingfor clemency to a condemned Christian,

* I do not mean that in these documents the World means the
State, and nothmg else : the State is the most definite, concrete, and
pressing form in which all that is 1mplied in the phrase "the World"
faces and opposes the Christians. The point of view in Ignatius
and John is that the State is wholly summed up in "the World,"
that it is absolutely and exclusively bad, and opposed to the Church.
t oMev cpatv6JLEvov Ka'Mv.-Rom., 3·
.t oil 7rEUTJLOVijS TO 'Epyov aA.A.a JLEy€Bovs £urlv 0 XPL<TTLaVL<TJLOS, 8rav JLL<Tijra&
w1ro K6uJLov.-Rom., 3·
~ JL~ A.aA.£'iT£ 'IIJuoiiv Xpturov Koup.ov

fie lmBvp.E'iT£.-Rom., 7.
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is treason to religion, and an unworthy compliance with
the temptations of the World.
The character and the thought of the letters of Ignatius,
then, are those of a person whose mind had been formed
in the period of the Flavian persecution, amid the same
circumstances which led to the writing of the Apocalypse;
but at the sarrie time there are some subtle indications that
the feeling of Ignatius was, in this respect, not entirely
shared by the Church. The Church in Rome, in spite of
its glorious past history, is, as Ignatius hints (Rom., 2),
disposed to seek favour with men, and to gain influence at
the expense of compromise with the world. The obscure
paragraph in Trall., 4, seems to be a reply to a hope
expressed by the Trallians through their messenger-bishop,
that a person so important and distinguished as Ignatius
might, after all, be spared to the Church through the exertions of the influential Romans.* Moreover, Ignatius seems
always to feel it necessary to explain his attitude in respect
to martyrdom, and to justify it. Hence arises the violence
of expression which has offended many readers ; for a man
is sometimes apt to compensate by strength of expression
for. weakness of reasoning, and Ignatius felt that the
reasoning which we hypothetically attribute to the Trallians
might be generally considered truer than his .own. The
very influence attributed to the Roman Church indicates
a time when the policy of the State was not so uncompromisingly hostile as we suppose it to have been before
A.D. 112. If we were asked to specify the period which is
best suited by these indications, we should have to name
* This expression may have suggested the composition of the
immediately following letter to the Romans (see Lightfoot, ii., p. 186).
I assume that the order of the letters in Eusebius is chronological.
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the conclusion of Trajan's reign or the earlier years of
Hadrian's. We observe also that the Church in Antioch
got peace from persecution soon after Ignatius was taken
away;* and he heard this news at Troas. This indicates
a sporadic, rather than a settled action ; and takes us into
the period of concession.
The opinion with regard to the letters of Ignatius which
has been advocated by Dr. Harnack is hardly consistent
with this view. He quite admits the genuineness of the
letters, but considers that there is no trustworthy evidence
for dating Ignatius' martyrdom in the reign of Trajan;
he therefore places the journey to Rome and the composition of the letters about 130-40.t It seems, however,
improbable, if Ignatius had written so late, that his tone
should be so different from that of the Apology of Adstides, and so like that of the Apocalypse. The tone that
was roused by the Flavian persecution might naturally
continue for some years after the relaxation of its severity
by Trajan about 112; but it is difficult to admit that
letters composed about 135 should be unaffected by the
new spirit, of which Hadrian was the most thorough
exponent. If the evidence of our ancient authorities with
regard to the date of Ignatius pointed to the later date,
we should have to accept it, and modify the view which
is expressed in these and the following chapters. But

* On this subject also there is a distinction between the letters
from Smyrna and those from the Troad: cj;. Philad., ro; Smynza, II ;
Polyc., 7; Ejhes., 21; Magn., 14; Trall., 13 ; Rom., 9·
t The possible confusion between the successive Emperors Nerva
Trajan and Trajan Hadrian (according to their official names) has
been appealed to as favouring the substitution of Trajan for Hadrian
in tradition. See Harnack in Theolog. Literature, r8gr, col. 304n ;
ne quotes the analogous case of the Apology of Aristides,
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the evidence, though (as Dr. Harnack has shown) it is
scanty and inconclusive, points to the same date which our
view of the relations between Church and State indicates
as most natural ; and therefore we adhere to the tradition,
and date the letters not later than· Trajan, and preferably
between II2 and 117.
Ignatius is the only individual Christian who is described as having been sent for public exhibition in the
amphitheatre at Rome. But it is a well-attested fact that
criminals ·were often utilised in this way ; and the con~
demned Christians were treated by the .Government in
the same way as other criminals. The wider popularity
of sports, both shows of wild beasts (venatz'ones) with other
exhibitions of the Roman style, and athletic contests in
the Greek style, was one of many results of· the spread of
Grceco-Roman civilisation in the Eastern provinces during
the second century. It is therefore probable that, in the
age of the Antonines, criminals in the Eastern provinces
were, with growing frequency, reserved for sports at home.
There even grew up a custom among provincial governors
of obliging one another in case of need with a gift of
criminals for exhibition in the hunting scenes of the amphitheatre; and this custom had to be formally prohibited
by a rescript of Severus and Caracalla 198-209 A.D. But
in the time of Domitian and Trajan the case was different ;
such criminals were not much needed in the Eastern provinces, while they were in great request in Rome.*
The enormous scale of the exhibitions in the Flavian
amphitheatre, which is commonly known as the Colisseum,
* Provincial governors were sttictly forbidden from releasing
criminals who had be.en condemned to the beasts, as a concession
to the populace. Dz'gest, 48, IQ, 31.
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was probably the reason why this practice became so
comrpon at that time. The building was dedicated in
A.D. 8o, and Martial's earliest extant work, the Lz'ber
Spectacu!orum, describes some of the more remarkable
sights which were shown on the occasion. The· reign of
Trajan was ~lso distinguished for the great scale of these
disgusting exhibitions, which were a recognised part of the
means employed by the Imperial policy for amusing and
instructing the people under its fatherly care (Lft, i. 354).
But though lgnatius is the only individual case which is
known to us, the evidence of the Apocalypse, as explained
by Mommsen, is clear that this practice was a common one
in the case of Christians ; and we have one passing reference
to it in a hitherto unexplained expression used by Ignatius
in writing to the Church at Ephesus: "Ye are a high road
of them that are on their way .to die unto God."* Ephesus
was the chief port for the trade from the interior of Asia
Minor, the leading city of Asia, and the place where the
Roman governor was by regulation obliged to enter the
province. Ignatius himself did not pass through it ; but
the road by which he travelled was apparently an unusual
one, due to some special circumstances. In ordinary
circumstances, probably, he would have been sent from
Syria by sea direct to Italy; but he was conducted
over land by Philadelphia, Smyrna, Troas, and Philippi
to Rome. t E phesus is the sea-end of the road along which

* '1Tapoll6s JurE rwv Els e.ov dvcupovp,EV(i)v.-Ephes., !2.
t It is needless to conjecture, with Zahn (Ign. v. Ant., p. 253, with
whom Lightfoot is half disposed to agree, i., p. 362, ii., p. 2II),
that Ignatius sailed from Seleuceia to a Cilician or Pamphylian
harbour. (r) The natural route to Philadelphia is by the Syrian
and Cilician Gates ; and, unless there is evidence for an unusual
route, we must suppose that the regular road was followed. (2) The
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most of the criminals sent to Rome from the province of
Asia would be led, and at Ephesus they would find ships
to take them to Ostia.*
words of Eusebius, H. E., iii. 36, more naturally suggest the land
route, whatever be the value of his evidence. (3) The words in
Rom., 5, "by land and sea," are rightly explained by Lightfoot, ii.,
p. 2II, as referring to the entire journey.
* The expression which Ignatius uses about Ephesus is similar
to that which. Clement uses of Corinth, § I : rls 'Yap '11'apernli1Jp.twas
rrpos vp.as T~V vp.Oiv • • • '11'lunv OVK llioKlp.auev ; on this passage Lightfoot remarks in his commentary : " Corinth was a natural halting. place on the journey between Rome and the East"; and in § IO
and § 35 he alludes to the frequent occasion which the Church at
Corinth had, to show hospitality to travellers.
NOTE.-The date assigned in this chapter to I Peter depends
entirely on the answer to the question proposed in the first paragraph
on p. 242. I have answered the question in the negative. It is
only right to warn the reader that Dr. Sanday in Expost'tor, June
I893, and Professor Mommsen in Expost'tor, July I893, both answer
the question in the affirmative. So would Lightfoot have done, as
we may infer with certainty from his position mentioned on p. I93·
So also was Dr. Hort inclined to do, as he told me in June I892. So
also does a reviewer in the Guardt'cm, May I7, 1893. I wrote with
full deliberation, and defend my position in Expositor, July 1893·

CHAPTER XIV.
THE POLICY OF HADRJAN, PIUS, AND MARCDS.

l. HADRIAN, AUGUST IlTH, 117, TO }ULY lOTH, 138, A.D.

THE most important evidence about Hadrian's attitude
towards the Christians is his rescript addressed to
Minucius Fundanus, who was proconsul of Asia about
A.D. 124, a few years after Tacitus had filled the same
office, and about twelve years after Trajan's rescript to
Pliny had been issued. A word is needed on the question
whether this important document is genuine. The external evidence is, as Lightfoot says, " exceptionally strong:"
it was quoted in full by J ustin Martyr in his first Apology,
addressed about A.D. 140 to Antoninus Pi us, and·· was
mentioned by Melito in his Apology addressed to Marcus
Aurelius about thirty years later. Such evidence, of
course, cannot be disbelieved, if the genuineness of the
documents is admitted. But some modern critics, such as
Keim, Aube, Lipsius, Overbeck, who have adopted a false
view of the relations between the Church and the Empire,
find that the rescript is very inconvenient for them. It is
too clear and explicit to be misinterpreted in the way that
they have misinterpreted Pliny's report and Trajan's rescript
and it is irreconcilable with their view. Accordingly they
declare that it must be a forgery. Justin refers to it only
in the last chapter of his Apology, and this can easily be
cut off. Hence for no reason except to save a hasty theory
320
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from being still-born, the last chapter of the Apology is
pronounced spurious. It would be difficult to surpass the
childishness of the argument against the genuineness of
the conclusion of J ustin's Apology, but Keim surpasses it
in his discussion of Melito's reference to the rescript. This
reference cannot be eliminated from Melito's Apology,
nor can the Apology be pronounced spurious. The only
resource, therefore, is to consider that the rescript had been
forged before Melito wrote, and was accepted by him as
genuine. Now after Keim has cut away from Justin the
chapter where the rescript is quoted, he finds, of course,
that J ustin does not refer to the rescript. Accordingly
he argues that, as J ustin knows nothing about Imperial
letters, whereas Melito quotes the letter to Fundanus,
the letter must have been forged in the interval.'* It is
really adding insult to injury, first to deprive J ustin of his
chapter appealing to the rescript, and then to quote him as
a proof that the rescript had not yet come into existence.
Justin does not quote Trajan's letter to Pliny, therefore it
also must, by parity of reasoning, be spurious ; and w~ can
date its origin as accurately as the origin of Hadrian's
letter. Athenagoras, about 177, did not know of Trajan's
letter, whereas Tertullian quotes it in his Apology about
197; therefore it had been forged in the interval. How
easy it is on this principle to prove and date the forgery of
every ancient document !
The result of the polemic against the rescript is to bring
• ''A ls Entstehungszez't wt'rd man die :Jahre von der.fus#n' sehen
Apologie, welcher ket'ne Kaiserbriefe kenntund ein Hauptmo#v zur
Entstehung derselben bot, bis zum Beginn des aurel' sclten Verfolgungssturmes (Fruh.fahr, 177) ansehen durfen, etwa r6o-176,
am ehesten doch das :Jahr, 176."-Keim, A us dem Urchrt:St, p. 183.
21
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out more clearly its inconsistency with the views advocated
by Keim, Aube, etc., as to the relations of the Church to
the Empire, and to relieve us from the necessity of discussing them. With regard to the perfect conformity of the
rescript with the general history of the time, a very strong
opinion has been pronounced by Mommsen, who says '*
that "the groundless suspicions cast on the genuineness of
this document are the best proof how little capable recent
writers are' of understanding the attitude in which the
Roman Government stood to the Christians." Lightfoot's
remark of oldzr date t is in full agreement with the opinion
of the great historian : "not only is this rescript no stumbling-block when confronted with the history of the times.
Some such action on the part of the Emperor is required
to explain this history. . . . Short of actually rescinding
the policy which made the profession of Christianity a
crime, there must have been a vast amount of legal
discouragement."
This rescript is on the same lines as that of Trajan,
but goes beyond it in several points.
(1) Its intention is defined as being to prevent innocent
persons from being harassed and false accusers from being
allowed free scope.
(2) The provincialsmay indeed prosecute their suit against
Christians before the tribunal of the governors, but they
must bring forward evidence, and not confine themselves to
petitions and shouting, "Away with the Christians!"
(3) Proof is required that the Christians have a':i'fended
against the law.

* Hz'stor. Zft., xxviii., p. 420.
t Ig·natz'us, i., p. 462 (478, ed. ii.).
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(4) If the prosecutor fails to make· good his case, he must
be punished as a false accuser;
There is in this rescript a studied vagueness in regard to
the crimes of which proof is required. It is not expressly
admitted, as it was by Trajan, that the Name is a crime;
on the other hand, that established principle is not rescinded.
As to the offence against the law which must be proved
against the Christians, it is quite open to any governor to
consider that the Name is an offence; but it would also be
quite possible for him to infer from the rescript that some
more definite crime must be proved. With this uncertainty
facing him, the accuser might well dread failure and the
consequent penalty. Everything would depend on the
personal character of the judge ; and we can quite underntand how one governor might readily find the case proved
when the accused acknowledged the Name, whereas another
might point out to the accused how they could answer
the questions in such a way as to escape all penalty
without ·violating their religion.*

* This is said to have been done by Cincius Severus. (See Tertullian, ad Scap., iv.) He was, perhaps, proconsul of Africa between
x8o and xgo. (See Tissot, Fastes de Prov. A fr.) An example may
be given of the methods which Cincius Severus might suggest to the
Christians. The oath per genium Ccesarz's was forbidden to
Christians, and was not used by them; but the oath per salutem
Ccesarz's was lawful for them, and was a proper and widely recognised
form among the pagans. A governor who was friendly towards the
Christians might accept a solemn oath per salutem z'mperatorz's
or z"mperatorum as a sufficient guarantee of loyalty, and might enter
. in his records (Plin., ad Tra.;:, g6, 4; Digest., 48, 17, 1, 2) that the
accused person had complied with the test of loyalty, and shown
due respect to the cultus of the emperors, while an unfriendly
governor might demand a more satisfactory proof of loyalty. Tertullian approves of the oath per salutem, Apol., § 32, sed et fur am us
sicut non per genios Ccesarum, #a per salutem eorum. (The
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The Emperor himself, the Olympian god who roamed
over the Empire, looking into every religion, initiated into
various mysteries, was quite alive to the fact that the
State religion was a sham, and, looked at as a religion, a
failure ; but he knew also that it was the ,keystone of the
Imperial policy, and he could not or would not face the
task of altering it. He leaves the religious question quite
open, and lets the rival sects fight it out for him to watch.
In this ordinance about a religion he never alludes to the
idea of religion. No other person could have written such
a rescript; and without any evidence we might have
identified it as Hadrian's. That a Christian should have
forged such a document without introducing some reference
to religion is most improbable ; and had the idea not been
maintained by such distinguished scholars as Keim, Lipsius,
Overbeck, etc., we might have been tempted to use stronger
language.
Such action as that of Hadrian's was, of course, quite
illogical, and could not continue as a permanent policy.
The rescript was a sarcasm, and none knew this better than
Hadrian himself. But sarcasm is not government, and the
Empire had to be governed.
The rescript left to Hadrian's successors a difficult
problem in their relations with the Christians. It did not
settle any principle ; and one of the most important clauses
in it was susceptible of very various interpretations. The
most certain points in it were that Trajan's prohibition of
seeking out the Christians was confirmed, and that the
ApologeNcum was written in 197 A,D., when two C<esars were reign·
ing.) Dio Cassius, xliv., so, says, o! TfJV T~ vyl~tav T~V ..~ TVX'JV
t.lJLvvcrav. Numerous inscriptions show how common was the formula
v'ITep crr.>T'Jpla~ Toil AvToKpa'ropo~
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prosecutor who failed to. make out his case was to be
punished for false accusation (calztmnz'a). But still the
settled principle remained in operation, that any Christian
might be ordered to execution at any time by any governor
of a province. The most important effect qf such acts as
those of Trajan and Hadrian was to require some definite
person, willing to take on himself the invidious character
of accuser (which had hitherto been almost equivalent to
murderer) of some definite person.
There are many indications that various circumstances
might originate a short and temporary enforcement of the
general law and practice. But apart from this, in the period
on which we are now engaged, the Christians must have
been, to a considerable extent, protected against accusers
by their own strength and union. The professional accuser
(delator), though necessitated and encouraged by the
Roman laws,* was always highly unpopular.t Even in our
own country a private prosecutor has always to face a certain
prepossession against him, which can be overcome only by
a complete proof of the justice of his plea. But in the
Mediterranean lands there is a much stronger feeling, for
law and police are tacitly regarded as enemies to the in•
dividual dtizen to an extent that we can hardly understand, at least after we have ~eased to be boys at school ;
and the same feeling existed in ancient times. Occasionally
revenge produced a delat()r; but usually an accuser was
actuated by hopes of gain. In free Rome of the Republic,
political advancement was sometimes the inducement ;
but generally the actual rewards in money or position,
* There was no public accuser, and many laws were inoperative
unless private initiative set them in motion.
t Compare Horace, Sat. I., 4, 66.
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promised in severp.l individual laws to successful prosecutors, elicited. delatores. In the case of prosecutions on
the charge of Christianity, no such rewards were to be
obtained ; the delator would not win permanent approval
even from those who hated the Christians, and who might
encourage him at the moment. An isolated accuser
would have much to lose, and could, in general, have
little chance of gaining anything. Finally, the hatred of
a united and energetic body like the ·Christians would,
in itself, be a serious penalty, and, in places where Christianity was very strong, might be a sufficient deterrent to
any single prosecutor. The hatred which was popularly
entertained for the Christians during the century following
64 A.D. was too intense not to contain a considerable elemel}t
of fear. In modern history, the judmhass and fudenhetze
are strongest where the Jews are thought dangerous.
An example of the strong feeling entertained by the
Christians against any who had been instrumental in
procuring the condemnation of Christians, is found in the
action in A.D. 320 against the Christians who, in the great
persecution by Diocletian and Maximian, had played the
part of informers, or had delivered up to destruction copies
of the sacred books (tradz'tores).
How then were accusers found in the face of such
deterrent motives? In the first place, from disturbance of
trade. This is a subject on which we have very little
information ; but that trade was highly developed and very
influential in the Asiatic societies is obvious. We have
already referred to the strike of the bakers in Magnesia
(p. 200), which produced such serious consequences as to
require the intervention of the proconsul. The circumstances which led to the outbreak of persecutions in the
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second century are almost wholly unknown to us, and no
case in point later than the hypothetical one of II2 (which
has been already alluded to) is known ; yet it is highly
probable that combined action of a whole trade was
occasionally instrumental in prompting the action of the
Government against the Christians.
In the second place, motives of a personal nature, such as
revenge, might occasionally induce individuals to face the
odium and appear as delatores. An example of this occurs
in the case of Ptolemreus, who was prosecuted before the
prefect of the city, Lollius Urbicus, about 152.*
But the great danger lay in pbpular excitement produced
by some sudden cause, some general calamity, or signs,
prodigies, an'd prophecies, which either made the multitude
by a unanimous impulse act as accuser, or raised individuals
beyond the influence of motives which, in saner moments
would weigh with them. As Tertullian puts it: "If the
Tiber rises, if the Nile does not rise, if the heavens give
no rain, if there is an earthquake, famine, or pestilence,
straightway the cry is, 'The Christians to the lions!'" t
Hence we see how strong Hadrian's rescript was, for it
expressly forbade the shouts of a crowd to be received as an
accusation, and required some definite individual to appear
and· to take the risk of punishment if he failed to prove his
case.
That proceedings against the Christians were not quite
discontinued under Hadrian must be taken as certain. The
general principle of proscription had not been abrogated,

* See Borghesi, CEuvres, ix., 295; :Jus#n, ii. Apolog., 2. Lightfoot,
Ignat. i. p. 509, gives the date 155-16o, after Borghesi, viii. 545; but
in the later vol. (1884) Borghesi inclines to an earlier date.

t Apolog., 40.
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and the evidence as to this and the following reigns is
clear. Lightfoot is on this point not so accurate' and logical
as he generally is,* except in his concluding phrase, that
our knowledge is too scanty to permit the inference that
no prosecutions of Christians took place under· Hadrian.
But when he disposes of all the Acta which assign martyrdams to this reign, on the ground that "the reign of Hadrian
was a convenient receptacle for these real or supposed
martyrdoms which were without a date," it is impossible to
follow him. The reign of Domitian, who in
later time
was one of the typical persecutors, was equally convenient,
and was comparatively empty; so also was the reign of
Trajan. There occur under Hadrian more martyrdoms
about which detailed Acta are preserved, than under
Domitian or Trajan; but the reason is that Hadrian
was later, and nearer the time when Christian historians
flourished. More actual names of individuals were remembered under his reign ; but even in their case, hardly
anything of perfectly authentic character is preserved.
The Acta are fabulous, or nearly so ; but that does not
warrant the rejection of the tradition as unhistorical, or the
assertion that martyrs attested by the older martyrologies
are purely fictitious (pp. 405n, 434n ).
Nor can we accept Lightfoot's explanation that here
"misinterpretation of Eusebius' words" by Jerome originated the belief in a persecution under Hadrian. Eusebius'
statement is that Quadratus composed his Apology becatjse
" certain wicked men were endeavouring to molest our
people" ; and Lightfoot holds that "the implication is that
they were thwarted in their endeavours." This seems too

all

* Ignat.

and Pol., i., p. 507.
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strong an inference. Quadratus, a private citizen in
Athens, could become aware of such endeavours only
through their resulting in action. Hadrian did not hold
a public discussion as to his policy, but the Christians,
finding that he was disposed to relax in some degree the
severity of the standing policy, and hopi11g that he would
listen to argument, began to defend their cause in formal
Apologies.
That Eusebius knew few facts regarding
Hadrian's action is certain ; but his comparative ignorance
was due to the dearth of authorities. The Apology of
Aristides is itself the best proof that a defence and a
protest against the accepted policy were thought necessary
by the Christians.'*. But ~fter all deductions are made, the
fact remains that the lot of the Christians in this reign
must have been comparatively a happy one after their
experiences before A.D. I I 2.
Rescripts such as that addressed by Hadrian to Fundanus
were secret and confidential documents. We learn the
exact terms of sorrie, in whole or in part, in ways not
contemplated by the writers, and quite apart from their
nature. Trajan's was published-of course with the
Emperor's permission-in the collected correspondence that
passed between him and Pliny ; and many fragments ,of
others are quoted· in the law books, and thus preserved to
us. Hadrian's was quoted by Justin Martyr about twenty
years or less after it was written. How had it become
known to the Christians ? This is a point of some
interest, but an answer cannot be given with certainty.
Possibly Hadrian himself may have intentionally allowed

* The view of Professor Rendel Harris is that Aristides addressed,
not Hadrian, but the succeeding Emperor Hadrianus Antoninus,
in th~ beginning of his reign,
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it to be brought to their knowledge. But, sd far as I can
judge, it is more probable that its terms became known to
them through their influence in the province of Asia and
in the bureau (officium) of the proconsul. That suppo·
sition is quite in accordance with the general impression we
receive, that the new religion was very widespread and
influential in this and the neighbouring provinces before the
middle of the second century. We find an example which
has some bearing on this point in the case of Florinus, who
was listening to Polycarp's lectures in Smyrna along with
Irenreus, while he was attending the Imperial court and
enjoying high favour there. The exact date and the
precise circumstances are as yet a matter of conjecture. In
the great uncertainty about Irenreus' birth and early life
the facts may belong to any time between 135 and 150.
But it is quite probable that an inscription may any day
be found giving a clue to the circumstances and time when
an imperial visit, otherwise unknown to us, was made to
Asia during this period.'*
It is of course possible that the Christians bought a copy
of the rescript. Many instances are recorded in which
they purchased from the clerks (commentarienses) copies
of the official shorthand report of the proceedings at trials
of martyrs, and these official Acta form the groundwork of
many of the tales of martyrs, and are even reproduced
verbatim in some of the best and most authentic accounts.t
The rescript would certainly be preserved in the proconsular
archives of the province of Asia.:!:

* This is a fair example how much may reasonably be expected
from the progress of investigation and discovery.
t Le Blant, Actes des Martyrs, pp. 65 and 70.
:1: Archt'vum proconsult's is the phrase used by St. Augustin in
reference to Africa (contra Cresconium, iii., 8o(7o), Le Blant, pp. 63-4.
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2. ANTONINUS PIUS, JULY lOTH, 138, TO
MARCH 7TH, A.D. 161.

The mar~ liberal procedure of Trajan and Hadrian was,
on the whole, maintained in this reign. The general tone
of the rescript to Fundanus seems to have characterised
the letters addressed by Antoninus Pius to several _cities of
Achaia and Macedonia, forbidding disorderly procedure
against the Christial).s.* These letters confirmed the
section in Hadrian's rescript, ordering that mere tumultuous
shouting should not be taken as a formal accusation of the
Christians. They required that the proper procedure
before the governors of the provinces should be observed,
and forbade any riotous action on the part of the populace.
In this very restriction, however, it is implied that the reg·ular
formal procedure was still maintained, and was, in the opinion
of the Emperor, fully adequate to the requirements of the
case. As to the facts which occasioned these letters, we
may assume with some confidence that tumultuous action,
similar to that which took place at Smyrna in A.D. 155
against Polycarp, had occurred in various other cities about
the same time; and the Emperor wrote to the Athenians,
Larissreans, Thessalonians, and the Greek cities in general,t

*

The reasoning of Neumann (p. 28), Overbeck (Studt'en zur
etc., p. 146 :ff.), and others, about these letters is vitiated
by their wrong interpretation of the phrase P.'1llev vEr.>TEpl{;Ew. This
does not indicate "innovations," as they understand it, but riotous
and tumultuous action. In the Latin original novce res was, no
doubt, the phrase. Lightfoot rightly translates the phrase, Ignat.,
i., 459· The letters are mentioned by Melito, in a lost Apology
addressed to Marcus Aurelius, and quoted by Eusebius, H. E., iv., 26.
t Among these Smyrna is included. The phrase is not " cities of
the province Achaia," but ".all Hellenes," which includes those of
the 1Egean coast. Compare the coin on which the people of Tralles
claim to be the "First of the Greeks," see above, p. 157 n.
Gesch~'chte,
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reminding them of the actual state of public law, and
warning them against stretching municipal action too far,
and encroaching on the powers of the Imperial Government (see p. 393/).*
The action of the citizens of Smyrna was in direct disobedience to the rescript of Hadrian ; but the rescript was
in advance of public feeling, and was therefore liable
to be disregarded. It seems also clear that the proconsul was a weak official. This is shown by his attitude
towards the mob. His inclination and sense of duty urged
him to give Polycarp a further hearing and a formal trial,
if he could "prevail upon the people ; " but their shouts;
impelled him to order, or rather to permit, immediate'
execution.t We may suppose that the passions and fears
of the mob were strongly excited by some recent great
calamity, for many events of that kind are mentioned in
the reign of Pius.:j: In Smyrna a serious earthquake had
occurred not long before, A.D. 151 or 152 apparently.§
This series of outbreaks of popular feeling in the Greek
cities points to some widely spread cause ; and the circumstances of the following reign show that the cause was

* This point of view is involved in veronplCnv and novaJ res. The
precise time when the letters to the cities were written is not recorded. Melito implies that it was after the assumption of Marcus
Aurelius as Ccesar in A.D. 147; and the reasoning in the text shows
that it was probably soon after the action of the Smyrnceans in
A.D. 155·
t See § ro of the letter of the Smyrnceans.
t Scrzpt. Hist. Aug., iii., Vz't. Anton., 9·
§ Lightfoot, Ignat. i., p. 461, following Waddington, Fastes,
§ 141 ; but the latter gets his date from the forged letter of Antonhms to the Koinon of Asia, which he assigns to A.:P. 152, whereas
Mommsen and Lightfoot, p. 483, put it in 158. Probably the date
for the earthquake is pretty accurate.
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a

general revival of paganism in a more philosophic and
reasoned form.
A larger body of detailed information is extant about
the sufferings of individual martyrs under Antoninus Pius
than under Hadrian. Lightfoot has clearly shown this,*
but we need not infer that the Christians really suffered
more. we are now coming nearer the period when regular
contemporary registration of Christian history began; and
moreover, the extraordinary personal importance of Polycarp secured the preservation of the facts of his death.
The, language of Justin and of Minucius Felix is conclusive as to the existence ,of .persecution in this reign.
In his first Apology J ustin appeals direct to the Emperor
against the principle now enforced that the mere Name is
a capital offence. He argues against it on the ground of
justice and legality, and quotes the rescript to Fundanus as
a proof that Hadrian was opposed to it. He did not fi!ld
it serve his purpose to. quote Trajan's rescript, which
expressly affirmed the principle ; and his silence about the
rescript is no argum'ent that he did not know it. The later
rescript of Hadr~an might fairly be considered as overruling the earlier. t But he does not refer to the actual
seeking out of Christians as practised by the Government
officials, and we shall see that in this respect the authorities
for the succeeding reign differ greatly from him.
A procedure conforming to the rescripts of Hadrian

* Ignat. and Pol.,

i., p. so~.
I need not quote all the passages in .'Tus#n, which are numerous.
(See Lightfoot, Ignat. and Pol., i., p. 534.) The date of Minucius
not later than A.D. x6o appears to Lightfoot established by the
passages quoted by Schwenke. I have not the right to. express
any opinion on the date of Minucius ; but, if the words are pressed
in that way, they point to a period before A.D. 147.

t
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and Antoninus was employed in the case of Ptolem<l:!us
and Lucius. Neither of them was sought out by the
prefect, Lollius tJ rbicus, but private accusers came forward
against the former, and the latter offered himself voluntarily.* The exception in the case of Polycarp has been
shown to be an infraction of the established rule.
A good example of the action which a Roman official
might take at the time is furnished by the case of Pudens,
who, as Neumann has shown, was probably proconsul of
Cyrene and Crete a few years before I66.t He expressly
declared that he was forbidden by the instructions
(mandatum) of the Emperor to investigate the case of a
Christian, unless a formal accuser appeared ; . and, .after
tearing up the document of accusation which was sent
along with the prisoner, he dismissed him on the ground
that no individual prosecutor had come forward.

3·

MA,RCUS AURELIUS, MARCH 7TH, 161, TO
MARCH I 7TH, I

So.

The larger policy of Trajan and Hadrian was not understood by Marcus Aurelius. His ideal was to be the true
Roman ; and a decided reaction towards the older narrow
Roman policy is apparent during his reign. He could not
of course " stem the torrent of descending time " ; ide~s

* Lollius was, according to Borghesi, prcefectus urM about 152.
See note, p. 327.
t Tertullian, ad Scap., iv. The usual view is that Pudens was
proconsul of Africa when the incident occurred; but N eumann's
reasoning establishes the strong probability of his case. If the
usual view were correct, Pudens' proconsulate would h·ave to be
dated under Commodus ; for his action is contrary to the character
of procedure under Marcus, but similar in style to that of Cincius
Severus, which has b~en quoted previously (p. 323).
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enlarged, policy widened, and the conception of Rome
developed insensibly and inevitably. But philosophic
leanings now: no longer. inclined toward Christianity and
against the Imperial rule, as in the Flavian period. The
Cynics indeed were still in opposition to the narrower
policy, and championed the cosmopolitan spirit, which was
steadily marching towards its final triumph. But popular
dilettante Greek philosophy was no longer on the side of
the opposition. It was now seated on the throne ; and for
the time the Imperial policy coquetted with other favourites,
and lost sight of the goal towards which history was
moving.
Christian thought was diametrically opposed to the
Greek ideals of social life ; * and for a time, while the
retrogressive tendency in the Imperial policy lasted, a
union took place of the Roman power and the Greek
philosophic influence, in opposition to the Christian re.
organisation of society. They allied themselves with the
current religions, and tried :to make explicit in the ceremonial paganism the higher ideas, which certainly were
latent beneath the gross and detestable exterior of its
mystic· rites. Paganism, which the Imperial policy had
throughout the first century, from Augustus to Domitian,
tried in vain to galvanise into life, began even under
Hadrian to feel, under the stimul~s of opposition to
Christianity, the pulse of returning life. The mysteries
set before the initiated a doctrine which might compete with Christian doctrine, and might prove that the
higher truths of life and morality had been stolen from

* I do not refer here to questions of morality. The introduction
of the purest morality into Greek ideals would have left them still
essentially opposed to the Christian principles of society.
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them by the Christians. Already in I 34 A. D., Hadrian
was greatly interested in watching the contest between the
doctrines of Christianity and the mysticism of the religion
of Serapis, which he considered to be of much the same
character and rank.'*
It seems clear that during this reign the active pursuit
of the Christians
became a marked feature.
Celsus in his
.
'
True Word speaks of them as being sought out for execution.t
The evidence of the Christian writers is to the same effect.
Melito, about IJO-IJI, refers to new edicts, according to
which the Ch~istians ire p~~sued.t Such persecution he
declares to be unprecedented.
It would also appear; if Melito can be trusted, that rewards· were promised to informers from the property of .
the accused ; for the informers are said to be greedy for
property of others, and to spoil the innocent by day and
by night.
Athenagoras, about IJ7-I80, also refers to the harassing,
plundering, and persecution of the Christians, and the fines
imposed on them (which are probably the rewards given to
informers). He. speaks also in strong terms about the
Name being sufficent proof of guilt, and entailing death.§

* See the letter to Servianus, quoted in Sc·npt. H~'st. Aug., xxix.,
( Vi'ta Saturmnn 8; Lightfoot, Ignat, and Pol., i., p. 480 ..
t See Origen, c. Celsum, viii., 6g. The date of Celsus' work has
been the subject of much discussion, but it may be probably placed
in this reign, when conjoint Emperors were in power, either in x6x-r6g,
or 177-r8o. The variation between the singular and the plural ill
referring to the sovereign authority is characteristic of many documents of the period. (Seep. 249.)
:t Quoted by Eusebius, H. E., iv., z6: Katva l!6y1Lara, 11'pourayp.ara.
§ Libellus pro Chn'sNam's, I. etc.
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Theophilus of Antioch, about 180, also mentions that
the Christians were pursued and sought out in his time.*
The Acts of Martyrs give similar evidence. The
governor of Gallia Lugdunensis sought out the Christians
in 177; and already at the beginning of the reign, Justin
Martyr and four companions were brought before Junius
Rusticus, Prefect of the City in 163. In the beginning
of the Acta justz'1zz', it is said that the arrest was made in
accordance with decrees enforcing worship of idols on
the part of ·the Christians. It is dearly implied that the
accused were sought out by officers in consequence of
these decrees, and were not formally accused by any individual. Having acknowledged their religion, they are
ordered to sacrifice, and the order is repeated with threats
of severe punishment.
The seeking out of Christians, then, is a marked feature
in all documents relating to the time of Marcus Aurelius ;
whereas there is not a trace of.evidence that it was practised
under Antoninus Pius, and it had been forbidden by
Trajan and Hadrian. Keim has correctly observed that
it begins under Marcus Aurelius; t but we hold that this
was the re-introduction of the Flavian practice, the only
logical course when Christianity was a crime.
* The word liLw~<ovcn, which he uses, reminds us that the officials
charged with this duty and commanded by the Et?-enarch were
styled lltroy,.,.'irm. See 0. Hirschfeld, dz'e Sz'cherhdtspolizd z'm rom.
Kaiserrdch, p. 28 (BerZ. S#zungsber.,· r89r, p. 872).
t "Unter M. AureZ kamdz'e Verfolgungdes 'Athezsmus' recht
tin Schwung und unter lhm erst kam es zur Aufsuchung der
Chr£sten."-Aus dem Urchrist., p. 99· Justin, in his first Apology,
written under Pius, is emphatic about the Name being a capital
crime ; but he makes no reference to the seeking out of Christians
or to rewards for accusers.
22
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These facts prove clearly that new methods were introduced by Marcus Aurelius, at least in the sense that proceedings against the Christians were enforced more actively,
though the penalties remained the same. The question
arises how this was brought about. Was it by a general
edict ? Was it by a clause inserted in the general instructions to governors ? Or did the governors merely act on
the knowledge that the Emperor was inclined to act logically
in respect of the Christians, and, as they were criminals
deserving death, to seek them out actively?
Some expressions occurring in the ,documents of· the
period would, if taken strictly, imply that an edict on the
subject was issued. But probably they are simply rather
loose phrases, which must not be taken too strictly. Melito,
who speaks of" new decrees " in one place, uses in another
the term "instructions."*' The latter term is probably the
right one ; the action towards the Christians was guided by
the Imperial instructions to provincial governors (mandata).
These instructions, as has been shown, were susceptible of
varying interpretation, ' according to the feeling of the
governor and the tone of the reigning Emperor. During
this reign the general revival of religious feeling would
naturally lead to a stricter and logical interpretation of the
instructions; especially as it would rapidly become known
that the Emperor was not'opposed to this course.
The question remains, whether there was any actual
change made in the instructions by Marcus ? N eumann
considers, p. 33 n., that there had previously been actually
a clause in the instructions, forbidding the seeking out of

* Katva Myp.ara, nova decreta, in the former case, '11"porrrayp.ara,
mandata, in the latter. In Acta :Justz'm~ i., also the word is
'11"porrrayp.ara.
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Christians, and that this prohibition was abrogated by
Marcus. He quotes the action of Pudens, as above
described; but it is very doubtful whether the proof is
sufficient. Such a clause may perhaps have been inserted
in the instructions issued by Hadrian and Pius to their
lieutenants in the provinces ; but the variability of procedure would rather suggest that the inconsistencies which
we have described continued to exist throughout this whole
century, and that none of the Emperors did anything
beyond replying by rescript to questions which their
lieutenants addressed to them. The lieutenants had the
general instructions to seek out and punish sacrilegious persons, ek, and Christians were sacrilegious. The lieutenants
might then either carry out the instructions logically, or
ob!'jerve the rescripts of Trajan and Hadrian forbidding
the hunting out of Christians. Under M arcus the logical
course was the rule.
We conclude, then, that no actual change was made by
Marcus Aurelius in the wording of the clauses that regulated the attitude of the provincial governors towards the
Christians. He did not professedly alter the policy of his
immediate predecessors, and yet the spirit of that policy
was, for a time, changed.
Far more cases of persecution are known in this than in
the prec;eding reign ; but no stress can be laid on this fact.
Contemporary record of historical facts had now begun
among the Christians, and the interest in preserving
Christian documents and the Acta of martyrs dates from
about the. sixth decade of this century. The principle of
proscription still continued ; and persecution had never
ceased even under the most tolerant Emperors:
Neumann's view (p. 32) is very different. He traces the
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intensification of persecution in this reign to a rescript,
dated, according to his view, in A.D. 176, forbidding the
introduction of new religious rites which tended to unsettle
the minds of the people. This view we cannot accept.
( 1) It does not explain the facts, for the seeking out of Christians seems to have been practised before 176 (Acta justint'
163, Melito, perhaps 170). (z) The rescript was merely a
reply to some question addressed to the Emperor, and does
not appear to have been the basis of procedure against
Christians, for it was approved by Christian Emperors,
and retained in the Digest. (3) In 177 the Christians
at Lugdunum do not appear to have been punished for
proselytising ; nor did they suffer the milder penalties of
this rescript.* The procedure is the same as of old, but
carried out with more activity.
Coincident with the change of policy there was a revival
of the old charge of jlagitia against the Christians; It is
quoted from Fronto, the tutor of Marcus, and it is mentioned
in connection with the persecution at Lugdunum in 177.
The evidence of slaves was used in support of it ; and the
statements made even by Christian writers, not very much
later, about actual scandals, suggest that the revival- was
only an exaggeration of real evils.

4-

THE APOLOGISTS.

With Hadrian's rescript begins the age of Apo!ogi'esChristianity had now a
hearing granted to it. Before 112, when the religion was

z'.e., formal defences of the faith.

" Neumann quotes the expression of the populace at Lugdunum,
nvii Kal Katvqv dO"ayoVO'I BpYJO'KElav, Euseb., H. E., v., I, 63; but
this phrase was not used in the trial, nor did the thought affect the
proceedings. Neumann follows Keim in his dating, seep. 321 n.
~fWJV
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absolutely condemned, an Apology would have been
absurd. Now that the Imperial ·policy was hesitating
about its attitude, and a trial was allowed, defence and
argument might have some effect ; and a long series of
formal pleadings in defence were addressed to the .Government, beginning, perhaps, about 129, when Aristides
presented his Apology to Hadrian during his visit to
Athens.*
Defence and argument imply a recognition of the
authority to which it is addressed. The spirit of which
we discerned some slight indications in Ignatius' letters
(seep. 315), had developed greatly before the first Apology
was presented. In the age which produced 1 John and
Apocalypse, and which nourished the spirit of Ignatius,
an Apology would have been treason to religion. The
irreconcilable opposition to the actual system, and the
aspiration after an absolutely new era and a new society,
had now been given up. The Church responded to the
tone of Hadrian's action : mutual allowance and an
.approximation between the two great enemies began.
The Apologists always express or imply with regard
to the character of Trajan's action the same view that
we have taken. It is indeed true that the Apologists
were special pleaders, and that their testimony in certain
respects must be discounted to a certain degree. But
they were advocates of at least fair ability and good sense;

*

The Apology is noticed in Euseb., H. E., iv., 3, and dated in
A.D. 125 ; but Hadrian's second visit is the only one that
can be thought of. Professor Rendel Harris brings down the date
to 140. · Eusebius seems to treat Hadrian's rescript as the effect of
the Apology; but this is, no doubt, pure conjecture, and we rather
consider the AjolQ!{Y as elicited by the rescript.

Chron.,
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misrepresentation of the Imperial act,ion was subject to
immediate contradiction, and could only injure their cause.
They would naturally darken the colours of the picture
which they drew of contemporary paganism; they saw
only the bad side of it, and no student of ancient life can
accept their account as complete. But, if the view that
Trajan wasthe institutor of formal persecution were correct,
it is hard to see how sane men could think to effect any
·good by misstating plain facts of recent history to the
Emperors. The Apologists of the second century stand
on a much higher intellectual level, if our interpretation
of the evidence is correct.
The objection may be urged against the credit. of the
Apologists that Tertullian speaks of Marcus Aurelius in
terms much more favourable than facts seem to warrant.'*
But, as we have seen, Marcus did not formally make
any change in the policy of his predecessors, though he
favoured a more severe interpretation of the clauses on
which that policy was based ; and he ranks, in a general
view, with Trajan, Hadrian, and Pius, as contrasted with
the uncompromising spirit of the Flavian Emperors ; and
this is all that Tertullian asserts.t
Moreover, it is obvious that Terfullian firmly believed
in the existence of a letter from Aurelius to the Senate,
ascribing to Christian soldiers the merit of a great deliverance from imminent danger during his German: wars. It
is impossible, and, unless new documents are discovered
(of which hope need not be abandoned), it must always
" Ajolog., 5·

+ Tertullian expressly notes that Marcus

did not alter the general
principle of condemning Christians. This is exactly what we have
to remark about all these Emperors.
1
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remain impossible, to discover the truth of that famous
legend. So much is certain: (r) such a deliverance did
occur, and was universally attributed to the special interposition of Heaven; (2) there were many Christian
soldiers in the army;* (3) the Christians at the time
attributed the deliverance to the prayers of these soldiers, t
(4) pagan historians narrated the almost miraculous event,
but explained it differently. It is not safe to assert absolutely, what is the ~ost simple explanation, that Tertullian .
merely assumes that there existed a letter of Marcus to
the Senate, declaring that the deliverance had followed the
prayers of the Christians, and denouncing penalties against
their accusers. This explanation is apparently simple;
but it leaves unsolved the greatest difficulty of the caseviz., how could Tertullian entertain the belief which he
expresses so positively in a document addressed to the
Senate, if it were contrary to all facts and all non-Christian
evidence and belief? It is clear that T ertullian was not
conscious that any opinion different from his own existed,
or that any member of the Senate would be likely to

" In accordance with the method of recruiting the Roman army,
as deduced by Mommsen, Hermes, 1884, pp. 8 ff, and stated, very
precisely for Africa by Cagnat, l' Armie Romaine d' Afrt'que,
pp. 353 ff., Legio XII. Fulminata, whose permanent station
(stativa) was at Melitene, would be originally recruited from the
Eastern provinces; but after Hadrian (]14:ommsen, p~ 21) the
recruiting for it would be almost wholly restricted to the adjacent
provinces of Asia Minor. Christianity was specially strong in
these provinces; "and," as Mommsen remarks (Histor. Zft.,
xxviii., p. 419, n, 2), "the camp and the court were always centres
of Christianising influence."
t Apollinaris is strictly contemporary ; Tertullian wrote within
abo-qt twenty-three years of the event,
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challenge his statement. There seems to be more in :the
story than we can as yet fathom.
The Apologists do not ask for a change of law; they
ask for a regulation of practice to accord with the law of
the State. They demand for Christians a fair trial on some
definite charge, attested by witnesses, with permission to
make and prove their defence. They ask to be brought
under the ordinary law; and they inveigh against the
exercise of arbitrary authority against them on no definite
charge. This, the most elementary right of citizens, had
been absolutely denied them by the Flavian policy, which
treated them as brigands. Trajan had left the Flavian
principle unaltered, but had exempted· them from active
pursuit. The Apologists justly argue against the illogical
nature of a policy which treats them like brigands when
any one formally accuses them, but does not take the·
trouble to look for them : if they are brigands, it is the
duty of the State to hunt them down. Even Hadrian had
shrunk from the decisive step of clearly stating that Christianity was not in itself a crime ; and this is the step
which the Apologists urge upon the Emperors whom they
address.
In support of this claim the Apologists advance various 1
arguments: (I) that their religion has a high moral tone,
and is absolutely inconsistent with the gross crimes which
were currently charged against them; (2) that it is of a
higher moral character than Paganism, and is therefore an
educative influence in the State; (3) that Christians are
loyal citizens, and, though they are compelled by their
religion to abstain from some of the conventional signs of
loyalty, yet in all essential points they discharge its duties
fully; (4) that a name is not in itself a crime, and that
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even a brigand is not punished for the name he bears, but
only after the truth has been proved in regard to his
actions.
An essential point in the Christian doctrine was the
unity and brotherhood of all men ; and the same idea
·was being gradually wrought into the Imperial system.
Trajan and Hadrian, two Spaniards, free from the narrower Roman tradition, were, not unnaturally, the leaders
in the policy of mercy towards the party that carried out
most logically the idea which they themselves did much
to work out in practice. Tatian expresses this idea more
clearly than any other of the Apologists, and contrasts it
with the theories of Greek philosophy, which always clung
to the old separation of states, and the belief that moderate
size was of the essence of a state. In § 28 he professes the
. cosmopolitan doctrine, and rejects the narrower systems
which separate state from state. The true philosophy
maintains that there should be one common polity for all,
and one universal system of law and custom. The Christian
doctrine, § 29, puts an end to the servitude that is in the
world, and rescues mankind from a multiplicity of rulers.
Its aim, § 32, is universal education, not education confined
to the rich, as among the Greeks and Romans ; its principle is free education to the poor, and it makes no
distinction of sex, but admits all to its universal system
of education. He defends, § 33, the Christian custom of
women studying philosophy.*
* Tatian did not address any Emperor; but he employs similar
arguments with the other Apologists, sometimes expressing them
more sharply. Tertullian's Afolos-eNcum would need a chapter to
itself.

CHAPTER XV.
CAUSE AND EXTENT OF PERSECUTION.

E have n~w determined the main facts in reg~r~ to
the actlon of the State towards the Chnstlans
before A.D. 170. We have next to inquire into the reason
why the Empire proscribed this sect. The question is
presented to us as a paradox : the Empire being remarkably
tolerant, as a general rule, in religious matters, what. reason
was there for the persecution of this religion ?

W

I. POPULAR HATRED OF THE CHRISTIANS.

There can be no doubt that the dislike generally entertained towards the Christians was an element in determining the attitude of the Emperors and their delegates
towards them. The governors, and even the Emperors to
a less degree, acted in some cases simply to conciliate the
populace, and keep it in good humour. The action of Nero
was, as we have seen, turned against the Christians through
his wish to supplant one passion by another in the popular
mind. Having private reasons for seeking to divert the
populace, he tortured for their amusemen~ a class of persons
whom they hated.
We have found reason to think that at first Christianity
was received in Asia Minor, and perhaps in the West
generally, without any detestation, and even with considerable favour. The growth of the opposite feeling was due
to various social causes, among which probably the strongest
346
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were (1) loss incurred bytradesinen whose business was
interfered with by the habits which Christianity inculcated ;
( 2) annoyance caused in pagan famiiies by the conversion of individual members. In the latter case it is clear
that the anger fdt by the pagan members of any family
would, as a rule, be proportionate to the degree of affection
that had existed before the family was disunited. The
stronger the love that had held together the family, .the
stronger the hatred that would be felt against those who
had introduced discord into it.
Spurred on by such causes, private individuals tried to
revenge themselves on those whom they considered to have
injured them, whether by riotous and illegal action (Acts
x,iv. 19, xvii. 5, xix. 23 ff.), by action before the magistrates
of provincial cities, who were not empowered to inflict
severe penalties (Acts xvi. 19), or by moving the Roman
law (Acts xix. 38).
Various methods of prosecution before ordinary tribunals might be, and frequently were, employed by individuals who felt themselves aggrieved. Some of these
have been already referred to (p. 2 50 £). Riotous conduct, disturbance of the public peace, sedition, and sacrilege, were charges that readily suggested themselves
\Acts xix. 37), and might be tried with good hopes of
success ; but a purely religious charge was derided by the
Roman officials (Acts xviii. 15-17). * We have seen that
• St. Paul's experience in Corinth of the favour of the Roman
courts as a defence against the Jews seems to have produced a
powerful effect on his thought and teaching. This event divides
the two letters to the Thessalonians by a deep chasm from the group
of Galatians, Corinthians, Romans. There is a remarkable change
of feelmg as we pass from one group to the other.
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charges of breaking up the peace of family life formed
the subject of anxious consideration and advice both to
St. Paul and to St. Peter (see pp. 246, 28I); and we cannot
doubt that such charges had often been carried into court.
The father or husband or master dealt in private with the
individual members of his family;* but he must go before
the courts in order to punish the person who had tampered
with their beliefs and habits. In such actions probably
the accusation of unjustifiable interference with the sphere
of duties and rights belonging to another, t though not
recognised as a criminal.category, would be useful to excite
odium and bad feeling, a practice in which extreme licenc('
·
was conceded to pleaders in Roman courts.
The persecution of N ero made the situation of the
Christians distinctly worse, without altering its general
character. The Emperor's action in allowing certain
charges, moral, rather than criminal, to be urged against
Christians, constituted a precedent, and exercised a strong
influence on all provincial governors in judging such cases;
but still the same method remained in practice, and ,the
governors in Asia Minor still stood as judges between the
Christian and his accuser ; " for praise to them that do
well" (r Peter ii. IS). Christians suffered by being con~
victed as criminals, and not as Christians ; defence lay in
a life above suspicion (I Peter iv. 25).
" Tacitus, Annals, xiii., 32. Pomponia was judged by her husband
1Jrt:Sco t·ns#tuto, A.D. 58.
f The Latin term, aNenum speculari, and the noun, aNem· specu.
lator, suggested the extraordinary Greek rendering &>..>..orpwmlcn<orros,
I Peter iv. 15, which is quite unintelligible, except as a rough
attempt to translate a foreign term that had no recognised equivalent in Greek (seep. 293 n).
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It is not true that mere social annoyances could have
had a serious character, until, through Nero's example,
they were abetted and completed by action on the part
of the Roman administration ; and it is regrettable that
several excellent authorities have countenanced .this unhistorical view.* It is true that James implies persecution
of a more serious character, as taking place before the
Neronian policy had come into force; but James wrote to
Jews, who were not governed solely by Roman law, but
who, down to A.D. 70, administered justice to a certain
extent among themselves, according to their own sacred
law, even in Roman cities of the Eastern provinces. Of
course the most serious penalties, and especially death,
were beyond the independent Jewish jurisdiction ; but still
much suffering could be legally inflicted by Jews on other
Jews, unless the victims possessed the Roman citizenship. t
Hence the situation of Jewish Christians before A.D. 64 was
much more serious than that of Gentile Christians ; but
after that year official Roman action could be invoked with
confident expectation of success against both classes, and
after A.D. 70 the self-governing privileges of the Jews were
entirely withdrawn.
* Weiss' commentary on I Peter (dze kathoHschen Brtefe,
Leipzig, 1892), whatever be its merits in a textual or theological
view, is a distinct retrogression from Holtzmann and other critics
when regarded as a historical investigation. On Spitta, see p. 300.
t The Jews could act against the Roman Paul only by rousing
official Roman action on some pretext. Gallio probably did not allow
the case to go far enough to find out whether Paul was Roman, but
dismissed the case to the Jewish tribunals. In the case of Jesus,
the Jews could hot make the matter a serious one, except before the
Roman tribunal. The Jews, even in Palestine, could not suffer to
death (Heb. xii; 4), except before a Ro~an governor.
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Experiences of the kind described, though annoying in
themselves, could never have been a serious evil or danger
to the Christians; and the Apologists of the second century
argue in favour of the restoration of this procedure (]ustin,
i., 3 ; Tatz'an, 4, etc.), claiming a fair statement of charges
against each Christian, an open trial, and liberty of defence
against the accusation. While this kind of persecution
alone was available against them, the Christians had fair
treatment and toleration from the Roman officials, and on
the whole looked to them for protection. Paul himself
suffered personally a good deal of hard treatment ; but he
is an exceptional case. A poor Jewish stranger, almost
a beggar, whose language in public had led to much
disorder among the Jews, and who was exposed to the
enmity of rich and influential Jews, must not be taken as
a fair instance of what known citizens would suffer in their
own land.
It was not merely the populace who felt this dislike to
the Christians ; the governors of provinces, the officials of
every class, the Emperors themselves, shared it. Even
such a humane spirit as Pliny was ·so shocked by the
demeanour of the Christians on their triil.l that he mentioned it to Trajan, as in itself a sufficient reason for
condemnation. The Greeks were difficult enough to
deal with. Cicero speaks of their perverse humour, with
which all Romans who had dealings with them must
reckon ; * and every proconsul of Asia could tell many
a tale of the unreasonable ways of the Greeks in the

* Perversitas, Fam III., i., 4· Every Turkish governor would
give the same account now. Greeks under his power make his life
a burden to him.
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coast cities. But the Roman governors found the Christians
much more difficult to manage than the Greeks.
Popular feeling, therefore, was strongly on the side of
persecution; and there can be no doubt that the reason
for the severity of Marcus Aurelius lay in the dislike which
he shared with the educated and uneducated classes alike.
Void of insight into social questions, and raised above
enthusiasm by philosophy, Marcus honestly carried out
against the Christians the principles in which he believed.
It would be a mistake to look for the reason of the
antipathy towards the Christians in their disobedience to
any single law. The Christians were so diametrically opposed to the general tendencies of the Government and of
the ancient social system, they violated in such an unshrinking, unfeeling, uncompromising way the principles which
society and philosophy set most store by, that to prosecute
them under any one law, or to think of them as ordinary
criminals guilty on one single count, was to minimise their
offence in an apparently absurd degree. It was true that
a Christian was guilty of treason against the Emperor, and
as such deserved death ; but to put his crime on that
footing was to class him with many noble and high-minded
Romans, who had been condemned for the same offence.
It was true that he practised a foreign and degrading
superstition; and that he induced many Roman citizens
to desert their patriotic loyalty to the religion of their
country and their fathers, and to go astray after a fantastic and exaggerated devotion ; but the worshippers of
Isis and of Sabazios did something of the same kind, and
the fashion was to treat this offence with contemptuous
toleration. It was true that Christians cut themselves
off from all Greek culture, from everything that was
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good and noble ; that they broke up family ties, and set
brother against brother; that their words, thoughts, and acts
were alike void of good result for society ; that they stood
aloof from the pleasures, the religion, and the duties of
educated or loyal citizens ; held no official position; comforted none who were in sorrow ; healed no dissensions ;
gave no good counsel ; made poverty and beggary into
virtues; practised robbery under the guise of equality,
and shameless vice under the cloak of rigid virtue ; made
evil into good, ·and reckoned ugliness as beauty ; laid
claim to be the true philosophers ; and spoke villainous
Greek. But, as the very man who paints this picture implies, so did the Cynics ; ""' yet the Cynics were merely
satirised and ridiculed.
The combination of so many and various faults, combined with the power given them by their close union,
and the fear which mingled with and embittered the
general hatred, rendered them pre-eminently the object of
popular fury; it seemed absurd to apply to such people
any ordinary judicial process. Hence the Flavian proscription, which treated them like brigands, met with
general approval. One cry alone was adequate to the
case-Christz'anos ad leonenz. If they gave only annoyance
to the world during their life, let -them at least afford
society some compensation by amusing it at their death.
Some of the traits in the picture drawn by Aristides

*

Aristides, fJ7r€p Twv TEmipruv, vol. ii., p. 400 f. (Dind.) So un~
suitable do some of the traits appear to Lightfoot, that he refuses
to accept it as a picture of the Christians, and declares that the
Cynics were the model for Aristides to paint from (Ignat., i., p. 533).
But I cannot separate the picture wholly from the Christians, nor
believe that the Cynics alone could have aroused the deep-seated
hatred which is here expressed. They were not sufficiently power·
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partake (to put it mildly) of exaggeration and prejudice;
but if we wish to understand this question we must
Itpproach the subject from the point of view of the Empire,
and of the educated classes of pagan society, and try to
realise their views. We must, for the moment, assume the
attitude of those· who found the fabric of society assailed
by the Christians with a bitter undistinguishing hostility
and contempt, which the student of classical antiquity
must feel to have been not wholly deserved.
But action that consists only in occasionally yielding
to pressure from popular passions does not constitute
a policy. We have seen that a permanent proscription of
the Name of Christian was implied in Pliny's first action;
and it. is impossible to suppose that the permanent policy
of such a government as the Roman was determined by
· mere feelings of personal and popular dislike. We cannot
suppose that these passions weighed with Trajan, when he
reaffirmed the general principle of proscription. Hadrian
and Pius expressly forbade that popular clamour should
weigh against a Christian ; but they both left the general
principle in force. The direct and strong antagonism
ful to cause fear; and only an enemy which is also feared can rouse
such intense hatred. The Cynics and the Christians were united in
the mind of Aristides and his compeers as two members of one
class, differing in some respects, but, on the whole, of the same type,
and this picture gives the features common to the class. The Greek
philosophers objected to the cosmopolitan spirit and superiority to
the narrow Greek state, which characterised both Cynics and Christians. Neumann, pp. 35-6, has caught excellently the spirit of this.
passage, following a fragment of Bernays, Gesammelte Abhandl., ii.,
p. 362, which seems to imply a change from the view expressed in
Ludan und dz'e Kynz'ker. In that work Bernays considered the
description to be intended for the Cynics alone.

23
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against the State which rules in Apocalypse and Ignatius
cannot be thus explained. We must look deeper for the
real ground of the Imperial action, which, as we have seen,.,
was probably determined about 75-80 A.D.
2. REAL CAUSES OF STATE PERSECUTION.

The success of the Imperial Government in the provinces
rested greatly on its power of accommodating itself· to the
ways and manners and religion of the subjects ; it accepted
and found a place in its system for all gods and all cults.
Religious intolerance was opposed to the fundamental
principles of the Imperial rule, and few traces of it can be
discerned. It proscribed the Christians, and it proscribed
the Druids. In these two cases there must have seemed
to the Imperial Government to be some characteristic which
required exceptional treatment. In both cases there was
present the same dangerous principle : both maintained an
extra-Imperial unity, and were proscribed on political,*
not on· religious, grounds.
On the other hand, the Jews must have appeared to
the Government to resemble the Christians very closely.
Almost every trait in the picture drawn by Aristides
applies to them, and they also were the object of general
hatred. But so far from yielding to the popular feeling
in this case, the Imperial policy protected the Jews on
many occasions from the popular disl.ike.
• Mommsen says (Provz'nces, i., p. 105) "the institution of the
Gallic annual festival in the purely Roman capital . . . was evidently a countermove of the Government against the old religion of
the country, with its annual council of priests at Chartres, the centre
of the Gallic land.'' See also Duruy· in Revue ArcMologzque, April.
t88o, P· 247 (347).
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If the Jews appeared to the Empire to resemble the
Christians so much, and yet were treated so differently, the
reason for the difference in treatment must have lain in
those points in which the Christians differed from the
Jews in the estimate of the Imperial Government.* In so
far the Jews were merely a body professing a different
religion ; the Emperors allowed them the completest
toleration. But so long as the Jews maintained an articulated organisation, centred in the Temple at Jerusalem,
they maintained a unity distinct from that of the Empire ;
and this fact was brought home to the Emperors by the
great rebellion of 65-70. The Flavian policy (see p. 254)
made a distinction between the Jewish religion and the
Jewish organised unity ; the former was protected, but the
latter was proscribed. Titus conceived that the destruction
of the temple would destroy the unity centred in it ; and
he substituted the temple of Jupiter tor the temple at
Jerusalem, collecting for the former the tax hitherto contributed by the Jews for the latter.
With the Jews it was found possible to separate their
religion from their organisation. The destruction of the
temple, indeed, had to be completed under Hadrian by the
destruction of Jerusalem, and the foundation of a new
Roman city there. But, to a 15reat extent after 70, and
completely after 134, the Jews accepted the situation assigned them by the State-religious toleration on condition of acquiescence in the unity of the Empire.

* Tacitus, indeed, says (H~'st., v., 5) that the Jewish rites an#qut'tate difenduntur ; but he is not here professing to explain
formally.why the Empire favoured the Jews. The distinction in this
point of antiquity between Judaism and Christianity had more
weight in philosophy than in government.
\
·
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Titus at first entertained the belief that the Christians
also had their .centre in the temple, and that their unity
would perish with it (p. 2 54). But soon the Flavian
Government recognised that their united organis(ltion was
no whit weakened by the destruction of the temple. The
Christians still continued, no less than before, to maintain
a unity independent of, and contrary to, the Imperial unity,
and to consolidate steadily a wide-reaching organisation.
Such an organisation was contrary to the fundamental
principle of Roman government. Rome had throughout
its career made it a fixed principle to rule by dividing ;
all subjects must look to Rome alone j none might look
towards their neighbours, or enter into any agreement or
connection with them. But the Christians looked to a
non-Roman unity ; they decided on common action independent of Rome; .they looked on themselves as Christians
first, and Roman subjects afterwards ; and, when Rome
refused to accept this secondary allegiance, they ceased to
feel themselves Roman subjects at all. When this was the
case, it seems idle to look about for reasons why Rome
should proscribe the Christians. If it was true to itself, it
must compel obedience; and to do so meant death to all
firm Christians. In the past the success of the Roman
Government had been greatly due to the rigour with which
it suppressed all organisations ; and the Church was a
living embodiment of the tendency which hitherto Rome
had succeeded in crushing. Either Rome must now
compel obedience, or it must acknowledge that the Chris.tian unity was stronger than the Empire.
.. This disobedience to the principles of Roman admini~
stration is only one form of that spirit of .insubordination
and obstinacy, which is so often attributed to the Christians
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by the ancient writers, and which seemed to Pliny to justify
their condemnation. In his note on the passage (Pliny, ad
Traj., 96), Mr. Hardy rightly remarks that "the feature of
Christianity which Pliny here points out as a sufficient
reason * for punishing them, was exactly the point which,
as Christianity grew, made it seem politically dangerous to
the authority of the Empire, and which, more than religious
intolerance, was at the root of later persecutions." We
ask why it should be left for Pliny to make the discovery
that the Christian principles were dangerous. He was not
the first governor of a province in which Christians were
numerous. He was not the character to display special
insight into the probable political outcome of new principles, or to be specially jealous for the authority of the
Empire. He was not a practised administrator. He had
never before held a province. He had been a skilful financier and good lawyer, whose entire official life had been
spent in Rome with the single exception of the necessary
months of military service as a tribune, and even this
term he had spent in managing the accounts of the legion.
He had been selected for this government because the
finances of the cities were in a bad state, and a trustworthy
and hardworking officer and good financier was needed to
administer the province. .It is not too much to say that,
if Pliny perceived forthwith the disobedience that was inherent in the new religion, every governor of any Asiatic
province, every Emperor of Rome, and every prefect of
the city, must have made the same discovery for himself
long before 1 I 2.
"' I- have made one slight, but significant, change, substituting
" a sufficient reason ,· for "his personal reason." Compare note on
p. 214; also excursus, p. 374·
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The cause here suggested, obvious as it appears, has
been ridiculed as impossible by Aube, who thinks it inconceivable that Nero should already have begun to suspect
that the growth of the organised Christian religion might
prove dangerous to the Empire. It is difficult to reply to
such an argument. For my own part, I can see nothing
improbable even in this supposition, and still less in the
theory that the Flavian Emperors considered Christianity
to involve a dangerous principle. I should only be surprised if the watchful Roman administration had failed to
recognise a't a very early moment that the principles of the
new sect were opposed to its policy. TrCJ,jan refused to
permit an organisation of I 50 firemen in Nicomedeia, or to
allow a few poor people to improve their fare by dining
in company, on the express ground that such organisations
involved political danger. The Christians so mana!?;ed their
organisation as to elude the law prohibiting sodalz'tates; *
but they could not elude the notice of the Emperors..
How can we understand the marvellous power which the
Empire showed of Romanising the provinces, except on
the supposition that it showed great practical ability in
dealing with the various views and principles of different
peoples? and how is such practical ability to be explained,
except on the supposition that the Imperial Government was keenly alive to the character and probable
effect of any such system ? The Emperors were aiming at
a great end ; they pursued it with all the experience and
wisdom of Roman law and Roman organisation; and they
punished rigorously those who impeded their action.
• The discontinuance of Agapce (see p. 215) for this reason in
Bithynia may safely be taken as a type of the action of other
Christians in this respect.
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The principle of government just described is connected
with, but still must be distinguished from, the restrictions
imposed on the formation of co!!egia and soda!itates. The
same jealousy on the part of the Government and the
same distrust of the loyalty of the people underlies both.
While Rome was a republic, all citizens had the right of
forming associations at will ; but as soon as the Empire
beg?,n, it distrusted such assoCiations, and Julius restricted
them within the narrowest limits;* for the Roman Government now considered the Roman people as a danger
to be guarded against. The old rule of prohibiting all
attempts at union among the subject populations, appears
under the Empire mainly under the form of prohibiting
co!!egz"a and soda!z'tates; but it was really of much wider
scope, and this prohibition was only one special applica·
tion of a general principle.
This jealous principle of Roman administration was fatal
to all vigorous life and political education among the
subject peoples. It was an inheritance from the old
narrow Roman system, which regarded the subject peoples
merely as conducive to the benefit of Rome. The true
interest of the Empire lay in abandoning this narrow and
jealous spirit, and training the provincials to higher conceptions of political duty than mere obedience to the laws
and the magistrates. Only in this way could it carry out
" Benefit clubs among poor people, associations for mutual assistance, alone were permitted ; and these were allowed to meet only
once a month for any purpose beyond religious ritual, which was of
course unimpeded. The commonest kind of these clubs were Burial
Societies ; but it would be a mistake to imppose that these were the
only examples oftheir class. The use of the term collegia funer.aticia
(a purely modern name) has sometimes led to the false idea that
these alone were permitted. They were collel(ia tenuiorum.
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its mission of creating a great unified state, characterised
by universal citizenship and patriotism (see p. 192 n.).
Here, as in many other cases, the Church carried out the
ideas and forms towards which the Empire was tending.
but which it could not realise without the aid of Christianity.
Political and religious facts were in ancient time far more
closely connected than they are now. It was under the
protection of religion that law, social rules, and politics,
gradually developed. Before they had strength to exist
apart, they maintained themselves as religious principles,
enforced by religious sanctions and terrors. Thus the right
of free general intercourse and free union among ;:tll subjects of the Empire, had for a long time no existence
except as a religious fact.
The strength of the Imperial Government lay in its
recognising, more fully than any administration before or
since has done, the duty of maintaining a tolerable standard of comfort among the poorer classes of citizens. But
while it showed great zeal as regards their physical comfort,
it was less attentive to the other duty of educating them.
The education imparted on a definite plan by the State
did not go beyond a regular series of amusements, some of
a rather brutalising tendency. Christianity came in to the
help of the Imperial Government, urging the duty of educating, as well as feeding and amusing, the mass of the
population. The theory of universal education for the
people has never been more boldly and thoroughly stated
than by Tatian (seep. 345). The weak side of the Empire
-the cause of the ruin of the first Empire-was the moral
deterioration of the lower classes : Christianity, if adopted
in time, might have prevented this result.
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The administrative forms in which the Church gradually
came to be organised were determined by the state of
society and the spirit of the age. In the conflict with the
civil Government these forms were, in a sense, forced on it ;
but it would be an error to suppose that they were forced
on it in mere self-defence against a powerful enemy. They
were accepted actively, not passively. The Church gradually
became conscious of the real character of the task which it
had undertaken. It came gradually to realise that it was
a world-wide institution, and must organise a world-wide
system of administration. It grew as a vigorous and
healthy organism, which worked out its own purposes, and
maintained itself against the disintegrating influence of
surrounding forces ; but the line of its growth was determined by its environment.*
The analogy between the Church and the State organisations is close and real. But it would be a mistake to
attribute it to conscious imitation, or even to seek in
Roman institutions the origin of Church institutions that
resemble them. The Christians would have indignantly
rejected all idea of such imitation.
Hermas states (Vis., ii., 4, r) the view he'ld by the early
" As I cannot hope to hit the passionless scientific truth in a
subject so difficult as the present, or to avoid conflicting with
widely felt emotions, where such deep and such opposite feelings are
entertained, I shall simply indicate, in as unemotional and external
way as I can, the view that seems best to explain the attitude of the
State to the Christians. The Church is here treated not as a religious body, but as a practical organisation for social duties and
needs, and as brought in contact with the State.
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Church as to its own origin. The Church appears as an
old woman, " because she. was created first of all, and for
her sake was the world made." , The Church was to
Hermas a well-articulated organism, and not a collectiol,J.
of individual Christians with no bond of union beyond
certain common rites and beliefs ; yet its organisation was
not constructed by the early Christians, but was a preexisting, Divinely created idea, independent ofthe existence
of actual Christians to embody it in the world.
But all the more surely and truly were the Christi~ns
under the influence of Roman administrative forms and
ideas, that they were entirely unconscious of the f.act.
The secret of the . extraordinary power exerted. by the
Roman Government in the provinces lay in the subtle way
in which the skilful administrative devices, shown by it for
the first time to the provinces, filled and dominated the
minds of the provincials. After the Roman system was
known, its influence took possession of the public mind,
and is apparent both in every new fou1,1dation for administrative purposes, and even in the gradual modification of
the previously existing organisations. Those institutions
of the Church which belo11ged to its Jewish origin steadily
became more and more Roman in character. Roman
ideas were in the air, and, had the Church not been influenced by them, it would have been neither vigorous nor
progressive. After all, Hermas' view and the one here
stated differ little from each other. We are trying to
express the same fact ; but in these pages the Divine ,is
treated as a development, whereas to Hermas it was·
immutable and eternal, like a Platonic idea.
Like the Empire, the Church fully recognised the duty
of the community to see that all its members were fed;.
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and this was one of the earliest forms in which the question of practical organisation began to press on it
(Acts vi.). Further organisation was required when many
communities existed in different lands, all considering
themselves as a brotherhood. Such separ~tion involved,
in the course of natural growth, the development of differences of custom and opinion in details ; and in life details
are often of more apparent value than principles. Questions arise in the relation of community with community.
Ifthese are not settled with judgment and skill permanent
diff~rences spring up. In the actual development of a
Church scattered wide over the world, the officials whose
duty it was to guide the communications between the communities necessarily played a decisive part in framing the
organisation through which the brotherhood developed
into the Church. As it was completed in its main elements
by A.D. 170, the organisation of the Church ma:y be
described thus :1. Each individual community was ruled by a gradation
of officials, at whose head was the bishop ; and the bishop
represented the community.
2. All communities were parts of a unity, which was
co-extensive with the [Roman ?] world. A name for this
unity, the Universal or Catholic Church, is first found in
Ignatius, and the idea was familiar to a pagan writer like
Celsus (perhaps 161-9 A.D.).
3· Councils determined and expressed the common
views of a number of communities.
4· Any law of the Empire which conflicted with the
principles of the Church must give way.
5. All laws of the Empire which were not in conflict
with the religion of the Church were to be obeyed.
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In this completed organisation the bishops were established as the ruling heads of the several parts, divided in
space but not in idea, which constituted the Church in the
Ro~an world. The history of this organisation is, to a
great extent, the history of the episcopal power. The
bishops soon became the directors of the Church as a
party struggling against the Government. I should gladly
have avoided this peculiarly difficult part of the subject,
but it is not possible to discuss the relations of Church and
State without showing the nature of these typical officers
in the proscribed organisation. The view which I take is, ·
that the central idea in the development of the episcopal
office lay in the duty of each community to maintain communication with other communities. The officials who
performed this duty became the guardians of unity.
They acquired importance first in the universal Church;
and thereafter, partly in virtue of this extra-congregational
position, partly through other causes, they became the heads
of the individual communities.
Such a vast organisation of a perfectly new kind, with
no analogy in previously existing institutions, was naturally
slow in development. We regard the ideas underlying
·it as originating with Paul. The first step was taken when
he crossed Taurus; the next more conscious step was
the result of the trial in Corinth, after which his thought
developed from the stage of T hessalonz'ans to that of Galatz'ans, Corz'nthz'ans, and Romans. The critical stage was
passed when the destruction of Jerusalem annihilated all
possibility of a localised centre for Christianity, and made
it clear that the centralisation of the Church could reside
only in an idea-viz., a process of intercommunication,
union, and brotherhood (p. 288).
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It would be hardly possible to exaggerate the share
which frequent intercourse from a very early stage between
the separate congregations had in moulding the development of the Church. Most of the documents in the New
Testament are products and monuments of this intercourse;
all attest in numberless details the vivid interest which the
scattered communities took in one another. From the first
the Christian idea was to annihilate the separation due to
space, and hold the most distant brother as near as the
nearest. Clear consciousness of the importance of this idea
first appears in the Pastoral Epistles,* and is still stronger
in writings of A.D. So-Ioo, as I Peter and Clement. In
these works of the first century the idea is, expressed in a
simpler form than in writings of the second century, where
it has a stereotyped and conventionalised character, with a
developed and regulated appearance.
The close relations between different congregations is
brought into strong relief by the circumstances disclosed
in the letters of Ignatius : the welcome extended everywhere to him ; the loving messages sent when he was
writing to other churches (Rom. ix.); the deputations sent
from churches off his road to meet him and convoy him
(Rom. ix., etc.) ; the rapidity with which news of his pro" Its prominence in them is one of the many characteristics which
distinguish them from the older Epistles, and which would make us
gladly date these Epistles ten or twelve years after A.D. 67 (later they
cannot be, on account of the undeveloped type of persecution which
appears in 'them). But it does not appear worth while to sacrifice
the tradition, and the claim they make to be the work of Paul, for
the sake of a few years. We must accept the difficulty involved in
their developed character. There is no person who is so likely to
have originated these ideas as Paul, in the intense activity of his
later years, A.D. 64-67.
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gress was sent round, so that deputations from Ephesus,
Magnesia, and Tralles were ready to visit him in Smyrna;
the news from Antioch which reached him 'in Troas, but
which was unknown to him in· Smyrna ; the directions
which he gave to call a council of the church in Smyrna,
and send a messenger * to congratulate the church in
Antioch; the knowledge that his fate is known to and is
engagfng the efforts of the church in Rome. Such details
in the letters and in other authorities presuppose regular
intercommunication and union of the closest kind along the
great routes across the Empire. Lucian was familiar with
this intercourse among the Christians ; and his language
about it implies that it seemed to him the crowning proof
of the detestable and perverted energy of the sect. t Lightfoot has correctly emphasised this class of facts, but he
does not sufficiently bring out they were the regular and
characteristic practice of the Christians ; hence he quotes;
the passages of Lucian as proof that Lucian was acquainted
with the story of Ignatius. But Lucian might have gained
his knowledge from many other similar incidents as well as
from the story of ignatius ; and the only safe inference
from his words is, that the picture of life given in the
letters of Ignatius is true.
This close connection could not be maintained by mere
unregulated voluntary efforts ; organised action alone was
able to keep it up. The early system of government by the
presiding Council of Elders was slowly developed to cope
with the pressing need ; and the episcopal organisation was
thus gradually elaborated.
"Smyrn.,

11;

Phitad.,

10;

Potyc., 7· He is called 0£a1Tptrrfkur7Jr1

Oto3p6p.os.

t De Morte Peregrim~

12

and

41.
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The word epz'skopos meins overseer. · Originally, when
the deliberative council of elders resolved to perform some
action, they would naturally direct one of their number to
superintend it. This presbyter was an epz'skopos for the
occasion. Any presbyter might be also an epz'skopos, and
the terms were therefore applied to the same persons, and
yet conveyed essentially different meanings. The epz'skopos
appointed to perform any duty was necessarily single, for
the modern idea of a committee was unknown ; * any
presbyter might become an epz'skopos for an occasion, yet
the latter term conveyed an idea of singleness and of
executive authority which was wanting to the former.
On the other hand, the idea of an order 'of epz'skopoz'
at this stage, like the order of presbyters, is self-contradic- ·
tory. The epz'skopos was necessarily single, a:nd yet there
might be many epz'skopoz' for distinct duties. Such appears
to be the natural interpretation of the term, as it was used
in ancient life.
It was natural that proved aptness and power in an
individual presbyter should lead to his having executive
duties frequently assigned to him. The Imperial idea
was in the air ; and the tried epz'skopos tended to become
permanent, and to concentrate executive duties in his
hands. The 'Process was gradual, and no violent change
took place. The authority of the epz'skopos was long a
delegated authority, and his influence dependent mainly on
personal qualities. In such a gradual process it is natural
"' Bodies of 3, 5, 10, or more officers were frequent in Rome;
but they were not committees. Each individual possessed the
full powers of the whole body. The act of one was authoritative as
the act of all ; each could thwart the power of his colleagues ; no
idea of acting by vote of the majority existed.
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that the position of epz'skopoz' should vary much, that the
position of the same individual should be susceptible. of
being understood and described differently by different
observers, and that the episkopos became permanent in fact
before the principle of permanence was admitted.
The hospitality which is assigned as a duty to the
episkopos in I Tim. iii. I ff., Titus i. 5 ff., was closely connected
with the maintenance of external relations (see p. 288); and
the composition of the letters sent by one community to
another was also assigned to him. Hence a copy of the
message given to Hermas was ordered to be sent to Clement,
who should send it to foreign cities, for to him had been
entrusted the duty (viz., of communicating with other communities) ;* while Hermas, with the presbyters who preside
over the Church (among whom Clement is, as we believe,
inclw;:led), was to read it to the Romans. This duty was
likely to be permanently assigned to the same individual,
for uniformity of tone could not otherwise be secured.
The scanty and unsatisfactory evidence of the first century points to the practical permanence of the epz'skopos as
already usual, but is inconsistent with the idea that the
episkopos was considered as separate in principle from his
eo-presbyters (as he continued for centuries to term
them). He was only a presbyter on whom certain duties
had been imposed. There was in practice one permanent
episkopos in a community, when I Peter ii. 25 was written,
and when the messages were sent to the angeloz' of the
seven Asian Churches ; but the ejJz'skopos was very far re• Vis., ii., 4, 3, I cannot doubt that, to a Roman Christian of the
period, Clement must mean the famous Clement. Either Hermas
wrote before Clement's death, or he intended that':his book should
appear to be of that period.
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moved from· the monarchical bishop of A. D. I 70, and we find
not a trace to suggest that he exer_cised any authority ez
officio within the community. He represented it in certain
cases ; he wrote in its name ; but the words purported to
be spoken by the cbmmunity. Letters addressed to it were
sent to him ; but the contents referred solely to the community, and made no allusion to the episkopos. His
position W<l;S ostensibly a humble one within the community ; and yet its real influence and its future possibilities must have been obvious to him that had eyes to see
beneath the. superficial aspect.l'l' The importance of the
episkopos would be estimated by a writer according to the
degree in which his attention was occupied with the unity
of the Church. t In Hermas the Church is thought of rather
as distinguished from the wicked. He divides the world, one
might almost say, into Christian and non-Christian, and
heretics are to him mistaken teachers, as they are to Paul
in Philip. i. Is- I 8. The organisation and practical mainte• Such is the nature of the office as it appears in Apoc. i. 16, 20.
Spitta considers that the interpretation of the stars as bishops
belongs to the revision, 90-112, not to the original Christian docu·
ment, 6o A.D. His arguments, p. 37 f., are founded on a misap·
prehension of the delicate contrasts in the position of the ept"skopol.
Again, when lgnatius writes to Polycarp a private letter, he, in the
middle of it, begins to address the whole community, being accustomed to regard Polycarp as its representative. Ignatius does not
write as bishop, but as an individual, and in his own name : the
church in Antioch has now no bishop.
t From Clement alone the permanence of his duties could not
be inferred ; but it is the natural inference from a comparison of
Clement and Hermas' language about him. But it would be as
wrong to draw from Clement, as it would be to draw from Polycarp's
letter to the Philippians with its similar. language (see Lightfoot,
Ignat., i.; p. 594), any inference against the permanent concentration
of episcopal duties in the hands of an individual.
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nance of unity is not a thought that weighs much with him ;
and he merely speaks in a general way of the heads of the
community, ot 7rP??J"fovp,evo£ -ri}<> e!C!CX?Jcr{a<;.
The language of Ignatius is more developed ; though
there is, as a rule, some tendency to read him by the light
of later facts. He is not a historian, describing facts ; he
is a preacher, giving advice as to what ought to be. He
lays most stress on the points which he conceived to be
lacking. He speaks with the forethought of a legislator,
and the monition of a prophet, and he has caught with
marvellous prescience the line of development which the
Church must follow. And surely, if ever man was likely
to forget self entirely, and to be filled with wider thought,
it was Ignatius, when life for him was over, and with full
consciousness he was about to sacrifice it for the Church.
He was deeply touched by the deputations that visited
him ; he realised the power that a united Church might
exercise; and he saw that still closer organisation, through
fuller recognition of the bishops' power, was needed. The
episcopal authority was to him the centre of ~rder and
the guarantee of unity in the Church.* Except through
the episkopoi, no common policy could be carried out. He
insists, then, that the bishop should guide the community;
but he says that this principle is a special revelation,t and

" Lightfoot has rightly urged that Ignatius did not think (like
Irenceus) that the bishops' duty was to preserve pure and transmit
faithfully the doctrine of the Church, Ignat., i., p. 382, ed I., 396,
ed. II. " Unity" prompts his words.
t Philad., 7 : "I learnt it not from flesh of man; it was the
preaching of the Spirit, who spake on this wise : Do nothing without
the bishop ... cherish union," etc. It is clear that disunion and
disobedience prevailed in Philadelphia.
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his reiteration seems a, proof that urgency was necessary.*
I can find in Ignatius no proof that the bishops were regarded as ez officz'o supreme even in Asia, where he was
evidently much impressed by the good organisation of the
Churches. · His words are quite consistent with the view
that the respect actually paid in each community to the
bishop depended on his individual character. t
The really striking development implied by Ignatius
is, that a much clearer distinction between bishop and
presbyter had now become generally recognised. This
distinction was ready to become a difference of rank and
order ; and he first recognised that this was so. Others
looked at the bishops under prepossessions derived from
the past : he estimated them in view of what they might
become in the future.
For our purpose, the impqrtant point is the aspect
which the institution would wear in the estimation of the
Emperors. It was illegal; it was a device for doing more
efficiently what the State forbade to be done at all. How
far its character was known to the Government, we cannot tell; but that the Emperors studied this political
phenomenon-the Christian organisation-! cannot, in
the nature of the Roman administration, doubt. That
they must condemn an organisation such as we have
described, judging it by the fundamental principle of
Roman government, is certain. That the policy of the

* Cp. Dr. Sanday's true remark, Exposz'tor, December, 1888, p. 326.

t We notice that

the Ephesians are urged to meet together, and
to obey bishop and presbyters (20); but they had not been in the
habit of meeting often enough (13). Advice implies fault. Tralles
is praised for obeying its bishop, and advised also to obey the
presbyters
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Flavian Emperors is inexplicable in any other way seems
equally certain. An organisation, strong, even if only rudimentary, is required to explain the Imperial history ; and
such an organisation is attested by the Christian documents. Trajan found himself unable to resist the evidence
that this organisation was dangerous a.nd illegal ; yet his
instinctive perception of wider issues prevented him from
logically carrying out the principle. All sides of the evidence work in with one another, and all are derived from
the simplest and fullest interpretation of the documents
as they lie before us. Christianity was proscribed, not as
a religion, but as interfering with that organisation of
society which the Empire inculcated and protected;
The question whether the Christian sect was treasonable
was not first raised under the Flavian Emperors. It had
been agitated from an early period, and was naturally
revived on every occasion when the character of the sect
formed a subject of consideration to the Government.
The earliest charge against Christians was that of setting
up a king of their own in opposition to the Emperor.
Jesus was condemned on this ground; and it reappears
in Acts xvii. 7· Eusebius mentions that a similar charge
against the grandchildren of Judas, the Lord's brother,
was investigated by Domitian, and dismissed.*
Again, according to the old Roman view, it was justifiable,
and even required, that the magistrates should proceed
actively , against Romans who had deserted the national
" Euseb., H. E., iii., 20, gives it on the authority of Hegesippus,
which carries it back to the second century. This is a sign that
the Christian sect was studied by the Imperial Government. It
was found to involve no serious danger, though other evidence
proved that it embodied a dangerous principle.
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religion,* and also against those who had been concerned
in converting them. · But, in fact, it would appear that this
was not a frequent ground on which to found proceedings
against the Christians. The feeling of pride in Roman
citizenship and the exclusiveness against non-Roman rites,
. became much weaker as the citizenship was widened.
Moreover, religious feeling in the Empire was very weak
The attempted revival of
during the first century.
the national religion under Augustus was not lasting.
Tiberius preserved the tradition of Augustus' policy ; but
the mad sacrilege of Caligula must have weakened it
fatally. Under Domitian, however, the revival of the
national worship was a marked feature of the Imperial
policy.
While the sect was condemned, it did not appear
sufficiently important to require any special measures to
put it down. The Government was content to lay down
the principle that Christians should be dealt with by all
governors under the general instructions (see p. 208). But
the Roman administration maintaihed a very small staff
of officials, and the public safety was very insufficiently
attended to (seep. 24). Brigandage was rife, and brigands
were followed in a very spiritless and variable way. Christians, who were classed along with brigands, profited by
the remissness of the Government. In practice the execution of the general principle would greatly depend on
popular co-operation ; and though popular feeling was
strongly against the Christians, popular action was of a
".Mommsen quotes as examples the expulsion of Jews from Rome
by Hispallus, prmtor, B.C. 139, by Tiberius, and by Claudius, the

action against the Bacchanalia, the expulsion of the worship of Isis
beyond the walls of Rome, etc. See Histor. Z.ft., xxviii., 402 :ff.
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very uncertain character (see p. 325). The proscription
exercised a strong influence on the Church, causing
it to unite still more closely through mutual sympathy
and the tendency among the persecuted to help one
another; but it was unable to diminish seriously the
numbers of the Christians. It merely made the Church
stronger, more self-reliant, and more spirited (pp. 296, 3 14).
NOTE.-Many Christian confessors went to extremes in showing
their contempt and hatred for their judges; and the Acta fully
explain the indignation which their conduct roused in Pliny, conscious as he was of his own lofty motives, and of the wisdom of the
Imperial policy. Their answers to plain questions were evasive and
indirect ; they lectured Roman dignitaries as if the latter were the
criminals and they themselves the judges ; and they" even used
violent reproaches and coarse insulting gestures. A Roman court
presented a terrible aspect, for torture in court was a regular part
of procedure, and the actual surroundings were a grim commentary
on Pliny's threats (suppHda mt"natus: Le Blant, Actes, p. uS).
Christians who were not terrified into recantation must have been
usually thrown into extreme excitement. A master of human feeling
has described the effect produced on a singularly cool, intr~pid,
self-restrained Scat-Henry Morton-by his unjust trial before
Claverhouse. But the racial character of these Christians was not
cool and self-restrained, but. enthusiastic and able to see only one
side of a case. Exceptions occur: Polycarp's gentle dignity and
undisturbed calm are contrasted by the narrator with the nervous
and hysterical conduct of others, and seem to him to be on the
same lofty plane of feeling as the action of Jesus. Southern races
are prone to licence of speech and gesture, by which they relieve
the emotions which among us are often relieved by profane or inane
expletives (a waggoner will attribute to the female relatives of his
waggon, when it bumps over a stone, conduct such as Catullus
attributes to the female connections of his enemy Mamurra). M.
Le Blant, in some excellent remarks on the subject, l.c. 89 f., quotes
the rude and violent language of J erome and Gregory N az: against
Rufinus, Vigilantius, and J ulian. Drilling of Christians in the single
.answer to all questions of a jud~e is meution,ed (Le Blant, p. 29o).

CHAPTER XVI
THE ACTA OF PAUL AND THEKLA.
I . -THE ACTA IN THEIR EXTANT FORM.

T

HE Acta Pauli et Theklce is the only extant literary
work which throws light on the character of popular
Christianity in Asia Minor during the period that we have
been studying. Thekla became the type of the female
Christian teacher, preacher, and baptiser, and her story was
quoted as early as the second century as a justification
of the right of women to teach and to baptise ; and
Tertullian seeks to invalidate its authority* by pointing
out that the presbyter who confessed having constructed
the work from love of Paul, was deposed from his office.
So late as the ninth century, Nicetas of Paphlagonia
mentions that Thekla baptised in Isauria, but that this
was a special privilege reserved to her alone among women.
Respect for and worship of Thekla was then rather opposed to the practice of the Catholic Church in respect of
women ; but it was far too deep-seated in the popular mind
to be disturbed. But the objectionable features of the tale
could be explaine·d away (as they were by Nicetas); and
attention was directed more to features of the tale which
" Tertullian, de Bajt., 17 (about 195 A.D.). It is generally held
that Tertullian refers. to the work which has been preserved to us;
but in Acta Sanctorum, September 23rd, pp. 550 f., the extant
Acta is treated as a forged compilation, made in the fourth century
{n>m the work known to Tertullian.
~7~
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were more in accordance with the spirit of later Catholicism.
Finally, in process of time, the objectionable features were
toned down and eliminated, so that in the extant MSS.
not a single trace remains of Thekla's administering the
rite of baptism to other~. To render this work useful as
an authority for the feeling of the second century, we must
then try to restore the char~cter which it had when Tertullian read it.
The extant Acta, of which numerous MSS. are known to
exist,* including versions in Greek, Latin, Syriac, Armen.
ian, Slavonic, represent on the whole one single document,
though differences far beyond mere textual variety exist
between the different versions and MSS. The general
tendency of recent criticism (see, e.g., Lipsius, dz'e apokryphen Apostelgesch., ii., I>· 424, to which, and to his edition
of the text, it is needless to say how much I am indebted;
Lightfoot, /gnat. and Polyc., i., p., 623n.; Dr. Gwynn in
Smith's Dz'ct. Christ. Biog., iv., pp. 882 ff., etc.), is to place
this document in the latter part of the second century.
To judge on such a point we may best begin by~ brief
analysis of the document ..
Thekla belonged to one of the noblest families in I conium.
Her mother was called Theokleia, which seems to be only a
Grecised form of the same name ; neither father nor brother
nor sister has any part in the extant tale. When Paul came
to I conium he lived in the house of Onesiphorus, t and his
preaching was audible to Thekla, who sat at a window in
her mother's house, and refused to stir from it or to take
" Professor Rendel Harris told me that he had seen at Mount
Sinai eight or nin,~\l'I,I'$S.. ~ : 'N()ne have been collated.
t On his journey/ti/l'conium and welcome by Onesiphorus1 see
al;>ove, p; J.i. •· Tituir-i~thnated Paul's intended visit.
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food. No entreaties moved her. Her betrothed lover,
Thamyris, after vainly trying to bring her back to her
ordinary mode of life, went out to observe Paul. Two
false friends of Paul, Demas and Hermogenes, advised
him to accuse Paul of being a Christian, and next day he
took Paul before the proconsul, Castelius, and accused him
of dissuading women from marriage-i.e., of tampering
with the customs of society. Castelius remanded Paul
for further examination, and in the night he was visited
secretly by Thekla. She was' found at his feet next
morning by Theokleia and Thamyris. Both culprits were
taken before Castelius, who ordered Paul to be scourged
and expelled from the city, and Thekla, as her mother
suggested and urged, to be burned. Men and women
vied in preparing the pyre to burn Thekla in the theatre.
She, after having a vision of the Lord in the appearance
of Paul, was put on the pyre ; but the flames did not burn
her, and a storm! came on, quenched the fire, and killed
many of the spectators.*
Paul and the family of Onesiphorus spent many days
fasting in a tomb on the road that leads to Daphne. When
they were famishing Paul took off his coat, and sent a
slave into the city to buy bread ; the slave met Thekla in
the street (her intermediate adventures are not mentioned),
and brought her to Paul. She wished to cut her hair and
follow Paul, but he refused to permit this. She then asked
him to baptise her, which he refused to do.
Paul and Thekla then went to Antioch. The high-priest
of Syria, Alexander, saw them as they entered, and, struck
" The versions vary.

Some read, "so that many died"; others,

"so that many were in danger of death,"
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with passion for Thekla, proposed to purchase her from
Paul, who replied, " I do not know the woman of whom
thou speakest, nor is she mine." Paul at this point disappears froni the action ; Thekla was left alone. Alexander
put his arm round her and kissed her ; and she tore his
garment and the crown which he wore on his head. Alexander took her before the proconsul, who condemned her
to be thrown to wild beasts. General pity was felt among
the people, and the women loudly exclaimed, "Evil judgment ! impious judgment! " Thekla asked to be safe from
personal violence till her death ; and ,a rich lady, Queen
Tryphcena, took her in charge, and became much attached
to her, as come to replace her lost daughter. On the' day
of the preliminary procession Thekla was fastened on the
back of a lioness, which licked her feet. On the following
day took place the exhibition of beasts (venatz'o). Tryphcena long refused to give up Thekla, but was at last
obliged to let the soldiers take her away. In the arena,
where she was exposed nude, except for a cincture, the
lioness crouched at her feet, and fought for her, killing a
bear and a lion, and dying in her defence. A leopard
which attacked, her burst asunder.* Then other beasts
came against her, and she saw a trench full of water, and
jumped in, saying," I baptise myself." t The people were
afraid that the seals would eat her, and the proconsul wept.
But a cloud of fire encompassed her, and veiled her n~ked
ness from the gaze of the crowd, and lightnings killed the
seals. The other animals fell into a stupor. Then she was
fastened to fierce bulls, who were goaded to madness by
• The leopard occurs only in the Syriac version.
+ l retain purposely the inconsequence o_f the irwident~,
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red-hot irons ; but the fire consumed the fastenings. Here
Tryphcena fainted, and Thekla was released, for the officials
were afraid of the anger of the Emperor, who was a relative
of Tryphcena. Thekla went home with the Queen, refused,
in spite of her entreaties, to remain more than eight days
with her, converted the whole household, and then, modifying her dress to look like a man's, she went to Myra to
meet Paul. Thereafter she returned to !conium, offered to
give her mother the wealth she had received from Tryphcena, and then went to Seleuceia.
The rest of her life is variously related. Some authorities
merely say that she converted many and died at Seleuceia ;
others give a long narrative containing some very feeble ·
miracles ; others make her undertake a journey to Rome ;
the Syriac and Latin versions add nothing.
When I am told that this production belongs to the same
age, the same country, the same period of thought as the
Acta of Carpus and Papylus, and the pathetic letter of the
Lugdunensians to the churches of Asia; that it is only a
few years later than the simple and noble letter of the
Smyrnceans, which so moved Scaliger " that he seemed to
be no longer master of himself," * I confess that I can
only wonder. That the tale contains much that is fine is
true; but it also contains much rubbish, much that. is
glaringly incongruous with the finest parts. Still more
must one marvel that Zahn should be willing to accept it,
with a few omissions, as a work of the first century.
In examining this work we shall not look at its doctrinal
aspect. Obviously a work which has been exposed to
modifications such as have been alluded to is peculiarly
• I take the quotation from Lightfoot, Ignat. and Polyc., i., 589 (6o4).
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liable to alteration in doctrinal points ; and dogma therefore
will be a dangerous guide in attempting to analyse it. The
most remarkable disagreement exists between those who
have tried to estimate precisely its dogmatic position.
Schlau considers that the Acta is a polemic by a Catholic
writer against Gnostic libertinism : works such as r Tz'mothy,
falsely attributed to Paul, had discredited him in Church
circles, and the writer's object was to present a picture of
Paul according to the Catholic taste. Lipsius considers
that the Acta was originally a Gnostic composition, designed
to inculcate the doctrine of absolute virginity and abstinence
·even from marriage, and abstinence from the use of flesh
and wine ; and that this original work was re~edited in
the third century with its doctrines toned down to avoid
offending the Catholic taste ; he refuses to believe that
there were at the time in question any Catholics in whose
eyes St. Paul was discredited (a scepticism in which
he will find supporters), or that the Catholic taste desired
that an apostle should be of the typct attributed in the Acta
to Paul. Dr. Gwynn * maintains that the work is written
by an orthodox and well-meaning, but not clear-headed,
author, who was unable to understand Paul's doctrine.
It will be allowed that examination of the Acta from the
side of dogma has not led to such consensus of opinion as
to preclude a different theory moving on a different plane
of thought, and founded mainly on archceological arguments. It may conduce to clearness to begin by stating
the view t which will be supported in the ensuing pages.
" In .Dlct. Chrlst. Bz'ogr., iv., 891 : he quotes Dr. Salmon,
Introductz'on to New Testament, ed. ii., p. 420, as in agreement.
t Several points in it 'have been maintained by others; the novelty
lies in some of the ar£1lments on which it is founded.
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Acta Pauli et Theklce goes back ultimately to a document of the first century.
2. The original document, whose contents can now be
only conjectured, mentioned facts of history and antiquities.
which had probably passed quite out of knowledge before
the end of the first century, and which have been rediscovered only during the last twenty years.
3· This document, not being protected by canonical
character and popular veneration, was subjected to alterations, due partly to change of views in the Church, partly to
the growth of the Thekla legend, which was a myth ( iepo<;
Xoryo<;), explaining and justifying the gradual spread of the
worship of Saint Thekla.
4· The scene of the original tale, be it history, or romance,
or Dichtung und W ahrlzeit, lay. in !conium and Antioch of
Pisidia, and the action begins during Paul's first visit to
I conium.
5. In the versions preserved to us, Antioch of Syria has
been substituted for Antioch of Pisidia through a misunderstanding on the part of an enlarger and editor, who .
is much older than Basil of Seleuceia (fifth century).
In treating this subject the following questions must be
clearly held apart from each other : I. Is the work, as we
have it, explicable as the production of a single author ?
No difficulty will be felt in answering this in the negative.
2. If it is not a single work by a single author, what are
the parts, and to what dates are they to be assigned ?
3· Do the earliest parts form, or appear to have originally
belonged to, a complete literary work, or can they be
explained as traditional survivals of a popular legend living
on in the popular memory, and worked up into lit_erary
form at a later time ?
1.
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4· If the earliest parts once belonged to a work of
literature, what historical value did the work possess? The
existence of such a work, and its truth as history, are distinct
points.
We shall, as the best method of answering the last three
questions, and of corroborating the answer given to the first,
examine the work minutely to discover indications of the
date to which each must be assigned.
2. QUEEN TRYPHJENA,

In the action of the romance the dlnoument turns on the
protection granted to Thekla by Queen Tryph~na, who became a second mother to the Christian virgin, and saved her
honour and her life. It is impossible to imagine a form of
the romance in which the figure of the queen is wanting;
she must have been a character in the tale from the beginning.
Von Gutschmid was the first to point out that Queen
Tryphcena was probably a historical character. He appealed
to certain rare coins of the kingdom of Pontus, which show
on the obverse the bust of a king with the title BA:$IAE!2:$
llOAEM!2NO:$, on the reverse the bust of a queen with
the title BA:$IAI:$:$H:$ TPTcbAINH:$ ; * ancl he argued
that this queen, whose bust appears on Pontic coins, was
the Queen Tryphcena of the Acta.
There were obvious difficulties in the identification. The
Tryphcena of the coins was queen of the independent
kingdom of Pontus; and the Tryphcena of the romance
was apparently a Roman subject, resident in the city of
" Rhet'n. Mus., 1864, p. 178: the types imply that the Queen
reigned by her own hereditary right, and not simply as Queen·
Consort. Lipsius, p. 464, speaks of Cilicia, not Pontus; but.
Gutschmid is right, and the coins are Pontic.
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Antioch. The former was a powerful sovereign, for Polemon
is known to have reigned in Pontus until A.D. 63, whereas
the latter complains ofher friendlessness and helplessness.
The former was apparently a Greek ; the latter was a near
relation of the reigning Emperor. Polemon's wife could
not on any reasonable hypothesis be an elderly woman
in A.D. 50, as Tryphcena in the tale is represented.
Von Gutschmid advanced an hypothesis to get rid of
some of these difficulties, and to establish a relationship
between the Pontic queen and the Emperor Claudius ; and
all subsequent scholars, when writing on the Acta of Paul
and Thekla, have confined themselves to reproducing his
hypothesis.* We shall not here repeat it, as subsequent
investigations have completely disproved it. Nor shall W('!
recapitulate the gradual progress of discovery, in which the
chief parts have been played by Von Sallet, Waddington,
and Mommsen ; though it would be a matter of interest to
observe how evidence slowly accumulated, and one fact
after another was gradually established ; and it would
also be important to show the nature of the evidence, for the
facts are not all equally firmly established, and some may
yet require some modification from further discovery. We
may accept and briefly repeat the account given by
Mommsent of this queen, as being in all essential points
" Zahn, in Gotting. Gelehrte Anzet'gen, 1877, p. 1307, argues on
the supposition that it has been demonstrated as certain.
t Ejhemerz's EjigrajMca, i., pp. 270 ff. ; ii., pp. 259 ff. Lipsius
refers, p. 465n., to the Tryphrena whom Mommsen describes, as a ·
person bearing the same name as the Tryphrena of the Acta and
of Gutschmid. He did not discover that she is the true Pontic
queen, of whom Gutschmid gave such a boldly hypothetical history,
in which the only true points were her name and her identity with the
queen ofthe A eta. On a few small points I tacitly differ from Mommsen.
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well established ; and we may do so with more confidence
because none of the facts on which his account is founded
are derived from the Christian Acta, nor have any of the
successive investigators observed that the facts which they
have discovered bear on this document.
Queen Tryphcena belonged to a family which played an
important part in the history of Asia Minor in the two
centuries immediately before and after Christ ; and it will
be a really important step in our knowledge of the diffusion
of Christianity in Asia Minor, if we succeed in establishing
its relations with this dynasty. Our knowledge of the
dynasty rests almost wholly on the evidence of inscriptions
and coins ; in literature there occurs hardly any reference.
to it. It left no mark on the history of the world, and had
no place in the memory of posterity. It is in the last
degree improbable that any person so late as A.D. 1 50
remembered the existence of this queen,'* or that a tale
in which she was a prominent character first received literary
form so late as the latter part of the second century. t It is a
striking instance of the historical value of the early Christian
documents, that the only deep mark this dynasty has left
on literature is in a Christian work; and I hope to succeed
in showing that several facts with regard to Tryphcena's ·
fate, which are stated in the Acta and are nowhere else
attested, are so suitable to the well-established facts of her
life, that they deserve to be accepted as historical.
" One exception probably was the Sophist of Smyrna, M. Antonius
Polemon, whose magnificent progresses in almost royal state between
Laodiceia (the original seat of the family) and Smyrna are described
in very interesting terms by Philostratus. He, no doubt, thought a
good deal about his royal relatives; and it is possible that Tryph<ena .
was his great-grandmother.
t Zahn, Z.c., has put this point well.
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In the first place, we must observe how well certain traits
in the Acta agree with the historical position of this dynasty.
This family owed its importance to the Imperial policy in
Asia Minor. As we have seen (p. 34), the romanisation of
the central parts of Asia Minor was in progress actively
between A.D. 30 and 70 ; and the attention of the Emperors
was closely directed on it. It was part of their policy to
interpose what are in modern slang called " buffer-states "
between the Roman boundaries and their great enemy in
the East, the Parthians. It was important that these
States should be governed by sovqeigns closely united by
,feeling, interest, and family ties with the Empire. The
influence exercised by this lonely widow among the Roman
officers, the deference paid her, and the fear of the Emperor's
anger if anything should happen to her, are in perfect
agreement with the historical situation.
In the second place, it would be an effective argument to
show how the difficulties of reconciling the Tryphcena of
the Acta with the historical Tryphcena have disappeared
one by one in the gradual progress of discovery; but it
would require too minute discussion of the facts. One
·example, however, is too striking to be omitted. This
Polemon, who appears along with Tryphcena on Pontic:.
coins, was a mere boy in the year 37, and must have been
a comparatively young man at the time at which the action
of the Christian tale is laid. But Tryphcena in the tale is
an elderly woman. How could so young a king have
an elderly wife? This difficulty was cleared away by
M. W addington's observation that the queen on the coins
is a mature woman, while the king is represented as a mere
boy ; and that the pair are not wife and husband, but
mother and son.
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Queen Tryphrena was daughter of Polemon, King of part
of Lycaonia and Cilicia, and also of Pontus. She married
Cotys, King of Thrace, and became the mother of three
kings, Thracian, Pontic, and Armenian. She was in her
own right queen of Pontus, but only queen-consort in
Thrace, hence her name does not appear on Thracian
coins. She was probably about forty-six years of age when
her son Polemon was made king of Pontus in A.D. 37; l\1
and the latter was then perhaps about nineteen years old.
. In A.D. 50 she was therefore nearly sixty. This suits the
Acta perfectly.
A young king who comes of age after his mother has
exercised for some years the sovereign power during his
minority, does not always find it easy to get on amicably
with her. Tryphrena, whose mother Pythodoris had reigned
for many years as sole sovereign after her husband's
death, was not unlikely to be rather too exacting in her
demands on her son's obedience. It is certain that, though
we hear ~a little about Polemon, we never hear in history of
the Pontic queen. It therefore appears that Tryphrena did
not continue to exercise in Pontus the commanding influence
which her mother had possessed, while it is quite natural
that she may have desired to exert a similar influence.
The queen in the Acta complains of her friendlessness.
There is then every probability that this is historically
true ; and that she had quarrelled with her son, who found
that she insisted too much on her rights, and retired to a
life of seclusion on her own private estates in one of her
father's kingdoms.

* I have placed in an excursus a brief outline ofMommsen's history
of the family, to avoid encumbering the text with facts not strictly
belonging to my subject, yet having a bearing on it.
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Tryph;:ena was cousin, once removed, of the Emperm
Claudius, her mother Pythodoris being .his full cousin.
The relationship was through the Antonian family, for the
mothers of Pythodoris and of Claudius were sisters, both
being daughters of Marcus Antonius the Triumvir, and
bearing the name Antonia. The connection' with the
great enemy of Augustus was no great advantage to
Tryph;:ena in' her earlier years, when Augustus and Tiberius
ruled the empire. The very name of the Triumvir was
long proscribed and forbidden to be mentioned on monuments or uttered by loyal citizens ; * and, though. the
prohibition was rescinded at least as early as A.D. 20,
possibly even before the death of Augustu,s, still he was not
mentioned by Augustus in the monumentum Antyranum.t
It was not till the accession of Caligula, his great-grandson,
in A.D. 37, that it became a really great advantage to belong
to the Antonian family, whose members were honoured
and promoted by the young Empe~or. His successor,
Claudius, continued the same policy; and during this reign
iUs quite in accordance with the scanty evidence that the
picture given in the Acta should be strictly true : the
widowed queen, though aged and living in retirement,
retained the prestige due to her relationship to the reigning
Emperor, to her former power as a reigning .queen, and
probably also to her personal ability and energy.t
"' See Mommsen, Res Gestce D. Aug., ed. II., p. x8o.
t Tacitus, Annals, iii., x8; Mommsen, l. c., p. vi. and p. x8x.
:1: Her family undoubtedly showed high ability both before and
after her time. Her mother was certainly a remarkable woman;
and the inscriptions which attest Tryphcena's relations with Cyzicos
make it probable that she had something of her mother's character.
The respect shown to her at Cyzicos illustrates the dignity ascribed to
her in the Acta. Tryphcena atCyzicos, c. 300, Act. SS., Jan. II., 1081
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Further, there is every probability that within a few
years the situation changed. In 54 A.D. Claudius died, and
N ero succeeded him ; and the new Emperor rather made a
point of throwing contempt and ridicule on his predecessor.
After a few years he even stripped Polemon of his kingdom
of Pontus, leaving him, however, a principality among the
mountain districts of western Cilicia. The picture given in
the Acta of Tryphcena's situation, while true to the time
in which the scene is laid, ceased to be so after a very few
years had passed ; after 54 she was no longer a relative of
the Emperor, and in all probability she lost much of her
personal influence with the Roman officials.
It is not possible to account for this accuracy in details*
by the supposition that it is a skilful archceological forgery.
Such an accurate restoration of a past epoch would be
utterly different in type from other ancient forgeries, and
beyond the limits of ancient thought and knowledge. The
tale must be founded on fact, and committed to writing
by some person not far removed from the events, able to
compose a history, or at least a poetical idealisation of
history. No other hypothesis seems consistent with the
fidelity to a transitory and soon-forgotten epoch of history.
We must hold that the tale is, at least in part, historical,
that Thekla was a real person, and that she was brought
into relations with the greatest figures of the Galatic
province about A.D. 50-viz., Paul, Queen Tryphrena, and
the Roman governor.

* Her name is correctly given. As a Roman lady, she was
Antonia Tryphama, but as a queen she dropped the Antonia. So
M. Antonius Polemon, as her son was certainly called, became
King Polemon.
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Two points occur to the critic in regard to which the
Tryphcena of the Acta differs from the historical Tryphcena.
I. In the Acta, § 30, the Queen says," There is no one to
aid me, neither child, for my child has died,* nor relative,
for I am a widow." The real queen had at this period
three sons living as kings, and powerful relatives. But
these words must be taken as the exaggerated expression
of grief uttered by a lonely old woman, who feels that her
sons have not remained true to her, and are as good as
dead to her ; and they are, if pressed, actually inconsistent
with the tale itself, for in § 36 she is said to be the
Emperor's relative. Moreover, the Armenian has not this
additional colouring, but merely reads, "no one is there of
my noble house who will back me," thereby implying, as
Mr. Conybeare observes, that she had influential relatives
living, but not near enough to help. The Syriac agrees,
but is not so clear and decisive.
2. Tryphcep.a in the legend seems to reside at Antioch
of Pisidia. .The famiiy to which she belonged is not known
to have had any connection with Antioch ; and we have seen
that the natural place of retirement for the historical Queen
would be some of the hereditary possessions of her family.
We cquld understand her retiring to estates beside Laodiceia
on .the Lycus, where immense property was owned by
M. Antonius Polemon as late as the second century, or to
estates near Iconium; but that she should be residing at
Antioch is not in keeping with what is known of the
family. . This difficulty will disappear in the course of the
investigation into the original form of the tale.
'" The Greek also permits the rendering, "for my children have
died,"
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3·

LOCALITIES OF THE TALE OF THEKLA.

The action of the tale was originally placed at Paul's
first visit to !conium. The general impression is that he
is a stranger in the city, and yet various details point
to a later visit. This contradiction points to additions or
alterations. made in an older tale through misunderstanding.
With this is connected the doubt whether the Antioch of
the tale is the Syrian or the Pisidian. If the scene is laid
in the first journey the Pisidian Antioch must be meant,
and indubitably the general impression is to that effect.
But, if the scene is laid in any other journey, the Antioch
of § I must be the Syrian ; and the other references are
naturally interpreted accordingly. The doubt was felt at a
very early time, and Basil of Seleuceia says that the Syrian
Antioch was really the city alluded to, though Pisidian
Antioch claimed to be the scene of Thekla's trial. His
opinion was evidently founded on some definite argument ;
and this argument was probably as follows. We have
seen, p. 3 I ff., that the meeting of Paul and Onesiphorus
was originally described in terms true to the road-syst~m
of the first century, but unintelligible afterwards, and that
the original text was afterwards changed considerably.·
The idea taken from the passage in later time was that
Onesiphorus went out from !conium along the road to
Lystra, and therefore met Paul on his way from Lystra..
This implies that he was coming from the Syrian Antioch,
and therefore that the journey was either the second or
third. Basil was familiar with the topography of a country
so near his own !saurian home, and naturally argued in
this way. The fact that Isauria was subject to the See
of Antioch, and not, like Lycaonia, to Constantinoole,
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may also have prejudiced him in favour of the Syrian
Antioch.
The reference to Daphne, and the title Syriarch, applied
to the president of the games at Antioch, belong to a
remodelling of the tale, executed by a person who believed
that the Syrian city was meant. (Seep. 426 £)
In the first cent.ury no Roman governor resided either
at Antioch or at !conium ; and, if a governor played any
part in the action at either city, a document of historical
charCl.cter would give, either expressly* or incidentally,
some explanation of the unu~mal fact that he was present.
The course of the tale explains why a governor was at
Antioch ; but there is nothing to show why he should
be at !conium. This circumstance alone would be enough
to prove that the trial at !conium before the governor is
quite unhistqrical ; and this conclusion is confirmed by
numerous details in the scene. (See p. 426 f.)
We infer from these facts that a tale, originally belonging to Paul's first journey, and occurring in Galatic
Phrygia (!conium and Pisidian Antioch), was afterwards
remodelled so as to relate to the second or third journey,
and to have its scene in p'art at Syrian Antioch.
4· THE TRIALS AT !CONIUM.
The double trial and attempted execution of Thekla
before two Roman governors in two cities stamp the tale
as unhistorical, and also suggests a double origin, for a
single inventor would be content with one governor
and one trial. Now we have seen that the governor of
" So, in the opening of Acta Carjl, the proconsul's presence at
Pergamos is noticed. and the rwtice is an e4planation.
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!conium must be unhistorical; and, when we eliminate
him, the trial and punishment there must also disappear,
for only a Roman governor had authority to pass a capital
sentence (p. 28rn.). Moreover, the salvation of Thekla
is not rightly worked into the tale. No explanation is
given as to what happened to her when the fire was
quenched; and in the following paragraph we find her
walking in the streets of !conium, just as if she were an
ordinary inhabitant, and not a convicted criminal under
sentence of death. We conclude, then, that the trial at
Antioch and the trial at !conium spring from different
origins, and that the latter was unskilfully inserted in a tale
where the former previously had a place. See p. 426 f.
We now turn to the trial and punishment of Paul in
!conium. The charges against him are double and self+
contradictory.
First, Demas and Hermogenes advise
Thamyris to accuse Paul of being a Christian, as this
will prove fatal to him. Such a detail could not originate
until a much later date than A.D. so ; for the charge was
an impossible one at that period. The other charge_:_of
being a magician and of unlawfully interfering with the
conduct and feelings of women tlnd the established habits
of society-is charaderistic of that early period (pp. 236,
282, 410), and points to an origin not later than A.D. 8o.
The implication that the charge of magic, § IS, is the
same as that of interfering with the feeling and action
of others, § r6, is true of the period so-70 A.D.
Expulsion from the city is a ridiculol.lsly small penalty
for a provincial governor to inflict, if he considered the
charge proved~ But in A.D. so, in !conium, the charge
could only be made before the city magistrates ; and
they could not inflict a severer penalty. They might ser.d
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him for trial by the governor, or they might expel him
from the city. We conclude; then, that the Roman
governor has been unskilfully put into an older tale, in
which the judges were the city magistrates,* and which was
more in keeping with Acts xiv. 3-5 (especially as given in
Codez Bezce) ; also that the accusation suggested by Demas
is a later addition.
The trial of Thekla in !Conium is an anachronism from
beginning to end. The punishment pre-supposes the
presence of a Roman governor ; and there was no governor
in· I conium. The bitter spirit of the mother, who urges
the governor to burn her daughter as an example to other
women in future, is quite unnaturaL The natural course
of events is that Thekla should be dealt with in private
by her own family (p. 348n.). There was really no charge
against her to come before a court, much less before a
Roman governor. Now, when we turn to one of the
earliest independent accounts of the legend of Thekla,
contained in a Homily attributed to Chrysostom,t we find
that the account there given is very different from that
contained in the Acta, and agrees perfectly with what we
must consider the natural course in the time of Claudius.
Far more stress is in the Homily laid on private action in
the family. Her parents, her lover, her relatives, and her
domestics, all urged and entreated her. Finally, she was
taken before the dikastaz', * who attempted to terrify her
" Arm. mentions only a dz'kastes (p. 426 f). Basil uses sometimes
the term d~"kastes, sometimes proconsul. In Acta Pion#, dikasta~·
tried the case at Sinyrna, and sent it for trial before the proconsul.
t Opera, Montfaucon vol. ii, pp. 8g6-g, ed. II., pp. 749-51, ed. I.
Opinion seems universal that the Homily is not in his style; and we
are thus deprived of a date, which would have been welcome. It is
quite probable that the Homily may be as old as A. D. JOO,
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with threats of punishment, and then dismissed her. She
then wandered away, trying to find Paul, and guiding
herself by rumours as to his probable destination. Het
lover pursued her, and overtook her. When she was on
the point of becoming a victim to his violence she prayed
to Heaven; and here, unfortunately, the fragment ends. We
cannot hesitate to accept this as the original tale. The
author must have had access to an older form of the tale
of Thekla in which there was no Roman governor, no
condemnation and punishment, and no miraculous rescue
from the flames. Apparently the family tried all means
of persuasion and home influence, and even the terror of
a law court. At this trial it would be natural that the
mother, provoked by Thekla's long-continued obstinacy,
should be desirous that such punishment as was in the
power of the dikastai should be inflicted on her ; but
this trait, retained in the extant Acta, becomes unnatural
when the punishment is death by fire. Finally, it is
probable that her wandering forth was permitted in pursuance of a plan of cure, which was founded on the belief
that, if Thamyris once succeeded, even by violence, ·in
forcing her to submit to his embraces, the influence gained
over her by the enchanter and magician Paul would be
destroyed.
In this version all is natural, simple, and suitable to the
time and place. We accept the visit to Paul by night, and
the bribing of the porter and gaoler ; and we observe that
the bracelets and the silver mirror are objects that would
be ready at hand to a maiden of rich family. We also
notice the characteristic trait that the domestics entreat
her with tears. The inscriptions of the country, with their
common reservation of a place dn the family tomb for
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domestic slaves, prove that dose and intimate ties connected the household slaves with the master's family. On
the other hand, the details of the attempt to burn Thekla
are poor, and either unnatural or borrowed.* The vision
is a stock incident, not very successfully introduced, and
rather like an invention of a later century (founded on the
Acta of Carpos and Agathonike). (Seep. 426 f.)
The meeting of Paul with Thekla in the grave at
!conium disappears, when the old form of the tale is restored ; and, with the meeting, their journey to Antioch in
company is eliminated, as well as the detestable incident
of Paul's denial and desertion of Thekla, when she was
exposed to the insults of Alexander. These last details
have perhaps arisen from a misunderstanding. Thekla,
when seized by Alexander's attendants, called in her
distress on Paul ; and the dull wit of a later time thought
that this implied his bodily presence. (Seep. 426 f.)

5.

THE TRIAL OF THEKLA AT ANTIOCH.

In the Antiochian part of the tale we are struck at once
with the fact that Thekla does not suffer for any act of a
religious character, and throughout the scene of the trial
no reference is made to her religion (except in some later
points: Gwynn, p. 889). An inventor of a legend about
a Christian heroine would never have imagined a ,;,cene in
which religion played no part. We feel here at once the
touch of reality and life. The trial at Antioch is on a very
different plane of thought and feeling from that at Ic•)nium.
" One detail seems borrowed from the case of Polycarp.
L15htfoot, i., p. 6231z.

See
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The central difficulty is the presence of a Roman governor.
We cannot get rid of him as we did of the Iconian
governor ; for the crime-which was sacrilege-and the
sentence alike imperatively demand his presence. But the
action fully explains why he was in Antioch. The occasion
was a great festival containing an exhibition of wild beasts
(venatz'o), which, in a provincial city not the capital of
the province, was a remarkable event. The festival, with
its Roman venatio, had evidently a political character, being
part of the government scheme for the romanisation of
Southern Galatia. The governor had visited Antioch to
make the event more imposing; and all the chief persons
in Galatic Phrygia had come to pay their respects to
him and to the Imperial authority which he represented.
Among the rest, Queen Tryphcena had come from her
esfates near !conium for this great occasion. Thus the
soluJion of one difficulty solves another (p. 389).
Alexander, the agonothetes or president at this festival,
must have been a person of great importance, and a leading figure in the State religion, which was the bond of
loyalty and union in the Empire. In the Greek MSS. he
is styled Syriarch, which belongs to the later modification.
It is quite possible that, in the original text, he was the
Galatarch, or high-priest of the Galatic province. Two
of the Latin MSS. mention that he was the giver of the
vena#o ; * and this detail is true to common practice. The
president frequently added at his own expense to the
magnificence of the festival at which he presided (p. 426).
Alexander, accompanied of course by a great train of
" Probably the text of D. also did so; but it has been corrupted.

A Zexandro jrcesens sedente should be corrected to A Zexandro
prcesens (munu)s edente. Syr. and Arm. make him the giver,
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attendants, saw Thekla entering Antioch, and was struck
with her beauty. A young woman alone in the street of
an eastern town was obviously a dancing-girl of no respectable character ; and as such Alexander accosted her and
kissed her. The act was originally a piece of gallantry, a:
kindness and an honour to a person of her class ; and we
notice that the accounts given of it make it more heinous
and offensive in the later texts than in the earlier. Considering the person and the occasion, we must not attribute
any ugly character to it ; for Alexander was apparently
on his way to the festival. Thekla loudly invoked the
right of a stranger and guest-a touch true to ancient
feeling. She explained her position, as belonging to a
noble Iconian family, and engaged in the service of "the
God." Finally, when Alexander persisted in his attentions,
she tore his dress, and pulled off the crown which ,in~rked
his sacred office.'*
The reason given by Thekla was the only one that
could, in this Oriental land, explain the appearance
unattended in the streets of a lady of good character and.
birth. She was one of the inspired servants (Oeocpoprrrot),
who were a recognised and wide-spread accompaniment
of the Asian religion. In accordance with the service
imposed on her by " the God," she was observing a rule
of chastity. In this religion the observance of absolute
and perfect purity was a recognised rite, though, as a
rule, such inspired female servants of the God were bound
to precisely the opposite way of life during their period
"M. Le Blant wrongly considers him astejhanejhoros (Actes des
Martyrs, p. 320 ). That official was a municipal magistrate, whereas
the president of such a festival belonged to the provincial organisation of the Imperial religion.
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of service, and were not considered dishonoured thereby.~~
This trait takes us into the midst of popular life, and
makes the original part of the Acta a unique document
for illustrating the spirit prevalent in Galatic Phrygia in
A.D. 50. If one compares it with the tale of the· sacrifice
at Lystra and the legend of Baucis and Philemon, and
then reads the Attis of Catullus, one appreciates better
the character of Phrygian thought, its difference from
Greek, and the fascination which it possesses.
Alexander's attendants arrested Thekla, and carried her
before the governor. The case was susceptible· of a serious
interpretation. She had assaulted a representative of the
Imperial authority, wearing his official priestly dress, on.
the morning of a great ceremony at which he was about
to preside. The offence was sacrilege, and, as such, was
in the category of dangerous crimes commended to the
special care of all governors (p. 208). The governor was
satisfied as to the facts by the confession of the accused
(pp. 214, 238); a severe example would bring home to
all minds the terror of Roman authority ; and the penalty
of exposing Thekla at the vmatio given by Alexander
seemed peculiarly appropriate to the offence. Such
a sentence was probably new to the country, where Roman
customs were only coming into use; and it is interesting
to observe the effect produced. The whole city was
astonished ; and the women were specially active in
protesting against the sentence as iniquitous. t The
'*' An inscription of Tralles shows the general type. A woman
of good birth (proved by her Latin name) erects a dedicatory
offering to Zeus, as having, like her ancestors, Trail.il.aKEvamra Kaltc.ara
)(p!Jup.ov. See Bull. de Corresf. Heltenique, r88z, p. 276.
tThe Syriac and Latin versions keep this detail; the Greek .!la~
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question suggests itself, how the women could be present
at the trial. The trial was evidently held in public at
the actual festival before the whole assembled multitude;
the case had been carried straight before the governor, and
decided by him sitting in his official place at the festival,*
being one of an administrative, and not of a strictly judicial,
character (p. 207).
The general sympathy had some effect. The governor
granted Thekla the privilege, ordinarily reserved for
criminals of higher rank, of ·being confined in a private
house instead of a prison. It was only too evident what
reason a condemned female prisoner had to dread the
gaoler's brutality ; t and, to enable her to fulfil her service
of purity, the noblest lady in the .assembly, Queen
lost it. From the recurrence of their protest in §§ 28, 32, we gather
their view, that Thekla represented them, what she had done they
might be ordered by "the God" to do, and her action was covered
by the Divine command which all who received it must obey (see
p. 403). Harnack has seen the analogy between the sympathy of
the women here, and the sympathy of the crowd for Agathonike
in Acta Carjt", and rightly inclines to think the latter an imitation.
He remarks on the motivelessness of the pity for Agathonike, who
was voluntarily rushing on death.
" Similarly Polycarp was heard and condemned in the Stadium ·
at Smyrna. ·M. Le Blant quotes many examples, t.c. p. II6.
t Moreover, the ingenuity of Roman practice had in A.D. 31
perverted a humane scruple (trz'umvz'ralz' supplz'cz'o adftet' vz'rgz'nem
z'naudz'tum habebatur) into a reason for detestable brutality to. the
young daughter of Sejanus (Tacitus, Ann., v., g); and this act
constituted a precedent, which might defend numerous ca~es of
similar brutality to Christian virgins in later time. There is no
reason to disbelieve these cases, as Neumann does, p. 142n. They
are attested by too weighty evidence, though of course the fantastic
developments given to them in later hagiography are inane. If
such things were done to the innocent daughter of a Roman noble,
why not to a Christian criminal ?
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Tryphcena, offered to be security for her appearance at
the proper moment. This kind of confinement (custodia
libera, privata) was common. A guarantee (fide-:;"ussor) was
required; and ordinarily it would be difficult to find one
in the case of a person condemned to death.* Only
exceptional circumstances could have saved Thekla from
the public prison; but the details here, though unusual, bear
the stamp of reality and truth.
The opening ceremony of the games in the Stadium t
consisted in a procession, in which were displayed the
ornaments of the show and the officials who directed it.
This is true to Roman custom. T ertullian speaks of " the
ostentatious preliminary display of the games to which the
name procession specially belongs," Spect. 7 ; and J uvenal
describes it x. 35· In one point the Acta goes beyond our
other authorities. These do not mention that the animals
were ever shown in the procession, and it is unnatural that
wild beasts should be taken through the streets, whether
in cages or otherwise. Here, as in many other detail,s, the
Latin version retains a far more accurate account than the
Greek. The latter represents Thekla as forming part of
the procession, bound to a lioness ; whereas the Latin says

* Roman law was very severe in the case of a prisoner's escape,
and the guard in charge was, strictly, liable to the fate of the escaped
prisoner. Hadrian d.istinguish~d (expressly in the case of military
guards, and by implication in the case of others) between fault,
carelessness, and accident, on the part of the guards, and discriminated penalties accordingly (Digest., 48, 3, 12).
t Stadium in the Greek, amphitheatre in the Latin. No remains
of either were seen by Hamilton or by Laborde; nor did I, in a very
short visit, see any.. But such a city must have had some place
for public exhibitions. Probably it was a <Traawv dp.cpt8€arpov, a
species .of building, about which I hope in I 893 to write in Bulletin
de Corresj. Heltem'que.
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that Thekla was placed on the top of the cage where the
lioness was confined in the ampl;litheatre, and. that, when
she was in that position, the procession entered the arena.
The lioness protruded its tongue between the bars of the
cage, and licked Thekla's feet. The extent to which
the ignorant creative fancy of later hagiography has
distorted the original document into unnatural form is
well exemplified in this case. The Syriac version is here
useless, being changed by foolish additions; but we cannot
doubt that the Latin approximates far more closely than
the Greek to the· original text. I see no reason to treat
the incident as one that may not have actually occurred.
The lioness had been brought from a distance in a
portable cage. This cage was put in the arena during
the procession.
When Thekla was thus exhibited in the arena, a tablet
was placed beside her with the inscription "SACRILEGA."
Similarly at Lugdunum in 177, it is mentioned that in
front of Attalus was placed the inscription " CHRISTIANUS."*'
The Greek rendering t'epoau)w~ recalls the language of
Acts xix. 37 (seep. 26on.).
6. PUNISHMENT AND ESCAPE OF THEKLA.
On the day of the procession Tryphcena produced
Thekla to take part in · it, and received her back to her
house to spend the final night. We cannot accept as
original the statement that Tryphcena accompanied her
*Cp. also Mark xv. 26. M. Le Blant quotes the gloss: elogz'um,
titulus cufuslz'bet rez' (Actes, p. 172: the word elogz'um, eulogzitm,
is used in D). He also compares the Greek text with Matt. xxvii.
37, forgetting, however, that he is quoting the valueless words of the
Metaphrast.
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during the procession. This is the exaggeration of a later
enlarger, who did not comprehend the situation ; it is an
improbability of the most glaring kind that this noble lady
should go into the arena. Moreover, it is inconsistent
with the tale, for Tryphcena's great affection began during
the next night,* when her lost daughter appeared and bade
her take Thekla as a new-found daughter.
At dawn of the following day Alexander appeared to
require Thekla's presence in the arena. The fact that so
high an official came in person can be explained only as a
special mark of respect to the queen ; it was not thought
courteous to send the officers of the law. But Tryphcena
now refused to give up her prisoner, and did not yield until
the gover'nor sent soldiers. t Tryphcena then led her by the
hand to the stadium. She, of course, was accompanied by
a numerous retinue of her attendants, who are alluded to at
a later stage
When Thekla was exposed in the arena she was stripped,
and a cincture was given her. When she was released her
clothes were given back to her. This account, as M. Le
Blant remarks, is true to Roman custom ; and he quotes

* The Latin version D is very much superior to the Greek text.
This could not be gathered from Lipsius' notes. I regret that I am
obliged to write without having any of the Latin texts except D
before me.
t "I:he Latin versions have stratorem (two corruptly). I believe
that this is due to the influence of such a document as Acta Procos.
Cyprz'ant', and marks these versions as being later .than the middle
of the third century. A strator would be an anachronism in the first
century. Ulpian says that no proconsul is allowed to have stratores,
but soldiers must perform their duties in the provinces (Digest, i.,
16, 4, 1); and probably this rule applied also to Imperial provinces
like Galatia. The prohibition seems to have been relaxed between
228 and 258 A.D
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the case of an executioner who was burned to death, because
he had not given a cincture to a noble Roman woman
when she was led to execution, but had compelled her to
·go absolutely nude.* The simple and pathetic prayer
of Thekla, standing exposed in the arena (it is given in
the Syriac version alone; see p. 413) is not in the later
hagiographical style, and is probably genuine, in whole or
in great part. Thekla in it speaks unconsciously as representing her whole sex ; in her exposure the nature and
rights of womanhood are outraged. A similar view is
taken by the women who defended her cause ; and this
ethical idea, of a non-religious type, which runs through
the action, is one of the strongest proofs that the tale is no
artificial creation of unhistorical hagiography. It is the
only existing document that gives us any insight into
popular feeling in central Asia Minor during this century ;
and it is also the only evidence we possess of the ideas and
action of women at this period in the country where their
position was so high and their influence so great.
The scene in the arena gives excellent opening to later
additions. Marvels of the common type are related of the
strange escape of Thekla from death; and the incident of
the seals slain by lightning is extremely grotesque and
puerile. It is doubtful whether any details can be assigned
to the original composition, except that the lioness spared
her, and that in her subsequent danger Queen Tryphcena
fainted. There can be no doubt that this was the cause of
Thekla's rescue from the first, as it still is in the most
corrupt form of the tale. It is improbable that the lioness
was baptized by Thekla, according to the statement of
" Le Blant, · Actes, p. 247; Ammz'anus, 28,
cincture (sublz'gacuZum) was nefas admz'sz'sse.

I,

28: to refuse the
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Jerome.* This grotesque detail is quite incongruous with
later views ; and is also quite as far removed from primitive simplicity as it is from later hagiographical inanity
It can only be treated as a fault of memory on J erome's
part, who remembered that Tertullian referred to it in his
treatise on baptism, and mixed up the baptizing with the lion.
The precise form in which the incident was originally
related cannot be discovered ; but the following considerations suggest themselves :1. Zahn is probably right in suspecting that Ignatius refers
to this incident when he speaks of beasts, " as they have
done to some, refusing to touch them through fear." t
Such an occurrence may be accepted as quite possible.
The capricious conduct of beasts suddenly released from
confinement and darkness, and brought into the glare of
the arena amid the shouts of the spectators is natural ;
and is vouched for by narratives of perfect credibility.+
We believe, that this incident was embodied in a literary ·
form early enough to be known to Ignatius.
2. A remarkable analogy to the case of Thekla occurs
in that of an African martyr, Marciana. A lion was sent
against her in the arena. It sprang on her and placed its
paws on her breast, and then, after smelling her,§ let her

* Lipsius accepts the f,>tatement. Jerome, de vir. z"llustr., c. 7·
t Zahn in Got#ng. Gelehrte Anzdgen, 1877, p. 1308; Ignatius,
Rom., 5·

t See p. 312. The narrative of Tacitus, Hist., ii., 61, is specially
appropriate. Mariccus was spared by the beasts to whom he was
exposed, and the crowd believed that this was the effect of his divine
power. Cp. Le Blant, Actes, pp. 86 and 95·
§ Acta Sanctorum, 9 Jan., p. 569. M. le Blant's reference,
Actes, p. 86, directed me to this document. His view with regard
to the scene differs from mine. The lion, having licked Thekla's
feet, might recognise her in the arena by smell.
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alone. Immediately afterwards a bull wounded her, and
then a leopard killed her. This action of the lion was
interpreted afterwards in a more miraculous sense : an old
Spanish hymn speaks of the lion "coming to worship, not
to devour the Virgin."*
'{he tale of Marciana is unhistorical. t It contains various
miracles of a rather absurd type. Possibly her fate in the
arena was modelled on that of Thekla ; and perhaps the
incident of the lion was told in Acta Thek!ce originally in
this simple and natural form, which afterwards was replaced
by other details of a more marvellous kind, suited to the
taste of later centuries. In this small city of an eastern
province it is not probable that the venatio would be on
a large scale ; probably it was given at the expense of the
president, as was commonly the case, and as is here stated
in Arm., Syr., and Lat. There was therefore probably
only one lion; and this single lion was esteemed a great
rarity and a proof of unusual magnificence. The Syriac
version speaks only of one 1ion. Bears were found in the
mountains not far from Antioch,t and it is quite probable
"Adoraturus, non comesturus, Vt'rgt'nem, where, as M. le Blant
observes, the old odoratus has undergone only a slight change.
The hymn is quoted in Acta Sanctorum, l.c.
t In such a case one need not conclude that the person is a myth,
but that details had perished, and were in demand, and were
supplied from the analogy of other documents and general proba·
bility. M. le Blant has shown that details, historical in one tale,
were adopted unhistorically in others, Actes, p. 88, etc.
t I have actually seen a bear further east in a solitary glen of
the Anti-taurus; and in one case among the Phrygian mountains a
Turk professed to point out traces of a bear in a cave, and asserted
that bears were occasionally found. I felt far from certain that he
was, not speaking from a wish to please me, mistaking, as these
people often do, curiosity about a point for a desire that the point ,
should be of some suggested character.
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that there was a bear in the venatio, and that the original .
intention, before a criminal turned up in the person of
Thekla, was to exhibit a fight between the two.* All
versions of the tale mention the bear and its fight with
the lioness. The Syriac version alone mentions a leopard.
This is probably an addition; and we remember that the
Syrian Ignatius makes the earliest known reference to
leopards, t which therefore must have been well known in
Syria. Panthers were frequently found in Taurus at that
time ; :j: and I have heard men assert that they are still
found in the country, but have never known any person
who had actually seen a panther there. As. no reference
occurs to a panther, we may set down the leopard as an
addition made by the Syrian translator. The numerous
other animals are likewise due to later exaggeration. The
bulls alone, which were introduced as an afterthought on
the part of Alexander, in order to tear the criminal asunder,
perhaps belong to the original tale. Some specially shocking detail is needed as a cause for Tryphcena's fainting ;
and this seems a device which migh~ be easily suggested
and acted on in real life. The preparation of this mode of
execution so affected the Queen that she fainted. Alexander
was terrified lest he should be considered by the Emperor,
her relative, as guilty, if Tryphcena suffered seriously. He
hastened to release Thekla. The governor, who is represented as having consented rather reluctantly to the last

------------• Camel fights are now a recognised sport at festivals. A lionand-bear fight is reported in Scotsman, about January 2nd, 1893.
t Lightfoot, Ignat., i., p. 412; ii., p. 212. Syrian and African
leopards were the two species used in venatt'ones by Probus, Scr.
Hist. Aug., xxviii., 19.
t They are often mentioned in Cicero's letters from Asia Minor.
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act of barbarity, at once pardoned her, and she returned
home with Tryph<!!na.
In the scene at Antioch few traces are found which
imply that Thekla was known to be a Christian. The
women sympathise with her in a most thorot1gh and
enthusiastic way. Her cause was theirs: what she is condemned to suffer they may in ordinary course deserve.
This is most strongly expressed in the Latin version,
§ 32, but the Greek also has it less plainly. Such a view
was impossible if they thought her a Christian ; they
believed her to be a devotee, bound by some unusual
conditions.* Only in the passage referring to Falconilla
is Thekla's religion known to other persons. But the
name Falconillat. shows that the passage is not original;
and its inconsistency with its surroundings in this feature
confirms the inference. Moreover, the prayers for the
soul of the deceased Falconilla have a formal and developed tone, which suits the second century better than
A.D.

50.

The words of the governor's act,t setting Thekla free,
have not been left uninterpolated by later taste ; at least,
the epithet God-fearing (OeotTe{Jf], metuentem domz'num) is
due to a later age, and to the desire to use this opportunity of making the governor bear witness to the truth.
The phrase "the servant of God," however, is probably
* Much allowance, they might contend, ought to be made for an
inspired servant of "the God" ; she differed from the usual type,
but that is a matter between " the God " and herpelf.
t It could not occur in the gens Antom'a: it became familiar in
Asia, when Falco was proconsul, c. 130. Syr. Arm. give no name.
:1: F and G retain the term actum, which is correct, though the
plural is much commoner than the singular.
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original, for, in the Latin* form ancz'llam dez: it is susceptible of a sense perfectly consistent with the original
scene. The governor knew that the women defended
Thekla as a devotee of unusual style acting in obedience
to the commands of "the God," who had imposed on
her a special service ; and he therefore says, " I release
to you Thekla, the servant of 'the God' "-z.e., "I accept
your explanation of her action towards Alexander as a
ground for freeing her from punishment."
M. Le Blant (Actes, p. 174) finds in the use of the
correct term dt'mitto in the Latin version evidence that
the scene is of early character. But it is obvious that
the use of such a term in a translation from the, Greek
cannot be taken as evidence of anything more than the
translator's skill. Moreover, in this case, M. Le Blant
makes the mistake of taking Grabe's Latin rendering
of the text of G for the old Latin version. ' Grabe uses
a formula which M. Le Blant considers to be strikingly
accurate ; ~ut the old Latin version is far looser and
freer in its expression. This is one of the cases in
which G has preserved the original form better than
the Latin version. The ease with which Grabe renders
it into a Latin phrase that has deceived M. Le Blant,
shows that the Greek is a literal translation of the Latin
original.
• The proceedings were of course in Latin, except where evidence
had to be taken in Greek ; and the original actum was couched in
Latin. There can be no doubt that Lipsius has been led astray by
his false view as to the excellence of E, when he prefers its text,
1\lyOJv, to that of F and G, ypafas oVrOJs. The rule was that the
sentence must be written out first, and then recited from the document.
See Le Blant, Actes, pp. 168, 176.
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THE ORIGINAL TALE OF THEKLA;

Starting from the arguments advanced in the preceding
sections, we must next try to determine the chief features
of the original tale, selecting those incidents which are
inexplicable except as having been written ·in the first
century, and adding to them others which are needed
to connect and complete them, and which bear obvious
marks of high antiquity. It would be best to try to
preserve the original language as far as possible ; but
this attempt would involve a minute study of the text
and comparison of the various versions and manuscripts.
Perhaps it would prove an impossible task, owing to the
great changes that have been introduced during later ages;
but even the attempt is precluded to one who has not
access to more materials than I have before me.* A brief
outline is all that can now be ventured on.
When Paul was expelled from Antioch, a citizen of
!conium, a just man (Onesiphorust) was warned (in a
dream:j:) that Paul was about to come to that city, and
was told where he should find him, and how he should
recognise him. He went forth to the place where the
roads met, and watched those who were passing by along
the Royal Road that leads to Lystra, nntil he saw Paul
approach, and recognised his appearance (see p. 3 r ). Paul
returned with Onesiphorus, lived in his house, and declared
the word of God. Meetings were held in the house, with
bending of the knees and breaking of bread.
* On the text see the note at the end of this chapter.

t

The name Onesiphorus was introduced in the second century.
See next section.
t Perhaps the warning was originally given in a dream. The
name of Tit us is certainly a later addition. See next section.
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A noble Iconian family, rich and influential, lived in
an adjoining house. A chamber in an upper story Qf this
house overlooked the humbler home of Onesiphorus ; and
Thekla, to whom this chamber belonged, could thus easily
hear Paul's teaching. She was fascinated ; and her mind
was alienated from her ordinary pursuits, from her family,
and from her affianced husband Thamyris. This soon
became obvious, and drew on Paul the enmity of the two
powerful families of Thamyris and Thekla. Paul was, at
their instigation, imprisoned by the magistrates, the charge
against him being that he had influenced the minds of
women by magical arts, and caused disorders in the
city.
At night Thekla bribed the porter with her bracelets
to let her go out of the house. She went to the prison,
and, by giving the gaoler a silver mirror, induced him to
allow her access to Paul. She was instructed by him
throughout the night, and was found there next morning•
in the way already described. Paul was then scourged
and expelled from the city by the magistrates, the severest
penalty within their competence. Thekla was taken to her
own home ; and it was hoped that in course of time she
would recover her reason, and be free from the influence
of the magician who had bewitched her. Some interval
elapsed,* during which her family used persuasion and
" It is Clear that the course of events required some time, because
the interpolator of the Myra episode was under the impression
that several years elapsed ; and when he wished to bring about a
subsequent meeting with Paul he thought it necessary to put the
meeting at a late period. ·He must, however, have exaggerated
the lapse of time, as all the events belong to the reign of Claudius,
The homily attributed to Chrysostom is the authority at this point.
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moral influence : her parents, lover, relatives, and attendants tried all their arts to bring her back to her old
ways, but in vain. She could think only of Paul.
They then resorted to more severe measures. One of
their means was to bring her before a tribunal of the city,
in which the judges (dikastaz) threatened her with severe
penalties. Thekla at last escaped (or was allowed to
escape), and was pursued by Thamyris; and presumably
it was believed that, if he once forced her to his will, she
would thereafter be under his influence, and freed from that
of Paul. She fled into the bare level plains that stretch
away from !conium on all sides except the west.
Thamyris overtook her : there seemed no escape from
his violence: she prayed, and was saved in some way
unknown.
Thekla, trying to find Paul, finally came to Antioch.
As she entered the city, she was accosted by (Alexander)*
the high-priest, president of the festival which was just
beginning. In order to give dignity to this festival, which
was of an official character, and formed part of the Roman
plan for consolidating the province and strengthening the
feeling of loyalty in it, the governor of Galatia had come
on a visit to Antioch ; and all the most influential and
wealthy citizens of the southern parts of the province had
come to pay their respects to him.t Alexander, struck
with the beauty of this young woman, whose appearance,
" The name was introduced, perhaps, in the second century.
The statue of Concord, presented by Lystra to Antioch, may
have been given on some such occasion as this. (Seep. so.) Dio
Chrysostom's description of the crowds at Apameia, when the
Roman proconsul of Asia came to hold the conventus, maybe read
in illustration of this description. See his Apameian oration,

t
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unescorted, in the street seemed to indicate her status outside of the pale of respectability, accosted and kissed her.
Thekla repelled his advances, appealing to the right of a
stranger and guest, noble in her own city, and engaged in
the service of "the God"; and on his continued importunity, she tore his outer garment (ch!amys), and pulled
from his head the crown that marked him as priest of the
Emperor. He ordered his attendants, who were of course
numerous, to arrest her. She called on Paul to help hei'.
Being brought before the Roman governor straight from
the scene of the offence, she was judged forthwith at the
festival in view of all the spectators. The .charge was
sacrilege, in that she had assaulted the high-priest while
wearing his sacred official dress. The offence being proved
by the admission of the accused, she was condemned to be .
exposed to the wild beasts, which the president was going
to exhibit on one of the later days of the festival. Much
feeling was aroused in the city ; and the women especially
took the part of Thekla, as being in the service of "the
God," and carrying out the conditions imposed on her by
his commands. Thekla was permitted to continue to
observe the rule of purity ; and, through the general sympathy, the noblest lady in the assembly, Queen Tryphrena,
became guarantee for her appearance when required, and
took her meantime. to her own house, On the day of the
procession with which the games in the stadium opened,
Thekla was placed on the top of a cage, in which was
confined the chief ornament of the exhibition, a lioness.
The lioness licked her feet, protruding its tongue between
the bars. After the procession Thekla returned to Tryphrena's charge to spend her last night.
During the night Tryphrena, whose sympathies had been
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already strongly excited in defence of the young woman,
was still further moved in her fa¥our by a dream, in
which her own deceased daughter directed her to receive
Thekla as a new daughter~* In the morning Trypha:na
refused to give up Thekla to her fate, until the appearance
9f soldiers sent by the governor showed her that it was
vain to resist.· She then led Thekla. by the hand to the
stadium, escorted by her numerous train of attendants.
The feeling of the crowd had in part changed, and many
were eager for the spectacle. But the women were still
true to Thekla, and loudly upbraided the governor, sarcastically bidding him slay them all.
In the arena Thekla, wearing ·only the cincture, according to the Roman practice at· such executions, was bound
to a stake. t She prayed, saying, " My Lord and my God,
the Father of our Lord Jesus the Messiah, Thou art the
helper of the persecuted, and Thou art the companion of
the poor ; behold Thy handmaiden, for lo, the shame of
women is uncovered in me, and I stand ih the midst of all
this people. My Lord and my God, remember Thy handmaiden in this hour."
In the venatz'o, which followed, the lioness,' which had
already become acquainted with Thekla, recognised her
(perhaps by smelling, as in the case of Marciana) and did
her no harm When a bear was introduced, the lioness
fought with it. Alexander then suggested that Thekla
should be fastened to bulls and thus torn asunder, and the
• The incident was greatly elaborated in the growth of the tale ;
but something of the kind seems required to explain the action.
t This, as M. Le Blant has shown, was the regular pra.ctice.
Some of the additions to the scene are inconsistent with this 1 which
constitutes an additional argument against them.
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governor reluctantly consented. As the preparations were
being completed Tryphcena fainted away from horror.
Then followed the release of Thekla, as already related.
She returned home with Tryphcena, lived as her daughter,
and converted her and her household.
These incidents, in their simple and vivid character, take
us back to the age of Claudius, or the earlier part of N ero's
reign ; and they .are so true to the circumstances of that
period, that they could not possibly have been constructed
in an age when Christianity had, come to be a proof of
disloyalty, and the old procedure was forgotten. We are
carried back to the first century, and to a writer who
remembered at least the local surroundings (see p. 31 ff.),
the actual characters (Paul's appearance, Tryphcena), and
the species of charges made about A.D. so-64. Finally, we
consider that the easiest supposition is that Thekla was
a real person, and her actual fortunes were related by the
original author, with perhaps a certain amount of selection
and idealisation. Like Zahn, we should find no chronological difficulty in accepting Jerome's statement that the
original author, a presbyter of Asia, was degraded from
his office by St. John. The statement is quite a possible
one ; but it rests on too poor authority to be accepted, for
Jerome quotes from Tertullian, and Tertullian does not
name John. Now it .is plain that J erome's words are at
least partly taken from' the extant passage of Tertullian ;
and, unless some further support can be found, we must
treat what he adds to Tertullian as void cf authority
(see also p. 403j);
The question naturally suggests itself,-Why was the .
author of this tale degraded from his office? We might
explain it, partly because he represented the action of Paul
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o!ls causing a disturbance of family life and family ties
which the Church in early times discouraged (see pp. 246,
282), and partly on the hypothesis that some points in
his teaching were considered to be dangerous, and were
subsequently eliminated, and cannot be recovered. Moreover, there remain even in the mutilated and re-written
tale some traces of a view of women's rights and position,
which is thoroughly characteristic of the Asian social
system, and thoroughly opposed to the ideas favoured by
the Church (see p. r6r f.). But- I believe the answer lies
in another direction. This original edition is not the one
alluded to by Tertullian. It is not written by a native
of Asia, but is native to Galatic Phrygia, where the scene
lies, and redolent of the soil from which it sprang. It is
an old tale about Thekla, in which Paul appears only for
a brief space at the beginning of the action, and from
which a presbyter of Asia, as Tertullian says, constructed
the document popularly known and appealed to by some
as an authority in, his time. Tertullian was clearly aware
that this presbyter was not the original author. He does
not say that he composed the tale, but that he constructed
it from previously existing material.* The material consisted of the tale which has just been given, and additions
were made by the presbyter.
* This statement of Tertullian (de BapHsmo, 17) ". • • eam
scripturam construxz't, quas~· titulo Pauli de suo cumulans,"
has been singularly misinterpreted by some writers on the subject.
It implies additions made by the presbyter from his own store to a
document, the result being that he "augmented it with the title
of Paul." His additions were from "love of Paul," and greatly
increased the part played by Paul in tke action. Such seems the
plain inference from Tertullian's words.
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8. REVISION OF THE TALE OF THEKLA, A.D. 130-150.

About A. D. t 30, or soon after, the tale of Thekla was .
enlarged by a reviser,* who accepted it as true, and wished
to connect it with the incidents and personages recorded
in Acts and the Epistles of Paul. This person had never
seen either Antioch or !conium, but probably lived in
the province of Asia; and the' country from Thyatira to
Troas best suits the conditions prescribed by the following view of his action. He belonged to the Church in the
period before the differences which led. to the Montanist
quarrels began. Hence we find in the work, as he left it,
no references to the questions that developed soon after
A.D. 1 50; t but its tone is that of the conditions· amid
which Montanism grew.
This reviser introduced into the tale the teaching, which,.
while of a strongly ascetic tendency, never actually goes
so far as actual disapproval of marriage, but which might .
readily be pushed to that extreme. . Abstaining from wine
and flesh is implicitly recommended; for Paul's food, § 25,
consists only of bread, herbs, water, and salt (the last only
in the Syriac version). Lip~ius,.pp. 448-57, has discussed
these indications carefully, though his conclusions are
different. These views ar.e not expressed in a wa:y so
extreme as to have been expelled by later revisers, but
belong to a simpler period of thought, when a Catholic
writer indulged in an " extravagance of statement " that
has almost a "heretical aspect."~ "Such skill as the
" For brevity's sake I state opinions dogmatically, and without
a~gument.

t Zahn puts this clearly and well,

Gott. Gel. Anz., 1877, p. 1305.

t So Dr. Gwynn, p. 891, following Dr. Salmon, Introduc#on to
New Testament, znd ed., p. 420.
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writer possessed appears chiefly in the ingenuity with
which he works in genuine Pauline phrases, all of them
in some degree turned from their proper bent."*
Demas and Hermogenes belong to this period. Their
action in !conium is an anachronism ; but, as M. Le Blant
shows (Actes, p. 97), does not belong to a late period. Their
appearance in § I is inconsistent with § 3, where Paul
seems to advance alone towards Onesiphorus. They belong to a series of interpolations, intended to connect Acta
Theklce with circumstances and personages mentioned in
2 Tim. Demas "forsook Paul, having loved this present
world" (iv. 10); and Hermogenes "turned away from"
him (i. I5). The name of Paul's host at !conium, Onesi·
phorus, was also introduced at this time, being suggested
by the words, "the house of Onesiphorus, for he oft
refreshed me" (i. I6, cp .iv. Ig). Probably the host bore
in the original tale a native, non-Greek, name, like
Thekla.t As Lipsius has remarked, the allusion to Paul's
sufferings at Antioch, I conium, and Lystra, in 2 Tim. iii. I I,
probably directed the reviser's attention to that Epistle,
when he was seeking to connect a tale whose scene lay in
these towns with Paul's ov.:n words. Moreover, as Timothy
was a native of Lystra, it seemed to the reviser natural
that the characters of the tale should be mentioned by
Paul in writing. to him. The reviser also found in the
same Epistle an allusion to a coppersmith (which he used
in § I), and to Titus as travelling apart from Paul (which
niade him introduce Titus as describing Paul to Onesi·
phorus in § 2 ).
" Gwynn, p. 8go,
name of Onesiphorus' wife and of one son seem also to be
non-Greek; but they have been much corrupted in the MSS.
2:7

t The
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In the original tale Paul played too slight a part, and
this the reviser corrected. He introduced the residence of
Onesiphorus and his family with Paul in the tomb on the
road to Antioch,* praying for Thekla's deliverance, and
the journey of Thekla to Myra for a last meeting with
Paul.
Part of the scene in the tomb, with its ascetic diet, is
distinctly of this period. M. Le Blant has argued also that
the residence in a grave by the roadside is a sign of early
date (Actes, p. 269); and he illustrates this detail by
similar real events. The second century is the date to
which M. Le Blant inclines on p. 97· (But see p. 426.)
The journey to Myra is due to the desire for a final
recognition of Thekla's faith by the Apostle. It was introduced by one who had a certain acquaintance with the
topography of Asia Minor, and who selected the nearest
point on the south <:oast visited by Paul. This was Myra
according Ito the text of Acts xxvi. 30, as preserved in
Code:c Bezce. t But this person cannot have had any
personal acquaintance with Antioch ; for he evidently
imagined that the journey to Myra from Antioch was quite
a short one.t Such imperfect knowledge of the topography implies that he belonged to a district out of direct
" Daphne was substituted when the Syrian Antioch was introduced.
t See p. 155. In one Latin version, D, the more familiar name
Smyrna is substituted for the unknown. Myra by a translator ignorant
of Asia Minor, and of the very name of Myra.
t This we see because (1) Paul's stay at Myra could not be long,
and there was no time for news of his arrival to spread far, and for
Thekla to go to him ; (2) Tryphcena heard that Thekla was going
from Myra to !conium, and sent offering her gifts. Both considerations imply rapid communication between the two places.
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communication with Antioch, such as Mysia or the Troad;
and that Myra and Antioch were vaguely known to him
as distant cities, one on the south coast, and the other
connected by road with the same coast.
The Myra episode has several marks of early character.
M. le Blant quotes from M. Heuzey *the explanation of the
alteration which Thekla made in her dress. Bya change
in the arrangement of her tunic at the girdle, and by some
use of the needle, she so transformed it, that it passed for
a man's tunic.t This description, so brief yet so particular,
was perfectly clear in the second century to readers familiar
with the old Greek dress ; but it was unintelligible to
persons living in a later period, when the style of dress had
changed. We can now understand it by an effort of
archceological imagination.
Thekla wore the woman's
'
long tunic, reaching to the feet and confined by a girdle
round the waist. Ordinarily, when a woman wished to
take active exercise, she took hold of the tunic above the
girdle, and pulled it up, so that it formed a wide loose fold,
which hung down over the girdle round her body, and
which she usually confined by a second girdle; thus the
tunic, even though as short as a man's, still continued distinguishable as a feminine garment. Thekla, instead of
allowing the fold to hang down outside, kept it inside, so
that it was unseen ; and she sewed the tunic together in
this position, thus sh0rtening it by a broad "tuck." Her
girdle would conceal the seam, and the garment would
resemble a man's short tunic. The description was evidently quite unintelligible to the Latin translators.
It is also clear that the Myra episode was inserted before
" Actes des Martyrs, p.

t

322.
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the confusion with the Syrian Antio~h had been caused;·.
for it would be absurd to make Thekla go from the Syrian
Antioch to Myra to meet Paul.
The reviser evidently-connected the tale with Paul's third
journey, His reasoning, apparently, was that the action
could not be conceived as taking place at Paul's first visit
to I conium, for he disappears from the action so quickly;
whereas Paul remained in the country, and soon returned
to !conium after his first expulsion or flight from it. Moreover, neither Barnabas nor Timothy, Paul's companions on
his first two journeys, played any part in the tale ; and the
reviser could imagine that u~important characters should
be omitted, but not important personages like these. On
the third journey nothing is recorded in Acts about Paul's
actions in the district ; and there was therefore a suitable
gap in which to introduce the tale of Thekla. Allowing
a fair interval to elapse, he found that, by the time Thekla
was victorious over all her trials, Paul might have arrived
at Myra on his way to Jerusalem.
The reviser showed some skill in connecting the tale
of Thekla with the record of Paul's life; and in the case
of Titus this is conspicuous. The argument has often
been advanced that Titus is spoken of in Gal. ii. 1 as
if he were familiar to the Galatians. The presbyter apparently believed that Titus (who, as appears from Acts,
did not travel along with Paul on the third journey)
went before him through !conium to Corinth, whence he
returned to meet Paul in Macedonia (2 Cor. ii. 13,
vii. 6).
The name of Falconilla was perhaps introduced now
(seep. 407), and the scene in the stadium at Antioch was
modified in some details. The self-baptism of Thekla is
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incor:sistent with her being fastehed to the stake, which
was probably the original GLttitude ; and the cloud that
veiled Thekla was probably inserted at the same time. The
references to baptism may probably all be taken as insertions of this period, except that in § 25 (p. 422).
The attitude assumed by Thekla, both in the theatre at
!conium and in the stadium at Antioch, was with hands
outstretched in the attitude of crucifixion. M. le Blant
(Actes, p. 297) quotes various passages, showing that this
attitude was common for martyrs and for persons praying.*
But the custom seems to belong to the second and later
centuries, and the statements about Thekla's attitude
(which vary greatly in different MSS.) must be all considered interpolations, probably of this period.
Lipsius quotes a. number of characteristics which prove
that the Acta belong to a date not later than A.D. 190.
These seem to me to fall into two classes: (I) those which are
consistent with a first century date-e.g., the simple formula
of baptism in the name of Jesus Christ(§ 34), the simple
forms of worship (bending the knee, breaking of bread,
declaring the word of God, § 5), the meeting in private
houses(§§ 5, 7). (2) Those which rather point to the second
century, or at least a period of more developed forms than
the middle of the first century-e.g., prayers for the heathen
dead (§ 29), designation of baptism as "the seal" (§ 25), the .
conception of baptism as a safeguard against temptation
(§§ 25, 40). It will be found that the division to which
the investigation has led us independently, corresponds
well with this evidence.
* The Christians would not pray in the heathen attitude, palmas
ad ccelum tendentes. Tertullian, de Drat., 17, says the Christians,
from a

feelin~

of humility, did not raise their hands high.
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M. le Blant's chapter (Actes, p. 8o) on the method ofinterpolation of some hagiographical documents is most
instructive in regard to the history of the Acta, and he
gives some striking examples of the way in which old texts
were worked over, additions being made in some places
and complete changes in others (the changes ·being sometimes almost motiveless in their inanity, sometimes conditioned by a distinct purpose).
The author of this revised edition may be identified as the
Asian presbyter said by Tertullian to have constructed the
document by adding to older material. His date is determined both by internal evidence (1, character of the
teaching of Paul, already described ; 2, he still seems to
consider Antioch and !conium as in the same province),
and by inference from Tertullian, who implies that the
work was known and quoted as an authority and not as a
work of yesterday. It seems hard to think that Tertullian
could have written. as he did, if the work had not been
" constructed" at least twenty-five or thirty years previously-i.e., the revision was older. than 165 or 170.
We gladly acquit the presbyter of making Paul go with
Thekla to Antioch and play the disgraceful part assigned
to him there ; for this episode is necessarily connected with
the trial arid attempted burning of Thekla, and is inconsistent with the flight of Thekla to the wilderness. Moreover, when Thekla asked for baptism, there was at this
stage of the growth of the legend no reason why it should
be refused ; whereas at a later stage it must be refused in
order to preserve the self-baptism at Antioch. Again, the
presbyter did not object to Thekla's dressing like a man ;
but the composer of her interview with Paul did evidently
object to it, and makes Paul formally express disapproval
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of it In the presbyter's revision, then, Paul, after fasting
and praying for Thekla's deliverance, went on to Antioch
and Ephesus (see chap. v.).
9· THE lCONIAN LEGEND OF THEKLA.

About A.D. 137--:160 Lycaonia was united with Cilicia
and Isauria, and the "three Eparchies" were governed
by an official of consular rank. !conium was henceforth
a city of higher dignity, metropolis of an eparchy, and
a colony. As it was now completely separated from
Antioch, the situation implied in the tale of Thekla was
no longer suitable to existing conditions. Moreover, when
Christianity became the strongest element in the city, the
close union between the Christians anp their co-religionists
in other towns was replaced by a certain emotion of
municipal patriotism and a feeling of distinction from
other cities. Thekla was the heroine of !conium, and it
seemed right that the city should be signa:Iised as the
scene of her triumph, and it had more right to the presence
of a Roman governor than Antioch, which was .not a
metropolis. Thus an Iconian legend grew. up, and was
finally incorporated in ·the tale, to the effect that Thekla
was tried, condemned by the governor to the flames, and
miraculously rescued. This legend involved tne dropping
out of the older tale of Thekla's sufferings and flight. The
meeting with Paul in the tomh and journey with him to
Antioch were substituted for the episode in the wilderness.
It is clear, however, that the scene in the theatre developed separately from the me~ting with Paul. These
were two independent floating legends, which were awkwardly put side by side in the text without being
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properly worked into one another. The literary form o!.
these additions is defective ; and they show a · vulgarity
of conception and poverty in creative power which places
them below the work of the presbyter.
The Iconian legend was familiar to Gregory of N yssa,
and other writers of the fourth century ; * and appears even
to be older than A.D. 300, to judge from the account given
by Dr. Gwynn of the evidence of Methodius. t Probably
there were for a time copies of both the presbyter's and
the Iconian revision in circulation ; but the latter soon
prevailed, for the deliverance from fire was too striking
a detail to be omitted.
A general revision of the text, with slight modifications,
additions, and modernisations, also continued to be made
as time went on. A proof of this appears in the title
proconsul, which is applied in most MSS. to the governors.
Now there never was a time when a proconsul was resident
at !conium or Antioch, or was governor of the province
in which either city was situated, We often find anachronisms in the way of giving to an officer a title
appropriate to the period in which the writer lived, but
inappropriate to that in which his scene lay ; here the
anachronism cannot be explained in that way. Dr.
Gwynn suggests that a writer~ who lived in Asia before
A.D. 190, named the governor of Galatia proconsul,
" because he had himself been accustomed to see a pro-

* The Iconian revision was unknown to the autho~ of the
Homi-0' attributed to Chrysostom; but the date of the Hom~'ly is
not known.
t l have not access to his dialogue de angelt'ca v~'rginz'tate et
castitate. Photius is said to declare that the work had been
a.d1.1Iteratecl,
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consul at Ephesus or Smyrna.""" But no parallel is known
at that period, for titles are generally given very accurately
in documents of the second century ; and such accuracy
is usually taken as a test of date. The title proconsul is
found in a very uncertain way in the MSS.,t and has
probably crept gradually into the text, after the meaning
and distinction of the Roman titles had been forgotten,
through a process of ignorant archaising under the influence of other old Acta, in which the title was rightly used.
Apparently the false title was first introduced in speeches
addressed to the governor, and gradually spread to some
other cases ; and it is far more generally used in the
late Iconian narrative than in the old Antiochian scene.
If, as is not improbable, the Latin text c, in which the
title is often used, was of African origin, the writer would
be familiar with similar tales in which proconsuls were
prominent.
M. Le Blant (Actes, p. 109) points out that the governor
• .Dz'ct. Chr. Biogr., iv., p. 893·4, where he has not noticed that
at the period in question Antioch and !conium were in separate
provinces. See above, p. ur.
t The correct titles, Hegemon, l'rmses, are commoner in the MSS.
In the scene at Antioch one of the Latin MSS., D, uses only prmses,
while another, c, uses proconsul very often, and the third, m,
occasionally. In the same scene the term proconsul occurs only
once in the Greek MSS., which have it frequently in the Iconian
scene. Again, we find cases where the title proconsul occurs only
in the poorer Greek MSS., while the better have hegemon-e.g.,
§ 16, 1. 6, where two MSS., F and G, read hegemon with the
Syriac version, while all Lipsius' other MSS. have proconsul.
Lipsius includes the Latin MSS in this latter class, but D has
prmses. Moreover, proconsul in the Greek MSS. is rarely used,
except in the vocative, in which it is least likely to belong to the
original text, and most likely to be a later insertion. Basil uses
proc:;c;mtl~tl at Jconiqm, heg-emon at Antioch,
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at !conium was assisted by a council. Such assessors are
a well-known feature of Roman procedure (pp. 223:...28).
Undoubtedly accuracy in such points is a proof of good
character in a tale; but the Iconian reviser was quite
as likely as the Asian presbyter to introduce the procedure
by assessors (consz"lium), which was in regular use at the
time when he was writing.
In subsequent history, the worship of Thekla as a saint
became established widely in Asia Minor ; first of all in
the southern parts, and especially in Seleuceia of Isauria.
There grew up at each shrine, doubtless, a foundation
legend (iepo<; "')1.6ryo<;),* and such legends found their way
into the text. In this way Thelda was made to travel to
Seleuceia, and to pass through various adventures there.
In some MSS. she is even described as going to Rome
and dying there. But we need not enter on these Seleucian
and later developments, nor touch on the statements about
het age, which are devoid of authority.
NOTE 1.-A (391, 426).-Arm. and Syr. do not mention Daphne,
nor style Alexander Syriarch. Arm. says that he "had done great
deeds in Antioch, and was a leading man " (p. 396). He wears, in
Syr. and also in Arm., "a crown of the figure of Cresar," or "of
Cresar." This appears to imply a sacerdotal function .in the cultus
of the Emperors, thus corroborating the view taken in the text; for
though I know no precise proof that such a priest wore the crown
(corona querna ?), yet the analogy of almost all other religions would
suggest that he did so. The fact that Syr. does not makethe Syrian
Antioch the scene is strong evidence in favour of the Pisidian
Antioch, and proves that that version was made before the time of
Basil, and probably as early as A.D. 400.
" Any one who wishes to study the formation of such legends in
the country should go to Sasima in Cappadocia, now called Hassa
Keui, and ask the priest to tell the story of the foundation of the
village church by St. Makrina, to whom it is dedicate<l,
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B (391).-This :fictitious governor, resident at !conium, is supposed by Gutschmid to be historical, and his name to be really
Ccesellius (Rhez"n. Mus., 1864, p. 397); and this impossible suggestion (no officer Ccesellius is known about A.D. so) has been
quoted on a par with his brilliant identification of Tryphcena. The
form Castelius is as old as Basil; but the Latin variant Sextilius
points perhaps to Statilius as the original form. Arm. does not
mention a Roman official at I conium, but only a dikastes (cp.
Pseudo-Chrysostom, quoted p. 393 f). In Syr. the governor Castelus
has been interpolated, doubtless under the influence of the late Greek
legend: the interpolation must date soon after 450, the oldest MS.
belongs to the sixth century.
C (pp. 392, 395). Thekla, praying in Onesiphorus's house after
her return to I conium, mentions the burning in Syr. but not in Arm.
The latter perhaps retains here a trace of a very early form.
D (p. 395).-Arm. mentions, not a grave, but the "house of a
young man of which the opened door looks towards the road to (or
of) !conium." Syr., Lat., Gr., speak of a grave.
NOTE 2. FAMILY OF ANTONIA TRYPHJENA, QUEEN-CONSORT IN
THRACE, QUEEN OF PoNTUS (Mommse~, Eph. Ep. II. p. 259ff. : Antonia.TMarcus Antonius TriumvirJ-<?ctavia,
_

stster of Augustus.

L----·-,
Zenon.

Pythodoros-y-Antonia,

of Laodiceia.

of Tralles.

J

I
rPolemon.(z)=r=Pythodoris.(2)

I

!

I

Cotys,

King of Thrace,
d. before A. D. rg.

Antonia.-INero Dr\lSUs.

r-- ---,
CLAUDIUS, Germanicus
Emperor,

A. D.

L

4t-54o

---,

~------,

-1TRYPHA!:NA,
born B.c. 8, or
earlier.

Polemon, ?(3)
dynast ofOJba.

Zenon,(4)

King of Armenia
Major, A,D. r8-35.

Caligula,

Emperor,
37-4r.

A.D.

-,-------,---------,

Rhoemetalces,(S)
King of Thrace,

A. D.

37-46.

Polemon,(6)

Cotys,(7)

King of Pontus.

King of Armenia Minor,
A.D, 37-f

(r) Polemon Eusebes was made King of Lycaonia and perhaps part
of Cilicia in 39 B.C. ; but this territory, soon afterwards, was seized
by Amyntas. Polemon became King of Pontus 38 or 37, King of
Armenia Minor 33, and King of Bosporus 14. He died about 8 B.C.
(2) Pythodoris, born about 33, married King Polemon B.C. 13 or 12,
and reigned as Queen of Pontus after his death till some unknown
date after A.D. 21. (3) The eldest son of Polemon and Pythodoris
was probably M. Antonius Polemon; but Strabo (p. 556) does not
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mention his name. He aided his mother in gove,rning Pontus without the title of king ; and, soon after the death of Archelaus in
17 A.D., he became dynast of Olba. In the passage of Strabo the
words fJvvaunvE£ f)' o11'p•uf3vr[•p]os allroov are to be taken as a sub~equent
addition made by the writer to the following line. He wrote
originally uvvf3wtKii, and altered it to uvvfJupK<t, when .the change
occurred ; the words fJvvaunvE£ K.r.ll.. have got into the wrong place,
and are incorrectly applied to the son of Tryphcena. The sense is
" of the sons of Pythodoris one used to govern along with his
mother without regal title, and is now a dynast-viz., the older of
them." Polemon ruled at least eleven years at Olba, as we learn
from coins.* (4) M. Antonius Zenon .was no doubt his full name.
(5-7) The brothers were taken to Rome on the death of their father,
and educated there along with the young Caligula. Tiberius was
too jealous to allow them to reign. Caligula, as soon as he came
, to the throne; made them all kings, A.D. 37· (6) Polemon became
King of Pontus and Bosporus 37, lost Bosporus and received .Olba in
exchange 41, lost Pontus 63, died probably before 72.
NOTE 3· TEXT.-Lipsius, Proleg., p. cv, justly praises the Syriac
version' as retaining much that the Greek MSS. have lost or altered,
and as often approaching more closely than they do to the archetype. Among the three Latin MSS. he assigns the first rank to c,
as approaching nearest in character to E, to which he attributes a
similar rank among the Greek MSS., and he puts m second in point
of excellence. It is difficult to judge about the Latin texts, for the
plan followed by Lipsius often leads him to omit variants. But, so
far as I can judge from using D, it retains some original features
which are not quoted by Lipsius from m and c. Occasionally, however, the latter are preferable to D ; and they seem to be independently translated from the Greek, but perhaps at a little later
date, and therefore they approximate more closely to the Greek.
Schlau believes that D may represent a translation of the second
century (Zahn, Gott. Gel. Anz., 1877, p. 1293); but its Latinity is
rather of the fifth than the second Journey. Th~re was probably no
Latin version till after Jerome's time, when Thekla's worship had
spread to the west. The Syriac version seems earlier than the
Latin; one of the MSS. belongs to the sixth century. Among the
Greek MSS., G, F, and M show archaic touches lost in the others.

* This account of Tryphcena's brother is a hy_pothetical addition.
He diecl. certainly before 41.
·

CHAPTER XVII.
THE CHURCH FROllf

120

TO

170

A.D.

- w E have seen that, before the end of the first century,
there was, as a rule, an individual epzskopos in
each community, who tended, in fact, to be permanent,
but who possessed no official rank except as a presbyteros.
It may be argued that the account we have given of his
position is inconsistent and self-contradictory. We acknowledge that this is so ; but this does not prove it to be untrue.
The office was in process of rapid growth, and no account
of it can be true which makes it logical and self-consistent
in character. It had vast potentiality, for the whole future
of the Church was latent in it ; yet, in 1its outward appearance and its relation to the past, it was humble, and the
epzskopos was merely a presbyter in special circumstances.~
His actual influence depended on his personal character.
The order of prophets still existed ; but, to take an
example, what influence was any prophet likely to have
in Smyrna except with Polycarp's approval? But if the
idea had been possible in Smyrna that Polycarp's action
was guided to the faintest degree by thought of self,
his influence would never have existed. His personal
" If the view we have taken is correct, the question whether an
ej/skojos exercised any teaching or religious duties shows a misapprehension of the situation. The ejz'skojos may do anything that
a presbyter may do, for he is a presbyter. He may be a prophet and
speak with inspiration, for inspiration may come to all.
4"9
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influence, however, was undoubtedly increased by the
important administrative duties which he performed as
epz'skopos; and, in all probability, his position in Smyrna
did much to impress on the mind of his contemporaries
in general, and of Ignatius in particular, a new conception
of the episcopal office. Yet, even after his death, the letter
to the church at Philomelion, written, as we must understand, by the epz'skopos who succeeded him, is couched in
the old style. The writer is merely the impersonal mouthpiece of·the community at Smyrna.
An important step was made when the Christian communities began to accommodate themselves to Roman law
by enrolling themselves as Benefit Clubs. That this step
had been taken by the third century is certain in a considerable number of cases, and may safely be assumed as
general.* As to the time when the custom began no evidence remains ; but I see no reason why it should not have
begun as early a.s Hadrian's reign, simultaneously with the
outburst of Apologetic literature and the general rapprochement between the Church and the Empire, A.D. 130-40.t
" Le Blant, Actes, pp. 282, 288; De Rossi, Roma Sotterr., ii.,
p. 82; and my papers in Expos#or, December 1888, February 188g.
Hatch, Bampton Lectures, p. 152, collects the facts well, but
states them without sufficient legal precision. The right of forming
associations, provided these were not in themselves illegal, b,elonged
theoretically to all except soldiers ; but practically almost all associations were illegal. The exception in the case of poor persons,
chiefly for purposes of burial, came to be important under Hadrian,
.Dt"gest, 47, 22; C. I. L., xiv., 2II2. The technical name is collegt"a
tenui'orttm, or funeratt"da, p. 35gn.
t In 1882 (:Journal of Hellemc Studies, p. 347), unaware of the
bearings of the case, I tried to prove that a benefaction to the poor,
mentioned in the fourth-century legend of Avircius Marceilus as
taking place in Hieropolis of Phrygia, and beginning as early as
the second century, was historical.
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The general development of such col!egz'a over the Empire
was quite in accordance with Hadrian's broad views and
his superiority to the narrow Roman idea.
Christian communities, registered as collegz'a tenuz'orum,
held property. The collegz'um had to be registered in the
name of some individual, who acted as its head and representative, and who held the property that belonged to it.
We can hardly doubt that the epz'skopos was the representative of the collegium, for he already acted as representative
of the community in its relation to others. About 259
Gallienus granted to the bishops the right to recover the
cemeteries, which had been seized in the recent persecutions, and which had therefore been registered in the name
of the bishops a considerable time previously. This being
the case, the community would be unable to recover such
property by ordinary legal process from the bishop, if he
were deposed or changed ; for it could not appear before
a court except through its bishop.* Permanence in the
discharge of episcopal duties was usual long before 130;
but the new character of the bishop must have greatly
strengthened his official character. If the impression I have
as to the numbers and power of the Christians in Asia Minor
is correct, the property of the communities must have been
considerable. Doubts were sure to arise as to boundaries
and other points ; and in such cases the community must
either submit to external claims, or appear by its bishop
before a tribunal. The bishop thus became the regulator
of the property of the community. Similarly in modern

* For example, in A.D. 270, when Paul of Samosata, Bishop of
Antioch, was deposed, he retained the church building and property
until the whole church appealed to Aurelian against him (Eusebius,
H. E., vii., 30).
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Turkey, a religious community can have a legal position
only as represented by an individual head ; but, if it thus
legalises itself, the head has ez offido a seat on the district
council.'*
Such associations were commonly for sepulchral purposes, and cemeteries were the most widely spread form of
property. Bequests of such property are well known.t
With Hadrian a new period begins in the Church. Not
merely did Apology arise, as an immediate consequence
of his wiser policy. The Church as a body responded to
his action, and a marked distinction in its policy and its
utterances appears to have taken place about I 30. The
uncompromising spirit of Ignatius did not long survive
him.+ That amount of concession to the State, which was
implied in pleading before the Imperial tribunal or the bar
of public opinion, probably became universal soon after his
tiffie. But there was much disagr~ement as to the extent
to which concession should go ; and the disagreement
increased as time went on. It is quite impossible, owing

* In this way the pastor of a small Armenian community in
Ccesareia of Cappadocia is a member of the Mejliss of that important city, and has at least once, by his solitary resistance,
prevented an arbitrary act of the Pasha. My authority is Dr.
Farnsworth, whose mission is not connected in any way with this
Protestant community.
t One of the most curious is published by me in Revue des Etudes
Grecques, r88g, p. 24, where we must read in A (as Mommsen
writes) 7r7J(x€rov) a<Ka t'/1"1 a<Ka, and in B atKf[X];>..a[Ttt] Mo and d[yroyo]v
~pv[K]r6v.

t From this point of view we must date the Shepherd of Hermas
before the era of the charge-z·.e., before c. 130. In every aspect
that I can appreciate, it belongs to the age 100-120, and is earlier
even than Ignatius' letters. 2 Peter seems to belong to the same
period as Hermas: I cannot, e.g., imagine iii. r, 2, being written
at an early period.
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to the dearth of works of the period, to say when the
disagreement began to be apparent ; but it is a striking
feature of Christian documents (except the purely Apologetic) in the period that follows A. D. I 50. In the Letter of
the Smyrnceans about the death of Polycarp in 155, it
is strongly marked, and evidently is a question that has
existed for some time, but on which peaceable discussion is
still possible. The Acta of Carpus, a document of uncertain
date, but probably very little later, shows a similar state
of the discussion, in which it takes the opposite side.
In the former document, as Keim has rightly observed,
there is a strong thQugh veiled protest against voluntarily
offering oneself for martyrdom. The Christian should wait
till he is arrested, and should consider the safety of his coreligionists. Keim * rightly urges that such a protest is
not in keeping with the earlier tone of the Church ; but he
wrongly adduces it as an argument that the document is a
late forgery. In this protest we catch the new tone that
grew up after Hadrian's time. Hence marked blame is
cast on the Phrygian, Quintus, wh<;> voluntarily gave himself up ; and the drawing of a triumphant moral is implied
in the way in which his subsequent weakness is described.
On the other hand, Polycarp's withdrawal from the city
is described as arising, not from cowardice, but from the
belief that it was the right course ; and the intention to
paint Polycarp's action as a law to others is proved by the
straining after analogies, some rather far-fetched, between
his death and that of Christ (p. 374; Lft., Ign., i., p. 6ro).
In Acta Carpz~ especially in the concluding episode of
" Aus dem Urchrz'stenthum, p. ng. In his reply to Keim
Lightfoot seems to me not to show his usual historical insight when
he inclines to dispute the fact, i., p. 6rg.
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Agathonike, the opposite principle-viz., that the Christian
ought to proclaim openly his religion, and even to rush
upon martyrdom "'-is insisted on. This document shows
the same type of feeling, though not so developed, as
appears in Acta. Perpetuce, in which Professor Rendel
Harris has rightly recognised the controversial character.
But, though in A eta Carpz' the tone is more developed than
in the Smyrmean letter, it is still peacable, and free from
the rancour that characterised the bitter controversy of the
years after 170.t In that period Catholic prisoners would
have no· intercourse with Montanists, and in Acta Perpetuce the Montanist Saturus in a vision ,saw the bishop of
his church shut out from heaven. Acta Carpz' is still far
from that extreme.
The bishops w~re the chief agents in carrying out
the policy of conciliation towards the State, which the
Catholic Church, as a whole, resolved on, but which a
strong party in it considered to be a secularisation of
" This episode, as Harnack well shows, wants the striking individualism shown in the characters of Carpos and Papylos, and the
incidents seem even coloured in imitation of the tale of Thekla.
Where he preaches most, the writer is more remote from bare narra·
tive of facts (p. 399).
t The chief point in which I differ from Dr. Harnack's admirable
edition of Acta Car}!~· is his inference, founded on a comparison
between the later and the earlier Acta, that it is impossible to
recover from late Acta, by such subjective criticism as M. Le Blant
has used, any real historical facts. The inference I would draw is
different. In the late Acta Car}!~' there is not a single point that
would be quoted as indicative of real foundation, and there is not a
trace of local colour ; yet we now :li.nd that this miserable legend is
only a distortion of fact. This case seems to lend strength to the
argument of those who take any points of finer character in these
late legends as survivals of real history on which the legends are
founded.
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religion, !lnd an unworthy compromise.* While the Church,
guided by the bishops,. acted on a skilful and well-considered plan, the party which held that accommodation
with the State was compromise with the World maintained
that this plan was worldly wisdo~, and that. the Church
should have recourse always to Divine guidance, as accorded
in new revelations to seers, and prophets, and martyrs.
At first both parties continued within the limits of
brotherhood and one common Church, and both equally
clung to the idea of unity and solidarity of all Christians.
Both epz'skopot' and prophets therefore characterised the
organisation with which each party started ; but naturally,
as. bishops guided the one and prophets the . other, each,
in the progress of disagreeml!nt, acquired a growing dislike
for the organisation which the other insisted on.
The Church iil Asia Minor seems .to have held that
Christians should live in society as far as possible, should
act as members of the municipal senates, and serve as
soldiers.f But in Acta Carpt' it is clear that the official
information (elogium) supplied to the proconsul specified
Papylos as a senator; yet, when the question was put to
Papylos, he would not admit the fact, but replied, " I am a
citizen." Apparently he had been called on to serve, but

* In this critical period our present concern is merely to understand what did take place, and not to apportion praise or blame to
the contending parties.
t Numerous examples, especially of senators, occur in the Christian
inscriptions ofthe third century. See my papers in Exposz'tor, r888-g,
and :Journal of Hellem'c Studies, 1883. When Tertullian says
that Pliny degraded some Bithynian Christians from their rank, he
is referring to senators degraded as Dorymedon was at Synnada
(see Le Blant, Actes, p. 122); but his remark is not justified by
Pliny, and is a judgment grounded on the facts of his own time.·
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considered the duty an unworthy one. He held, with
Tertullian and Origen, that Christians ought not to hold ·
office, nor serve in the army, as in both cases it was
impossible to avoid countenancing heathen rites. But the
ordinary Christians, the tradesmen and shopkeepers and
skilled artisans, who had to facethe practical difficulties of
life, while Tertullian taught and thought and wrote, could
not act on this principle ; * and the Church, as a whole,
justified them, and held that they ought not to force their
religion on the notice of others, and might even employ
legal forms to give a show of legality to their position, ·and
help inactive or well-disposed officials to keep their eyes
shut. The object of using legal forms and fictions was not
concealment, as that was impossible and unnecessary, when
they were so powerful as the Church was in Asia Minor
during the second century.t It was to give themselves a
legal footing, and allow all who had ryo active animosity
· to keep up the fiction about them. Thus, even while
Christianity was held a capital offence, communities obtained a legal position as Benefit Societies.
The party which rejected all these compromises with the

* Examples of soldiers, stirred by religious feeling to refuse service,
or to participate in heathen rites, occur in Acta Maximilz'ani, Acta
Marcelli (Aug. 27), Tertullian de Cor. Mil., i. The refusal to
perform the ordinary duties of society was termed by the State
indolence (see above, p. 274, and Le Blant, Actes, p. 312).
t At an earlier time concealment was an object; and perhaps a
trace of this remains in the legend of Avircius Marcellus. At the
source of a stream among the mountains between Synnada and
Hieropolis was a place called Gonyklisia-i.e., where the early rite
of yovaroov I<"Alcns was held. This remote place was clearly secret
meeting-place ; and after the meetings had ceased, and the archaic
~erm was no longer understood, a foolish legend grew. up to explain
the name, see Exposz'tor, 188g, p. 262.
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State gradually took form as Montanism. Montanism was
in many respects the conservative principle. It remained
truer to the old forms. It maintained the order of prophets
in its old dignity : it did not admit the growing dignity of
the bishops. It claimed that it preserved the character
and the views of the early Church. But it was unconscious
that in human society conservatism is an impossibility.
The life of the Church lay in the idea of unity and intercommunication ; the Catholic Church was truer to this
essential idea, and, in order to maintain it, was ready to
sacrifice some of the older forms. Montanism was blind
to the real character of this idea, and went back to the
early thought of a local centre for the unified Church, for
which it was as zealous as the Catholics. It made a New
Jerusalem, and localised it in two little villages of the
Phrygian highlands, Pepouza and Tymion.* In opposition
to this idea of a local centre, the Catholic Church maintained
in theory that its centre had no locality, and that primacy
in the Church lay in the most perfect realisation of the
Christian idea ; but in practice one cannot doubt that the
thought of Rome as the centre in fact, though not in
principle, was conceived or at least strengthened in opposition to the Montanist Jerusalem. Hence, when Avircius
Marcellus, the Catholic champion in Phrygia at this
period, was approaching death, and wished to leave behind
him in his epitaph before the eyes of men a testimony
" Harnack, almost alone among modern writers, and in confessed
opposition to the views of the later Montanists, considers that the
earlier Montanists held the new Phrygian Jerusalem to be the proper
home of all Christians, who were to leave their own houses, and to
settle there. This appears to me to misconceive the Montanist idea,
which was conservative.
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brief, clear, emphatic, of the truth for which he had during
his life contended, he described in it his visit to Rome and
his intercourse with the Church there, and his visit to Syria
with all its cities ; but the only Syrian city which he natned
was not Jerusalem, but Nisibis.
Conservative as Montanism desired to be, it could not
preserve the reality of the form that if prized by mere
conservatism. A living and vigorous organism must
develop, and Montanism was no exception to this rule.
It made a Phrygian mountain gfen the centre of the
Church ; and, as a necessary consequence, the marked
character of the country and the people impressed itself
more andtnore on their religion. It is a trite subject, on
which ·I need not dwell, how many traces of the old
enthusiastic religion of Phrygia are to be found in Mon~
tanism. While, therefore, the ·unity and brotherhood of
Christians was the central principle of Montanism, as of
Catholicism, it was in the nature of things inevitable that
the former should in Asia Minor become the Church-according-to-the-Phrygians. There was no outside influence
to counteract the . natural tendency of the Phrygians to
Phrygianise their beliefs ; for outside influence was mainly
Catholic, and Montanism disliked the episcopal channel
through which intercommunication was maintained. Thus
it happened that an influential position was accorded to
women in Phrygian Montanism. This arose, not from any
essential principle of Montanist doctrine, but from the tone
of Asian society. Hence it was not a characteristic of
Montanism generally ; and no one can be more opposed to
it as a feature of Church government than the Montanist
Tertullian. That visions were granted to women he admitted, but beyond this he would not go; and it is clear
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that the Phrygian Montanist prophetesses, Prisca and
Maximilla, must have gone far further.
The subject would soon carry us far beyond our limits.
W.e must not, however, pass from it without referring
to the one great figure on. the Catholic side produced
by the Phrygian Church during this period, Avircius
Marcellus, born.about A.D. 120-130. We are fortunate in
possessing two accounts of his life and action ; one written
by himself, in his seventy-second year, the other ·a
legendary biography, composed, probably, about A.D. 400.
In the former he, appears as an upholder of what he
believed to be the truth, in a controversy that took place
within a powerful and world"wide church ; in the latter he
is the missionary who converted a heathen hi.nd. From
the latter alone it would be impossible to discover the real
character and position of Avircius Marcellus; and yet the
original document, combined with the information given
by Eusebius, shows how most of the legendary adventures
originated. It wouYd be most instructive in regard to the
nature of these late Acta in general, and also in regard to
the difference between the tone of the Church in the second
century and A.D. 400, to study in detail the legendary
biography. But such a study would be, prematt're until
a MS. of the Acta in the National Library in Paris is
published.* An important MS., now in Jerusalem, is said
by Professor Rendd Harris to be on the eve of publication by M. Papadopoulos Kerameus. For the present I
need only refer to what I have written on the subject
in Expositor, 1889; further reflection and study have
confirmed me in the opinions there expressed. In par* No. 1540. Rev. H. Thurston, S.
highly interesting passages from it,

:f., has kindly sent me some
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ticular, the name Avircius Marcellus still seems to me to
imply Western origin. If the name occurred in a pagan
inscription, no one would have a moment's hesitation in
accepting it as belonging to an Italian settler in Asia
Minor, one of the numerous Roman traders who swarmed
in the great cities of the provinces, and who played in
ancient times a part similar to' that played by British
commerce in spreading national influence at the present
I
'
day. I feel obliged to interpret the names of Christians on
the same principles as those of pagans, and to recognise
Avircius Marcellus as a Roman citizen (the jm:enomen
being, as often, omitted) belonging to a West ern family
settled in Asia Minor.*
The Catholic champion's fame naturalised the name
Avircius in Phrygia in its Greek forms, 'Aovlpt€w<;, 'A/3Lpt€to<;,
'A/3ept€tO<;. Examples of its use occur as late as the tenth
century, when it was borne by an official mentioned in the
treatise of Constantine Porphyrogenitus de Adm. Imp., 50.
It is found in Phrygian inscriptions of the fourth century t
(see E:rposz'tor, 1889, p. 395, and Lightfoot, lgnatius, i.,
p. 501). One of these, shown in the accompanying illustration, deserves , more notice ; it is the epitaph on the
gravestone that marked the tomb of Abirkios, son of
Porphyrios, a deacon at Prymnessos. His name is a

* Aburcus at Falerii, Deecke Fahsker, p. 2r4; Avircius in Rome,
C.I.L., vi., 12923-5; Avercius in Gaul, xii.,1052; it spread to Cappadocia as Abourgios, Basil, Ep., 33· Ignatius Theophorus is not
Roman: he belonged to a Syrian family, strongly affected by
Western civilisation, which had discarded native names and used
the do)lble nomenclature, Italian and Greek. The unusual name
Ignatius has some historical explanation.
t They mark the period when Avircius was remembered as the
old Christian hero, and the legend was growing in Catholic circles.
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sufficient proof that he belonged to the Catholic Church,
and therefore that there was a Catholic Church at Prymnessos, in the anti-Catholic part of Phrygia.*
The sculpture on the gravestone is interesting, as giving
one of the earliest known representations of the Saviour,
who, as in other early sculptures, is represented as a youth~
ful figure. In all probability a Montanist would have
regarded the representation of the Saviour as idolatrous ;
but the Iconodoulic tendency was already beginning in the
Orthodox Church. He stands, facing, but with the head
turned to the right, with the thumb and two fingers of the
right hand extended. The attitude is that of admonition
and instruction. The figure has the squat proportions that
mark the declining art of the late third and the fourth
century. The features are those of the conventional male
youth of later art, insipid but retaining the Greek type
and character. The artist was used to represent the face
in profile, and therefore put the head in that position,
though the body is differently placed.
The heads of Abirkios, and his wife, Theuprepia, are
shown on a larger scale, one on each side of the central
figure. That of Abirkios is of the conventional, expressionless type; but in the face of Theuprepia there appear
individuality and beauty, which are lost in the reproduction.
It is the portrait of a matron, plump, with a slight tendency
to double chin ; the features are graceful, dignified, and
"' An inscription of Sinethandos or Laodiceia Combusta, probably
of the end ofthe fourth, or early fifth, century, mentions the Church
of the N ovatians there. The phrase rrov Navarrov has been misunderstood in the.Corjus, No. g,z68, and treated as a single word
even by M. Waddington, No. 1,6gg. The article rrov has been
doubled by error of the engraver.
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noble, and wear the placid and contented expression which
indicates comfortable circumstances and a happy life. I
can hardly imagine this face to be the work of a fourthcentury artist.
The official title deacon, on the other hand, points to
the period when the Christian religion was recognised and
legal after the triumph of Constantine. The Catholic
principle seems to have been to avoid the public use
of official terms before the Church was explicitly legalised.
It is, however, not impossible that we have here a.n
instance of the title being used even earlier-eg., in the
early years of Diocletian's reign, when he was favourably
inclined towards the Christians;* The use of memorion to
indicate an ordinary grave also, perhaps, points to a third
rather than a fourth century date. It was afterwards
appropriated to the holy grave and shrine of a martyr or
saint.
We notice that, as in almost all Asian epitaphs, the
wife precedes the children. The regular order in Greek
literature was to mention the children before the wife.
NOTE.-A document, published too late for Lightfoot to use,
gives a clue to the proper form of the inscriptions about Philip the
Asiarch, published in his Ignat., i., p. 629 f.: the words perhaps
are [Ka'l'a Ta Tij~ {3ov'Aijs l!Oyf'aTa, dvayvroCTBev }[a] Kal brtKvp[ roBiv]Ta inro
roii Bno'l'tl'I'OV avToKpaTopos 'Avrrovdvov, K.'I'.A;; or possibly [Ka'l'a 'l'a inro
Tijs {3ov'Aijs '1/n}cfliCTBlv}[a], Kal lmKvp[roBiv}a, K.'I'.A· Bull. Corr. Hell.,
1887, p. 299.
* The form IMKrov for I'MKovos occurs in a pagan inscription
giving a list of the officials of a temple at Metropolis ,in Ionia,
and therefore not later than the end of the third century : Mous.
Smym., iii., P• 93·

CHAPTER XVIII.*
GLYCERIU.S THE DEACON.

E have now treated in brief outline the position of
the Church in the Empire during the period when
its organisation was in process of formation. By the time
which we have reached (170-180 A.D.), all the elements of
the consolidated Church had assumed the form and the
mutual relations which on the whole characterise its subsequent development.
From this date onwards the subject which has occupied
our attention becomes more complicated, far more evidence
bearing upon it is accessible, and it is hardly susceptible of
treatment as a whole. The development of the Catholic
Church was indeed an element of unity over the whole
Empire ; but in each province the situation of the unified
and universal Church varied. The elements within the
pale of Christianity which opposed the tendencies of the
universal Church varied in each province ; the character
of the people, the type of their religious feeling and attitude, the relation in which they stood towards the Roman
Government and society, differed widely in different lands.
In the history of each province this subject should occupy

W

* This chapter, published in great part in E.xpos#or, r891, was
originally a lecture delivered in Cambridge at the invitation of
Dr. Westcott in r889. Traces of the original form remain on
pp. 448, 450.
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some place-even a prominent place ; * and until the local
varieties are better understood and more clearly described
than has hitherto been the case, it will be impossible to
attain a trustworthy 'Conception of the position of the
Church within the Empire, between the point which we
have reached and the final triumph of the new religion.
To come to the particular case of the country with which
I am most familiar, we want to catch the Cappadocian
Christian of t.he fourth century, the Phrygian Christian of
the second and third centuries, and to acquire some conception of his character, his ways, and his thoughts, and
of how he got on with his non-Christian neighbours. In
studying this subject, one is led to the opinion that a
distinction in social type must be drawn among the
Christians. In the period following A.D. 130 the history
of Christianity in Asia Minor, when treated as a branch
of the history of society, is a long conflict between two
opposing tendencies, leading to the formation of sects
or churches. From the theological point of view, t~ese
provincial churches belong to various classes, and are
called by many names ; but they have all certain common
features,-they tended towards separatism and diversity,
in opposition to the unity of the Catholic Church, and
they arrived at this diversity through no intentional rejection of the unity of all Christians, but through the
gradual and unmarked development of native characteristiCs in what they considered to be the true and original
form of their common religion.
• In Mommsen's Provt'nces o.f the Roman Empt're it did not
enter into his plan, and the social conditions of each province
are described almost as if thet:e had been no Christians in it, or, at
least, as if they exerted no influence on it.
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The history of the Catholic Church varied greatly in
different districts of Asia Minor. In some it never touched
the popular heart, and was barely maintained by external
influence ; in others it achieved a complete victory over
the forces that tended to cause disintegration ; and in some
cases only a faint echo of any conflict has reached us. My
position is, that there was, in every case throughout Asia
Minor where any evidence is known, such a conflict ; that
the first Christians of the country were not organised in a
strict fashion, but were looser communities, in which personal influence counted for much and official station~ for
little ; and that the strict discipline of the Catholic Church
was gradually framed to counteract the disintegrating
tendency, in a political and a religious view alike, of the
provincial character, organised the whole Church in a strict
hierarchy of territorial character, parallel to the civil organisation, and enabled the Church to hold together the Roman
Empire more firmly than the worship of the Emperors
could ever do. Politically the Church was originally a
protest against over-centralisation and against the usurpation by the Imperial Government of the rights of the
individual citizen. It ended by being more centralised than
the Empire itself; and the Christian Empire destroyed all
the municipal freedom and self-government that had existed
under the earlier Empire.
We should be glad if we could answer the question why
some districts of Asia Minor resisted the Catholic Church
so persistently, and others followed it so readily ; why, for
example, if I may use the question-begging terms, Cappadocia was orthodox and Phrygia heretical ?
The answer seems obvious in the case of Cappadocia.
The group of great Church leaders, Basil-, Amphilochius,
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and the three Gregories (for I think Gregory, the Bishop
of Nazianzos, may fairly be mentioned along with his far
more famous son),-this group of leaders carried the
country with them. But this answer only puts the difficulty
one step back. Can any reason be suggested why the great
Cappadocian leaders followed the Roman Church, whereas
almost all the most striking figures in Phrygian ecclesiastical
history opposed it?
Partly, no doubt, the reason was geographical or racialz'.e., it depended on the character . produced in the inhabitants by the situation, the atmosphere, the scenery, and the
past history of the two districts respectively; but partly it
was due to influences acting at the time on the general
population and on the leaders of thought in each country.
These influences are an interesting study. In Phrygia the
evidence is almost entirely archreological, for no historian
does more than make an occasional passing allusion to the
country; but in Cappadocia much light is thrown on the
subject by the biographies and writings of a series of great
historical figure!? ; and a study of these documents in
their relations to the archreological evidence is the first
preliminary in carrying out the purpose that has just been
indicated. This book cannot be better concluded than by
a few specimens of the work that remains to be don.e for
the later history of Christianity in the country with which
we have been chiefly concerned.
The history of Basil of Cresareia, Gregory of N yssa, and
the distinguished family to which they belonged, is closely
connected with the city of Ibora in Pontus. A glance at
the biography of the various members of the family shows
that a number of questions with regard to the circumstances of their life, and the exact meaning to be· placed
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on the language of many of their letters and the incidents
they describe, depend on the locality and surroundings.
But the name Ibora was long floating in air, and had
not set foot on the ground ; and , for all reasoning that
depends on local circumstances, on the relation of city
with city, district with district, and civil governors or
bishops with each other, it would have been as useful to
say that Basil's family owned an estate beside CloudCuckoo-Town, as to say that they were landed proprietors
near Ibora. But, if any one were to attempt the task of
reconstructing a picture of the society in which Basil, the
Gregories, and Atnphilochius moved, and of their relations
with it,. the state of education in· the country, and the
attitude which young graduates of the University of Athens
assumed.to the home-trained Cappadocians or Pontiansan historian of that class, if such a one should arise, would
find many investigations stopped, unless he tould attain
certainty as to the situations in which the events were
transacted. The operations of the English Asia Minor
Exploration Fund have now cleared away much of the
uncertainty that hung over the localities in. which the great
events of Cappadocian religious history took place, and
have made it possible to face fairly the problem of describ/
ing the circumstances of that critical period, 3 50-400, when
the character of the Cappadocian Church was determined.
Here is a period about which a great body. of evidence
rema.ins, in the writings of the principal agents on the
victorious side. The account of their opponents, of course,
has to be accepted with caution ; but in weighing it we
can, at least, always have the certainty that they are not
too lenient in their judgment, or flattering in their description, of the opposite party..
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In the year 370, Basil was appointed bishop of Cresareia,
metropolitan of Cappadocia, and exarch or patriarch of the
Pontic dt"a?cesz's. He was appointed in spite of the resistance of the majority of his bishops, in spite of the dislike
and dread of many of the people, in spite of the open
opposition of the Government. He was elected by the
strenuous exertions of a few influential individuals ; and
the authority of the Church outside the province was
needed in order to put down the disaffected within it.
The cause of the Catholic Church was involved in his
election : without the hand of a vigorous organiser there
was extreme danger that" heresy"...... Eunomianism, Arianism, and so on-would triumph in Cappadocia. We want
to learn what this means to the student of society. Did
the Eunomian differ from the Catholic only in certain
points of doctrine, being otherwise undistinguishable from
him ? or do these words indicate a difference in private
life, in political feeling, and in Church organisation ? The
question may be answered fully, when the historian is
found who will face the problem as i:t has just been
sketched.* I can only express the hope that in this
university something may be done to solve it. The later
Greek and Latin writers are full of material, uncollected
and unvalued, for the history of society. Why should
almost all the natural ability and admirable training of the
classical scholars of Cambridge be directed towards such
a narrow range of authors ? Every one who has toiled
through a Byzantine historian in the edition of the Berlin
Academy-that dauernde Schande der deutschen P!tz'lologie

* The following sentences are feft in the same form as they had
in the lecture addressed to a Cambridge society. So also on p. 450
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-compelled, as he does so, slowly and without critical
material, to remake his edition for his own use, and has
then run joyously through De Boor's admirable Theophanes-every one who has done that knows what need
there is for the wider employment of learning and skill.
Why should traditional belief-or, shall I say, traditional
ignorance ?-exclude all Christian Fathers or Byzantine
historians from the classical scholar's interests, and almost
confine him to producing the 43rd edition of one out of
about a score of writers ? When he has something to say
about Homer or Cicero that he must say, then let him say
it ; but might not some of the good scholarship of this
university be more profitably employed ? I am not ungrateful for the large amount of help that I have had from
Cambridge scholarship, but what I have had only makes
me wish for more.
I shall try to give an example of the importance and the
human interest of this subject, by examining one single
episode in Cappadocian history, about A.D. 371-374, and
showing what light is thrown by it on the character of
the Cappadodan Christians at the time. The incident is
related by Archdeacon Farrar in his Lz'ves of the Fathers
as follows. His account agrees in all essential points
with that given by Canon Venables in the Dz'ctz'onary of
Christz'an Biography, with Tillemont, and with the Migne
biography, and may fairly be taken as representing the
usual interpretation.
" The extraordinary story of the deacon Glycerius illustrates the aberrations due to the fermenting enthusiasm and
speculative curiosity which marked the Eastern Church, and
which were fostered by the dreamy idleness of innumerable
monks. Glycerius was a young man whose early vigour

29
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Basil viewed with so much favour, that he had ordained
him deacon of the church of Venesa (?) * about 372. Puffed
up by his ordination, the young deacon proceeded to gather
round him a band of devoted young ladies, whose admiration he won by sleek and soft religious arts, and who
supported him by their offerings. Severely reproved by his
presbyter, .his chorepiscopus, and lastly by Basil, Glycerius
left the town by night with a band of these girls and some
youths, and scandalised the country by wandering about
with them in a disorderly manner, dancing and singing
hymns, amid the jeers of the coarse rustics. When their
fathers came to rescue the girls Glycerius ignominiously
drove them away. Finally, the whole band took refuge
with a bi?hop named Gregory, whom even the Benedictine
editor is inclined to think may have been Gregory of N yssa.
Basil treated the vain, mischievous, and deluded deacon
with much fatherly forbearance, and promised to deal with
him kindly if he would dismiss the votaries he was leading,
not to God, but to the abyss. Strange to say, the
bishop, whoever he was, either failed to second Basil's
efforts, or only did so in a lukewarm and inadequate
way."
Let me now read to you the letters from which all our
knowledge has to be gathered. I hope that, through my
bald translation something of the fire and vigour of the
original may appear. Few writers can compare with Basil
in directness ; not a word can be spared without a distinct
loss of effect. He does indeed use ?va with conjunctive
in a way to make a classical scholar's hair stand on end ;
but, if the classical scholar disdains the usage, so much
• The interrogation is left as in the original.
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the worse for him.* It is true that the usage does not
occur in Demosthenes, but it is stamped by a greater than
that man of words, the man least capable of understanding
his time of all that have ever figured in history as statesmen, unless Cicero be taken into account.

J. BASIL TO GREGORY (EP. CLXIX. [CCCCXII.]).
" THOU hast taken a reasonable and kindly and compassionate course in showing hospitality to the captive~ of the
mutineer Glycerius (I assume the epithet for the moment)
and in veiling our common disgrace so far as possible.
But when thy discretion has learned the facts with regard
to him, it is becoming that thou shoul<;lst put an end to the
scandal. This Glycerius who now parades among you with
such respectability was consecrated by ourselves as deacon
of the Church of V enasa, to be a minister to the presbyter
there and to attend to the work of the church ; for though
he is in other respects unmanageable, yet he is clever
in doing whatever comes to his hand. But when he was
appointed, he neglected the work as completely as if it had
never existed. Gathering together a number of poor girls,
on his own authority and responsibility, some of them
flocking voluntarily round him (for you know the flightiness
* There is too great proneness to stamp one period of Latin, one
period of one dialect of Greek, as correct, and everything that differs
as wrong. But the real cause of the inferiority of style in later pagan
writers lies, not in the words, but in the want of life and spirit in the
men. The question has yet to be asked and answered, how far the
language used by Basil is less fit to express clearly and vigorously his
meaning than that used by Demosthenes, and, if so, what are the real
reasons for the inferiority? Those who have read least of such authors
as Basil are most ready to condemn their style.
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of young people in such matters), and some of them unwilling, he set about making himself the leader of a company ;
and taking to himself the name and the garb of a patriarch,
he of a sudden paraded as a great power, not reaching this
position by a course of ob~dience and piety, but making it
a livelihood, as one might take up any trade ; and he has
almost upturned the whole Church, disregarding his own
presbyter, and disregarding the village-bishop and ourselves
too;· as of no account, and ever filling the civil polity and
the clerical estate with riot and disorder. And at last, ·
when a slight reproof was given by ourselves and by the
village-bisQop, with the intent that he ·should cease his
mutinous conduct (for he was exciting young men to the
same courses), he conceives a thing very audacious and
unnatural. Impiously carrying off as many young women
as he could, ·he runs away under the cover of night. This
must seem to thee quite horrible.
" Think too what the occasion was. The festival of Venasa
was being celebrated, and as usual a vast crowd was flocking thither from all quarters. He led forth his chorus,
marshalled by young men and circling in the dance, making
the pious cast down their eyes, and rousing the ridicule of
the ribald and loose-tongued. Nor is this all, serious as it
is; but further, as I am informed, when the parents could
not endure to be orphaned of their children, and wished to
bring them home from the dispersion, and came as weeping
suppliants to their own daughters, he insults and scandalises
'them, this admirable young fellow with his piratical
discipline.
"Thi~ ought to appear intolerable to thy discretion, for it
brings us all into ridicule. The best thing is that thou
shouldest order him to return with the young women, for he
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would meet with allowance if he comes with letters from
thee. If that be impossible, the young women, at any rate,
thou shalt send back to their mother the Church. Or, in
the third place, do not allow them that are willing to return
to be kept under compulsion, but persuade them to come
back to us.
" Otherwise we testify to thee, as we do to God and men,
that this is a wrong thing, and against the rules of the
Church. If Glycerius return with a spirit of wisdom and
orderliness, that were best; but if not, he must be removed
from the ministry."
Il. BASIL TO GLYCERIUS (EP. CLXX. [CCCCXIV.]).

" How far wilt thou carry thy madness, working ev.il for
thyself and disturbance for us, and outraging the common
order of monks ? Return then, trusting in God and in us,
who imitate the compassion of God. For, though like a
father we have chidden thee, yet we will pardon thee like
a father. Such are our words to thee, inasmuch as many
supplicate for thee, and before all thy presbyter, whose
gray hairs and kindly spirit we respect. But if thou continuest to absent thyself from us, thou art altogether cast
out from thy station ; and thou shalt be cast out from God
with thy songs and thy raiment, by which thou leadest
the young women, not towards God, but into the pit."
These two letters were obviously written at the same
time, and sent by the same messenger ; the third was
written after an interval, and apparently after receipt of a
letter from Gregory asking for assurance of full pardon
for Glycerius.
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III. BASIL TO GREGORY (EP. CLXXI. (CCCCXIII.]).

"I WROTE to thee already before this about Glycerius
and the maidens. Yet they have never to this day returned,
but are still delaying ; nor do I know why and how, for I
should not charge thee with doing this in order to cause
slander against us, either being thyself annoyed with us or
doing a favour to others.* Let them come then without
fear; be thou guarantee on this point. For we are
afflicted when the members of the Church are cut off, even
though they be deservedly cut off. But, if they ;>hould
resist, the responsibility must rest on others, and we wash
our hand~ of it."
For the right understanding of this incident the only
evidence available is contained in (1) these three letters of
Basil ; (2) a sentence of Strabo (p. 537), describing the
village and district of Venasa; (3) an inscription found in
1882 on a hill-top near the village; (4) the map of Cappadocia as now reconstructed. A first glance at the evidence
is enough to reveal various details· inconsistent with the
accepted account ; and we may be sure that Basil has not
coloured in favour of Glycerius those details that give a
different complexion to the incident.
In the first place, the vety evident sympathy of Gregory
for Glycerius disquiets all the modern interpreters ; his
sympathy cannot be due to ignorance of the facts of the
case, for he was far closer to the spot than Basil himself,
and the acts were not hid under a bushel, but done openly,

* The reference is to Basil's numerous enemies, who would be
delighted that the Bishop of Nazianzos should refuse to comply with
·his wi~hes.
'
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and no doubt widely talked about. The only explanation
that can be devised by the interpreters is to deny 'part of
the evidence. The MS. evidence, so far as quoted in the
Migne edition, is that two of the letters are addressed to
Gregory of Nazianzos. Most of the interpreters, say that
Gregory of N yssa must be meant, and that Gregory of
Nyssa was guilty of many weak and foolish acts. The
answer lies in the map, which confirn:ts the old authority,
and disproves the modern suggestion.*
In the next place, the presbyter1 whom Basil represents
as having been disregarded and set at nought, is in favour
of the -offender, and beseeches Basil to act kindly. to him.
Canon V enables indeed says that the presbyter " gravely
, admonished" Glycerius; but this misrepresents the evidence.
The "village-bishop" and Basil himself censured Glycerius ;
but though Basil says Glycerius showed disrespect to the
presbyter, he drops no hint that the presbyter complained
about this, but rather implies the opposite. Basil himself
does not even hint at any darker crime than injudiciousness
and ambition in the relations of Glycerius to the devotees;
and there can be no doubt that the letters omit no charge
that could be brought against the rebellious deacon. The
evident purity of conduct in this strange band may fairly
be taken as necessarily implying that the strictest religious

* If any change is permitted, in -the MS. authority, I should
understand the elder Gregory, Bishop of Nazianzos, and date the
letters A.D. 373· The Gregory to whom these letters were addressed
was obviously not under Basil's authority, and was therefore under
Tyana; but Nyssa was under Ccesareia, subject directly to Basil,
as Venasa also was. The tone of the letters also is more respectful ,
and less peremptory than Basil would probably have employed to
his brother, or even to his friend Gregory. On the map, see
FIMoncal Geo!,{rajhy qf A-1z'q Jlfin<w, p. 2<B
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obligations were observed by the devotees. Irt such a
difficult situation there is no alternative but either strict
asceticism, springing from fanatical or enth~siastic religious
feeling, or license and scandal.
Now the evident sympathy both of the immediate
superior, the presbyter, whose influence had been apparently diminished by the popularity of the deacon, and of
the Bishop of Nazianzos (whether the older Gregory or his
son, who filled his place for a short time after his death
in 374), is quite unintelligible if Glycerius had introduced
some new and startling features into the religion of the
province. It is, of course, certain that the principles of both
the Gregories, father and son, were opposed to such manifestations, as being contrary to the whole spirit of the
Catholic Church. The reason why Gregory sympathised
must be that Glycerius was only keeping up the customary
ceremonial of a great religious meeting. Canon V enables
indeed says that the band "wandered about the country
under the pretence of religion, singing hymns and. leaping
~nd dancing in a disorderly fashion," and Archdeacon
Farrar agrees with him. But there is no warrant in the
letter of Basil for this account. The band is not said
either to wander about the counb·y or to dance in a dis-'
orderly way. Accurate geography is useful in studying
these writers, but accurate translation is not without its
advantages. Let us scrutinise the facts a little more closely,
examining the situation and the probabilities of the case ;
and I think we shall have to admit that Basilis giving us
a picture, coloured to his view, of a na1ve and quaint
ceremony of early Cappadocian Christianity, which he
regarded with horror, and was resolved to stamp out.
One of the most striking features in the whole incident
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is the important part played by women. Now this is the
most striking feature also in the native religion and society
of Asia Minor. (See pp. 161, 391.)
The occasion when the most extreme features of this
Cappadocian " heresy " were displayed was the great
festival at V enasa, when a vast concourse was ·gathered
there. This festival is called by Canon V enables a " fair " ;
but this is not an accurate translation. The synodos, which
was held there, was certainly similar to the Armenian
synodos, held at Phargamous. At Phargamous, · in the
month of June, a great festival was held in honour of
certain martyrs ; and such dignitaries as Basil himself,
Eusebius of Samosata, and Theodotus of Nicopolis, might
be expected at it.
Moreover, the synodos of V enasa was one of the most
ancient and famous religious meetings in Cappadocia.
The priest of Zeus at V enasa was second in dignity and
power only to the priest of Komana ; he held office for
life, and was practically a king. A village inhabited by
3,000 hi'erodou!oi was attached to the temple, and round it
lay a ~acred domain that brought in an annual income of
fifteen talents (nearly £4,000). Christianity directed the
religious feeling of the country towards new objects, but
preserved the old seasons and methods. A Christian
festival was substituted for the old festival of Zeus, doubtless the occasion when the god made his annual €~o&o<;, or
procession round his country. Basil, unluckily, pitiless of
the modern scholar, does not name the month when the
festival took place, and the sole memorials of it that remain
to complete the account of Strabo are, first, a brief invocation to the heavenly Zeus, found on a hill-top, to guide us
(along with other evidence) to the situation (see p. 142);
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and, secondly, these letters of Basil, to show how the
Cappadocian Christians developed the pagan festival.
At this great religious ceremony of the whole country;
Glycerius brought forth his followers, singing and dancing
in chorus. Such ceremonies were necessarily a part of the
old religious festival of Zeus, and their existence in it,
though not attested, may be safely assumed ; accordingly
there is every probability that they were not novelties
introduced by Glycerius, but were part of the regular
Cappadocian custom. They are a natural -and regular
concomitant of the earlier and simpler forms of religion,
whether Pagan or Jewish ; and at Venasa they were retained, with some modifications in the words and the
gestures. Hymns undoubtedly were substituted for the.
pagan formulce, and not a hint is dropped by Basil that
the dancing and singing were not of a quiet and modest
character. The license of the old pagan ceremonies had
been given up ; but in many respects there was no doubt a
striking resemblance between the old pagan and the new
Christian festival. Probably the dancing of the great
dervish establishments of Kara Hissar and Iconium at the
present day would give the best idea of the festival at
Venasa in the time of Basil, though the solemnity and
iconoclastic spirit of Mohammedanism have still further
toned down the ecstasy and enthusiastic abandon of the old
ritual. But the strange, weird music of the flute and
cymbals, and the excited yet always orderly dancing, make
the ceremony even yet the most entrancing and intoxicating
that I have ever witnessed. Through this analogy we can
come _to realise the power that might be acquired by a
man of natural ability and religious fervour over numbers
of young persons. This influence was increased by th(;
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character which Glycerius assumed and the robes which he
wore. In the old pagan festival the leader of the festival
wore the dress and bore the name of the deity whom he
represented. The custom is well known both in Greece
(where the Dionysos festival is the most familiar, but far
from the sole, example) and in Asia Minor.* Glycerius,
as Basil tells us, assumed the name and the dress of a
" patriarch." The meaning of this seems to be that the
director of ceremonies (who, like the modern dervish sheikh,
never danced himself) was equipped in a style corresponding
to the pagan priest, and assumed the character of the highest
religious official, the patriarch.
But a new era began in Cappadocia when Basil became
head of the Church. It is obvious that abuses might
readily, almost necessarily, creep into such ceremonies ;
and clearly the edict went forth that they must cease.
Basil does not say that any real abuses had occurred. He
speaks only of the downcast looks of the pious spectators,
and the jests of the ribald and loose-tongued ; but he is
clearly describing what he conceives to be the inevitable
outcome of such ceremonies. The spirit of the Church,
whose champion Basil was, was inexorably opposed to such
exhibitions. For good or for evil, such prominence given
to women in religious ceremonial was hateful to it: The
influence acquired by a deacon, his assumption of the robes
and name of a patriarch, were subversive of the strict
discipline of the Roman Church. The open association
of a monk with a band of young women was contrary to
the rules of the monastic order. The village-bishop,
acting doubtless on previous general orders of his. superior,
• E.g., at Pessinus the priest took ex officio the name Attis.
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reprimanded Glycerius, and his action was confirmed and
enforced by ~asil. Glycerius, when thus treated, took
advantage of the recent changes which had curtailed the
power of Basil. He crossed the frontier into the adjoining
bishopric of N azianzos, which was now included in the ·
province of Second Cappadocia, under the metropolitan of
Tyana. The young women that fbllowed his ministrations
fled with him ; and, as Gregory received and sheltered them
all, we cannot doubt that the flight was made in an orderly
way, without scandal, and with the air of pious but persecuted Christians. Basil then complained to Gregory in
the letter quoted. The reply of Gregory unfortunately
has not been preserved ; but we can imagine that he gave
a different version of the case, stated his views as to the
character ofGlycerius, and urged Basil to promise complete
forgiveness on condition of the immediate return of all the
fugitives.
We have the reply of Basil, giving the required assurance,
though not with the best grace. One motive that evidently
weighed with him was apprehension of the talk that he
. would give rise to, if he persisted in an intolerant policy.
Now all this is inconceivable except on the supposition
that, according to the above description, Glycerius was
acting in accordance with established custom and the
general feeling of the Cappadocian Church, while Basil
was too hastily and sternly suppressing the custom of the
country. The incipient schism, roused by the sternness of
Basil, was healed by the mild mediation of Gregory.
The fault in Glycerius which most offended Basil was
evidently his transgression of the Church discipline. The
full significance of this can be grasped only in its connection
with the'whole policy of Basil,
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The powerful personality, the intense, uncompromising
zeal, and the great practical ability of ·Basil were of the
first consequence in insuring the triumph of the Catholic
Church in Cappadocia. But one man, however powerful,
cannot do everything by his own immediate effort, especially
when his personal influence is interrupted by a too early
death, as Basil's was. The organising power which has
always been so conspicuous a feature of the Church, exercised as powerful an influence in Cappadocia as elsewhere.
The organisation which Basil left behind him completed
his work. One great object of Basil's administration was
to establish large ecclesiastical centres of two kinds : first,
orphanages, and, secondly, monasteries. An orphanage
was built in every district of his immense diocese ; the one
at Cresareia, with its church, bishop's palace, and residences
for clergy, hospices for poor, sick, and travellers, hospitals
for lepers, and workshops for teaching and practising
trades, was so large as to be called the " New City." Such
establishments constituted centres from which the irresistible
influence of the Church permeated the whole district, as,
centuries before, the cities founded by the Greek kings
had been centres fi·om which the Greek influence .had
slowly penetrated the country round. The monks and the
monasteries, which Basil established widely over the country,
were centres of the same influence ; and though the monks
occasionally caused some trouble by finding even Basil
himself not sufficiently orthodox, they were effective agents
of the Catholic Church, whereas the solitary hermits and
anchorets, whom Basil rather discouraged, though he had
been one himself, were perhaps more favourable to the provincial Church, and were certainly a far less powerful
engine for affecting the country.
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That the monk Glycerius should break through the
gradations of office and the sp,irit of the Church, should
parade in the robes of the patriarch, and flee from his
superior's jurisdiction in the company of a band of women,
was a thing intolerable to Basil.
One other point requires notice: is any external circumstance known that is likely to have directed such men
as Basil and Gregory away from the line of native development in religion ? A strong impulse probably was given
them by their foreign education. They lost the narrow,
provincial tone ; they came to appreciate the unity and
majesty of the Roman Empire ; they realised the destiny of
the Church to be the unifying religion of the Empirez'.e., of the civilised world. They also learned something
about that organisation by which Rome ruled the world,
and they appreciated the fact that the Church could fulfil
its destiny and rule the Roman Empire only by strict
organisation and rigi~ discipline. Men like Glycerius
could not see beyond the hounds of their native district
with its provincial peculiarities; men like Basil were perhaps
intolerant of mere provincialism.
Perhaps a clearer idea of the causes which made Cappadocia orthodox may be gained by looking at Phrygia, which
was mainly a heretical country. The cities of the Lycus
valley, and of the country immediately east and north-east
of it, which were most under the Roman influence, were
of the dominant Christian Church ; but the mass of the
country adhered stubbornly to the native forms of Christianity. Probably this has something to do with the fact
that in Phrygia so few Christian communities have maintained an unbroken existence through the Turkish domination, whereas in Cappadocia a fair proportion of the whole
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population has preserved its religion to the present day.
Many of the Phrygians were always discontented with the
Byzantine rule, except under the lnconoclast emperors.
When John Comnenus was invading the Seljuk dominions,
he found Christian communities, who so much preferred
Turkish rule to Byzantine, that they fought against him,
even without support from the Turks, and had to be
reduced by force of arms. To a certain extent this was
perhaps due to their preferring the easy Seljuk yoke to
the heavy Byzantine taxation ; but it is very probable that
religious difference was the chief cause.
How far then can we trace in Phrygia the presence or
absence of the causes that made Cappadocia orthodox?
Little or no trace of such organisation as Basil made in
Cappadocia can be found in Phrygia. In the life of
Hypatius written by his disciple Callinicus, and corrected
by another hand in the time of his third successor, we read
that he was born in Phrygia, but was obliged to emigrate
to Thrace in order to gratify his wish to live in a 1church or
monastery where he might associate with discreet men ;
"for there were then no such persons, except isolated individuals, in Phrygia, and if a church existed anywhere, the
clergy were rustic and ignorant, though the country has
since become almost entirely Christian" (i.e., orthodox).
Hypatius flourished in the first half of the fifth century;
so that the apparent reform here described belongs to the
period 450-500.* The organisation of Phrygia on the

* The revision of the biography as composed by Callinicus is said
expressly to have extended only to a correction of the bad Greek of a
Syrian dialect. The reviser neither added nor took ayvay anything,
though he knew various things that might be added (Acta Sanct.,
June 17th, p. 308).
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orthodox model therefore is much later· than that of
Cappadocia, and it was probably not so thbrough. It
seems to have been only. superficial, caused by the Government imposing on the country the forms of the Catholic
Church.*
NOTE.-The "New City" of Basil, p. 461, seems to have caused
the gradual .concentration of the entire population of Ccesareia
round the ecclesiastical centre, and the' abandonment of the old
city. Modern Kaisari is situated between one and two miles from
the site of the Grceco-Roman city. Here we have a type of a series
of cases, in which population moved from the older centre to cluster
round an ecclesiastical foundation at a little distance; and this
cause should be added to those which are enumerated in H~'st.
Geogr., eh. viii., "Change of Site."
" In writing to Gregory, Basil had to give details; and from
these we learn the real character of Glycerius' s action. But, if we
had only some brief reference to him, made by Basil in writing to a
sympathetic foreign friend, we can imagine that it would have been
prejudiced and unfair. The letter of Firmilian, Bishop of Ccesareia,
to Cyprian (Ep. 75) is a document of the latter class; and we cannot
take his description of the unnamed Cappadocian prophetess as
fully trustworthy. The general facts are true; but the colour is
prejudiced. One detail has been recently confirmed by Mr. Hogarth :
he has found an inscription stating that Serenianus (mentioned by
Firmilian as prceses temporz'bus post Alexandrum) was governor
of Cappadocia under Maximin, Alexander's successor.

CHAPTER XIX.
THE MIRACLE AT KHONAI.

I

N Asia Minor the result of the contest between the
.
unifying principle of the Catholic Church and the
tendency towards varieties corresponding to national cha~
racter, was that the former succeeded in establishing itself
as the ruling power. But it could not entirely extirpate
the development of varieties. The national idiosyncracies
were too strongly marked, and these Oriental peoples would
not accept the centralised and organised Church in its
purity, but continued the old struggle of Asiatic against
European feeling, which has always marked the course
of history in Asia Minor. The national temper, denied
expression in open and legitimate form, worked itself out
in another way-viz., in popular superstitions and local
cults, which were added as an excrescence to the forms of
1he Orthodox Church. A growing carelessness as to these
additions, provided that the orthodox forms were strictly
complied with, manifested itself in the Church. The local
cults grew rapidly in strength ; and finally the Orthodox Church in Asia Minor· acquiesced in a sort of compromise between local variety and Catholic unity, which
showed much analogy with its old enemy, the State religion
of the Roman Empire. The latter, so far as it had any
reality, was, as we have seen, founded on the principle
(which was indeed never fully developed, but which is
quite apparent underneath most of the fantastic varieties
30
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of the Imperial cultus) that the incarnate God in human
form who ruled the State was in each district identified
with the deity special to th~ district. The Orthodox
Church acquiesced in the continuance of the old local
impersonations of the Divine power in a Christianised
form. The giant-slaying Athena of Seleuceia is dimly
recognisable beneath the figure of Saint Thekla of
Seleuceia ; the old Virgin Artemis of the Lakes became
the Virgin Mother of the Lakes, whose shrine amid a
purely Turkish population is still an object of pilgrimage
to the scattered Christians of southern Asia Minor ; the
god of Coloss~ was represented as Michael. In one case
(unique, so far as my knowledge extends) we find in
A.D. 1255 even the Christ of Smyrna, Ht'st. Geogr., p. II6.
The tendency to localise the Divine power and to find a
special manifestation of the Divine nature in certain spots
can nowhere be better studied than. in Asia Minor. A
succession of conquering races has swept over the land,
coming from every q)larter of the compass, by land and by
sea, and belonging to diverse branches of the human family.
Time after time the language, the government, the society,
the manners, the religion of the countr~ have been changed.
Amid all changes one thing atone has remained permanent
and unchanging-the localities to which religion attaches
itself.
In the same place religious worship continues
always to be offered to the Divine power : the ritual
changes, and the character attribute& to the Divine Being
varies, according to the character of the race, but the
locality remain!'l constant. The divinity is more really
present, more able to hear or to help, in certain spots than
he is elsewhere ; he assumes a distinct and individualised
character in these spots, and takes on himself something of
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humanity, becoming more personal and more easily conceived and real to the ordinary mind. After a time this
law was accepted by the Orthodox Church, and became
a strong determining force in its future development.
The country was divided and apportioned to various saints,
who were not merely respected and venerated, but adored
as the bearers and embodiments of the Divine power in
their special district. We would gladly know more about
the 'attitude in which the later heresies of Byza,ntine history,
the Iconoclastic movement, Paulicianism, etc., stood towards
this tendency of the Orthodox Church.
But we must not lose sight of the fact that above all these
. local differences there was a: rather empty, but still very
powerful, idea of unity. So strong was this idea that it alone
has held together that which is now called the Greek
race. The Greeks of to-day have no common blood.
They include Cappadocians, 'Isaurians, Pisidians, Albanians,
as well as Greeks by race. They have little common cha·
racter ; they are divided by diversity of language. They
are united by nothing except the forms of the Orthodox
Church; but in spite .of a low standard of education in its
priests and no very high standard of morality in its
teaching, these have 'been strong enough to maintain the
idea of a united people. For old Rome as its centre was
substituted the new Rome of Constantine. The political
changes of the present century have .even destroyed to
appearance the unity of the Church ; but still the idea
remains, and every Greek looks forward to a future unity
of the Church and its adherents, with free Constantinople
as its metropolis.
To understand the character of this later development
of Christianity in Asia Minor, it is best to study it in
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individual cases, and we shall find typical instance in the
narrative of the miracle wrought at Khonai. by the archangel Michael. Our authority is a document, which; in its
existing form, is a very late fabrication, probably not
earlier than the ninth century. It shows a strange mixture
of knowledge and ignorance of the localities, and, while
purporting to be strongly individualised in its account of
persons, it is· a tissue of general platitudes and marvels
applied to individual names. The author was perhaps a
monk of the ninth century. I shall speak of h,im as the
redactor. He was not uneducated, but his knowledge was
very inexact and of a low order. He was in some way
acquainted with a tale current at Khonai, the town which
succeeded the older Colossre, with regard to an apparition of
Michael there. This tale was the foundation legend (tepa~
"JI,oryo~) of one of the most famous churches of Asia Minor,
the church of St. Michael of Khonai.
The redactor confused this apparition of Michael with
another, which he found in the Menologia. It is there
mentioned on the 6th day of September that Michael of
Khonai was manifested at Khairetopa or Keretapa. The
redactor concluded that the apparition at Keretapa was the
apparition at Khonai, and that Keretapa was the name of
the exact spot beside Khonai where the apparition had occurred. Thus he made out the extant version of the legend.
He also knew that Khonai was situated in the Lycus
valley, not far from Laodiceia and Hierapolis ; and, wrongly
supposing Keretapa to be a spot in the territory ofKhonai,
he fancied that the Lycus flowed towards Lycia. The real
Keretapa is not far from the watershed of the Indos valley.
About six miles west of Keretapa one reaches the extreme
waters of the Indos, which flows towards Lycia.
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Having thus arranged the localities for his tale, he begins
from the apostle of Hierapolis, Philip, and as a suitable
introduction works in the Apostle John and the Echidna,
taking his facts from a different set of documents, examples
of which are preserved.* From Hierapolis the two apostles
went to Khairetopa, and, after working- wonders there and
preqicting the apparition of Michael, they proceeded to
other cities. Then there gushed forth a healing spring at
Khairetopa. Long before the church was built, a small
chapel t existed on the spot. It was the work of a pagan,
a native of Laodiceia, who became a convert after his dumb
daughter was cured and made to speak by the miraculous
fountain. The father and daughter are introduced for this
one purpose, and remain nameless. Ninety years later the
first guardian (7rpoap,ov&pw<;) of the holy fountain came to it.
His name was Archippos, and he was a child of ten years
old, born of pious parents in Hierapolis. The name comes
from Coloss. iv. 17, cp. 13-:j: Archippos, a hermit of the
strictest austerity, guarded the sanctuary for sixty years ;
and it required a series of miracles to preserve it from the
attacks of the heathen, though during the ninety years preceding his arrival it needed no guardian. The heathen
natives were determined to pollute the sacred fountain, or
Ayasma,§ by turning into it the water of some other
stream. They first tried to mix the river Chryses with the
Ayasma, but it parted into two branches, flowing right and
left of the sacred water.
" Lipsius, AjokryjJhaZ Ajostelgeschichte, ii., 2, 24.

t

EVKT~pwv, Bvuu;urr~pwv.

t According to Batiffol, Stud. Patdst.,

i., 33, this is perhaps a
genuine tradition about the true Archippos.
§ a:ylaup.a: so also at Lystra (p. so) and Tymandos, H~'st. Geof{r.,
P· 402.
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After this five thousand heathen collected at Laodiceia,
and resolved to overwhelm the Ayasma with the united
waters of the Lykokapros and the Kouphos. These rivers
flow about three miles distant from the Ayasma, and after
uniting beside the great mountain flow away into the
country of Lycia. To ensure that the rivers should be
full, the five thousand began by damming them up for ten
days. But when they opened the dams and let the waters
run into the new channel which they had cut to divert the
rivers into the Ayasma, Michael himself came down to
defend the holy fountain. He stood upon a rock beside
the sanctuary, and, after bidding the waters stand still
until they were as deep as the height of ten men, he
caused the rock to open, and leave a path for the united
streams 'to flow through. And the rock split open with a
noise like thunder and a shock as of an earthquake ; and
the waters flow through the cleft to the present day.
There is a curious mixture of knowledge and ignorance,
of local accuracy and inaccuracy, in this legend. The
name Lykokapros is a mixture of the two rivers Lykos
and Kapros, which bounded the territory of Laodiceia on
the north and west.'* The Kouphos also may be a real
river, perhaps one of those which flow from Mount Cadmos
northwards into the Lycus. The great mountain of course
is Cadmos, which rises from the valley 6,ooo feet over
Coloss<e, and 7,000 above the sea ; it is called the great
mountain to distinguish it from the low ridge which im" Just as one of the western Xfl>pot of Laodiceia was called
Eleinokaprios from the two rivers Eleinos and Kapros, so the north, western Xfl>pos, beside the junction of Lykos and Kapros, may have
been called Lykokaprios, and thus have misled the author into the
idea that there was a river Lykokapros.
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pedes the exit of the Lycus from the valley. That the
Lycus ever flowed to Lycia is of course absurd ; but the
legend had to explain what happened to the river before
its new course was opened for it by the archangel.
Whether from some vague idea that Khairetopa was near
a stream that flowed to Lycia, or from the mere pseudoetymological fancy that the names Lycus and Lycia were
connected, the explanation suggested itself that the Lycus
originally flowed~ away towards Lycia. Whether this detail was added by the redactor or belonged to the older
local legend, no evidence remains.
The name Chryses is perhaps a relic of an older form
of the legend distinguished by better local knowledge.
Names of this form are not uncommon in Asia Minor ;
and it is quite probable th<~;t some branch of the Lycus
beside Colossre was called Chryses. The sacred stream at
Hierapolis is called on coins the Chrysorrhoas, so that
a name of the same stock, at any rate, occurred in the
Lyct1S valley. It is remarkable that two branches issuing
from the same source flow on the right and the left of the
sacred spring at the present day, as may be seen on the
map. The northern one is artificial, but ancient.*
Legends of this kind may originate in three ways :
(1) Some are mere inventions to explain a name.t In this
• In Maspero's Recuez'Z de Travaux, xiv., x8g1, Hogarth and
I have described the irrigation works at Heracleia-Cybistra, which
are probably very ancient.
t One case bears on our subject. The name KEpeTmra was sometimes misspelt Kmpem1ra and Xa1pem1ra ; a legend arose of the
apparition of Michael, saying Xa'ipe, T61rE, and this has found its.
way into some MSS. of the Miracle at Khonai. A different legend
connected with Keretapa and St. Artemon exists, see Exjosz'tor,
188g, i., p. I ~0.
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way a tale might be made to explain the name Khonai,
"funnels," as derived from a channel or funnel through
which a neighbouring river flows. (2) In many cases old
legends, told originally of some pagan deity, were transferred to a Christian saint. (3) Some legends were foundeq
on historical facts, which occurred in Christian time$.
The last class is far the most interesting ; and it is possibl~
that the miracle at Khonai belongs to it.
Colossre was situated at the lower western epd of a
narrow gl,en some ten miles long. On the north and east
the broken skirts of the great central plateau hem in the
glen. On the· south Mount Cadmos rises steep above it.
On thewest a low rocky ridge about two miles in breadth
divides it from the lower Lycus valley. This glen forms
a sort of step between the lower Lycus valley, which is an
eastern continuation of the long narrow Mreander valley,
and the central plateau, to which it affords the easiest
approach ; and the great highway from the western coast
to the Euphra.tes valley traverses it. The river Lycus
flows down through the glen, rising· in a series of vast
springs at its upper eastern end. The largest set of
springs forms a lake now called Kodja Bash (Big Head, or
Source). According to popular belief, this lake is a duden
(1CaTa{3o0pov), a term which denotes a place where a river
either rises out of or disappears into the ground. Such
dudens are numerous in Asia Minor.*
East of the Colossian glen, on the upper plateau, is
the salt lake Anava. Popular belief sees in the Lycus
springs the outlet of this lake ; and the Lycus water,
though not salt, is bad in taste and not drinkable. Similar

* The

Mceander, the Sangarios, and many other rivers rise in

dudens, forming small lakes like Kodja Bash.
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connections between rivers and high lakes behind their
sources are often traced in Asia Minor, the typical example
being between the Mceander and the lake ·of Bunarbashi,
the ancient Aurocrem' Fontes. Such dudens are commonly
found where a ridge separates two plains at different levels.
At the western end of the Colossian glen the Lycus has
a good opportunity for another duden, for a ridge separates
.the glen from a plain three hundred feet lower ; but the
Lycus traverses the ridge by a narrow open gorge in place
of a duden. Now Herodotus says that· the Lycus at
Colossce enters a rift in the earth within the very city;
and reappears at a distance of five stadia. Colossce was
situated on the south .bank of the river, but th~ buildings
extended . to the north bank ; and a glance at the map
shows that the Lycus enters a rift in the ridge within
the circuit once inhabited. The question then arises, did
Herodotus describe rather inaccurately the 'scenery as it
at present exists, or ha,s any catastrophe occurred to
change a former auden into an open gorge ? It must
be granted that the phenomena of the legend are strongly
suggestive of such a catastrophe : the noise like an earth- .
quake, the inundation caused by the blocking of the.
passage, and the subsidence of the water when the gorge
was cleared, would all be explained by Hamilton's supposition,· that the two cliffs of the gorge were once
connected over the stream, and that the crust was subsequently broken by an earthquake; The breaking of
the crust would necessarily block the stream till the
accumulated wa~ers carried away the fallen debrls. If
such an event took place it must have been after the
time of Strabo and Pliny, otherwise they would have
mentioned such a remarkable phenomenon in alluding
I
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to Coloss::e. If it happened at all then, the change happened when a Christian community existed at Coloss::e.
These considerations prompt us to examine the evidence
more closely, taking as guides M. Bonnet's excellent
edition of the Greek text of the legend (with his useful
essays prefixed), and M. Weber's careful description of
the gorge.*
No clear confirmation of Herodotus' statement has
come down to us. The chief witness is Strabo, who,
unlike Herodotus, had actually seen both Coloss::e and
Apameia: "(the Lycus) flowing for the greater part of
its course underground, thereafter appears to. view, and
joins t the other rivers (M::eander, Cadmos, Kapros),
proving at once the porous character of the country and
its liability to earthquake." The passage has frequently
been misunderstood ; the words cannot be explained as
a reference merely to this duden, for Strabo is a careful
writer, and the Lycus has a course of considerably more
than twenty miles. Obviously Strabo refers to the connection of the . Lycus with Lake Anava ; and thus he
is correct in saying that most of its course is underground, and that after its underground course it appears
to view, and flows to join the M::eander. The description
is illustrated by Hamilton's description of the source
near Dere Keui. It issues from beneath the rock ; and
when Hamilton penetrated further up a cavern or "deep
chasm in the rock, . . . the sound of a subterranean
river rushing along a narrow bed or tumbling over pre" Bonnet, Narratio de 111Jraculo Choms patrato, Paris, 1890 ;
Weber, der untert"rd. Lauf ·des Lykos, in A then. M#thez"l., 1891,
p. 195·
t The aorist, uvvirrEu6v, is remarkable here, Strab., p. 586.
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C1p1ces
was distinctly heard" (i., p. 507).* Now it
i~ probable that Strabo, who certainly knew Herodotus'
description, would tacitly correct anything in it which
he disapproved of; and when he says so emphatically
that the river runs underground for many miles, and
then emerges to view and joins the M<I!ander, he must
be interpreted as expressing dissent from Herodotus.
No other passage known to me seems to possess any
value as independent evidence about the localities ; and
especially the words of Scylitzes are obviously a mere
report of the legend, connecting it with the derivation
of· the name Khonai.
·Such is the ancient evidence-scanty and inconclusive.
We are brought face to face with the old question as to
Herodotus' credibility. Can we accept his evidence unsupported, even supposing that it were not contradicted
by Strabo? Is his statement of that strikingly accurate
and vivid character, which in many cases leads us to
accept a description even against other witnesses?
We turn, then, to the arch<I!ological or topographical
evidence. Here scientific training as a practical geologist would be of high value in a witness. Hamilton
had training and practical experience, but he saw only
the lower and upper ends of the gorge. The engineers
of the Ottoman Railway traversed . and surveyed it
some years ago, and I have talked with them. M.
Weber, of Smyrna, has printed in Athen. Mz'tthez'l., 1891,
p. 197 ff., a clear and accurate account of the gorge;
but he did not extend his researches over the whole
territory of Coloss<I!, nor attend specially to the points
" I explained what I believed to be Strabo's meaning in Amer.
:Jour, Arch., r887, p. 35!if. but have_ failed to convince M. Bonnet.
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raised by the legend. So far as he goes I agree with
him;* but only a practical geologist can answer the
further questions that arise.
The gorge, as a whole, has been an open gap for
thousands of years ; on that all are agreed who have
seen it; and the grave chambers in the north wall of the
gorge near its northern end, as M. Weber acutely argues,
prove this conclusively. This statement, however, does
not imply that the stream was always open to view. It
is still iri some places half concealed from view, as M.
Weber says ; and we must admit the possibility that
incrustation from the streams that join it, both on north
and south, may have at a former period completely overarched it for a little way. But such a bridge would not
justify Herodotus, who describes a duden more than half
a mile long. His description fails in minute accuracy;
and we must, so far as the evidence goes, consider his
words as less accurate than Strabo's, and due to misconception in reporting an account given him .by an
eye-witness. t
The character of the localities shows that an inundation
might readily occur at Colossce ; though we must abandon
the theory that it was caused by the collapse of Herodotus'

* I cannot, however, accept his statement, p. 197, "se~'n Lauf hat
sz'ch nz'e geandert, wz'e es Ham~·zton annhnmt."

Hamilton is quite
right; M. Weber has not observed quite carefully.
t An idea, more favourable to Herodotus, occurred to me in 1891
(Athenceum, August, p. 233); but I have been forced by M. Weber's
clear argument to abandon it. Sacrifice of this idea spoils the view
with which I planned this chapter ; and brings me back to the conclusion I stated in A mer. :Jour. Arch., 1887, p. 358, that Herodotus
confused the duden at the source of the Lycus with the gorge at
Colossce. Vast incrustations are made by these streams.
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duden. Deliverance from such an inundation would inevitably be construed as a miracle by the inhabitants. In
the Pagan time they would have attributed their safety
to the Zeus of Colossre ; in the later Christian period
they attributed it to one of the angels-a proof how
little removed was the later Christianity of Colossre from
the old paganism. The worship of angels was strong in
Phrygia. Paul warned the Colossians against it in the
first century. The Council held at Laodiceia on. the Lycus,
about A.D. 363, stigmatised it as idolatrous."" Theodoret,
about 420-50 A.D., mentions that this disease long continued to infect Phrygia and Pisidia. t But that which was
once counted idolatry, was afterwards reckoned as piety.
Michael, the leader of the host of angels, was worshipped
very widely in Asia Minor. Akroinos-Nikopolis, the scene
of the great victory over the Saracens in 739, was dedicated
1
to him ; and his worship is implied in an inscription at
Gordium-Eudokias in Galatia.t A church of Michael was
built by Constantine on the north coast of the Bosphorus; §
and here Michael was believed to manifest himself, and
miraculous cures were toSozomen'sown knowledge wrought.
The origin of Christianity at Isaura, in the legend of Canon,
* Coloss. ii. 18, €v Bp'f)U"Kelq. Trov dyy€Arov; Concil. Laod., ol! Sei
l(ptcrnavovs lyKaTaAEl'lf'ew Tl]v EKKA'f)crlav Toil BEDv Kal dyy€Aovs 6vop.a{;ew
Kal crvva~EtS 'lf'otiiv, f111'Ep cmayopEVETat. e'[ TtS ovv evpeBfj TUVTl/ Tfj KEKpvp.p.€vn
elSroAoAaTpelq. crxo"Aa{;rov, ecrTro dvaBep.a, on .... ell>roAoAaTpelq. 'll'pocrijABev,
Canon 35·

t £p.Hve Se TovTo TO 'lf'aBos lv Tfj il>pvylq. Kal Iltcrtlllq. p.£xpt 'll'oAAoil • • • Kal
fJ-EXP' l'J€ TOV vilv EliKTrypta TOV aylov Mtxa~A 'll'ap' EKelvots Kal TOtS op.6pots
tKelvrov llcrnvlSeiv Interpret. Ep. Cqloss. ii . .16 (Ed. Hal., iii., 490).
:j: Athen. M#the'z'l., 1883, p. 144; Bull. Cor. Hell., 1883, p. 23
(read [T ].;> 'ApxtcrTpaT~ycp ~avTov ?] 'll'apaSovs €vBaSe K[eiTat?] '2,roT~ptxos).
§ It replaced the temple of Zeus, erected by the Argonauts, 35 st.
from Constantinople,.Soz. ii. 3, Cedr. ii. p. 210 (v. Hist. Geogr., p. 157).
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is ascribed to the action of Michael ; and his· intervention is
considered by M. Batiffol a reason for assigning to the
"Prayer of Aseneth "an origin in this region (Stud. Patrz'st.,
i., 34).
As to the legend, we cannot date it in its extant form
before the ninth century. This is proved by the local
names employed. Colossce was a city of the plain, exposed
to sudden attack ; though, if carefully fortified and well
guarded, it was easily defensible against a regular siege.
In the Sassanian and Saracen inroads sudden assaults, and
not formal sieges, were the danger ; and fortresses on peaks
of extraordinary natural strength, safe against raids, though
difficult to provision for a long siege, suited the period.
Khonai was then built on a steep spur of Mount Cadmos.
The castle must be near 3,000 feet above the sea, and the
village is situated on a lower shelf, overlooking the rich
little glen, and commanding a beautiful view of the Lycus
valley. It was founded probably by Justinian, as part of
his general defensive scheme of roads and forts ; but
Colossce, in its convenient position, long continued to be the
centre of population. But, after the Arab invasions became
a constant dread, the population sought the safer site ; and
in 787 the bishop resided at Khonai, though bearing the
title of Colossce, since the church on the north bank of the
Lycus at Colossce continued to be the great sanctuary of
the district. But in 868 and later the bishop bore the title
of Khonai, the name Colo'ssce had disappeared, and the
whole territory, once called Colossce, wa~ now termed
Khonai. The great church by the Lycus still existed, till
it was burned by the Turks on a raid in the twelfth century ; but it was now known as the church of Michael of
~onai. Now in the miracle-legend th~ church and the
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whole glen bear the name of Khonai ; and it therefore
cannot be earlier than the ninth century in the present
form.*
'
That the legend relates to the church at Colossce, and
not to a church on the actual site of Khonai, seems indubitable. No one after reading the legend, and looking at the
remains of the large and splendid church (whose walls
barely projected above the soil in 1881), can doubt that the
tale is the foundation legend of the church. But so utterly
. was the name Colossce lost, that the' redactor, through the
confusion described, calls the site Khairetopa.
The words quoted above from Theodoret prove that there
was only a chapel of Michael at Colossce, about A.D. 450. On
the other hand, the church at Colossce must have been
built before the centre of population was moved to Khonai,
about 700. t The legend, then, had several centuries to
grow before the redactor put it into the extant form; but
he evidently had dn older form to work on, a genuine local
legend, free from the topographical confusion of Keretapa
and Khonai.
We have then failed to find evidence to show with
certainty which of the three classes enumerated above the
legend of Colossce belongs to. It may arise from a real
fact of history,. an inundation that occurred in Christian
" A similar date may be inferred from the form Khairetopa, which
is found in 787 and 879 ; but in earlier times the name, though corruptly spelt, has not lost the memory of a in the penult (which was
probably long). This test admits an eighth century date, but is inconsistent with the seventh century, the date favoured by M. Bonnet
and by M. Batiffol, Stud. Patrist., i., 33·
t No reference to the miracle or the church of Khonai occurs
before the ninth century, Bonnet, p. xxxix., Act. Sanct., September,
vol. viii., p. 40, § 198,
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times, or it may be an artificial legend, founded on the
strange natural cleft through which the Lycus flows, and
probably giving in Christian form an older pagan myth.
NOTE 1.-A remarkable example of the worship of angels is contained in, an insc,ription of Miletos. In this strange instance of
superstition; inscribed (necessarily by public permission) on the wall
of the theatre, the seven archangels who preside over the seven
planets are invoked to protect the city. The names of the archangels are not, _given:'' but each planet is denoted by mysterious
symbols; with the same inscription beneath, llyte, cpvXaf ~]ov rrJV mSXtv
MtA?JrTlrov K.r."A. Underneath the seven inscriptions is the single line
apxavyeAot[s] cpvArtrTrTETaL ~ 7l'6ALS' MtAf}rTlrov K.T.A• c. I. G., 2895· The
words quoted from Theodoret illustrate this curious piece of superstition, ol ae apxayyeAOL TOS TOOV Ulvwv 'll'pOrTTatTlas ivE'Il'LrTTEVBYJrT'JV, interp.
$nDan. c. x.
NOTE 2.-The length to which this work has already been carried
prevents me from s;zying more about the Jews in Asia Minor; but
one point must be alluded to (p. 46n.). M. Salomon Reinach has
inferred from a Smyrn<ean inscription that the archz'synagogoz'
(women as well as men) irf·Asia Minor were not officials, but merely
persons of rank in the commimity, who exercised, by virtue of their
social weight, a certain influence on the religious practices. Codex
Bczce confirms his acute conclusions. The inscription which he
comments· on must be probably older than A.D. 70 (p. 349).
NoTE 3.-The British Museum inscription, No. 482, "begins by
complaining that the Ephesian~ Goddess was now being set at
nought," about A.p . .,x6x •. This document would appear to have
an important bearing on Chap. XIV., § 3; but I have tried to show
in Classical Review, January 1893, that the text is wrongly restored,
'·tmd that the meaning is different.
NOTE 4.-It resuited from the requiring of a specific accuser, and
still more from the rewards given to the accuser out of the property
of the a<;:cused (p. 336), that a class of lawyers arose, who made a
speciality of cases against Christians. Just as delatores in charges
of treason arose in numbers from the policy of Tiberius and
Domitian, so delatores in Christian cases necessarily sprang from
the' circumstances of the second and third centuries. Allusions to
such advoca# often occur (Le Blant, Actes, p. 306).
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Page 38. That I conium was a Phrygian city, and its people
reckoned themselves Phrygians by desce~t, is also shown by the
legend in Stephanus (s.v.): Annakos was an ancient king of
Iconium, and his subjects were Phrygians (Blass on Acts xiii. sr,
Expositor, February 1895, p. 134). This legend springs from
local feeling: it could be developed only among a people who
counted themselves Phrygians and not Lycaonians ; and it
decisively confirms the inference drawn irbthe text (pp. 36 f) from
'the language of visitors to Iwnium- a~d of the only native whose
evidence is known, that the view taken by the person who wrote
Acts xiv. 6 springs from knowledge ,acquired in Icol)ium;·.

'Page 93· The disputed passage '(xviii. 23),

T~V l'aA~TLK~V x@pav

is explained by Asterius, in his H:oi:nily on Peter and
Paul, as T~v AvKaov[av Kal Td.S Ti]s ifJpvy{as 'll"6A££~. 4-sterius, Bishop
of Amaseia in Pontus, c. 4oo, is an unusually good authority; and it .
is obvious that either he had never heard of any theory that T~v
l'a.\anK~v x@pav was the district of Galatia adjoining his own
country, or he expressly rejects that theory and explains the_ term
as it is explained in this book. :rhe evidence of Asterius is·· all
the more valuable, because in his time Galatia had shrunk to 'its
original small dimensions and no longer included any city ~f
Lycaonia. Asterius therefore speaks from a study of past .
history, or else fro m an unbroken correct traditio'n. The ·
evidence of the later ecclesiastical writers is often affected badiy
Kal ifJpvylav,
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by their tendency to intrude the facts of their own time into the
past ; but here Asterius contradicts the facts of his own time.
In the Exposz'tor, May 1895, p. 391, I have discussed the evidence
of Asterius in more detail; and here I need only express my
obligation to my friend and former pupil Mr. A. F.· Findlay,
who sends me the passage. The Homily (which is often wanting
in imperfect editions of Asterius) is No. 8 in the Migne edition
Patrol. Gr., vol. xl.
On the South-Galatian theory, as a whole, the articles by Rev.
F. Rendall and Rev. Dr. Giff~rd in the Expositor, November
1893, March and July 1894, and by Dr. Clemen in Zeitschr.
fiir Wz'ssenschaftliche Theologie, vol. xxxvii., 1894, p. 396 f., will
be found valuable.*· Dr. Chase, Expositor, Dec. 1893, May 1894,
and Dr. Zockler, Theolog. Stud. und Kritz'ken, 1895, p; 51 f.,
uphold the opposite view.
Chapter II., § 6-7. Until A.D. 72 Lycaonia was divided into
two parts, one of which belonged to the kingdom of Antiochus,
while the other was part of the Roman province. The latter is
correctly and concisely described in Acts xiv. 6, as " the cities
of Lycaonia, Derbe, and Lystra, and the region round about."
The work of Paul and Ba~nabas is here expressly restricted to
Roman Lycaonia ; and this confirms the view taken in my text
(p. 70 and elsewhere) that Paul directed his missionary work to
the Roman countries alone, i.e., to the Roman provinces (and
specially to the great cities in these provinces). Hence, as
Mr. Rendall has pointed out, he classifies his churches according
to the four Roman provinces, Achaia, Macedonia, Asia, and
Galatia.
The two parts of Lycaonia were designated locally 'Avnoxw.v~
xwpa and ra.AanK~ xwpa. The names are 'very rare, as is natural
in a country so little known, especially when the division lasted

* I have not seen the article by Dr. Holtzmann in Zjt.
xiv., 1894, p. 336.

f Kirchengesck,
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no long time. The former. occurs only in Ptolemy v. 6, 17/'' the
latter only in Acts xviii. 23; but these two cases explain and
justify each other. When persons at a distance distinguished
the two parts, they of course substituted AvKaov{a for xciJpa,
designating them as Lycaonia Antiochiana and Lycaonia Galatica.
These terms_ are still rarer, for the former occurs only in the
Corpus Inscr. Latin. v. 866o, and the latter is still unproved,
though it ·can be inferred with certainty from the analogy of
Pontus Galaticus and Polemoniacus, ·and of I'aAaTLK~ xwpa. :
The use of iPpvy{a (xwpa)in Acts xviii. 23, and of iPpvy{a KaL
I'aAaTLK~ xwpa in xvi. 6 (equivalent to Phrygz'a Galatz'ca) shows
that each of the parts of the vast province Galatia was in popular
expression called xciJpa. The geographical expression of Acts
xiii.-xix. carries us into the colloquial language of the country in
the period before A.D. 72.
In the map I must ask the reader to make one important
correction in regard to the Regnum Antz'ochz'. Antiochus ruled
Commagene, and parts of Lycaonia and Cilicia. On the map
I have indicated the Lycaonian . part of his kingdom as not
continuous with the Commagenian ; but I now recognise, from
renewed study of the authorities, that they were connected and
continuous. The line of the eastern frontier of the Lycaonian
part on the map must be altered; so that, in place of running from
Korykos straight north, it should turn north-east, pass between the
Cilician Gates and Tarsus, between Eirenopolis and Anazarbos,
and then turn south-east, passing between Commagene (called
Regnum Antz'ochz' on the map) and Provincia Syria. On the
north the frontier, instead of turning direct south at Hassan
Dagh, should run towards south-east, passing between Tyana and
Loulon, and then keep on slightly north of due east to pass
between Arabissos and Germanicia. Thus Regnum Antiochi
would become a great, single, and continuous realm.

* He does not express the word x.wpa, which, however, is naturally and
~eadily

supplied with the adjective.
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Roman Cilicia in the first century was a small district on the
coast, reaching inland to include Tarsos, and perhaps Anazarba ;
and it formed part of the province Syria (as Marquardt rightly
maintained).

Page 89. Perhaps~ the most difficult (certainly the most
disputed) passage in Acts is xvi. 6 ; and the view which I have
adopted in regard to its construction, and still leave in the text
unaltered, has not found favour. Lightfoot, who describes the
thought of the paragraph xvi. 6-10 in singularly beautiful terms,*
gets the same meaning as I desire by adopting the reading of an
inferior group of MSS., SteA06vTes for St~Mov; and he rejects
the text of the best MSS. " as an attempt to . simplify the
grammar of a sentence rendered awkward by the accumulation
of participles." I venture, on the contrary, to think that the
sequence of participles which Lightfoot p~efers is the easier con~
struction, and results from an attempt to simplify the grammar
of a sentence in which-_ the participial construction is strained tQ
the utmost. How then did a writer who had such command
of Greek as the writer of Acts possessed, admit such a strained
construction? It i~> impossible here to explain fully the reasons
which make me regard xvi. 6-10 as the most remarkable, the
most emotional, and the most instructive paragraph in Acts; but
I may say that Luke here seems to me to retain as closely as
would suit his narrative the words in which Paul described to the
little company at Troas his dream (xvi. 10) and its revelation of
the Divine will, which had frustrated his purpose first in the
province Asia and again when he tried to leave Asia and enter
the province Bithynia, and which led him on through the province
Asia until it brought him without any intention of his own to
Troas. Those who admit that the writer of xvi. 10 was present
in Troas feel that the words which he heard from Paul's lips on

* Biblical Etsays, P• 237-8,
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that morning must have rooted themselves in his memory, and
would naturally guide his expression as he narrates the incidents.
~ow it is characteristic of Paul's expression to tack loosely on a
second fact by means of a participle after his sentence has reached
its proper climax and period, where most writers would append
it by using "and" with a verb. In his speech at Athens there
is an example : " He made of one stock every nation of men to
dwell upon the whole face of the earth, and determined their
duly ordered times and the limits of their several countries"
(xvii. 26). In this passage the fact that precedes in temporal
and in logical order is the creation of mankind as essentially
single ; and the~ follows the division of created mankind into
diverse nations dwelling in separate lands. But Paul loosely
tacks on the second fact by the participle "determining" (op{aw;).
In his epistles a similar construction is common (e.g., see Ellicott's
note on Co!oss. ii. I4, zs).
The real and serious fault in such a construction is that it
is anti-periodic. It tacks on an addition to the period after the
period has reached its proper conclusion. But the construction
is not peculiar to Paul. It is a characteristic of the development
of language and thought in the early empire, and is widely
spread. The strict periodic construction of sentences was varied
deliberately and intentionally by the occasional use of looser
sentences, not merely in Greek, but even in Latin writers (in spite
of the greater strictness of logical periodic construction in Latin).
Acts xiv. 21, 22, is another instance: "they returned to Lystra
and to !conium and to Antioch, confirming the souls of the
disciples," etc. Here the only difference is, that the participle is
necessarily present in order to bring out the repetition of the
action in each case. In the Expositor April 1894, p. 294, I
have quoted an example from Livy, with the general principle as
laid down by that clear and accurate grammarian, 0. Riemann;
and in the Expositor July 1894, p. ro, Dr. Gifford has quoted
examples from Acts xxv. 13, and Clemens Alexandrinus, Protrept. 2,
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though he prefers to found the South-Galatian theory on a different
interpretation of xvi. 6-an interpretation which is grammatically
unimpeachable, and gives a possible and easy geographical inter!
pretation, but which. has the serious (in my estimation fatal)
disadvantage of sacrificing the strict sense of ra>..a-ru<~ iPpvy{a in
iocal usage as " that part of Phrygia which was included in the
Galatic province.":
Our theory admits another interpretation of xvi. 6, pressing the
sense of St~>..Bov as indicating a missionary tour, and supposing
an ellipsis in the thought : "They made a preaching journey over
. the Phrygian country, viz., the Galatic part alone (neglecting the
Asian* part), inasmuch as they were prevented from preaching
in Asia" (Expositor 1895, p. 386). This interpretation follows
the recognised paths of grammar, and avoids the by-path which
I have chosen ; and it will probably be pr.~ferred by many.
The defenders of the North-Galatian theory, in their comments
On Xvi. 6, T~V iPpvy{av Ka1 'raAaT£K~V XWpav, and XViii, 23, T~V
raAaTtK~V XWpav Ka~ i'JJpvy{av, ignore tWO fundamental principles Of
Greek· expression : ( 1) when two alternative titles, or epithets, or
names, are expressed together, they are connected in Greek by
Kat, where in English we should use "or,"-e.g., "the Heracleotic
or Canopic branch of the Nile" (which bore either name indifferently) was TO Kavw{3tKov Ka~ 'HpaKAEwnKov (1n6p.a), Strab.
p. 788, and so in Acts xvi. 6; (2) when two separate things,
designated by the same noun accompanied by different adjectives,
are coupled together, the proper order is to express the noun
with the first adjective and to leave it to be understood with
the second,-e.g., -.,6 Kavw{3tKov 1n6p.a Kal (To) ~amK6v,t and so in
Acts xviii. 23. )
"' What Galen IV. p. 312 (see my Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, 1895,
p. 247), calls 'AO'utv.ry if>puf'£a, the part of Phrygia included in the province Asia.
t I find two or three cases where Strabo (in the published texts) violates
the second principle, but they are very rare; whereas he frequently observes it.
Perhaps the text is wtong in the exceptional cases; or, more probably, they
are pieces of bad writing on Strabo's part.
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There is an exact parallel to Acts xvi. 6 in Luke iii.
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'ITovpa{as Kal Tpaxwv{n8os xwpas. Here the North-Galatian theory
makes 'ITovpa{as a noun; I make it an adjective. In addition to
grammar, the following considerations prove that 'ITovpa{as cannot

be taken as a noun.

(1) The people

'l'Tovpalo~

and the adjective

'ITovpa'i:os are frequently mentioned in both Greek and Latin
authors ; but a noun 'l'Tovpatd. never occurs,* and is sometimes

pointedly avoided, where, if existent, it would have been used,
instead. The author of Acts would
therefore have been guilty of a fault in language if he had used
'l'Tovpa{as as a noun. (2) Eusebius and Jerome, in the most
pointed way, interpret Luke iii. I as I do. Other arguments are
unnecessary; but I may refer to my papers in Exposz'tor, January,
February, April, 1894, and January 1895, p. 61, for a full discussion of the subject, and an explanation why 'l'Tovpa{a was not"
'and could not correctly be used by the ancients. '
·
Finally, though many writers champion the N orth-Galatian view
and declare that <f?pvy{av is used as a noun in xvi. 6, none of them
have brought against me the decisive argument of a parallel case.
Bishop Lightfoot formerly, and Dr. Gifford recently (Expositor
July 1894), have declared, as I do, that when an adjective and
noun are coupled by Kat with a noun to which an article is
attached, the adjective and noun must also have the article, so.
that if <f?pvy{av in xvi. 6 were a noun, it . would be necessary
to read 'T~V raAa'TLK~V xwpav (as many inferior MSS. do). Those
who maintain that\ the article can be omitted, should quoce an
example ; but they never do so. · Every teacher of Greek
prose knows that such an expression is wrong ; every teacher

'1 'l'Tovp~{wv being employed

* I have reviewed in E:;q<>ositor, Jan. and April r894, all the cases where
the words occur in ancier t authors, and have ·shown that the noun never
occurs except in a pass8 t,e of Eusebius, where Lagarde's false punctuation
makes 'Irovpal~.t a noun. 6ut the earlier editions have rightly, 'Iroupala xwpa
without the period that Lagarde interposes between them. SchUrer folloW$
Lagarde.
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would score unmercifully a pupil who ventured to use it. Only
Dr. Chase quoted the instance from Luke iii. 1 (just mentioned);
but it failed him. In reply to the contrary judgment of many
excellent scholars (a list is given by Dr. Gifford), he simply
reiterates his assertion that the usage is right, but does not try
to quote a second example.

Page 76, line 3· In place of" southern" read "north-western."
This line has by inadvertence been allowed to stand unaltered.
When the first edition was written, I thought that Paul
travelled to Troas by way of Pergamos ; but, on closer study ot
the words of Acts, it becomes obvious that he took the easier and
better road down the Rhyndacus and along the south coast of
Lake Aphnitis, which lies south of Cyzicos. The journey along
this road was remembered in Mysian tradition, about which I
hope shortly to write (see also Expos#or, October 1888, p. 264,
April 1894, p. 295).
Page 152. In corroboration of the explanation of the Bezan
reading xix. 9, &m) lf1pac; ~:' Clwc; 8t:KdT'YJ>, it may be added that the
business hours in Lydia seem to have ended at the fifth hour :
see an inscription of Attaleia in Lydia (.Bull. de Corresp. Hellen.
1887, p. 4oo), where it is provided in accordance with the will
of Euarestos that a distribution of oil take place one day in every
year &m~ CfJpac; a' lws t:'. In a paper " About the Sixth Hour" in
Expositor 1893, p. 223, I have suggested reasons for thinking
that the sports in the stadium usually ended about the fifth hour
in the cities of the Ionian coast. Thus the school was open
to Paul's use during the hours ordinarily devoted to rest and
leisure.
Chapter XL-XII. The view which is here taken of the
Neronian and Flavian policy towards the Christians has been
deft;nde,d il1 three articles in the Expositor, July, August,_ October,
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r893. ·I have no change to make; but I should gladly have
added a supplementary argument (used in the Expositor, l.c., p.
1 15), founded on the way in which the evidence of Tacitus and of
the Pastoral Epistles of Paul agrees, From the latter we learn that
Paul's first trial ended, about 62 A.D., in his acquittal; and that
means that the supreme court of the empire declared Christianity to
be a legal religion, and refused to prohibit the preaching and propagation of Christianity. This decision of the supreme court could
not be disregarded even by the emperor; and hence it becomes
plain that Tacitus is in accordance with natural probability when
he describes the Neronian persecution as taking the form of a
prosecution and punishment of the Christians for definite criminal
acts, not for the general crime of being Christians. Between 64
and 94 the procedure was changed, and the mere acknowledgment and profession of Christianity was recognised as worthy of
death. But I still think, as before, that this change was made
later than N ero and earlier than Domitian. Unfortunately we
know nothing of Paul's second trial and condemnation, which
would, if known, be conclusive one way or the other. But the
scanty evidence derivable from the Epistles points, not to a short
and simple procedure such as was practised by Pliny (seep. 217),
but to a long and complicated trial; though it is also evident
that even at the first stage in the second trial the temper of the
court showed itself very different from the first trial (2 Tim.
iv. 16). Vespasian, then, is probably the emperor ·under whom
the " short method with the dissenters," which prevailed under
Domitian and throughout the second century, originated. It has
been urged that Vespasian was too good an emperor for such
an action ; but it is not the case that the best emperors were
kindest to the Christians.* It is accepted by: all the recent writers
(x) that the sharp and short procedure against the Christians

* Vespasian's policy had the same aim as Domitian's: the latter added
thoroughness in the execution, especially in his later years.
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was in accord with the spirit of Roman law and government,
(2) that a certain period elapsed before the imperial administration
recognised the relation of Christianity to the existing law, and
(3) that the recognition took place and the new procedure was
developed under Nero or not later than the time oLDomitian.
But without further evidence it will probably remain a matter of
opinion what was the exact time when this development occurred.
The short article by Prof. Mommsen in the Expositor, July 1893;
and the excellent work of Mr. E. G. Hardy on " Christianity and
the Roman Government," both treat the constitutional aspect
of the question from the same point of view; and Dr. Sanday, in
the Exposz'tor, July 1893 (in a very kind review of my book),
maintains strongly the view (towards which they also incline) that
the development took place under Nero. ·
Page 342. The story of the "Thundering Legion" and its
connection with the danger and the 1wonderful deliverance of
Marcus Aurelius and his army has recently been the subject of
a lively discussion in German circles. Petersen, in Mt'tthei!ungen
des Instituts (Rb'm, Abth.) ix., 1894, p. 78 (., and Domaszewski, in
Rhet'n. Museum, r894, p. 612 f., argued that the story was a pure
fiction, founded on a misunderstanding of a scene on the column
of Aurelius in Rome. This scene, which in reality represented
the soldiers keeping off the rain with their shields (as Petersen
thinks), was interpreted as if they were trying to catch the rain;
and from the cruciform symbols on the shields it was concluded
that the soldiers were Christians, while the kneeling suppliant
enemy were taken as Roman soldiers praying. This theory,
suggested by Petersen, was taken up by Domaszewski, who gave
reasons for thinking that the letter of Marcus Aurelius to the .
Senate was a forgery. Everything. that I have said on p. 343
would have to be deleted if this theory had anything to
recommend it. But Domaszewski has said nothing to explain how
the forgery could have been made so soon as to have deceived
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Tertullian, and induced him to appeal to the Senate's knowledge of
that letter when he addressed the Senate about I97· The theory,
to gain any plausibility, requires a very common assumption-viz.,
that nothing was too foolish or too absurd or too false. for· a
Christian apologist to seize on if it seemed to his stupidity to
favour the Christians. But I cannot find that Tertullian was
either stupid or deceitful. It is pleasant to see in the latest
number of Hernzes, r8g5, p. go f., that Mommsen rejects this
theory. He defends the authenticity of the letter of Marcus to
the Senate (which Tertullian quoted), and of all that can be
proved to have been mentioned in it, and argues that there was
a double wonder-a saving of the Romans from thirst by a
shower of rain, and a defeat of the enemy ; but he considers
the introduction of the Twelfth Legion as mythical.*

Page 333· In Rheinz'sches Museum, x8g5, p. II4 f., Schanz
argues very ingeniously in favour of the early date of Minucius
Felix Octavius (earlier than r6r).
Page 396. The part played by Roman sports and exhibitions
in the imperial policy of Romanising the provinces is described
more fully in my Citz"es and Bz"shoprz'cs of Phrygia, pp. 56, 75 f.
(Clarendon Press, r8g5); and many other points touched upon in
the present work are illustrated in that book.
Chapter XVI. The importance of Acta Pauli et Theklce is
shown by the number of other Acta which imitate parts of ite.g., Acta Faustce Cyzi'cence, AA. SS., September 2oth, p. 144; Acta
Mardance (see p. 404); Acta Justz"nce, September 26th, p. 200;
PeriodoiBarnabce; and doubtless many others may be discovered.
But the Acta Polyxence, recently published by Mr. James, presents

* Dr. Harnack's article in Bedin Akad. Sitzungsberichte, 1894, pp. 835-82,
is not accessible to me. He defends the historicity of the story in its entirety.
The letter of Marcus attlcned"fo''Justin'r:gpo!oJ.Vis'of"coU:rslta'tofgefy;·mougli
it contains some facts founded on knowledge (as Mommsen admits).
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the most striking analogies, and seems to me to be based on Acta
Thekke in one of its very early forms.
Page 403, lines 4-19. A similar scene occurs in Acta
Proconsularia SS. Claudii, Asterit~ Neonis (AA.SS., August 23rd,
pp. 569, 572). There S. Theonilla says: "Is it not enough that
thou hast placed me (here) naked? Yet not me alone, but also
. thy mother and thy wife hast thou coveretl with confusion ;
for we women are all of one nature." This document is of the
highest authenticity (it is admitted by Ruinart), and cannot be
supposed to be modelled on Acta Theklce. Either this scene in
Acta Theklce is modelled on Acta Claudii, or (as is more
pcobable) the attitude of Thekla and of Theonilla, which is so
natural in itself, was characteristic of the popular feeling of the
period (as is argued in the present work, p. 403), and assumed
by both of them, and doubtless by many other women martyrs.
Theonilla suffered in A.D. 285.
I

Page 432 note. The opinion is here expressed that 2 Peter is
not the work of St. Peter, as being too late in character. I
should attribute it to a disciple, who was full of the spirit and
the words of his teacher, and who believed so thoroughly that
· he was giving the message of his teacher that he attributed it
to that teacher. Only by some such supposition (as Calvin
suggested) do,es it seem to me possible to explain the difference
of style and of view, combined with the similarity in words, in
topics, and in moral tone. The disciple is expressing his master's
opinion with regard to new circumstances in which the Church
at Rome was placed after his master's death : he has no ambition
to express his own view-to do so would seem to him presumptuous ; and, feeling that his master speaks through him,
he thinks it right to give his master's message in his own name.
As Mr. A. Souter points out to me, the words of Tertullian
against Marcion, iv. 5, show that opinion in ancient time was
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often inclined to treat the work of a pupil as his master's own.
It is going further in this direction when the pupil 1:\imself

makes his master responsible for the words; but in this one
may see humility and self-effacement rather than a wish to
deceive.
Page 439 f. Avircius Marcellus, to whom the presbyter of
Otrous dedicated a tract against the Montanists, is here assumed
to be the person who composed for himself the now famous
epitaph. This epitaph, engraved on an altar at the south gate of
Hieropolis, was taken about 400 A.D. as the basis of a legendary
biography of Avirkios or Aberkios, bishop of Hieropolis. At that
time, therefore, it was believed that the tomb was his. But
recently the theory has been started by Dr. G. Ficker in the Berlin
Akad. Sitzungsber. 1894, p. 876, that this epitaph was composed
for a priest of Cybele, and not for a Christian ; and a consider·
able controversy has raged in Germany round this question.
Ficker has been amended in a brief note by Prof. 0. Hirschfeld of
Berlin in the Sitzungsber. 1894, p. 213, and elaborately supported
by Prof. Harnack in Texte und Untersuch., xii. 4· The paradox
had sufficient plausibility to make it attractive to an ingenious
young scholar like Ficker ; but it gives one rather an unpleasant
shock to find that an experienced and practised scholar like
Harnack has taken up what seems (I must confess) a mere
ingenious tissue of plausible fiction. It is useless to argue in
such a case. The question is an ultimate one of direct historical
sense and intuition. Those who do not see and feel that this
inscription is Christian cannot be m~de to see or feel it by any
amount of argument. Those who think that a priest of Cybele
wrote like this must be left to think so. But, in reply to the
statement that a Christian inscription about A.D. 200 would not
make a fine payable to the Roman State and would not be
engraved on an altar, I may state that many dated Christian
inscrip~ions before and about 250 are engraved on. altars and
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make fines payable to the State. They did not thereby imply
approval of the entire State policy and religion. The Church
accepted the existing government; it always claimed not to be
disloyal ; the epitaphs took the recognised legal method of
protecting property by imposing a fine payable to the legally
constituted authority; and the public sepulchral monuments were
made of the customary external appearance. But, until it has
ceased to be the fashion to judge about the early history of
Christianity in Asia Minor from a prz"orz" ideas of what is suitable,
and until it has become a requirement that scholars examine
the published facts and inscriptions before they make sweeping
assertions about what Christians in Asia Minor did or did not do,
little progress can be hoped for. [A large part of the tombstone
which (as Ficker concedes) was believed about A.D. 400 to be the
tomb of Avircius, the old bishop of Hieropolis, and which (as any
epigraphist will agree) belongs to his period, is now in the Lateran
Museum, part having been presented to Leo XIII. by the Sultan
and part by the present writer.]
· ··· ·

Page 440, note*. The unintelligible Af3£prn, read by M. Foucart
in a Carian inscription, may be quoted by some as a parallel to
Aberkios (see Bulletz"n de Corresp. Hellen., 18go, p. 366).' The
reading is certain, resting on the high authority of M. Foucart;
but whether it is a local epithet, or a personal name, or an
engraver's mistake, is uncertain.
Page 480 and 46. The chief facts about the archisynagogoi
and the archons of the Jews are collected in a paper in Exposz"tor,
April x8gs, p. 272 f.

* Prof. V. Schulze of Greifswald has replied to Dr. Ficker in Theolog.
Literaturb!att, 4 Mai, II Mai, 27 Juli, 1894. See also Prof. C.' Robert in
Bermes 1894, p. ,j.z1. A noteworthy paper by Prof. 0. Hirschfeld on the history
of Christianity before Constantine in Lugudunum (Berlin Akad. Sitzungsb.
1895, see especiaiiy p. ·399 f.) contains some useful matter for comparison i"'ith
the delicate case of Avircius's epitaph.
·
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NOTE.
It seems unnecessary to add to what is said on pp. 13-15 as to the
extent of the name Galatia, since Dr. Schiirer, who, alone among
scholars, maintained that the wider extension of the name was
wrong, has retracted his opinion in the most scholarly spirit. But
Dr. Cheetham, in Classical Review, Nov. 1894, appears as Schiirer's
champion. It is unfortunate that the distinguished Cambridge
historian of the Church should have plunged into the discussion
without informing himself of the facts. Ignorant that Dr. Schiirer
had publicly retracted his opinion a year previously, in view of my
quotations, he declares that I have failed to meet Schiirer's argu·
ments. He advances no new reasons, except an analogy from
English counties, as if English counties resembled Roman provinces
in any respect. There must be some end to discussion on elementary
points ; and I hope Dr. Cheetham will not consider me disrespectful
if I refrain from arguing the question further.
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Cagnat, Professor 343n
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ILLUSTRATIONS AND MAPS.
(p. 47). View of Lystra, from a photograph by Mr. D. G. Hogarth,
1890. The view is from the south; Ayasma with trees in the foreground.
2 (p. 55). View of Derbe, from a photograph by Mr. Hogarth, 1890.
The view is from the south-west.
3 (p. 441). Gravestone, in possession of a Turk, native of Seulun, drawn
by Mrs. Ramsay, August 1884. I tried vainly to induce some rich
Armenians of Kara Hissar to bring the stone to their church for
preservation.
4. The Map of Asia Minor is intended chiefly to show the political
divisions A.D. 50-70, and, secondarily to aid the comprehension of
the history of Christianity in the country during the early centuries.
By a mistake the hills bounding the valley of Lystra on N.E. are
represented too near I conium ; and Lystra has been placed on
the sjte of the modem Khatyn-Serai, whereas it was on the
north bank of the river a mile away from the village.
5· The Map of the Lycus valley depends on the Ottoman Railway
Survey, kindly given me by Mr. Purser. The route from Denizli
to Khonai is added by me: I traversed it in October 1881.
I

